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SECTION ]

INTRD_UCTION

BACKGROL%_D

This regulatory analysis presents the basic information relevant to the

develolz.entof noise em/ssion standards for newly manufactured truck-mounted

solid waste compactors (refuse collection vehicles). For brevity, these

products are also referred to in the text as RCV's, or trash compactors, or

compactors. The topics of major concern are_ the noise emissions of _actors

and the technology for controlling the noise; noise measurement methodology;

the envire_nental noise impact caused by operation of RCV's in the community;

the reduction in noise impact expected from the establishment of noise limits

for newly manufactured RCV's; and the eoonomie status of the industry and the

potential cc6ts and economic effects of a noise regulation.

As a result of studies conducted under the authorities and duties given

to the Administrator of the Environmental Protection Agency by the Noise

: Control Act of 1972 (the Act), truck-mounted solid waste compactors were

identified as a major source of noise on May 28, 1975 (40 FR 23]05). In
i

-_ _ order to ascertain the basic data required to promulgate a noise regulation
1

: conforming to the requirements laid down in the Act, a program of detailed

i
studies was undertaken by the Agency, with the help of qualified contractors.

These studies dealt with the areas Of concern outlined above, and entailed

a search of the pertinent industry and goverr,rent statistics and the avail-

able technical literature, measurements of the noise emissions of a substan-

tial number of refuse collection vehicles, both new and in service, and asso-

ciated analyses. Many contacts were made with all segments of the affected

industry, governmental units at various levels (Federal, state and local) and

1-1
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the general public, in order to develop the factual data and gather the opinions

of concerned persons and organizations which were germane to the regulatory

provisions and process.

Based on the results of th_s information gathering process and under

the requirements of Section 6 Of the Act, the Agency published a proposed

regulation on August 26, 1977 (42 FR 43226). A docket to receive to,relentswas

opened and hearings were held in New York and Salt Lake City. Numerous eon_ents

were received in the docket and at the hearings, and additional information was

acquired through c(_r_nunlcationswith industry assoaiations, as well as by

further testing and analysis. The Agency reviewed this information thoroughly

and, based on the results Of this review, developed a number of revisions

in the regulatlco text, with the aim of clarifying the Agency's intent and

simplifying some of the measurement and enforcement procedures. The docket

cc_mants and the Agency's analyses and responses are summarized in Appendix A

of this report. The revisions to the regulation are detailed in the preamble

to the final regulation, which is published contcoporaneously with this

Regulatory Analysis.

PUBLIC PA/_TICIPATION

Throughout the develo_nent of this regulation an effort has been made

to allow all groups, organizations, and individuals who have an interest in, or

who may be directly affected by treck-mDunted solid waste compactor noise

emission standards, the opportunity to participate in the rulemaklng process.

•his public participation effort has included meetings with concerned state,

county, and city officials; refuse truck user groups; refuse collection industry

associations; compactor and truck chassis manufacturers; and compactor distribu-

tors. A llst of the organizations and individuals contacted in the development
!

of this regulation is included as Appendix C to this document.
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As another step in the Agency's continuing public participation prngran, an

extensive effort is underway to inform the public of the benefits and _mpacts

of the noise emission standards for truck-mounted solid waste compactors. This

effort will include direct mailings of infom,ation pockets to the major groups

affected by the regulation and briefings to selected groups. Appendix D to this

document lists the groups that are to be contacted in this informative public

participation effort.

STA%IrIOR¥BASIS FOR ACTION

Through the Noise Control Act of 1972 (86 Star. 1234), Congress established a

national policy "to pr_rcte an environment for all Americans free from noise that

Jeopardizes their health and welfare." In pursuit of that policy, Congress stated in

Sectlcn 2 of the Act that "while prim_y responsibility for control of noise rests

with state and local governments, Federal action is essential to deal with major

i noise sources in commerce, control of which requires National uniformity of treatment."

AS part of this essential Federal action, Subsection 5(b)(i) of the Act

requires that the Administrator of the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency,

after consultation with the appropriate Federal agencies, publish a report or

series of reports "identifying products (or classes of products) which in his

judgment are major sources of noise." Section 6 of the Act (Subsection

6(a) (I)) requires the Administrator to publish proposed regulations for each

product identified as a major source of noise and for which, in his judgment,

noise standards are feasible. Four categories of products are listed as

potential candidates for regulation; one of these is transportation equipment.

It was under the authority of Section 5(b)(I) that the Adminstrator published

the report on May 28, 1975 (40 FR 23105) that identified truck-mounted solid waste

compactors as a major source Of noise, and under the requirements of Section 6(a)(I)
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that the Administrator published the Notice of proposed Rulemaking (42 FR 43226)

to control the noise emissions of newly manufactured compactors. It is also

under this authority and requirement that the final regulation is published.

Preemption

Section 6(e)(i) of the Noise Control Act states that after the effective

date of a Federal regulation "no State or political subdivision thereof may

adopt or enforce.., any law or regulation which sets a limit on noise emissions

from such new product and which is not identical to such regulation of the

Administrator." Section 6(e)(2), however, states that "nothing in this section

precludes or denies the right of any State or political subdivision thereof to

establish and enforce controls on environmental noise (or one or more sources

thereof) through the licensing, regulation, or restriction of use, operation oF

movement of any product or combination of products." The central point to be

developed here is the distinction between noise emission standards on products,

which _ay be preempted by Federal regulations, and standards on the use, opera-

tion or movement of products, which are reserved to the states and localities

by Section 6(e)(2).

Section 6(e)(2) forbids state and local municipalities from controlling

noise from products through laws or regulations that prohibit the sale (or

offering for sale) of new products for which different Federal noise emission

standards already have been promulgated. States and localities may augment

the enforcement duties of the EPA by enacting a regulation identical to the

Federal regulation, since such action on the state or local level would

assist in accomplishing the purpose of the Act. Further, state and local

municipalities may regulate noise emissions for all new products that wets

manufactured before the effective date of the Federal regulation(s).
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Section 6(e)(2) explicitly reserves to the states and their political

su_ivisions a much brooder authority: the right to "establish and enforce

controls on environmental noise (or one or more sources thereof) through the

licensing, regulation or restriction of the use, operation, or movement of any

prcduct or combination of products." Environmental noise is defined as the

"intensity, duration, and character of sounds frsn all sources" (Section 3

(ii)). Limits may be proposed on the total character and intensity of sounds

that may be emitted from all noise sourres, "products and co_binaticns of

products."

State and local governments may regulate celm_unitynoise levels more

effectively and equitably than the Federal government due to their perspec-

tlve on and kncwledge of state and local situations. The Federal government

assumes the duties involved in regulating products distributed nationwide
i

because it is required and equipped to do so. Congress divided the noiseI

! emission regulation authorities in this manner to allow each level of govern-
J

merit to fulfill that function for which it is best suited. Through the

coordination of these divided authorities, a comprehensive regulatory program

can be effectively designed and enforced.

One example of the type of regulation left open to the localities is the

property lime regulation. This type of regulation limits the level of environ-

mental noise reaching the boundary of a particular piece of property. The

occupant of the property is free, insofar as state regulations are concerned,

to use any products whatsoever, as long as the products are used or operated

in such a fashion so as not to emit noise in excess of the "property line"

limits specified by the state or municipality. This type of regulation may

be applied to many different types of properties, ranging from residential

lots to construction sites.
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In such a ease, state and local regulation of trash compactor trucks

may take the form of, but would not be limited to, the following examples:

o Quantitative limits on environmental noise received in specific land

use zones, as in a quantitative noise ordinance.

o Nuisance laws amounting to operation or use restrictions (including,

for example, curfews).

o Other similar regulations within the powers reserved to the states and

localities by Section 6(e)(2).

In this _ranner,states and local areas may balance the issues involved

to arrive at satisfactory environmental noise regulations that protect the

public health and welfare as much as possible.

Labelin@

The enforcement strategies outlined in Secticn 8 of this document are

accompanied by the requirement for labeling products distributed in com-

merce. The label provides notice to a buyer that a product is sold

in conformity with applicable regulations. The label also makes the buyer

and user aware that the trash conpactor truck possesses noise attenuation

devices and that tampering with such items is prohibited.

RATIONALE FOR REGULATION OF THE TRASH COMP_R TRUCK

In determining whether a product (or class of products) is a major

noise source for regulation under Section 6 of the Act, the Administrator

considers primarily the following factors:

I. The intensity, character and/or duration of the noise emitted

by the product (or class of products) and the number of people inloacted

by the noise;
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2. Whether the product, alone or in combination with other products,

causes noise exposure in defined areas under various conditions,which exceed
{

the levels requisite to protect the public health and welfare with an adequate i

margin of safety;

3. Whether the spectral content or temporal characteristics, or both,

of the noise make it irritating or intrusive, even though the noise level

may not otherwise be excessive;

4. Whether the noise emitted by the product causes intermittentsingle

event exposure leading to annoyance or activity interference.

The Agency has given first priority to those products that contribute most

to overall cermnunitynoise exposure. Co,_lunitynoise exposure is defined as

that noise exposure, experienced by the community as a whole, which is the

result of the operation of a product or group of products; not that exposure

experienced by the user(s) of the product(s).

In terms of assessment, ccmmunlty noise exposure was evaluated in term_

of the day/night average sound level (Ldn) (Ref. i-i). Since Ldn was

developed especially as a measure of community noise exposure and an equiva-

lent energy measure, it can be used to describe the noise in areas in which

noise sources operate continuously or intermittently, in a 24-hour period.

Studies have been made of the number of people exposed to various levels

of community noise (Ref. i-i). Table i-i summarizes the estimated number of

people in residential areas subjected to noise from urban traffic, freeway

traffic, and aircraft operations at or above outdoor Ldn values ranging

from 60 to 80 dB.

l_7
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EPA nas identified an outdOOr 5dn of 55 dB as the day/night average

sound level requisite* to protect the public from long-term adverse health

and welfare effects in residential areas (Ref. l-l).

Table i-i shows that many millions of United States residents are sub-

jeered to day/night average sound levels in excess of 60 dB; the bulk of the

noise exposure is due to traffic noise. In order to reduce this noise expo-

sure significantly, it will be necessary to apply noise control measures to

many of the major scerces Of noise in the environment.

Medium and heavy trucks are responsible for most of the traffic noise,

and are regulated by EPA under Part 205 of Title 40 of the Code of Federal

Regulations. A number of trucks operate with special equipment mounted,

some of which contributes significant noise to the environment in addition

to that due to movement of the bruck in traffic. One such class of special

equipment is the truck-mounted solid waste compactor, which is known to be

a source of annoyance and sleep disturbance. Although the noise impact from

this class of equipment is lower in magnitude than that due to all truck

traffic, it is nevertheless high enough to be classified as a major source

of noise itself (see Section 5 for a detailed discussion of the noise impact).

In addition, the EPA believes that control of this source of noise is required

to avoid reducing the effectiveness of the noise regulation for medium and

heavy trucks.

*With an adequate margin of safety and without consideration of the cost and

technology involved to achieve an Ldn of 5& dB.
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TABLE I-I

ESTIMATED CUMULATIVE NUMBER OF PEOPLE IN MIr_IONS IN
THE UNITED STATES RESIDING IN URBAN AREAS _ICH ARE EXPOSED
_D VARIOUS LEVELS OF OUTDOOR DAY/NIGHT AVERAGE SOUND LEVEL

Outdoor Urban Freeway Aircraft

LdnExceeds Traffic Traffic Operations Total

60 59.0 3.1 16.0 78.1

65 24.3 2.5 7.5 34.3

70 6.9 7.9 3.4 12.2

75 1.3 0.9 _.5 3.7

80 0.1 0.3 0.2 0.6

S(>/rce: Reference I-I.

NEED FOR CONTINUED COMPLIANCE WITH THE NOISE STANDARD

The attainment of the estimated health and welfare benefits is dependent

upon the regulated product continuing to comply with the Federal not-to-exceed

noise emission standard for a set period Of time or use.

The Agency has given considerable attention to the question of product

noise degradation (increase in noise level with time). It is the Agency's

belief that if a product is not built such that it is even minimally capable

of meeting the standard while in use over a specified initial period, when

properly used and maintained, the standard itself will be ineffective and

the anticipated health and welfare benefits will not be achieved.

Consequently, the Agency has developed the concept of an "Anoustical

Assur_/%cePeriod" (AAP). The AAP is defined as that specified initial period

of time or use during which a product must COntinue to be in compliance with

the Federal standard, provided it is properly used and maintained according

to the manufacturer's recQarendations.
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The Acoustical Assurance Period is independent of the product's opera- ::

tional (useful) llfe, which is the period of time between sale of the product

to the first purchaser and last owner's disposal of the product. The Acous-

tical Assurance Period is product-specific and thus may be different for

different products or classes of products. %lieAAP is based, in part, upon

(1) the Agency's anticipated health and welfare benefits over time resulting

•from noise control of the specific product, (2) the product's known or esti-

mated periods of use prior to its first ipajoroverhaul, (3) the average first

owner turnover (resale) period (where appropriate), and (4) known or best

engineering estimates of product-specific noise level degradation (increase

in noise level) over time.

The AAP requires the product _?anufacturerto assure that the product

is designed and built in a m_nner that will enable it to co_ply with the

Federal noise emission regulation which exists at the time the product is

introduced into CXmlmerce,and that it will continue to conform with the

applicable regulation for a period of time or use not less than that specified

_i' by the AAP.

While the Agency believes that products which are properly designed and

durably built to meet a product specific noise emission standard should con-

tinue to meet the standards _or an extended period of time, it recognizes that

some manufacturers may wish to stipulate, based on test results or best engi-

neering judgment, the degree of anticipated noise emission degradation their

product(s) ,my experience during a specified Acoustical Assurance Period. A

procedure has been developed by the Agency that permits manufacturers to

account for sound level degradation in its compliance testing and verification
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program. This procedure, if used, would require a manufacturer to subtract a

"Noise Level Degradation Factor" (NLDF) frc_ the Agency's not-to-exceed noise

emission standard, and thus would result in a manufacturer specific produc-

tion test level that is lower than that specified by the EPA standard. For

example, a manufacturer who estimates that the noise level of a given product

]mm:]elmay increase by 3 dB during the prescribed AAP would specify an NLDF

of 3 dB. For production verificationt the manufacturer would then test to

ensure that his product's noise level is 3 dB below that specified in the

applicable Federal standard. For those products not expected to degrade

during the AAP, the manufacturer would specify an NLDF of zero.

OS"I'LINEAND SUMMARY OF REGULATORY ANALYSIS

Background infoL1,aticnused by EPA in developing regulations limiting

the noise emissions from new trsek-mounted solid waste compactors is pre-

sented in the following sections of this analysis:

Section 2 - The Industry and the Product: contains general infor_atlon

on the manufacturers of truck-m_unted solid waste compactors and descriptions

of the product.

Section 3 - Baseline Noise Levels for New Truck-M0unted Solid Waste

COmpactors: presents current noise levels relative to degradation noise

levels for existing new solid waste compactors and a discussion of the data

used in the development of an Acoustical Assurance Period.

Section 4 - Measurement Methodology: presents the measurement method-

ology selected by EPA to measure the noise emitted by _*is product and to

determine complianc_ with the proposed regulation.
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Section 5 - Health and Welfare: discusses the adverse impact of and

benefits to be derived from regulating noise emissions of solid waste compactors.

Section 6 - Noise Control Technology: provides information on available

noise control technology and the criteria for determining the levels to which

solid waste c_osctors can be quieted.

Section 7 - Economic Analysis: examines the economic effects of noise

emission standards on the solid waste compactor industry and society.

Section 8 - Enforcement: discusses the various enforcement actions

open to EPA to ensure compliance.

Section 9 - Existing Local, State and Foreign Regulations: summarizes

current noise emission regulations on truck-_ounted solid waste compactors.

Appendix A - The Docket Analysis: summarizes the comments received

during the formal docket period and the Agency's response to those ccmments.

Appendix B - Fractional Impact Procedure: summarizes the procedure

used in assessing the health and welfare impact and benefits to be derived

from regulating noise emissions.

Appendix C - Organizations and Individuals Contacted: lists the organi-

zations and individuals contacted in order to gather information during the

regulatory development process.

Appendix D - Organizations and Individuals to be Contacted: lists the

orgasizatons and individuals to be contacted in the dissemination of informa-

tion to the public on the benefits and impacts of the regulation.

REFERENCES
Section 1

i-I. Environmental Protection Agency, Information on Levels of Environmental
Noise Requisite to Protect Public Health and Welfare with an Adequate
Mar@in of Safety, EPA 550/9-74-004, March 1974.
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SECTION 2

THE INDUSTRY AND THE PRODUCT

INTRODUCTION

This section provides a description of truck-mounted solid waste

pactor bodies and an overview of the compactor body industry. The section is

organized as follows:

The product

Product Applications and Competitive Systems

The Industry

Characteristics of Industry Segments

THE PRODUCT

A truck-mounted solid waste compactor consists of a truck chassis and a

compactor body. _le body is equipped to receive, compact, transport and

unload solid wastes.

The major compactor body types can be operationally classified by the

body loading configuration:

i. Front Loaders. These bodies utilize front mounted hydraulic lift

arms to lift and dump waste containers into an access door in the top of the

body. Packer plates compact the wastes inside the body. Wastes are typically

ejected through a tailgate. A typical front loader is illustrated in Figure

2-i, and the six steps for front loading are shown in Figure 2-2. The

compaction cycle for a front loader is illustrated in Figure 2-3.

2. Side Loaders. Considerable variation exists in these bodies, but a

typical model is illustrated in Figure 2-4. Generally, wastes are manually

deposited into a hopper through an access door in the side wall of the body.

•. Packer plates sweep the wastes from the hopper into the body and compress

'_'_' 2-1
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FIGURE 2-7

A FRONT LOADER
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the materials against an interior wall, in the same maimer as front loaders

(Figure 2-3). Some side loaders are also equipped to hydraulically lift and

du]npwaste containers. Ejection Of wastes is usually through a tailgate.

Many side loader models are not equipped for packer plate ejection, but

typically, will hydraulically lift the front end of the body and duJ_pthe tl

wastes through a tailgate.

3. Rear Loaders. %_e hopper on these bodies is located on the rear

section of the body (Figure 2-5). _astes are generally loaded manually into

the hopper, but some f_dels have the ca£)abilityto hydraulically lift and

du_,pcontainers. The pecker plate sweeps the wastes from the hopper into

the body and c_npresses the wastes against an interior wall surface. In most

models, the packer plate is also used for tailgate waste ejection.

Two additional categories of solid waste compactors are produced:

I. Satellite Vehicles. These bodies function much like other packers,

but are relatively s,all. They are used in door-to-door waste c_llection and

in conjanction with a larger packer truck. The satellite vehicle body ejects

wastes into the hopper of a larger packer truck or serves as a detacha/)le

container which is lifted and d_ped by a larger truck. _*ese bodies were

excluded from cc_]siderstionbecause available test information indicated they

were not a significant source of noise.

2. Reute Trailers. 'l_lesesolid waste sonpactors are palled by a truck

rather than being mounted on the truck chassis. O_ration of the unit is

sinlilsrto a side loader, except that trailers are powered by a stand-alone

auxiliary engine meunted on the trailer. Fewer than 50 units were shipped

in 1974 and the estimated n_Llberof units in operation is less than 100.
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AS indicated in 'fable2-I, packer Lxxliescan also be classified by

ranges of body capacity measured in cubic yards and the compaction density

rating Of the body.

Front loaders are essentially all mounted on s heavy duty truck chassis

powered by a diesel engine. Side loaders can be mounted on a light, medium,

or heavy duty truck chassis. Rear loaders are typically mounted On a medium

or heavy duty truck chassis. Appruxinmtely 40 percent of the side and

rear loader truck chassis are powered by diesel engines, the remainder are

powered by gasoline angines. It is estimated that 15 percent of the side

loaders and 2 to 3 percent of the rear loaders are powered by a stand-alone

auxiliary engine rather than the truck engine.

PRC_UCT 2HPPLICA/'IONS;_4DCOMPS"_ITIVESYSTE_

The distribution of packer bodies by loading type and application are

ehcw_ in _'able2-2 and summarized below:

I. Front loaders are used predominantly in c_mnereial and industrial }

applications. Commercial collection includes residential complexes with more

than two-family units.

2. All other categories of bodies are used principally for residential

waste collection. Commercial and industrial application of this equipment is

usually limited to light conmercial collection utilizing small containers

and compactor bodies equipped with hoists.

Substantial potential exists for substitution of equipment for residential

collection. Several studies have demonstrated that collectioh productivity

can be dramatically increased by utilizing one-man crews (as compared to

multi-man crews). This provides a competitive advantage for side loaders as

ccmpared to the mere broadly used rear loader.
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TABLE 2-I

CI2_IFICATION OF TROCK-MOHNTED SOLID WASTE COMPACI_R BODIES

Rangeof Body Estimate4Co_pactlonDensityEstimatedCa_actorSodyPowerSource
capacity (_unds/CuhlcYard) TruckEngine Gasoline

Classification 'Cubic Yards: Range Average C_soline DieSel Auxllia_

F_t Loader 20 - 52 400-750 500 _00%

Side Io_er 10 - 38 450-750 500 60% 40 15%

Pear Loader 10 - 3_ 500-],000 750 60 40 2-3

Sources Field interviews wltn product manufacturers, dlstrlhutors and product llterature. T_e

V1rgin/a _ & C_ty "Fuel Conservation in Sol|d Waste Management" S Kenneth A. Sbuster,
December, 1974, and associate4 working papers.

'fABLE 2-2

TRUCK-MOUNTED SOLID WABTE COMPACDOR SODY
APPLICATIONS BY FROLM]CTCLASSIFICA'fICN

Percent of Total Units Employed

by Ms,or.Application

Co:ninercial

Equlpmenu Classification Eesidential* and Industrial
Front Loader 10-15 85
Side Loader 85 15
Rear Loader 70 30

Source: Field interviews with product manufacturers, distributors and fleet
operators.

*Residential includes single-f_nily dwellings and duplexes.
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The available competitive waste collection systems identified vary by

nature of application. Residential collection could be accomplished by three

means:

I. Centrally Located Roll Off Packers. This collection system consists

of a truck that periodically removes either a detachable container or the

entire compactor itself (both of which are centrally located), and disposes

of the collected wastes.

The advantages of this substitute system depend on the methods used to

transfer wastes from the household or commercial establishment to the

packer, population density, and a number of other variables. Such advantages

include higher collection productivity, increased flexibility in usage of

sound deadening shields, and increased ability to monitor and control noise

levels.

Potential disadvantages include negative public reaction to having to

transport wastes to the compactor location, increased exposure of the

general public to injury from operation of the compactor, and heavy initial

investment in packers and containers.

2. Truck-Mounted Shredder-Compactor Bodies. Truck-mounted shredder-

compactors consist of a rear loader cylindrical body which rotates and

tumbles wastes. Tee tumbling action and spiral ribs inside the body shred

wastes and drive them toward the front section of the body. In this manner,

wastes are compacted to a density similar to that achieved by standard rear

loaders.

The only potential advantage identified would be possible reductions in

Dody maintenance expense.
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Pote_*tial disadvantages relatir_j to models currently available include

higher levels of personal injury to Ule crew and reduction in crew produutivity,

both attributable to liftir_ wastes to a higher level for deposit in the

body.

NO. U. S. ii_Dufacturer currently p_oduees this type of body. _ey are _i

imported frQn Europe and curre1_tly have not significarltly penetrated the _/

U.S. market.

No noise measurements were made of this type of collection vehicle. [Io_;- ::

ever, domestic conventional packer body n_nufacturers report that noise

levels parallel those of rear loaders.

3. Truck-Mounted Non-Ccmpactir _ Bodies. Essentially, this syst_l rep-

resents a return to pre-packer body collection practicus. Noise levels would

probably De reduced but crew productivity _uld be substantially l_er.

'DIE INDUS_tY

SolidWasteGeneration

The demand for c_npactors is based upon d_e generation of solid wastes, i

particularly by r_sidene_s and ec_nercial establisl_ents. !

The availability Of solid waste generation data is r_latively li_.litedadd

of recent origin. _le most broadly accepted estimates are refleetc_din

Table 2-3. It can De seen that total residential and commercial solid waste

ge*_ratiun in 1973 is est_nated to have been 144 million tons. Resource

reclamation provided for the utilization of 9 million tons, resultilg in a
i

net disposal of 135 million _ons of solid waste. [

,' Projections of total residential and ccranereial solid wastes for 1980 and

1985 are also slrown in Table 2-3. The tonnage of total gross discards is

exi_uted to increase to 175 ndllion tons in 1980, an average armual growth rate
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TABLE 2-3

BASELINE ESTIMATES AND PROJECTIONS OF POST--CONSUMER* SOLID WASTE

GENERATION, RESOURCES [_COVERED AND DISPOSED r 1971-1985

Estimated l>ro_ected Average Annual
1971 1973 198u 1985 Growth Rate of

Daily Per Daily Per Daily Per Daily Per Total Gross
Capita Capita Capita Capita Discards

'fotal Pounds Total Pounds Total Pounds Total Pounds 1973-19_5

Total Gross
Discards 133 3.52 144 3.75 175 4.28 201 4.67 3%

Resources
ReoDvered 8 .21 9 .23 19 .46 35 .81 12

Net Waste
Disposed 125 3.31 135 3.52 156 3._I 166 3.86 2

Source: Office of Solid Waste Management Programs, U.S. Environmental Protection Agency,
"Third Report to Congress, Resource Recovery and Waste Reduction", (SW-161), 1975,
Page 10.

* - Post-consumer solid waste is considered to be residential solid waste.



of four percent between 1973 and 1980. Net wastes disposed are expected to

increase to 156 million tons during the same period, an average annual

growth rate of two percent. Tne growth rates are expected to decline

between 1980 and 1990.

The composition of residential and commercial solid wastes is shown in

Table 2-4. Nearly 70 percent of total wastes are paper, food and yard

wastes.

Solid Waste Collection--The Packer Body

The first packer bodies war_ broadly introduced for solid waste collec-

tion in the early 1950s. Market penetration of this equiment was relatively

rapid, since it provided a means for dramatic productivity increases in solid

waste collection. The major benefit, compared to the traditional open body

collection treck, is that compaction allows larger quantities of wastes to be

collected between trips to the disposal site. Consequently, more waste

collection points can be served between disposal trips, and a substastially

higher proportion of total crew time is productive.

Even with the advent of this eguipment, waste collection re,nainsan

extremely labor-lntensive operation. Recent product improvements and new

prDduct introductions have focused on further increasing collection crew

productivity. The major equipment innovations have been higher density

compaction, larger volume bodies, and different loading menfiguratlons

intended to reduce total crew size.

SIZS AND GRa_-/_O_ THE PACKER BCDy INDOSTRY

UNits In Operation

The estimated number of packer body trucks in operation in 1974 is

shown in Table 2-5. It can be seen that appre_imately 77,000 units were in

operation that year, probably increased to somewhat over 80,000 currently.
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'f6BLE 2-4

_OST-CONSUMER** I_SIDENTIAL AND COMMERCIAL SOLID WASTE GENERATED

AND _/'D_XFS I_ELYCLED, BY TYPE OF MATERIAL, 1973
(AS GENES%TED _hVfWEIGHT IN MILLIONS OF '/ONS)

_/Jantity Net Waste Disposed
Of

Material Gross Materials Percent

Category Discards |{ecycled Quantity of 'It_tal

Paper 53.0 8.7 44.3* 32.9%*
Glass 13.5 .3 13.2 9.8*
Metals 12.7 .2 12.5 9.3 i
Plas_cs 5.0 - 5.0 3.7 ii

Rubber 2.8 .2 2.6 1.9
Leather l.O - I.U .8*

rPextiles 1.9 - 1.9 1.4
Wood 4.9 - 4.9 3.6

'IDtal Non-FOOd 9_._* 9.4 _5.4 63.4

Product Waste

FoodWaste 22.4 - 22.4 16.6

Yard _4sste 25.0 - 25.0 18.6"

Misc.Inorganic 1.9 - 1.9 1.4
WasKes

Total 144.1" 9.4 134.7" 100.0%

SOurce: Office of Solid Waste Hssag_nent Pra/rans, U. S. Envirolm_stal

Protection Agsncyt '"£hiL_dReport to Congress, Resource Recovery
ar_ _4aste }(eduction," (SW-161), 1975, Page i0.

*Arit|_L_tic SUsLmt-_I_ and differences n_dified to reflec_ u_rrect total.
**Post-cons_l_r solid %laste is considered to be residential solid waste.
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TABLE 2-5

ESTIMATED TRUCK-MOUNTED SOLID WASTE
CC_ACTOR BODY UNITS IN OPERATION, 1974

Average Percent Estimated
Truck- ;_lual of Average

Equipment Miles Miles/Truck Total Functional
Classification (Millions) ('2housands) Units Units Life C_ole

FrGnt Loader .... 11,200 14.6% 8
Side Loader ..... 11,600 15.1 7
Rear Loader ..... 53,700 69.7 7
Satellite Vehicles _ --- 500 .6

Total 841 12.2 77,00U 100.0% r

Source: U.S. Department o_ C_,merce, Bureau of the Census, "Census of
Transportation, 1972, Truck Inventory and Use Suk_/ey, 1972,"
Page 2.
Truck Body and Equipment Association, National Solid Waste
Management AsSOciation and field interviews with equi[xnent
manufacturers.
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TABLE 2-6

TRUCK-MOUNTED SOLID WASTE CO_ACYOR BODY

MANUFaCI_/RER SHIPME_fS, _964-1974

AVerag_ Antyaal

1964 1967 1972 Feinted 1974. Growth Rate** Averagu Annual Gmm_th m*

BqulpRen6 (000s)M£111ons (000slMi111ons (Q00s)Mi111ons [000s)% o_ Millions 1964-1974 _ate1967- 1974
01asslflcati_ Units Dollars Units Dollars Units Dollars Unlts _btal Dollars Units Collars Uni_8 Dolla_s

_r - 1.2 ]99 24

Side
5oader - 2.1 17 14

Fearloader 9.0 73 87 -- --

_tal 4.9 $22.1 6.9 $3?.0 13.5 $86.0 12.3 100% $125.0 10% 19% T0% 22%

Source: U.S. Department of Ca_nerce, Bureau of the CenSus, "Census of Manufacturers

1967 & 1972," Motor Vehicles and Equipment, MC 72(2)37A, Page 17; interviews
with product manufacturers.

'1974 shipments and mix by loader type estimated from field interviews with product manufacturers.
**Rounded to nearest percentage point.



Rear loaders account for approximately 70 percent of the total. The esti-

mated functional life of front loaders is eight years, and of rear and side

loaders is seven years.

Unit and Dollar Manufacturer Shipments

The total units and value of manufacturer shipments in 1964, 1967, and

1972 are shown in Table 2-6. The Table also shows estimates, both total and

by loader type, of units and value of manufacturer shipments for 1974. An

estimated 12,300 units with a value of $125 million were shipped in 1974.

This represents an average annual growth rate between 1964 and 1974 of 10

percent on a unit basis and 19 percent on a dollar basis. Between 1967 and

1974, the unit gro_h rate remained the same and dollar growth increased to

22 percent. It is estimated that 73 percent of 1974 shipments were rear

loaders.

Export Sales

The estimated value of manufacturers' exports in 1974 is shown in Table

2-7. Approximately 20 percent of manufacturers' shipments, worth $22 million,

are estimated to be exports. More than 90 percent of the exports are

completed bodies.

'Z_B.SE2-7

EST_ATED VALUE CF TRUCK-MO(_ED
SOLID WASTE CadPACTOR 80DY

MANUFACTURERS 'EXPORTS, 1974
(MILSICN)

Total Shipment Export Shipments Export Percent

Equipment Type Value Value of Total Shipments

Complete Bodies 99 20 20%

Components Ii 2 20

Total $ii0 $22 20%

Source: Dun & Bradstreet, Inc., "Analytical Financial Reports."
Field interslews with equipment manufacturer.
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CHARACTERISTICS OF INDUSTR_ SEGMENTS

The general structure of the compactor body industry is depicted in the

schematic drawing shown in Figure 2-6. Generally, the packer body manufacturer

purchases raw materials and components from suppliers, and then builds the body.

Bodies are then cold to either truck _lassis dealers or truck body distributors,

predominantly to the latter. The body is then mounted on a truck chassis and

sold to the ultimate end user. The primary end users are municipal govern-

ments and private contractors.

A profile for each of the followinq industry segments is described in

this section:

Packer Body Manufacturers
Truck Body Distributors
End Use Market -- Fleet Operators
Truck Chassis Manufacturers and Dealers

Raw Material and Component Suppliers.

Packer Body Manufacturers

I. As of 1974, come 25 companies were identified as n_nufacturers of

packer bodies in the United States (Table 2-8). A few companies have left

the field and others have entered it since that year.

2. The total corporate revenues of these companies range from $100,000

to $1.4 billion. Nearly 50 percent of the manufacturers are divisions or opera-

tlng companies held by corporations which are substantially larger. Nearly all

of the specialized independent c_m[k%niesfor which data are available have

revenues less than $10 million (see Table 2-8).

3. Manufacturer production facilities and products manufactured at each

nlant are indicated in Table 2-9.

Plants are concentrated in California, Texas, Michigan, Ohio and the South-

eastern states. Nearly one-half of the companies have two or more plants.

Proximity to markets is an important factor due to the costs for transporting
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TABLE 2-9

FACILITY PROFILE OF TRUCK-_DUNTED SOLID WAS_fE

C(24PAC_DR BODY _UFACfURERS, 1974

Production Facilities

Facility
_ioe Owned

C_npar_ N_ (ThOusands or Number of ProJucts Ma_ufactsred

of Sguatu Leosed _.ployees
_eet)

Cxznpany _ n/a _/a 50 - L_ truck beds, hoists, cc_2actsr
Lx:dios.

Company T (a) n/a n/a 450 - Ccatain_rs, traPsfer stations, refuse

o_pactor bodice, roll-off hoists, ccr_
pactor trail_rs.

r_/a _a r_/a - Stationary pa0kers.
I07 n/a 350 - Tr_isport trailers and containers,

Company U n,'a n/a _/a n/a

_.pany v n/a n/a n/a n/a

Ca,pany W (b) n/a n/a i%/a - Transport trailers,co_oacto_ trailers,
_ctor hodlosl transfor _railers.

Company X 29 L 27 - Trdck dualev _J auto repair.

O_y Y IVa n/a n/a - 'l_'_nk tanks and refuse oc_oactors.
PJa r_/a _a - Trailers, axles, Drake shoes & drums.

Ccg_any Z 200 n/a IfiO0 - Contsinurs, refuse cu_uactor Dodiost

st_t|or_r_ ¢cmpaotors_ rollmOff hoists#
tronsfer t_aiior_,

n/a n/a _/a - Refuse cc_oactor_.

Oa_oany C 760 0 n/a - 'l_uokbodies and hoists, tanks, tanks
for trailerS; refus_ collection and pro-
cesslng _u1_n_, d_hydratJ_ ,_ohines,
matevlal handli_ c_4uip_nt, and pal-

..... vuv_zing and reclamation _ui[_nt.
n/a g _/a rVa
_0 L n/a _/a

Cc_pamy AA 480 0 n/a - Front loaders, s_de loaders, ststionaty
CGgluaCtOrs.

Ca_pany D _/a L n/a - Refuse oompactoc bodies, stationary
compactors f hldraulio lift gates,

194(el L R/a - _laniz_d lifts, ioadiKg d_vlcos G
c_npactors.

40 L _'a - Hydraulic lift & refus_ body Infg.

_/_ = not availabl_

S(mrc_: Dun & Bradstreet_ Isc._ "Analytical Finasclal Ib_parts_"un1_ss otherwise indicated.

"_al Annual _povt_ 1974 and interviews wit]&c_ny maDag_it,

(b: bk_c_y_s InVestors SerVice, l_c, Industrial _k_nual_1975,
(e) Total *_nufacturing faoillties in lluntlngtonPark k Los Angeles, Cali£o_ia= 194,000
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TABLE 2-9 (CONTINUED)

Production FacAli_les

Fac111ty
Size Owned

Company Name (Thousands or N_r of _Teducts Manufactuced

of Square [eased Em_IoMees
Feet)

Cun_ny BB 35 0 45 - Refuse compactor _odles, containers,
roll-off hoists, portable & statlona_y

c_actorse transfer trailers.
n/a n/a 130 - Refuse co,actor bodies _ containers.

C_ny CC 16.9 0 14 - ReEuso Dacker bodies°

Com_ny B 80 n/a 135 - Stationary reEuse cu_ctors, c_acting
& transfer trailersz contalne_s, &

frc_C 1oa_er cu_actors.

80 n/a 95 - Refuse cu_ctors, _efuse trailers,
c_tai_rs & f_t lOade_ ou_actors.

C_ D_ n/a n/a n/a - Re_use cu_ctoc bodies, cc_talners &
t_ansfe_ stations.

c_mpany _ 219 n/a n/a - Rall car auto sh_thg racks, refuse
c_a_tor bodies.

C_y FF _7 0 120 - Solld waste compactor bodies, contain-
ers & roll-off containers & hoists.

¢uAoany I(c) 196 5 n/a - Dump bodies, contalne_s and re_use
packer bodies.

Company GG n/a n/a n/a - Re_use cu_acto_ bodies, containers
roll-off hoists.

cu,_any II_(d) n/a n/a n/a - _efuse c_actoc bo_les.

C_any _I 34 0 80 - Refuse c_acto_ bodies, truck hoists
& m_scellaneous truck modifications.

Cum_r_aJ n/a n/a ./a n/a

cu.p_ny_ n/a n/a ./a n/a

cu._nyLL n/a n/a n/a n/a

cc._oany_ n/s n/a ./a n/a

(¢) Annual Report, 1974 and Form 10-K filed with the SecUrities and Exchange Ccmnlssi_,
1974, Pages 2, 3 and 9.

(d) Annual Re_ott, 1974.
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bodies, but favorable investment incentives and labor climates have attracted

many plants to the Southeastern states.

In addition to packer bodies, the more common products manufactured are

containers, portable and stationary compactors, transfer trailers, transfer

station equipment, hydraulic lift gates and hoists.

4. The type and cubic yard capacity of packer bodies produced by each

manufacturer as of 1974 is summrized below:

a. Eleven companies produce front loaders. Body cuble capacity of
front loaders ranges from 20 to 52 cubic yards. Most mDdels
are in the 25 to 35 cubic yard range. Most producers have a
broad product range.

b. Ten companies produce side loaders. Body capacity ranges from
10 to 38 cubic yards. The most common size range is from 16 to
24 cubic yards.

c. Ten companies produce rear loaders. 8ody capacity ranges from
_0 to 31 cubic yards. The predominant sizes are 16, 20, and 25
cubic yards.

5. The estimated manufacturer share of shipments by body type in 1974

is shewn in Tables 2-10 through 2-12 end summarized below:

a. Three firms dominate the market with approximately 75 percent
of all front loaders shipped. The remainder of shipments is
distributed among the other eight producers.

b. Three firms shipped about 60 percent of total side loaders.

c. Two firms shipped about 55 percent of all rear loaders. These
two firms in oombination with two others shipped about 80 per-
cent of rear loaders.

6. The geographic markets served by a plant are limited, usually to a

regional area, by the cost to transport a body and the body type usage pat-

terns within a region. This is particularly true for front and side loaders.

To a greater extent than the other manufacturers, two of the largest shippers

of rear loaders serve a national market.
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TABLE 2-10

_5_fT,_TEDM/d_UFAOOUREi{SH/H_EOF TRUCK-_XJUNTED
FR_f LOADER SOLID _]_E CC_ACADI4 HODY SHIPMEr_fS,1974 :_

Percent of Total

NO. of Fir_s Shi_ents

'i_reeFirms 75%

Four Fi_,ns 2U%

Four FimT_ 5%.

%Dtal i00_

Source: Field interviews wib/lequi[_nentl_anufacturers.

'fABLE2-11

EST_4ATED E,_NUFA_IL_{ERSIi_REOF TRUCK-MO_TED
SIDE LOADER SOLID WASTE (124PACTORBODY SHIPmeNTS, 1974

Percent of Total

No. of Fi_ms Shi_mlents

_hree Fir_s 60%

_ree Firn_s 30%

_]reeFirms 10%

_Dtal 100%

Source: Field interviews with equip_en_ manufacturers.
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TABLE 2-12

'I_ST_4ATED_La/4UFACIt_ERSHAKE OF 'fI_JCK-t_L_T'ED
I'_AR 50_ER SOLID WASTE CC_IPACIOR BODY SHIPMEIgI_S, 1974

Percent of Total

NO. of Firms Shi_*nents

,iwoFimns 55%

TwoFirms 25%

_reeFirms 15%

T_ree Fimns 5%

Total 100%

Source: Field interviews with equipment manufacturers.
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7. Packer body rFanufacturersmOunt about 70 percent of the bodies they

sell, on truck chassis, for the ultimate purchaser (Figure 2-7). About 90

percent of all front loaders are mounted by the manufacturer. Tnls proportion

for all body types will probably increase in the future as larger packer bedy

size increases the need for m_re specialized and heavy-duty mounting equipment.

Increased manufacturer concern regarding product liability will also encourage

this practice.

8. The suggested end user list price of packer bodies varies by loader

type, nature of body construction and body capacity. The price range of selec-

ted manufacturers and packer bodies by sizes (as of 1974) is shcwn in Table

2-13. Note the following ranges:

Front loaders $16,000 $24,000
Side loaders 6,000 - 11,000
Rear loaders 9,000 - 15,000

Prices have increased somewhat, but not markedly, in the intervening period

(Ref. 2-2) (although chassis prices have increased substantlally).

9. The estimated pricing structure for packer bodies is shown In Table

2-14. These estimates represent an overall average for all manufacturers,

distributors, end users and products. Some variation was noted in pricing

practices. Note that average distributors and end user prices are 20 percent

and 12 percent off list price, respectively.

10. Manufacturer warranty provisions vary considerably. Typically, only

pares are covered, but service adjustment policies may cover labor in some

instances. Warranty coverages range from 90 days for selected components or

the complete body, to 12 _onths for the complete unit excluding selected

components. Longer warranties (t_o years or mere) have been obtained by

large (e.g., municipal) purchasers through negotiation.
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_ (PERCENT OF 'IOgALNEW BODIES I,DUNTED)

iI_ Source: _uck Body and Equil_nt Association, and field

interviews with equipment manufacturers,distributors and end users.
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TABL_2-I3 !

RANGE OF SUGGESTED LIST PRICF_ OF SELECTED TRUCK- ,_

MOU_fED ,qgLIDW_qTE COMPACTOR BODIES*, 1974 i

Equi_nent Classification Overall
and Body Cubic Yard Capacity Price Range Average Price

Front T.oaders $18,780

24-25 $16,000- 21,000
30-31 17,000 - 23,000
40-42 20,000- 24,000

SideLoaders** 7,650

12-14 6,000- 7,000
16-18 9,000- ii,000

RearLoaders 11,580

16-17 9,000- 12,000
20 10,000- 14,000
25 13,000- 15,000

Source: Manufacturer price lists and interviews with m_nufacturers.

*Complete factory mounted units with standard equii_nent,exclusive of freight
and Federal Excise Taxes.

..Does not include prices for products built and sold as an integral body and
chassis unit.
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NHN AND USED UNI'I_BOLD ANNUALLY

Source: Truck Body and Equipment Distributors Associatione and field inter-
views wi_] product i_ailufacturers,distributors and fleet operators.
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TABLE 2-14

ESTIMATED PRICING STI%UCTURE ['DR '_HCK-
iDeaTED SOLID WASTE CC#_ACfOR HODIES

Average Percent Discount

Purchaser Off Suggested List Price

'£_dUser 12%

Distributor 2U

_ource: Field intsrvi&_s wit/_ equii_aent ]t_anufacturers, distributors and end
users.

TABLE 2-15

PI{OFILE OP TI_UCK AND TRACfOR PAKfS AND SUPPLIES

14EI_CHANT%_{OLESALERS, 1972"

Characteristic ValueQuantity

Nu_e.r ef Firms 2,420

Sales Revenue $(Millisns) $ 4,430

Average Sales Rev_nue/Fims $(Millions) $ 1.8

Ntm_er of Paid '_nployees** 41s481
Average Number of Empi0yees/Firm 17
Payroll, Entire Year $(Hillions) $ 387.5
Average Pdyroll/Fisn $160,000

Source: U.S. Depar_nent of Car_erce, Bureau of tJJe Census, "1972 Census of
_a*olesale Trada"t 1972t Page 8.

*illcludes distributors of solid waste cc_npactor bodies _*d insulated-
refrigerated t_uck bodies and trailers.

""Fur week including _rch 12.
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[ Truck Body Distributors

The estimated flow of new and used .packerbodies is depicted in Figure 2-8.
i

About ten percent of the packer bodies sold annually are rebuiltreconditioned

units, sold by truck body distributors. The predominant pattern is for

manufacturers to use distributors to sell and deliver bodies to packer truck

fleet operators. Leasing cc_anlas finance the purchase of about ten percent

of all units sold, mainly new bodies. Rental of packer body trucks is

negligible.

A profile Of all truck and tractor parts and supplies wholesalers is

shown in Table 2-15. This grouping of wholesaler distributors includes a

broad SpectrUm of product areas. Dbte that the total number of firms is

2,420 and that the average sales revenue per firm is $1.8 million.

I A profile oE packer body distributors constructed from data provided byi I the Truck Equipment and Body Distributors Association (Table 2-16) indicates

I
that:

i. Them are apprexi_ately 500 firms, with average annual revenue of

$2.5 million.

2. The distributors' sources of revenue are approximately two-thir_s

new equipment and one-third parts, used equipment and service labor.

3. The overall average gross profit on net sales is 23 percent, and cperat-

1 ing and non-operatlng expanses are 16 percent. Average net preEit after taxes

is 3 percent.

4. These firms have average total assets of $700,000.

End Usa Market Fleet O_erators

AS shown in Table 2-17, the two major end use markets for packer trucks

are private contractors and municipalities.
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TABLE 2-16

PROFILE OF T|_JCK I,_3UNTEDSOLID _ABTE

CC_A£_R BODY DIS'I'ldUUTOL{S,1972

Median Valse/_uantity

_larae£eristic

N_er offirms 500

Revenue Mix (Percent of Total)

few Equil_nt 60-70%
Parts, Used Equig,_ent & Labor 30-40%

Financial Da£a for Finn Averaged Across All Fire,s

Percent of Median

Net Revenu_

Net Revenue $2.5Million 100%

Cost of Goods Sold 1.9 77

GrossPL'ofit $ .6 23

OperatingExpenses .4 16

Non-Operating Expenses 1

Net ProfitBeforeTaxes $ .2 6

.......... Net ProfitAfterTaxes $ .i 3%

TotalAssets $700,00U

Current Assets 580,000

Net Wor_ 233,000

Non-Current Assets 120,000

Source: Truck Equipment and Body Distributors Association, field il]terviews

with product manufacturers and distributors.
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'fABLE 2-17

PRI_/hY _4D USE MA/_K_TS_7ORTRUCK-_,[3UNT'ED
SOLID WASTE (X24PAOfORBODIES

Fercent of TOtal

End Use Market Units in O_eration

PrivateContractors 60%

Municipalities 35

Federal C_vermrent 2

Industrial Corporations 2

Other 1

Total 100%

Source: Office of Solid Waste Management prograss, U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency, National Solid Waste Manags._nt Association,
"The Private Sector in Solid Waste Management. A Profile of
Its Resources and Contributions to Collection and Disposal,
Voltm_ 2 - Analysis of Data", 1972; U.S. Department of Contoured,

____ Bureau of t/_eCensus, "Census of Transportation, 1972, Truck
Inventory and Use Survey, 1972"; field interviews with product
manufacturers.
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i. Private Contractors. These companies are heavily engaged in rEsiden-

tlal, cemmerelal and industrial refuse collection. Services arc contracted

on the basis of a direct contract or a municipal contract, franchise or awa_

of a competitive bid.

Even though the operations of a private contractor ere local in nature,

several conglanerEted companies with 100 or n_Dreoperating locations across

the country have evolved in the industry.

A profile of private contractors is shown in Table 2-18. In summary:

a. The number of private contractors in 1970 was greater than 10,000.
These companies employ more than 102,000 people.

b. These firms serve 27.3 million customers, operate 61,500 total
trucks and collect 685,000 tons of waste daily.

c. Operations of private contractors tend to be concentrated in large
metropolitan areas.

The truck equipment operated by private contractors is indicated in Table

2-19. Of the 61,500 trucks operated, 41,602 are sacker trucks (primarily rear

loaders). [
More than 90 percent of private contractor customers arc residential, but i

the total guantlty of wastes collected is fairly equally distributed among resi-

dential, commercial and industrial customers. Over 40 percent of the contrac-

i tots collect only colrmercialand industrial wastes, but together, private
contractors collect more than 90 percent of commercial and industrial solid

waste. Private haulers serve 50 percent of all residential customers and

collect the same proportion of total residential solid waste.

The level of concentration within the Jmaustry is relatively low, in terms

of number of employees and packer trucksemployed by the largest contractors

as compared to the industry totals.
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TABLE 2-18

PRIVATE (33N_EACB3RS, EQUIPMENT, EMPi_DYEES I
CUSTO_iERS AND COLLECfION 'IIINNAGEBY METROPOLITAN

2HIEA POPDIATION SIZE, 1970

Private Total EmHlu-]c_es Total'trucks* Total Cust(_lers _btalDaily qDnnaqe**
Contractors Nanbe_ N_ber NUn_r N_er

_opuidtlon N_,_oerl_rcenc (_housands)Percent (_ousands)Percent (Millions)l_c_nt (_ousands) Percen_

_bre _an i Milliea 4,456 44.5% 60.5 5_.1% 35._ 58.4% 15.8 57.9% 438.7 64.0%
500,000-1Million 1,311 13.1 15.1 14.U U.2 13.3 3.U 13.9 111.7 16.3
250,UU0-499,999 1,4_ 14.9 ll.l 10.9 6.1 9.9 2.6 9.5 53.5 7.8
i00,000-249_999 1,017 10.1 7.0 6.U 5.0 8.1 2.5 9.2 35.6 5.2
5Uf000-99,999 149 1.5 i.i _.i .U 1.3 .3 i.i 6.9 1.0
Less_n 49,999 I_596 15.9 7.5 7.3 5.5 9.0 2.3 _.4 39.1 5.7

Total i_i027 I_O.U_ i_2.3"** IUU.0% 61.5"*_ IUO._% 27.3 I0_.0% 685.5 10U.0%

Average per Contractor 10.2 6.2 2.7 68.4

Source_ Office o_ SoliuWaste Mana_.ent Programs,U.S°£hviro_,_ntalProtectionAgency, NationalSolidW_sce
Mazmgem_nCAs_clatlon, "ThePrlwte Sectoc in SolidWaste _n_gement - A Profileo_ _ts Resourcesa_
Cont_'ibutlonsto Collection_nd Disposal,VOI_ 2 - _al_sls u_ Dat_", 1972.

.Incl_les41,602conventionalsolidwastecx_Auactocbodies.
**Includesresidential,_rclal and in_ustrlalwaste.
_*_Adjustodto reflectroundlrg.



'I'__3E 2-19 i

PRIVATE COb'tRACeR TI_CK E_UIPMEIff
CCMPOSITION, 1970 i!

!,

Thousands of Units

Equi_L_nt Type Number Percent [_

Front loaders 7.7 12.5% _

SideLoaders 7.7 12.5 !

RearLoaders 26.2 42.6

Open Non-Packer 7.2 11.7

Side Loader, Non-Packer

l_oll-Off Chassis 6.5 10.6

}mist 'gypeVehicles 2.2 3.6

other Collection Vehicles • 4.0 6.5

Total 61.5" 100.0%

Source: Office of Solid Waste Management Programs, U.S. Enviro*_nental
Protection Agency, National Solid Waste Management Association,
"The Private Sector in Solid Waste Management - A P_ofile of
I_s Resources and Contributions to Collection and Disposal,
Vol_ne 2 - Analysis of Data", 1972.

"_djusted to reflect roundlnH.
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2. Municipal Fleets. The scope and nature of municipalities which provide

public refuse collection services are difficult to ascertain. There are more

than 78,000 local goverements, of which 35,500 are municipalities and townships

i of 2,500 or greater population. Packer body manufacturers report that the

latter are the major purchasers of equipment, especially municipalities and

'_. townships with populations of 25,000 people or more. Between 800 and 900

governmental units (which account for approximately two-thirds of the popula-

r' tlon within municipalities and townships) make these purchases. _hese

governmental units account for about B5 percent of governmental general

expenditures, and slightly more than 80 percent of the expenditures for

sanitation other than sewage.

Approximately 35 percent of the packer trucks in operation are owned and

operated by municipalities and used to collect approximately 50 percent of all

residential solid wastes. However, this understates the direct and indirect

influence of municipalities with regard to total residential collection activity.

A large proportion of private hauler residential collection is controlled by

municipalities by means of contracts, franchises or col_petitivebid awards.

Table 2-20 shows that nearly 50 percent of private hauler residential

customers are served on the basis of a government franchise.

TABLE 2-20

PERCE_;rO_ RESIDENTIAL CUSTOMERS
SERVED BY PRIVATE HAULERS UNDER

DIRECT CCNTRACT AND GOVERNMENT FRANCHISE

Percent of Customers

Direct Contract 50.3%
Gore_11sent Franchise 49.7

Total i00.0%

Source: "Tee Private Sector in Solid Waste Management," U.S. Environ-i

_ental protection Agency, 1973, page 6.3.
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Truck Chassis Manufacturers and Dealers

Truck chassis manufacturers, through their franchised truck dealer

organizations, generally sell truck chassis to the fleet operator to be used i

in conjunction with a packer body. In a small proportion of total unit

sales, the truck dealer will sell an equipped packer body truck to the fleet

operator.

The four largest truck chassis manufacturers accounted for mare than 80

percent of total sales of medium and heavy duty trucks in 1975.

The National Automobile Dealers Association, in Franchised New Car and

Truck Dealer Facts_ 1973, indicated that there were 22,270 new truck dealers

in 7972.

Raw Material and Camponest SuPpliers

Products .purchasedfrom suppliers consist of roll and bar metals, and

general components such as po_r take-off units (PTOs), p_,ps, cylinders,

and valves. All sources of supplies are major manufacturers, and requirements I
f

of the packer body industry are considered insignificant when related to

the suppliers' total shipments.

REFERENCES
Section 2

2-1. "Noise Control/Technology for Specialty Trucks (Solid Waste Compactors),"
Bolt, Reranek and Ne_an, Inc., BDN Draft Report 3249, February 1976.

2-2. Internal CNAC ma_oranda, July 11, 1979, st_anarlsinginformationobtained
in telephone calls to distributors.

]
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SECTION 3

TRHCK-MOUNTED SOLID WASL'EO0_UPACIDRSOUND [I_VELS

SOUND LEVEL ME_UREMEN'I_

Sound measurel[enttesting was perfo_Iredon a total of forty-four

_. truck-mounted solid waste compactors. For most of the tests, noise

measurements were made with the micTophone located at 7 meters (approx-

imetely 23 feet) from each of the four sides of tl_etruck. In a few

cases, measurements were made at other distances (mainly 15.2 meters,

or 50 feet) and the data Were adjusted for the difference in microphone

location.

Readings of A-weighted sound levels were taken during compactor

operation to characterize both the maximum continuous noise and _,pact

noise. The continuous noise, also denoted as "maximum steady noise

level," was read as the average or "central tendency" observed during

the noisiest segment of the operational cycle (ignoring impact sounds)

using the "fast" response setting of the meter. _e noise due to

impacts between different co[%oonentsof the compactor mechanism, or

between containers (if used) and mo,_ector surfaces, was read as the

maximum Observed reading of the mater in "fast" response setting.

Data also were analyzed in tsmls of the maximum reading of fl_e

Ineterin "slow" response setting, regardless of whether or not there

Were impacts.

All the data obtained are summarized in Table 3-2. _le data

listed include the calculated logarithmic (energy) average of the four
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position measurements for the maximum continuous, maximum impact, and

maximum "slow" readings, and the associated Sound Exposure Level (SEL)

for the maximum continuous and maximum impact readings.

One rear lo_der (Vehicle No. 18 in Table 3-2) was measured with

and without quiet features, and is treated as two separate measurements,

one quiet and one conventional. This brings the total number of vehicle

measurements to 45. The number of measurements made in each category

are tabulated in Table 3-1.

TABLE 3-1

NU_IBER OF t_%SURFI_ENTS
MADE IN EACH COA_ACTOR CATEGORY

Load Number of Number of Number of Number of Number of

Type Measurements Conventional Quieted Diesel Gasoline

Rearloader 35 21 14 13 22
Frontloader 6 5 1 5 1

Sideloader _! _ __3 3 Z

TOTAL 45 27 18 21 24

Source: Table 3-2.

Figure 3-1 shows histograms of all _easured noise levels of truck-

mounted solid waste compactors, including maximum continuous levels and

maximum i,loact levels in "fast" response and the maximum levels in

"slow" response. Figures 3-2, 3-3, and 3-4 are histograms for the rear,

front and side loaders respectively.
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I•

Table 3-3 summarizes the noise measurements of front, rear and side

loaders in terms of the mean level and standard deviation. _com these

data, it can be seen that the noise levels of front loaders are higher

than those of rear loaders. The additional noise of front loaders can

be attributed to lack of speed mentrol of the engine and the banging of

the container on the arumsof the loader. Although the three side loaders

that were tested were quieter than the rear loaders, the sample was too

smell to allow any conclusions to be drawn.

Table 3-4 subdivides the noise level data for rear, side, and front

loaders into conventional and quieted vehicles. Table 3-5 subdivides the

nolse level data for gasoline-powered and diesel-powered engines into

conventional and quieted vehioles. Both the max,,urncontinuous noise level

in fast response and the rraximumnoise level in slow response are given

in Tables 3-4 _nd 3-5. These data indicate that diesel-pcwersd compactor

vehicles tend to be slightly noisier than gasoline-powered units.

TIME HIS'IDRIES

Figure 3-5 shows the time history of a quieted rear loader. The time

history of _ rear loader typically has three phases corresponding to

different functions during the oolleetion cycle. There is usually an impact

at tJ1eend of saon phase due to the bottoming of the hydraulic cylinders.

The time history of s frc_ltloader (Figure 3-6) shows the noise level

during the loading cycle due to variation in engine speeds. There are

nuli_rousimpulses due to _/_ebanging of the container and closing of the

cover during,the d_np cycle. Fewer peaks occur during the con_action

phase (additional time histories are shown in Exhibit 3-2 at the end

of this Section).
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TABLE 3-3

SUMMARY OF NOISE LEVEL DATA
(dBA at 7 meters)

_aximum Continuous Noise Level (Fast)

Load Nun_cerof Mean Standard

Measurements Deviation

AllVehicles 45 77.5 4.29
RearLoaders 35 77.0 4.39
FrontLoaders 6 82.0 5.18
SideLoaders 4 74.5 2.65

Maximum In_act Noise Level (Fast)*

Load Number of Mean Standard

T_ Measurements Deviation

All Vehicles 36 84.4 5.23
Rear Leaders 29 83.6 4.51
_ront Leaders 5 90.0 9.62
SideLoaders 2 81.0 4.24

Maximum Noise Level (Slow)

Load Number of Mean Standard

_e Measurements Deviation

AllVehicles 32 80.5 4.51
Rear Loaders 26 80.3 4.06
Front Loaders 4 83.3 7.45
Side Loaders 2 78.5 3.54

*"No impact" vehicle measurements were excluded frum
determination of the ireanand standard deviation.

Source: Table 3-2.
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TABLE 3-4

SUMMARY OF NOISE LEVEL DATA BY LOAD _PS

(dBA at 7 meters)

Maximum Continuous Noise Level (Fast)
L_a6 Convent1one] Nmaber of Mean Standard

T_ or Quieted Measuren_nts Deviation

RearLoader Conventional 21 79.2 3.55
RearLoader Quieted 14 73.8 3.47
FrontLoader Conventional 5 83.8 3.03
FrontLoader Quieted I 73.0 --
Side Loader Conventional I 76.0 --
Siae Loader Quieted 3 74.0 3.00

Maximum Noise Level (Slow)
Lead Conventional N_nberof _an Standard

•_e . or Quietea Measurements Deviation

Rear Loader Conventional 16 82.0 3.30
RearLoader Quieted 10 77.5 3.75
FrontLoader Conventional 3 86.3 5.13

Front Loader Quieted I 74.0 --

Source: Table 3-2.

TABLE 3-5

SUMMARY OF NOISE LEVEL DATA BY ENGINE TYPS

(dBA at 7 meters)

Maximum Continuous Noise Level (Fast)
Engine Conventional NLm_er of Mean Standard

_pe or Quieted _asurements Deviation

Sasoline-Powered Conventional 10 78.7 3.63

Gasoline-Powered Quleted 14 73.6 3.42
Diesel-Powered Conventional 17 80.7 3.90
Diesel-Powered Quieted 4 74.5 3.11

Maximum Noise Level (Slow)
Engine Conventional Number of Mean Standard

or Quieted Measurements Deviation

Gasoline-Powered Conventional 6 82.0 3.22
Gasoline-Powered Quieted 11 77.2 3.71
Diesel-Powered Conventional 14 82.8 4.04
Diesel-Powered Quieted 1 76.0 --

Source: Table 3-2.
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FIGURE3-6

TIME HISTORYOF THE A-WEIGHTEDNOISE LEVELGENERATEDBY A FRONT LOADER
DURINGA DUMPAND A PAI{2IALC_ACfION CYCLE. NOISELEVELSWERE
MEASURED50 FT rioTHE LI_".I'OF THE VEHICLEC.h_TFA.

Source: Reference3-1.



Figure 3-7 shows the time history of an operationalpassby of a

quieted aide loader with the engine governed at 900 rpm. The truck was

equipped with a front power take-off and poweredby a 6-cylinder diesel

engine. Various noise evenhs can be distinguishedfrom the graph: the

noise of the truck as it arrives (80 dBA); squealof the brakes (82-85

+! dBA); noise of the engine during loading (75 dSA);banging of cans and
!

containers during loading (80 dBA metal and 77 dSA plastic); noise of the

compaction cycle (75 dBA) combined with several impulses due to impacts

between trash and compactor walls; noise of the release of the air brakes

(87-90 dBA); and the noise of the truck departure (80 dBA).

The mejor concern of this study was the noiseassociated with opera-

tion of the compactor in loading and compaction of waste, as this noise is

most characteristic of the basic function of the truck-mounted solid waste

compactor, identified as a major noise source. _e other chassis-related
}

noises generally are covered by the Medium & Heav_Truck regulations. •

State and local authorities have the option of furtherregulating the other

noises associated with trash collection, such as container noise.

NOISE SOURCES

i
Component Sound Levels

EPA considered in detail the diagnosis of no_sesources of a rear-

leading solid waste compactor truck. _he noise sourcesidentified were:

(I) Truck chassis
(2) Transmission power take-off (FIn)
(3) Hydraulic pump
(4) Compactor body (when isolated from the chassis).

[
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Table 3-6 gives the measured noise levels of each of these components

on a sypical vehicle, q_is particular truck was a quieted vehicle, i.e.,

it already had some noise control features. The chassis l_ada better than

averege muffler installed. The truck cycled at an engine speed of 105U

spinand electric switches reversed the hydraulic cylinders, rather than

allowing then to bottom. Very little noise came from the compactor body

itself. No significant noise came from the hydraulic lines, valves, or

moving par_s on the body. Most of the noise came from the chassis and

power take-off, and so_ was from the hydraulic punp.

_he chassis and power take-off noise were found to be highly speed-

dependent. Figure 3-8 shows the variation of noise with variations in

the ermine speed of the chassis and with and without the power take-off

engaged. Many trucks cycle at engine speeds up to 1800 rpm. It is

apparent _na_ substantial noise reduction can be achieved by reducing the

_roc_ englne speed during cycling.

Figure 3-9 shows the speetrul contributions from the various major

noise sources. Low frequency noise comes from the engine, while the

hydraulic pump generates two pure tones at 125 and 250 [Iz. High frequency

nolse Is due entirely to the transmission power take-off, which radiates

sound both directly and through vib_-ationsin the chassis frame.

Truck Chassis Noise

It is clear from the previous section that the noise from the chassis

contributes to the overall noise of the truck-mounted solid waste compactor.

EPA has set a not-to-exceed noise level of 83 dBA (at 15.2 meters, or 50 feet,

in a passDy test) for the chassis in the regulation for inediumand heavy

3-15
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TABLE 3-6 i

NOISE CONTRIBUTIONS

SPL (dBA at 7m)

Energy i
Right Left Front Rear Average

Chassis 64 64.5 63 63 64

Power Take-off 73.5 72.5 72 68 72
(_ID)

Pump 64 62 58 61 62

Body* <65 <60 <65 <65

Total 76 75 72.5 70 74

*Noise levels dominated by FID over 100 fb away.

Source: Reference 3-I.

PTO ENGAGED

N 70-

LONE

I I
1000 1600 201111

RPM

FIGURE 3-8

TRUCK CHASSIS AND PTO NOISE

Source: Reference 3-I.
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FIGURE 3-9

NOISE SPECTRA (Right Side at 7m)

Source: Reference 3-I.



trucks, and it is anticipated that entry into the _arket of new truck chassis

conforming, to this standard will result in less noisy compactor vehicles.

The measurement procedure stipulated in the regulation for medium

and heavy trucks requires the engine to be run at full power with maxlm_,

rpm. During the compaction cycle, the engine is required to develq_

only a fraction of maximum horsepower. Because chassis noise is dependent

on engine speed, the noise emission of the chassis operating at normal

speeds (1800-2000 spin)during compaction will be considerably less than

the 83 dBA standard for vehicles meeting the truck noise regulations.

Additional reductions in chassis noise can be achieved by further lower-

ing the engine speed during the compaction cycle.

EPA analysts have reviewed empirical data available on the noise

of engines as a function of speed, and have developed a _athematical

mode- describing the effect of engine speed on the various noise sources

in an engine. Based on this model, several curves have been plotted

portraying predicted engine noise as a function of speed (Ref. 3-1).

Thes_ curves demonstrate the potential reductions in noise that can be

achieved by reducing engine speed.

Three chassis manufacturers supplied chassis noise levels as a func-

tion of engine speed for 14 chassis meeting the regulatory level of 83

dBA. These data, along with the ]evels predicted by the mathematical

model for tracks regulated at 83 dBA, are graphed in Figure 3-10. Although

several diesel engines exceed the noise level predicted by the model, all

of the gasoline engine noise levels are considerably less than the
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predicted levels for gasoline-powered engines. The slopes of the curves

representing the mnufacturers' data are greater than the slopes of the

predicted curves, which indicates there is a greater dependence of noise

level on engine speed than predicted by the model.

SAN FRANCISCO NOISE DATA

Noise measurements have been reported on truck-mounted solid waste

compactors operating in the city of San Francisco. The San Francisco

noise data were not gathered under the controlled conditions or meth-

edology used in EPA measurements, and therefore are not cc_parable to }

the other data in this report.

One hundred and flfty-two noise measurements (Exhibit 3-I) were made i

on ec_paetor vehicles operating in the streets of the city. The measure-

gents were made at a distance of 50 feet from the rear of the truck.

(Elsewhere in this report, the data were based on measurements made at 7

meters or 23 feet.) The San Francisco data were corrected by 6 dB to l

account for the greater distance between the microphone and the vehicle.

Table 3-7 stm_arizes data for two scavenger fleets. Even after this

correction, the San Francisco measurements were significantly higher than

those reported by EPA in Table 3-I.

Table 3-8 compares the noise levels of sixteen trucks measured both

by EPA investigators and by San Francisco. Again, it is obvious that the i
L

noise levels measured by the city of San Francisco for the maxlmt_mcontinuous

level are generally as high or higher than the EPA level, even though the i

.Ran Franelsce measurements were made twice as far from the truck. The major

reason for the increased noise readings in San Francisco probably is
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TABLE 3-7

St_4MARYOF S_/_FRanCISCO NOISE MEASURF_ENTS

(dBA at 50 feet fr_n rear of _x_pacto_')

Maximum Continuous Noise Level Average of 3 Hi_hest peaks
Fleet N_ber of

Vel_ieles Mean Standard Deviatioa Mean St_u]dardDeviation

A 57 75.35 0.51 78.32 0.32
_b

B 95 78.57 0.36 81.08 0.32

Source:Reference3-i. :

i
TABLE3-8

NOISE LEVELS OF S_ FRANCISe0 COMPACTOR TRUCKS
(dBA at 23 feet and 50 feet)

Maximum Contln_ous Noi_e level Maximum _m_ct Noise b_.._-I
_rator Vehicle San Francl_co EPA San Francisco EPA

Numter {50 ft) (aaju_ted) (23 f_ (50 f_) (adjusted) (23 ft)

Sunset X43A 77 83 73 81 87 88

Sunset 29A 78 84 78.5 81 87 85

Sunse_ 2|A 74 80 74 79 85 66

Sunset 51A 80 86 78.5 83 89 78.8

Co]den Gate 29 73 79 76 78 84 B2

Colden Gate I -- -- 72 -- -- 80

SUnset GIA 79 85 77 83 89 88

Colden Gate 25 72 78 75.5 80 88 89

SDnse_ 74A 81 87 79 88 92 83

S_nset 23A 82 88 75 87 93 88

Co)den Gate 33/34 -- _ 78 -- -- 95

S_set 75A 79 85 74,5 82 88 85

SUnset 59A 78 84 73 78 84 85

sunset 43A 77 8] 78 81 87 89

SUnset D7 -- -- 74.5 -- -- 83

Sunset D7 -- -- 73 -- -- 74.5

t

SoJrc_: Redemen_es 3-I, E_A/NEF Measurements in SaN Francisco,
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reverberation. San Francisco has many narrow streets with row housing, which

cause a reverberant build-up of noise. The higher correlation between San

Francisco and EPA data for the maximum impact levels supports this theory of

reverberation. Impact noises are of short duration and do not experience

significant reverberant build-up. Therafore, the narrow streets and row

housing in San Francisco cause an increase in the maximum continuous level

readings but do not affect the maximum impact level raadlngs.

S(X_D LEVEL DEGRADATION

There are two general causes of degradation: (i) increase in the

noise emission of individual corrponents;and (2) decrease in the effi-

cacy of a molse control treatment.

The sources of noise on a truck-mounted solid waste compactor which

are subject to d_jredatlon are the truck chassis (engine casing, exhaust,

and fan), power take-off (PTO), and hydraulic pump (Table 3-9).

The noise degradation of the chassis is directly related to the

average life of the engine. Warranties for truck diesel e_gines usually

cover 50,000 miles or 24 months on parts and labor, or 100,000 miles or

24 months on parts only (Ref. 3-3). The warranty for gasoline engines is

half that of diesel engines. Waste compactor truck diesel engines are

overhauled approximately every 150,000 miles and gasoline engines every

80,000 to 100,000 miles.
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TABLE 3-9

AVAILABLE DATA ON NOISE DEGRADATION FOR TRUCK-MO[]NTED

SOLID WASTE ODMPACIORS I_GUIATED AT 78 dBA (7 n_ters)

Noise Unregulated RegUlated Faductlon Noise S_urc_ Available Data c_ SoUrces of Data Treatment Treatment
Source Noise level Noise level of Noise Degradation Source Degradation on Degradation to CcmpIy Degradation

(dBA) (dBA) Id_A)

Chassis 80 75 5 for trucks at -DOT quiet truck -DOT quiet reduce none

-Engine 83 dBA: field tests truck reports engine

-Exhaust (diesel at (diesel at -engine-scarce -ongire useful life -engine _grs. speed
-Fan 1750 rpm) 1750 rpm) and treatment -engioe warranty -muffler mfgrs.

-exhaust muffler -mdffle_ useful llfe -conpactor users

P_O 79 (noise from degradaticn does -F/D useful life -compactor users replace none

flywheel or not affect c_r- -1"10warranty trans. PIO
front FID not all level unless with fret

significant) PID fails or flywheel
w PIO

Pu_o 68 64 4 degradation of -pug_ useful life
pump -p_lo warr_ty -compactor users none --

(estln_ted frcm
64 dBA at: 1250

rpm using 30 log
of p,m_o speed)



Department of Commerce data indicate an average annual mileage of ',

12,200 miles for all compactor vehicles. Front loaders used in commer-

cial trash pickup are drives 15,000 to 25,000 miles per year, while rear

and side loaders used in residential operations are driven less than

10,000 miles per year. The average vehicle, therefore, may be drives 5

or 6 years before the first overhaul.

Chassis noise from waste compactors equipped with gasoline or diesel

engines is not expected to degrade significantly over the first 50,000

to 75,000 miles of use. Although the gasoline engine has a greater degra- '

dation, the chassis noise level of the gasoline powered tseck is less than

that of the diesel engine truck. If the engine speed is reduced, engine

wear may be reduced also, resulting in less noise degradation of the

i:
chassis.

The degradation of other noise sources is insignificant. Exhaust

mufflers have an average llfe comparable with that of the engine (Ref. 3-5)

and can easily be replaced if necessary. Replacing the transmission FrO with i

a flywheel or front [:TOreduces the noise level of the PTO to an insignificant

level, so that degradation can be ignored. Also, sines alignment of gears

will probably be better for front or flywheel PT0s than for transmission

PTOs, gear wear should be less and, therefore, PTO noise degradation leas.

The noise treatments of reducing engine speed and replacing the

transmission PTO with a front or flywheel PTO are not expected to decrease

in efficacy. Tnerafore, the chassis noise degradation will prd_ably

dsmlnate waste Compactor noise degradation.
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Noise Degradation of Quieted Trucks !

_e noise emissions from two International Harvester DO1'Quiet Trucks !

with initial noise levels of 80 dBA (low enough to comply with the 83 dBA

regulatory level) increased by I dHA during the first 150,000miles of

nom_al use (Ref. 3-2). T_ DO_ Quiet Trucks with noise levels of 78 dBA

(low enough to comply with the 80 dBA regulatory level) demonstrated

reductions in their initial noise levels after 90,000 miles.

_hen dlassis noise is reduced to a level below 80 dBA, the noise

from the hydraulic pump becomes a significant factor in compactor noise

degradation. Pumps are warranted for six months and generally last one

to two years during normal use (Ref. 3-6)°
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EXHISIT 3-1

NOISE _dISSI(_ TESTS M_tDE(2_SAN FRANCISCO CI'/YTI%qSHTJ{UCKS*

Source: Reference 3-1.

Vehicle No. Ccmpactin_ (dHA) Crushin_ Spikes (dBA)**
3_ 80.0 85.0 84.0 84.0
5-3 73.0 75.0 76.0 75.0
5-8 69.0 70.0 70.0 70.0

5 86.0 87.0 88.0 88.0
35 71.0 72.0 74.0 75.0
36 73.0 73.0 74.0 75.0
40 74.0 79.0 80.0 81.0
41 76.0 79.0 80.0 80.0
42 70.0 72.0 72.0 76.0
43 75.0 75.0 77.0 77.0
44 74.0 74.0 75.0 81.0
46 71.0 72.0 74.0 77.0
48 75.0 83.0 84.0 85.0
23 75.0 81.0 82.0 83.0
23 75.0 75.0 76.0 81.0
24 76.0 78.0 77.0 83.8
25 78.0 80.0 82.0 85.0
27 78.0 79.0 80.0 80.0
26 72.0 73.0 78.0 80.0
27 78.0 79.0 79.0 80.0
28 76.0 76.0 76.0 77.0
29 73.0 74.0 76.0 78.0

3147 75.0 75.0 78.0 81.0
32 78.0 79.0 02.0 84.0
33 82.0 86.0 86.0 69.0
10 75.0 77.0 78.0 78.0
12 77.0 82.0 82.0 B3.0
ii 71.0 75.0 75.0 78.0
14 73.0 73.0 73.0 75.0
15 73.0 73.0 73.0 74.0

...... 169 74.0 75.0 76.0 77.0
169 75.0 78.0 79.0 79.0
1720 73.0 73.0 75.0 81.0
1720 73.0 76.0 76.0 77.0
1720 71.0 71.0 74.0 75.0
1830 75.0 75.0 75.0 79.0
19 75.0 77.0 81.0 84.0
20 70.0 73.0 74.0 73.0
21 72.0 76.0 76.0 78.0
21 74.0 76.0 76.0 81.0
22 73.0 74.0 80.0 85.0
F2 86.0 87.0 87.0 88.0
F5 77.0 78.0 79.0 80.0
2 79.0 79.0 80.0 80.0

_Measuren_nts made at 50 feet on city streets
**_Bxlm_n noise spikes associated with _le nomnal operation of the vehicle.
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EXHIBIT 3-I (Continued)

NOISE EMISSION TESTS MADE ON SAN FRANCISCO CITY TRASH TRUCKS

Vehicle No. Compaetin9 (dBA) Crushing Spikes (dBA)

411 77.0 78.0 78.0 80.0
X4 74.0 75.0 76.0 77.0
P4 77.0 78.0 80.0 80.0
411 83.0 83.0 84.0 86.0
411 76.0 76.0 76.0 77.0
X5 75.0 75.0 77.0 77.0
6 73.0 78.0 79.0 82.0
7 79.0 80.0 81.0 83.0
X7 83.0 83.0 84.0 85.0
X8 67.0 68.0 70.0 71.0
8 79.0 80.0 82.0 84.0
9 77.0 77.0 78.0 79.0
10 77.0 79.0 79.0 80.0
68 78.0 78.0 79.0 81.0
70/% 76.0 75.0 77.0 78.0
72A 75.0 79.0 82.0 83.0
74A 81.0 81.0 82.0 84.0
74A 81.0 85.0 85.0 86.0
75A 78.0 80.0 81.0 81.0
75A 79.0 79.0 80.0 82.0
76A 80.0 80.0 80.0 83.0
49A 79.0 79.0 80.0 80.0
78A 79.0 81.0 81.0 81.0
79A 78.0 79.0 79.0 79.0
79A 77.0 78.0 77.0 77.0
71A 86.0 87.0 87.0 89.0
73A 78.0 79.0 80.0 87.0
78A 82.0 82.0 82.0 83.0
F4 85.0 85.0 88.0 86.0
63A 80.0 81.0 82.0 82.0
63A 80.0 80.0 82.0 83.0
67A 73.0 76.0 77.0 79.0
68A 78.0 79.0 84.0 85.0
68A 80.0 83.0 84.0 85.0
57A 77.0 78.0 79.0 80.0
58A 82.0 82.0 84.0 85.0
59A 78.0 78.0 78.0 78.0
60 75.0 76.0 76.0 77.0
61A 79.0 80.0 81.0 83.0
62A 77.0 80.0 82.0 88.0
622% 73.0 73.0 75.0 75.0
64A 76.0 80.0 81.0 81.0
64A 78.0 79.0 79.0 80.0
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E_HIBIT 3-I Continued)

NOISE _ISSICN TESTS MADE ON SAN FRANCISCO CITY TRASH TRUCKS ;i

Vehicle No. Compactin_ (dBA) Crushin@ Spikes (dBA) ,'

65A 84.0 84.0 85.0 86.0
66A 83.0 86.0 86.0 87.0
68A 75.0 78.0 79.0 79.0
39A 80.0 83.0 85.0 85.0
40A 87.0 90.0 90.0 90.0
41A 80.0 63.0 84.0 86.0
42A 78.0 78.0 82.0 83.0
43A 77.0 80.0 81.0 81.0
44A 80.0 80.0 82.0 84.0
45A 75.0 77.0 78.0 80.0
46A 88.0 94.0 96.0 97.0
47A 79.0 83.0 85.0 87.0
48A 75.0 75.0 75.0 75.0
49A 77.0 81.0 81.0 81.0
51A 82.0 84.0 85.0 86.0
52A 82.0 83.0 84.0 85.0
54A 80.0 80.0 82.0 82.0
55A 79.0 82.0 82.0 85.0
56A 80.0 83.0 87.0 86.0
53A 82.0 82.6 83.0 83.0
51A 80.0 80.0 83.0 83.0
34A 81.0 84.0 86.0 88.0
WD 75.0 81.0 83.0 83.0
2A 74.0 74.0 78.0 79.0
X2 79.0 79.0 79.0 80.0
3A 78.0 78.0 79.0 79.0

4A 75.0 77.0 77.0 77.0
4A 75.0 77.0 78.0 79.0
5A 78.0 79.0 82.0 81.0

M6A 78.0 78.0 79.0 79.0
15A 75.0 75.0 75.0 76.0
16A 80.0 82.0 84.0 84.0
17A 80.0 80.0 82.0 88.0
18A 82.0 84.0 84.0 85.0
19a 79.0 83.0 84.0 84.0
19A 81.0 81.0 82.0 82.0
20A 86.0 87.0 87.0 87.0
21A 74.0 78.0 78.0 79.0
22.% 80.0 81.0 81.0 81.0
23A 82.0 82.0 84.0 87.0
24A 84.0 85.0 86.0 86.0
28A 75.0 78.0 79.0 80.0
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EXHIBIT 3-I (Continued)

NOISE EMISSION TESTS MADE ON SAN FRANCISCO CI_{ TRASH TRUCKS

VehicleNO. Compacting(dBA) Crushing5_ikes (dBA)

27A 76.0 77.0 79.0 S0.0
27A 79.0 80.0 81.0 S2.0
29A 78.0 79.0 79.0 81.0
30A 78.0 78.0 79.0 80.0
32A 78°0 78.0 79.0 80.0
34A 77.0 79.0 79.0 79.0
36A 78.0 78.0 79.0 79.0
9A 80.0 80.0 80.0 81.0
38A 82.0 82.0 83.0 83.0
37A 80.0 82.0 83.0 88.0
37A 81.0 83.0 83.0 03.0
38A 77.0 77.0 77.0 S0.0
14A 75.0 78.0 80.0 02.0
13A 77.0 77.0 77.0 77.0
12A 71.0 72.0 72.0 74.0
11A 67.0 72.0 73.0 74.0
10A 77.0 79.0 80.0 82.0
0A 68.0 70.0 71.0 71.0

XTA 79.0 79.0 79.0 82.0
X7A 78.0 80.0 82.0 82.0
X7A 80.0 83.0 84.0 89.0
7A 75.0 70.0 78.0 78.0

X6A 81.0 80.0 81.0 83.0
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EXIiIBIT 3-2

VEHICLE TIME HISTORIES: "SLY" M_fER RESPONSE

!.

The following figures sho4 tile t_L_ histories of the col_paction

or loading cycles for eighteen (18) of the vehicles listed in _able 3-1.

These histories were recorded un a Graphic Level Recorder (GLR) wi_

a writing speed of 16 n11_seo and a chart speed of 3 imp/see. This roughly II

corresponds to an averaging time of 0.5 sec or a "slow" meter response. I

'llleequivalency is only exact, however, for a 4 dBA sound level spike.

A larger spike will cause the G_( to read lower than _e sound level

meter and a smaller spike will cause it to read higher.

These time histories giv_ an indication of |lowtile sound levels

in "slow" meter response) of the vehicle noise emissions vary _iroughout

the oompaction cycle. 'llleyindicate the maximum level at _le microphone

- position for the identified vehicle; t/_e four-position energy average

for each of these vehicles is listed in Table 3-i.
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SECTION 4

_ASUPcEMENT METHODOLOGY

G_NERAL REQUIREMENTS

A noise measurement methodology is essentially an easily-conducted,

repeatable procedure for acquiring data that correlate well with noise

generated under service conditions. In this section each of these factors

is discussed as a basis for developing a measurement methodology.

Perhaps the most important feature of a measurement methodology is its

correlation with environmental impact. It is not necessary that levels

acquired in a standardized way be identical to those observed under ordinary

operating conditions. What is impOrtant is that standardized data enable one

to correctly predict environmental levels. The consequences of inadequate

correlation are less than expected environmental protection or inefficient

allocation of nolse-abatement resources. The relationship between desired

environmental control end test standards can be illustrated graphically. As

Figure 4-1 shcws, the lines corresponding to the desired level of environ-

mental control and the nat-to-exceed regulated level divide the noise sources

into four categories. In Category I the sources have passed the standard

test and therefore would not be rontrolied further, but are still environ-

mentally objectionable. Those in Category II fail the test and are environ-

mentally objectionable. However, one may presume that some of these will be

quieted to the point where they pass the test bet are still environmentally

objectionable; others will be quieted at some needless expense beyond the

point where they are of concern. Similarly, all sources in Category III will

be quieted needlessly, i.e, they fail the test but are environmentally
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acceptable. Category IV sources will not be quieted, since they passed the

test and are environmentally acceptable.

In practice, the shortcomings of standard test procedures are inevi-

table, but may be minimized. Figures 4-1 shows contrasting test procedures

that correlate poorly (a) and well (b) with environmental levels. The problema

associated with procedures that correlate poorly are inevitably worse than

these that correlate well. A major objective in developing the test procedure

was to develop a standard measurement procedure that correlates well with

environmental levels and is consistent with other test requirements.

ENVIRONMENTAL ENVIRONMENTAL
LEVEL LEVEL

LEVEl_OF " •

ENVIRON. I__ _ "

CONTROL

• , _ >
REG, TEST REG, TEST

( o I LEVEL ST{3 (b) LEVEL STDLEVEL LEVEL

FIGURE 4-i

ILLUSTRATION OF TEST STANDARDS THAT CORRELATE (a) POORLY
AND (b) WELL WITH ENVIRONMENTAL LEVELS

Source: Reference 4-3.

Ease of performance is a second factor that must be carefully evalu-

ated in developing a measurement methodology. The methodology should be

readily performed by manufacturers to facilitate the many tests required
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during usual developmental phases. In addition, manufacturers will

undoubtedly wish to test at least a sample of products prior to introducing

them into cc_nerce. Also, the methodology should be easily performed by

enforcement personnel who may test at a manufacturer's facility and/or at

a special test site.

Finally, repeatability is obviously desirable. A test which is

nonrepeatable, that is, one _lieh does not produce the sa_e results

when run more than once under the same conditions, is invariably corrupted

by random or unknown factors. To be meaningful, such tests must be con-

dueted many times in order to obtain a statistical characterization. Such

a procedure can increase the cost and effort of testing by an order of

magnitude and must therefore be avoided.

g0

80

........ 2":?

60.... r-.... i.......I" "I......I --I.....#........f-'--'--
5 I0 15- 20 25 30 35 40

Time (sec)

FIGUPJ_ 4-2

TIME HISTORY OF THE A-WEIGHTED SOUND LEVEL MEASLrRED50 FES_ TO
_/_ELEFT SIDE OP A F_ONT LOADER

Source: Reference 4-3.
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NOISE CHARACTERISTICS

Before proceeding to specific requirements, it is useful to consider the

noise profile of a solid waste compactor. Figure 4-2 shows a time history of

the A-weighted sound level measured 50 ft. to the left side of a front loader.

The first part of the trace is measured during the dump cycler the second during

a sweep cycle. There are two noteworthy features of the data in Figure 4-2.
!

First, there are a number of very noticeable impacts, which, for this unit

correspond pri_rily to container impacts. For other units, especially rear i

loaders, hydraulic actuators generate similar impacts. Secondly, the quasi-

steady level between impacts varies with time. This level is dominated by

engine noise, which depends on the speed that is controlled by the driver.

Thus, we see that a reasonable method for characterizing impacts must be

established, as well as a technique for specifying engine operating conditions

or cycle time.

Alternative Measurement Methodologies

Measurement methodologies are comprised of three parts: (I) specifica-

tion of operating conditions, (2) establishment of measurement criteria

(e.9., _hether to use A-weighting, B-weightit_g,etc.,) and (3) specification

of test site and instrumentation.

I. Operating Conditions

Two primary factors of concern are the specification of compactor load

and of engine speed for engines which are not equipped with mechanical speed

control devices.
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2.CompactorLoad

I%decision l_tust_e n_de as to what iced will be pla&_d in the hopi_r of

_le c_npactor truck when its noise is beil_j f_asur%_. Suggestions have _en

made thst a staedsrd load should be used. 'dlis load could u_ssist of pu_2r,

garbage or bottles. However, any such load will inevitably racy fr_l umc

sample to another a_ not be reproducible. %_le san*pie could *lot uvun Im used

twice in t/_e s_ truck since it _uld change on being c_l*[_act£<lthe first

time. Accordir_jly, the only reproducible load that could be devised _ould be

no load. Although an sI_pty hopper does not precisely simulate actual loads,

it does provide a constant baseline against which all trucks can be coli_>arc_.

3. ElxJil_ Speed Control i:i

It is dusirable to _ke s_lle p_ovision tbr s[_cification of elNine s[_ec4

foL" trucks, such as front loaders, _lich sE_ uot nom_mlly c_]uipped with

engine spee_ control devices. At least _ree ix)ssible approaclles fo_"doing

this are:

o specifying an engine rlan in the regulation

o r_quiring that tiled_np oc compaction cycle be [mrforlned within

the tin_ limits published in t_len_sufaeturor's advertisements

o s£_cifying the clara|ion of t_lee_ine at llla×im_,all_lablo ongine

on pu_,_ptl_n, _lichever is l_er.

It does not se_n appropriate to specify a fixed er_ji[_aqx,. Such a
i!

s£_ecification _ould be a counter-.'arc_uetive constraint on nmnufacturers _o

wish to achiev_ noise control without c_ilpr_lisi_j pe_'for1_nce by min_lizing !.

engi_ speeds and using high capacity pumps.
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The second .ap.oro,.leh,reSULting tha_ e.o_rational cycle times con_.ot_nto

arlvertised vaLuee_ ha'_sc_ne r_,r.it. Uo._verr the obvlou_ problems ace that, on

Ono harld, cycLe tinges are not advertise1 Eor all vehicles and therefore would

not he. regulated; on the ether hand, manufacturers might cease such advertise-

ment if their publication led to excessive noise control probleI_s.

The third t_cs tque, s._eelfying operation at the *r_ixitnumspeed allowed by

the a%anufacturer, also has _3sitive and negative attributes, rt could be

argu_ that engines or p,anps are rarely operated at iraximtunallowed speeds.

Uowover, c_,paetor eperaters are Lro_ivated to operate d@np and c_npastlon

cycles as quickly as _oseible to minimize the route-collection tilne. In fact,

there have i_en cases of el)orators changing engine speed control settirgs for

this putT_ose. Furthe_ore, testing at maxbnum allowable speed is cosslstent

with many industry i)raetices. SAE test procedures typically s;_cir,y maxi,n_n

aec_leration/aaxi,num sr_-ed conditions. There[ore, the Agency c_nclude4] that

compactors without _eehanical speed controls should be. tested at the _axiT,%_

engine or pL_,p rpn allowed by tile_mlnufacturer.

Measurement Criteria

_- The key measure_neat probLems relate to pro_er instrt_nentation, determina-

tion of the appropriate noise level reading, the number and location of the

microphone positions, and the mehhod of cx_nbining the level _esdisgs at the

various locations to obtain a suiuable average level.

_. Weighting Scale

%_e flrs_ question concerns which weighting scale, if any, to use in

taking the reading. Several scales have been prof,gsed, and the A, B and C
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weighting scales are available on most sound level meters. The A-weighting

scale has broad general acceptance as representing, in a single number,
h

the subjective perception of intensity, or loudness, of noise. As explained

I in the EPA "Levels Document" (Ref. 4-4) the A-weighting scale has been

I selected by EPA as the appropriate metric to use in evaluation of noise

impact and for assessing all sources of noise. Consequently, the

A-weighted sound level (also referred to as "noise level"), is the

i quantity to be observed and reported in making noise measurements of

I

J

truck-mounted solid waste compactors.

2. Meter Response Setting

Originally, the measurement technique used by EPA in obtaining the

noise levels of compactors entailed two separate._eedings: one of

"maximum steady" level, intended to represent the essentially continuous

noise emissions of the compaction machinery; and the othe_ of "impulse"

noise, intended to characterize the occasional abrupt sounds associated

with impaces between individual components of the colnpactionmechanism and

the compactor body that occur at the end of the piston stroke or similar

episodes during the compaction cycle. Both of these readings were taken

j with the mater in "fast" response setting, for reasons explained in thedraft background document (Ref. 4-5).

Partly as a result of comments received during the public co[nment

period, the Agency recognized that the reading of "ma×imum steady level"

using fast meter setting was subject to considerable variation

among different observers. The variations were apparently based on

subjective differences in interpreting the concept oE "maximum steady
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level." In most cases, the noise emitted by the refuse collection vehicle

during compaction continuously fluctuates in level by several decibels. Thus,

the reading taken by any observer was dependent both on his concept of "ms×i-

mum steady" and his subjective estimate of which position of the meter needle

(or a graphic record) suitably characterized the noise. Difficulties also

were encountered in obtaining maximum impulse readings on the meter, as the

eye does not always follow accurately a rapidly moving meter needle.

A review of the original tape recorded data obtained by the Agency, plus

additional noise data, showed that the variability in readings could be

reduced by two changes in procedure: use of the "slow" meter setting instead

of the "fast" setting; and taking a single readingof the _m_ximemlevel shown

on the meter, rather than a "maximum steady" reading (which implied some type

oE average reading) and a "maximum impulse" reading. With respect to impulse

noises, all of the tested vehicles that had impulsepeaks in "fast" response

of less than 83 dBA showed maximum values under 79 dBA in "slow" response.

This is to be expected, since the impulse responseof the sound level meter

in "slow" setting is generally about 4 decibels lower than it is in "fast"

setting.

Consequently, EPA reached the conclusion that the test procedure

could be simpli6ied and the mater reading processmade more reliable by

setting a single noise level limit based on a readingof the maximum

noise level observed with the meter in the "slow" response setting. This

replaces the proposed procedure, which required two separate readings,

one of "maxi_im steady" and one of "maximum impact",using the "fast"
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meter setting. The increase of one decibel in the not-to-exceed limit

accounts for the damped response of the meter to a mild impulse (such as

was allowed in the proposed inpulss overshoot of 5 decibels in "fast"

mede, in the proposed regulation) while not degrading significantly the

control of continuous noise implied in the earlier "maximum steady" limit.

Consideration also was given to other methods of reducing the uncertainty

of the meter reading, such as use of an integrating/averaging sound level

meter, also known as "Leg meter." Although this approach has potential

merit, it has not been specified in the test standard because of the lack

of a national or international standard for such meters. The AgenCy believes

that, to ensure consistenCy and accuracy of the primary measurement which

establishes cenformity to a regulatory limit, the instrument used should

conform to a widely recognized and accepted consensus standard.

3. Microphone Locations

Compactlng-vehicle machinery is often distributed around the vehicle,

requiring noise measurements at various locations. Drive train equipment

such as the engine and fan are located at the front. PTOs and pumps are

on the side, as are auxiliary power plants. Noise-producing hydraulic

rams are ac the rear of rear loaders. To account adequately for these

distributed sources, we have selected measurement at four locations, 7 meters

from the vehicle surface, at 90 degree intervals around the vehicle.

4. Combining Noise Levels

Since compactor noise levels are measured on all four sides, a single

number is needed that best characterises the noise emissions of the vehicle.
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The total noise emission of the compactor vehicle is obtained by taking

an energy average of the four noise level measurements. Mathematically

speaking, this energy average is calculated by averaging the antilogarithms

of the levels measured on the four sides of the compactor and then taking the

logarithm of the result.

EPA MF2_URF)4ENTME_{0D

Based on the foregoinq considerations, the following measurement

methodology has been adopted.

Instrumentation

The following instm/mentation shall be used, where applicable, 1%

for the measurement required.

I. A precision sound level meter which meets the Type I require-

ment of the American National Standards Specification for

Sound Level Meters, SI.4-1971.

2. As an alternative to making direct measurements using a

sound level meter, a microphone or sound level meter may be used

with a magnetic tape recorder and/or a graphic level recorder

or indicating meter, providing the system meets the require-

ment.sof the Society of Automotive Engineers (SAE) Recommended

Praetlve J184, Qualifying a Sound Data Acquisition System.

3. A sound level calibrator with an accuracy of +--0.5dB.

4. A microphone windscreen mey be used provided that its effect

on the "A" weighted sound level is negligible under zero wind

velocity conditions for the type of noise source being

measured.

5. A stopwatch having an accuracy of better than one percent.
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Test Site

The following test site requirements shall be o_nsidered the minim_Im

necessary to conduct effective measurements.

An approved test site shall consist of a level open space free of

large reflecting surfaces, such as perked vehicles, signboards, buildings,

or hillsides, within approximately 15 meters (50 feet) of either the vehicle

or the microphone.

The microphone shall be located 1.2 meters (4 ft) above the ground

plane and 7 meters (23 ft) from the told-pointof the surface of the

truck on the side on which the measurements are being made. Measurements

will be made at four microphone positions to the front, rear and each side of

the vehicle.

The msssurement area shall, as a minimum, extend from the microphone to

the farthest extremity of the truck or trailer. The area shall be.surfaced

with concrete, asphalt, or similar hard material, and shall be free of

powdery snow, grass, loose soil or ashes, or other sound-absorbing materials.

Test Procedure

I. The compactor must be operated with the vehicle stationary.

2. The ecmpactor engine must be started and allowed to reach its

reco,lrendedoperating temperature and conditions. If the

ambient temperature is b_low 16°C (about 60°F), the container

handling and compaction equipment shall be operated through

enongh cycles to ensure that hydraulic all an_ components

have reached a stable temperature and oDerating condition.
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3. The compactor must be operated empty.

4. The compaction equipment and container handling mechanism (where

appropriate) must be operated in accordance with their normal

operating procedures except that no container shall be used.

The compactor engine must be operated at a speed in spin

corresponding to the meximem allowable speed of the hydraulic

I
pump which powers the compactor mechanism. If the compactor

includes an engine speed control or governor which is operational

during the container handling and compaction cycle, the test must

be run at governed speed, provided that the governor cannot be

overridden by an operator during normal in-use operation.

5. The sound level meter must be set for "slow" response and on

the "A" weighting network.

6. The container handling and compaction equipment must be

operated through two c6mplete cycles for each noise measurement

taken. If the test results (4-position energy-average) differ

by mo_ thau 2 dB, further tests must be run until the two

results agree within 2 dB and the average of the two will be

rapo rted.

7. Noise level measurements must be taken at each of the four

microphone positions around the compactor, and the following data

will be reported:

a. Maaimum noise level during a complete cycle of container

handling and compaction at each microphone position;
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b. The four-position energy average noise level, computed

accordingto theequation:

4

_= 10 log _ |ant(Li/IO)I - 6 dB (4-I)
i=I L a

where: _ = energy average noise level, in decibels; Li is the ;_

A-weightednoiselevelcorrespondingto the i'thmicrophone

location; and ant(x) means antilogarithm(x), which equals 10x;

c. The time fr_n the beginningto the end of each operational _

cycle.

8. The entire acoustical instrumentation system including the

microphone and cable must be field-checked before and after

each test series.

General Comments

It is strongly recommended that persons technically trained and

, experienced in the current techniques of sound measurement select the

equi_ent and conduct the tests.

Proper use of all test instrumentation is essential to obtain valid

measurements. Operating manuals or other literature furnished by the

instrument manufacturer should be referred to for both recommended

: operation of the instruments and precautions to be observed. Specific

ite_ to be considered are:

I. The effects of ambient weather conditions on the performance

of all instr_nents (for example, temperature, humidity, and

barometric pressure).
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2. Proper signal levels, terminating impedances, and cable lenghts

on multi-instrument measurement systems.

3. Proper acoustical calibration procedure, to include the influence

of extension cables, etc. Field calibration shall be made

imnediately before and after each test sequence. Internal

calibration means are acceptable for field use, provided that

external calibration is ae_nplished immediately before or after

field use.

4. Proper orientation of the microphone relative to the source of

sound as specified by the manufacturer.

5. Measurement shall be made only when wind speed is below 12

mph (19 Km/hr).

6. The ambient sound level (including wind effects) from sources

other than the vehicle being measured shall be at least 10 dBA

lower hi,anthe level of the tested vehicle.

7. Because bystanders have an appreciable influence on meter response

when they are in the vicinity of the vehicle or microphone, not

more than one person, other than the observer reading the meter,

shall be within 15 meters (50 ft) of the vehicle or instrument,

and that person shall be directly behind the observer reading

the meter, or on a llne through the microphone and the observer.

8UGGE.%_ED REFERENCES

Suqgested reference material is as follows:

ANS $1.1-1960 AcOustical Terminology.

ANS ST.2-1967 Physical Measurement of Sound.
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ANS $1.4-1971 Specifications for Sound Level Meters.

SAE Reco_nmendedPractice J-184 - Qualifying a Sound Data Acquisition

System.

Applications for copies of these documents should be addressed to the

American National Standards Institute, Inc., 1430 Broadway, New York, New

York, 10018; or, The Society of Automotive Engineers, Incorporated, Two

Pennsylvania Plaza, New York, New York, 10001.

DISCUSSION OF METHODOLOGY

There a_e a my,bet of points in the methodology presented above which

need further explanation. Decisions have been made concerning certain

parameters in the methodology, and the reasons for these decisions need

to be enL_,erated.

Measurement Distance

Two measurement distances are commonly employed in the measurement of

noise from vehicles: the SAE generally adopts a 50 ft distance, while the

International Standards Organization (ISO) adopts a 7 m (23 ft) distance.

In this r_ethodology,we have selected the latter distance.(7 m) for two reasons.

First, the shorter distance allows use of a s_aller measurement site.

Buildings and reflecting surfaces need only he 50 ft away from the truck and

microphone, whereas they need to be 100 ft away if a 50 ft measurement

distance is employed. .%_nallersites are _ore readily available. Second,

since the noise levels to be measured are not very high, there will be less

interference from ambient noise at a 7 m distance than at a 50 ft distance.

Ascordinqly, all noise measurements in this study are quoted for a distance

of 7 m (23 ft).
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Operation of the Cc_pactor Truck Empty

AS indicated earlier, the only practical, reproducible load that could

be devised was no load. An empty hopper may not be a good simulation of i

actual loads, but it does provide a constant baseline against which all

trucks can be onmpared. Also, one series of measurements made on compactors •

indicated _n average increase in noise of only 0.5 dB between empty and full

load ooeditions (Ref. 4-2).
1

Energy Average

_qe truck noise levels are measured on four sides. The SAE generally i

takes the highest of the four levels measured and quotes that level. This is

appropriate if one is oenoerned with determining if there is an excessive

noise level in any direction. However, in this study, EPA is concerned with

the total impact of the noise on the community. This is best evaluated by

taking an energy average around all sides of the vehicle. The energy

average ts obtained by averaging the antilogarithms of the levels on the four

sides of the truck and then taking the logarithm of the result. That is, if the

four measurements are Lit L2, L3 and L4, the energy averaged level, _, is

= lo%0[,/4 (10 + + 0 3/1° ÷10 4/1°)]

(whleh is another way of writing equation 4-I). The resultant value is influenced

stror_ly by the highest level(s) measured at individual microphone positlon(s),

snd may be considered analogous to a sound power measurement.

i
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SECTION 5

EVALUATION OF EFFECTS OF TRUCK-MO[R_TED SOLID WASTE
COMPACTOR NOISE ON PUBLIC HEALTH AND WELFARE

INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this section of the regulatory analysis is to explore

in quantitative terms the health and welfare impact of the noise of truck-

mounted solid waste compactors, and the benefits, in terms of reduction

of this impact, to be expected from a regulation limiting the noise emis-

sions of newly-manufactured compactors. Various regulatory options are con-

sidered.
i

i Predictions of beth the costs and benefits involved are necessary

i inputs to define the trade-offs among the various options for the regulatory

levels to be included is the final regulations. Presented in this analysisare predictions of the potential health and welfare benefits of selected

1 noise control options that cover a range of possible regulatory programs of

new truck-mounted solid waste compactors.

Because of inherent differences in individual responses to noise, the

wide range of situations and environments which relate to oompactor noise

generation, and the complexity of the associated noise fields, it is not

possible to examine all situations precisely. Hence, in this predictive

analysis, certain stated assumptions have been made in order .to approximate

typical, or average, situations. %lleapproach taken to determine the benefits

associated with the noise regulation is a statistical effort to determine the

order of magnitude of the population that may be affected for each regulatory

option. Some uncertainties with respect to individual cases or situations may

remain.
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Effects of Noise on people

The phrase "health and welfare", used in this analysis and in the context

of the Noise Control Act, is a broad term. It includes personal comfort and

well-being, and the absence of mental anguish, disturbances and annoyance, as

well as the absence of clinical symptoms such as hearing loss or demonstrable

physiological injury (Ref. 5-20). In other words, the term applies to the

entire range of adverse effects that noise can have on people, apart fr_n

economic impact.

Noise affects people in many ways, although not all noise effects will

occur at all levels. Noise associated with trash collection activity may

or may not produce the effects mentioned below, depending on exposures and

specific situations. The discussion here refers to noise in general.

The best-known noise effect is probably nolse-lnduced hearing loss.

It is characteristic of noise-lnduced hearing loss that it first occurs in

a hlgh-frequency area of the auditory range which is important for the

understanding of speech. As a noise-induced hearing loss develops, the

sounds of speech which lend weaning becc_e less and less discriminable.

Eventually, while utterances are still heard, they bec_re merely a series

of low ru,blss, and the intelligibility is lost. Noise-induced hearing

loss is a permanent loss for which hearing aids and medical procedures

cannot ccmpansate.

Moreover, noise is a stressor. The body has a basic, primitive

response mechanism which automatically responds to noise as if to a

warning or danger signal. A complex of bodily reactions (sa,etimes called

the "flight-or-fight" response) takes place which is beyond conscious
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control. W11ennoise intrudes, these reactions include elevation of blood i:

pressure, changes in heart rata, secretions of certain hormones into the

bloodstream, changes in digestive processes, increased perspiration

on the skin and many others.

This stress response Occurs with individual noise events, but it is not

known yet whether the reactions seen in the short term become, or con-

tribute to, long-term stress diseases such as chronic high blood pressure.
P

Therefore, the stress response to noise cannot yet be quantified.

On the other hand, some of this stress response may be reflected in

what people express as "annoyance", "irritation", or "aggravation".

The analysis in this section does quantify the generalized adverse

reaction of groups of people to environmental noise. To the extent that

stress and verbalized annoyance are related, the "general adverse

response" quantity may be seen to partially represent or indicate the

magnitude of stress response.

The general adverse response relationship to noise levels may

also be seen as partially representing another area of noise effects:

activity interference. Noise interferes with many important daily

activities such as sleep and c_mmunication. These effects (sleep dis-

turbsnce and communication interference) can be quantified. Thus,

computations of benefits based on the potential of interference with human

activities are included as part of the analysis in this section. In

expressing the causes of annoyance due to noise, people often report that

noise interferes with sleeping, relaxing, concentration, TV and radio
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listening, and fac_-to-face and telephone discussions. Thus, the general

adverse response quantity may be seen also to be indicative of the severity of

interference with activities.

Measures of Benefits to Public Health and Welfare

People are exposed to noise generated from trash compacting operations

most notably when inside their homes during late night or early morning

hours. Reducing noise related to trash compaction activity may produce

the following benefits:

I. Reduction in average urban noise levels and associated cumula-

tive long-term impact upon the ex._osedpopulation.

2. Fewer activities, i.e., sleep and speech communication, disrupted

by intense individual, noise events.

Improvements in public health and welfare are regarded as benefits of

noise control. Public health and welfare benefits may be quantified both

in terms of reductions in noise exposures and, more meaningfully, in

terms of reductions in edverse effects. This analysis first quantifies

noise exposure frum noise associated with trash collection activity (i.e.,

I numbers of people exposed at different noise levels), then translates

this exposure into an estimate of co_unity impact.

Predictions of noise levels under various regulatory schedules are

presented in terms of the noise levels associated with typical trash cOllec-

tion operations. The trash predumed within a unit area of land will be

generated at a rate dependent upon population density and land use. The

collection add compaction of this trash is expressed on an amount-per-person-

per-day basis for the unit area. The number of noise-producing ccmpaction
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cycles is a function of this daily collection. The basic unit of area used is

the hectare (ha). This unit is about the size of a city block (175 x 600

feet for an oblong block or 330 x 330 feet for a square block).

Reductions in the average urban noise levels from currant conditions

(i.e., with no co,_actor noise emission regulations, but taking into account

ii the noise regulation for medium and heavy tmlcks) are presented for comparison
[

I with reductions expected for a number of regulatory options on newly manufac-
l

_r tured truck-mounted trash compactors. Projections of the population i,pacted r

I by compactor noise during the regulatory period are determined from estimating
J
E

reductions in the average noise levels in various types of residential land

: use areas.

_bwever, measuring nationwide impact in terms of average urban noise

levels does not adequately account for extremely annoying situations arising

from a single trash concoction operation, since annoyance or other responses

to noise frequently depend on the activity and location of the individual.

In addition_ measures of average urban noise levels tend nob to account

for the disruptive and annoying peak noise intrusions produced by individual
i trash compaction cycles. Significant benefits may be obtained by reducing

current noise levels qenereted during a single compaction activity. These

benefits are evaluated in terms of interference with people's activities

at current noise emission levels and at the reduced levels associated with the

reduction of noise attributable to an individual trash compaction cycle.

Sleep disturbance and speech interference are used as indicators of activity

i interference and the associated adverse i_act of noise.

Regulatory Schedules

Predictions of the population impacted by noise related to trash collec-

tion activity are presented for the regulatory options shown in Table 5-i.
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The base option assumes no specific noise regulation for compactors, and

hence the total reduction in noise impact is the result of the noise regula-

tion_ on medium and heavy duty trucks. Options i, 3, 5, and 7 were selected

frum a large list of options which was reduced to these final four, for

further study. In all cases, each compactor type is being regulated to the

same level, me Silent option (an idealized case) is included for comparison

purposes to indicate the lower limit of noise reductions, and the impact of

eliminating compactor noise.

TABLE 5-1

REGULETORY OPTIC_S: NOP-TO-EXCEED
A-WEIGHTED SOUND LEVELS AT 7m

Compactor (all types)
Options* 1980 1982

Base U** U**

Option 1 81 76

option3 U** 80

option5 U** 76

Option7 79 76

Silent 0 0

*In all cases, A-weighted sound levels for truck regulations
are 83 dB in 1978 and 80 dB in 1982 at 15 meters.

**U = unregulated.
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Outline of the Health and Welfare Section

A description of the existing trash (refuse) co.actor noise envirom_ent is

presented in the following section. The next section presents the predicted

reduction in impact for the population within various land uses due to the

reduction of average community noise levels by regulating truck-mounted solid

waste compactors. Following that, predictions of relative potential changes in
i

htm_anactivity disturbance due to individual trash collection cycles are

estimated for each land use for the regulations under consideration.

REFUSE COLLECTION NOISE LEVELS

A single collection cycle is defined as e refuse collection vehicle

arriving at a location, loading trash into the hopPer, compacting the trash,

and finally, pulling away, This collection event may be considered a stationary

noise source which produces s noise field that decreases in intensity with

distance. A collection activity without co.loaetionis not considered a

collection cycle in this analysis. Collection activity without the accompanying

compaction of trash occurs primarily in the less densely populated areas and

most of the reduction of noise from collection activities without compaction

will result pr_,arily fr_, reducing the truck noise.

Four elements must be evaluated in order to define the population expo-

sure produced by the noise environment of a single trash omlleotion cycle:

o The noise level of the truck which carries the cc_pactor

o The noise produced by the compaction cycle of the cc_npactortype

being evaluated
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o Propagation of the noise from the sour_ to the receiver through

situations which range from narrow streets to open areas

o Attenuation of _le sound by buildings or walls.

_hese el_nents may be combined and translated into average levels by

considering the number of collections occurring per u_it area and the mi×

of collection trucks.

Truck Noise Per Collection Cycle

Much of the total collection cycle noise is generated by the truck

whirl]carries the compactor. T_,nehistories of the noise emitted during

typical residential trash collection cycles are sunm_rized in Figure 5-i.

Truck englr_ noise occurs while _le truck pulls up, while it is idling and

is being loaded, while the engine is accelerating during the compaction cycle,

again while it is idling, and while it is driven off.

hous :

I
1

•UPAUDI IDLEAHSTRASH CSMPACIlOflt ISLE I OKO
BRAKESQUEAL LOAD" CYCLE _PULL.AWAYI

25seo 4Ssec ' 20see "lSsec '
I I I I ? I I F

O IO
TfM[, seconds

FIGURE 5-1

TYPICAL COLLEO_ION CYCLE NOISE LEVELS AT 7 M

Source: Reference 5-29.
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Medium and heavy gasoline and diesel trucks (the type which curry

trash compactors) have been recognized as major contributors to environ-

mental noise (Ref. 5-8). The noise produced by these vehicles has been

regulated to a not-to-exceed A-welghted level of 83 dB (basedon the J336b

test) effective is 1978 and to a level of 80 dB effective in 1980. A more

stringent regulation may be promslgated at a later time. As these quieted

trucks are introduced into the compactor-truck fleet, the noise associated

with the collection cycle will decrease.

I Table 5-2 estimate, based Reference 5-i, sf the collee-

presents an on

tion cycle noise levels produced by these quieted trucks. Table 5-2 also

presents estimates for levels of truck noise reduction under the medium and

heavy truck noise eglsslon regulation (Ref. 5-1). The average values of

truck noise used for the analysis in this report are calculated by summing the

equivalent energy of each component in the cycle during pull-up, idle and

pull-away phases (independentof the increased noise level during the cempae-

tiO_ cycle).

[

! Compactor Noise Per Collection Cycle

_ A summary{of measureN_entsof the noise emissions associated with the

i compaction cycles on 44 trucks (Ref. 5-2) is presented in Table 5-3. The
I measured sample was not intended to be representative of refuse compactors in

I general, but rather, measurements were made on available trunks. Since a

relatively large number of quieted compactors were in the measured sa_le, the

average sound levels were weighted according to the estimated percentage of

quieted and conventional compactors in the total population of vehicles.

For purposes of this analysis it is assumed that the measurement results

presented in Table 5-3 are representative of average national values,
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TABLE 5-2

ESTIMATED A-WEIGHTED SOUND LEVEiS
AT 7m OF THE NON-C(RPACTION

COMPONENTS OF THE COLLECTION CYCLE

Regulated Truck Noise
Event Level @ 15 m.

Duration dB
(sec) Ua 83 80

Pull-up 25 80 74 71

Brake Squeal 0.5 90 90 90

Idle while Loading 40 67 66 65

TrashLeadingImpacts(4) (ea) 0.5 77 77 77

Compaction Cycle (See Table 5-3)

Idle 20 67 66 65

BrakeRelease 0.5 90 90 90

Pull-away 15 86 80 77

Average (not including
compaction cycle) 100 77.2 72.8 71.2

Note:

Ua = existing unquieted trucks

Source: Reference 5-29.
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TABLE 5-3

WEIGHTED* AVERAGE NOISE LEVELS AT 7m OF EXISTING REFUSE CGMPACIDRS

Continuous Noise Impact Noise

Maximum

Soun_ Compaction Cycle Ls** Sound
Compactor Level Time Level LS**

Type dB (seconds) d8

Average Range Average Range Range Average Range Range

Front-loader 82.7 73-87 34 20-55 88-100 91.9 75-98 85-97

Side-loader 75.8 71-77 32 8-75 84-95 83.4 78-84 79-80

Rear-loader 78.8 67-87 23 8-40 82-96 85.4 75-94 68-87

NOTES: * Sound levels are weighted according to number of quieted _nd conventional
._ compactors in total population; ccmpaction cycle times are not waighted.

•* Calculated from Ls = LA + 10 log (duration)
where Ls = Sound Exposure Level
and LA is Sound Level

Source: Table 3-2.



although a number of large cities (e.g., New York and San Francisco) require

the use of quieted trucks, and thus some densely populated urban areas may be

subjected to compactor noise levels lower than those reported in Table 5-3.

IndePehdent measurements made by the EPA (Ref. 5-3) are in agreement with

the average values listed in this report.
>

Table 5-3 inch_es measurementresults obtained at 7 meters of the

soLmd level (maxlmt_ncontinuous), the impact sound level, and the time over

which these levels were attained during a compaction cycle. The total noise

level of the compaction cycle used in this analysis includes both the steady-

state and the impact sounds. EPA data indicate that the n_ber of impacts

during a cycle varies with the type of compactor. An average of 8 impacts was

noted for each front-loader compaction, 2 for each side-loader and 5 for each

rear-loader. F_ch impact noise is assumed to have a duration of 0.5 sec. The

average noise level for compaction was calculated usimg:

where

tc = compaction time, in seconds, from Table 5-3,

tI = impulse time = number of impulses x 0.5 seconds,

Lc = A-weighted sound pressure level, in decibels, of steady-state
compaction, from Table 5-3,

LI = A-weighted sound pressure level, in decibels, of impact noise,
fre_ Table 5-3.

Table 5-4 presents the results Of these calculations for the three

compactor types and defines the noise levels of existing compaction cycles.
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TABLE 5-4

AVEI_GE (A-_IGHTED) NOISE LSVEL OF COMPACTION
AT 71nPRODUCED BY DIFFERENT C_[PACIOR TYPES

Compactor [_pe} dg__.Front-loader 8D.4

Side-loader 76.4

l(ear-loader 80.2

Average Collection Noise Levels Per unit Area

Each cx_mpactortype generates a different noise level, and the mix of

cc_pactoh-types in each land-use category varies as presented in Table 5-5.

TABLE 5-5

AVERAGE p_ROENT OF DIFFERENT TYPE COLLECTOR VEHICLES
OPERATING PER DAY IN '_I_ £AND-USE CATEGORY.

Collector T_pe
Front-Loader Side-Loader Rear-Loader

Land Use Percent Percent Percent

Surburban Single- 7.4 21.5 71.2
Family Detached

Suburban 6.8 21.7 71.6

Duplexes

urban _w 15.8 18.7 65.5

Apar_]ents

Dense Urban 19.4 17.5 63.1
AparDnents

Very Dense 31.8 _3.5 54.8
Urbaa

Apartments

Source: Reference 5-29.
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I

{ TO simplify the health and welfare calculations, an average noise level

per collection for each land-use type was calculated as follows:

(I) The truck noise level (Table 5-2) was energy-averaged with the

compaction noise (Table 5-4) as:

LiL = 10 log _ 0Lc/1 (5-21
where

LiL = the noise level for each truck-c0mpacter combination, in decibels,

I_ = truck noise level, from Table 5-2, in decibels,

tT = duration of truck noise for the collection cycle (omitting

compaction time) = 100 sec,

5c = average noise level for each compactor type, from Table 5-4,

in decibels,

tc --compaction time from Table 5-3, in seconds.

(2) The noise level for each compactor type was multiplied by the

use factor from Table 5-5, for a mix of truck types in a given area.

Tghere

LJ = collection noise level in a given land use area,

fFL = fraction of front-loaders in a given land-use area,

from Table 5-5,

LFL = noise level of front-loaders from F_uatian 5-2;

and the subscripts SL and RL refer to slde-loaders and rear-loaders,

respectively.
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(3) 0.5 dB was added to the result to account for trash in the compactor.*

The result is the averege A-weighted sound pressure level prcduced by a single

collection unaffected by reverberant build-up. _e data are summarized in

Table 5-8.

REFUSE COLLECE'ItI_t_OISEENVII{(INMEN_

Sound Propagation and Amplification

Since sound levels propagate spherically from the source in a frae-field

environment, the sound pressure level loss due to propagation varies invereely

with the square of the distance between the noise source and a receiver. In

other words, in the free-field environment the propagation loss is equivalent

to 6 dB for each doubling of distance between the source and the receiver,

i.e., a -6 dB/dd attenuation rate.

Trash compactor noise, hewever, does not occur in a free-field enviren-

sent. Non-uniform attenuation rates have been developed to estJJmatethe

sound level attenuation in varyin9 esviror_nents(Ref. 5-4). For this

analysis, Hnifo_n attenuation rates providing an approximation to the non-

uniform attenuation rates are used for each land use category. The uniform

attenuation rates selected are -6dB/ddfor the suburban single-family detached

and suburban duplex dwelling categories, -6.5 dB/dd for urban row apartments,

-8 dB/dd for dense urban apart[Llents,and -8.5 dB/dd for very dense urban

apartlrents. These abtenuation Z-ritesapply to distances beyond 50 feet fro_L

the source. Up to 50 feet the rate of -6 dB/dd is used for all land use

categories.

*The measurements all relate to empty compactors. A recent study (Reference
5-14) indicates that, on the average, there is about a 0.5 dB(A) difference

between the load and no-lead conditions.5-15
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A sound level at a given distance from a source located on an urban

street may be considerably higher than the sound level at the same distance

from the source in a free-field environment. This phenomenon is referred

to as reverberation build-up and occurs because the walls of the buildings on

each aide of the street cause several multlple-reflection sound propagation

paths between source and receiver.

In urban areas where the height of a flanking facade is nearly continuous

and is greater than or comparable to the street width, there is a reverberant

build-up of sound. Furthermore, there are shielding effects from different

types of barriers or buildings on apparent source intensity. For a U-shaped

space, which approximates an urban street, amplification factors may be esti-

mated. These factors are dependent on the width of the space. For example,

when building fronts are separated by 15 meters (49 feet) the amplification

factor is estimated (with linear approximation) to be 2.2 dB. A 7.6 meter (25

feet) separation of building fronts is estimated (with linear approximation)

to amplify sound at the source by 8 dB. Therefore, a sound source of 80 riB,

referenced at 7 m free-field, would, on a 15 meter wide street, be amplified

to 82.2 dB and on a 7.6 meter wide street (alley) to 88 dB (Ref. 5-4).

No data were found for the frequency of alley pickup versus street

compactions, or on the relative distribution of alley and street widths

between buildings in urban areas. A sample survey, therefore, was conducted
*

in four metropolitan areas to relate distance between building fronts to

collection location for various population density categories. On the

basis of this survey it is assumed that one-half of the compactions occur

*Los Angeles, Berkeley, Atlanta, Washington, D.C. Distances between build-
ing fronts were paced or estimated.
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on ssreets wider than 24 meters and one-half on streets narrower than 24

meters where amplification may be a problem. In urban row apartment areas,

25 percent of the impact situations will be on steers less than 15 meters (36

feet) and 25 percent o_ streets less than 7.6 meters (25 feet). In the dense

urban and very dense urban apartment areas compactions are assumed to oeeur

i0 percent of the time in 4.5 meters (15 foot) wide alleys, 20 percent on 7.6

meters 25 foot) streets, and 20 percent of the time on 15.2 meters (50 foot)

streets. Table 5-6 gives the percentage of collections estimated by the

survey for different street widths and the amplification factor associated

with that width.

TABLE 5-6

AMPLIFICATION FACIONS DUE _3 REVERBERANT BUILDUP IN

_HIROWSTRESTS(GROUNDREFLECTIONIGNORED) i
F

[
Width Between Percent of A_olifloation
Buildings_ Total Factor, dB

meters feet Collections i

7.6 25 25 8.0
Urban Row 15.2 50 25 2.2
Apartmesus >24 >78 50 -1.6

Denseurban 4.5 15 10 11.6
Apartments 7.6 25 20 8.0

15.2 50 20 2.2
>24 >78 50 -1.6

VeryDense 4.5 15 i0 11.6
Urban 7.6 25 20 8.0
Apartments 15.2 50 20 2.2

>24 >78 50 -1.6

a Assumes continuous building frosts

Source: Reference 5-29.
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Since die apparent build-up in sound level is a function of the width

between facing buildings, the technique described in Reference 5-4 was used

to calculate the _nplification and propagation factors for representative street

widths. Adjustment factors of 11.6, 8.0, 2.2, and -1.6 dB added to the noise

levels on streets 4.5 meters (15 feet), 7.6 meters (25 feet), 15 meters (49 feet)

and 24 or more meters (>78 feet) wide respectively, best represented truck-

nDunted solid waste trash so_ipactoractivity in urban areas. These reverberant

build-up factors were added to tJ_enoise levels associated wit/]the collections

occurring on various street widths in urban areas (see Table 5-6).

No reduction in noise level due to the shielding of a row of buildings

between t/issource and t/isobserver was considered for t_s suburban single-

f_nily detached and suburban duplex land-use cat_jories. _]e typical collec-

tion noise levels in these areas are low enough that they will De insignifi-

cant on as adjoining street. For the denser dwelling areas, the barrier

effect Of a row of buildings is taken into account in t_,esound propagation

(attenuation) rates.

Sound Attenuation Within Buildiz_s

_b estb_ate indoor noise levels frc*aoutside noise sources, t/*eattenu-

ation factor of building walls and windows J_ustbe calculated. Although

dwelling walls attenuate sound, windcws generally provide [x_orinsulation

from exterior noise. When wind_s are open t/,edifference between indoor and

OUtdOor noise varies from 8 to 25 dB; wl]ilewith windows closed, tileattenu-

ation varies from 19 to 34 dB, and wid_ double-glazed windc_s, noise _ay be

reduced as much as 45 dB. Average differences bet_een values for o[_n window

and closed window conditions are 15 dB and 25 dB respectively ([_ef.5-19).

'_e maxim_,, closed value is seldom achieved in older urban areas, for

in these areas the noise reduction is govem_ed by t/_eminute cracks and spaces
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around the glass panels and the window and door frames. In this analysis an

attenuation value of 15 dB will be used for the suburban slngle-family detached

and the suburban duplex areas (assuming window open conditions), and a value of _i

20 dB will be used for the other dwelling areas to represent the attenuation i

of outdoor noise by the exterior shell of the house (assuming a mixture of ]

!E

windows open and closed). These attenuation factors represent an average

between summer and winter, and new construction and old construction.

Consideration of Amblent Noise Levels

The preceding description of compactor noise ignores the contribution

of background ambient noise, i.e., levels of noise due to all other con-

ditions. To better assess the health and welfare i,pacts some assumptions

must be made with respect to the ambient noise levels.

In a study relating population distributions in the U.S. and outdoor

noise levels (Ref. 5-7), it was determined that day and night ambient

levels can be represented as a function of population density as follows:

_ = 7.90 x log PD + 29.1 (5-4)
= 9.73xlogPD+17.4 (5-5)

where

.LAD= ambient daytime equivalent sound level, in decibels

_ = ambient nighttime equivalent sound level, in decibelsN = population density (people per square mile)

However, using the above formulae, the resulting ambient noise levels in all

residential areas under consideration are significantly above the target

ambient levels determined to be requisite to protect the public health and

welfare. Therefore, for purposes Of this analysis, where ambient levels

exceed the minimum community noise level identified by EPA as protective

of public health and welfare (Ldn = 55 dB) (Ref. 5-5), the ambient levels

were set instead to a level of 1 dB under the identified level (Ldn = 54dB)
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under the assumption that ambient levels will, in the future, be lowered by

coordinated Federal, state and local efforts to reduce noise, and to better

reflect desires of states and municiPalities for a quieter environment.

When the ambient noise level at a given location is taken into account,

the function that describes tho relation between the noise level at that loca-

tion and the distance R of that location from the source is given by equation

5-6. This relation is used in computing the distances associated with each

I dB decrease in the noise level. This portion of the analysis consists of

defining the annular areas associated with each noise level value (in I dB

increments) and "counting" the population within that area; the appropriate

impact (as described later in this section) is assoclated with that _oise level.

(3.01/a)

R--Ro[ 1°Ld1°_lOan/l°L1o/1o_ LA. (5-63

where

R = distance from source

RO = reference noise source distance (7m)

Lo = L at 7m from source

LR = iHn at distance R from source

[_n = ambient noise level

d = attenuation rate (6, 6.5, 8 or 8.5 _ependlng on land use
category)

NOISE METRICS

AS discussed in the introduction of this section, two methods are used

to evaluate the health and welfare benefits of reduced trash compactor noise

emissions on the human population. The first methed estimates the general

adverse response due to trash collection cycle noise as a component of the
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overall noise in urban areas. _e second methc_ estimates the potential h_an

a_ivity interferences (sleep disturbances and speech communlcation interfer-

ence) attributable to individual trash collection cycles.

Three primary noise metrics are used in the two methods. The prima_

measures of noise exposure for general annoy_ are the _uivalent A-weighted

_und level (Leq) and the day-sight sound level (_n) . Sleep disturbances

are calculated using the sound Exposure Level (Ls) of the individual event

as the prima_ measure of noise impact. Speech interference is calculated

using the LeqOf the indivi_alevent as the prlma_"]measure of noise

i_pact. A brief dss_iption of these three nolsemetrics follows.

Equivalent Sound Level (Le_q)

This analysis uses a noise measure that condenses the physical acoustic

' prope_ies characteristic of a given noise environment into a simple indi-
I

cator of the quality _d qu_tity of noise. Moreover, this measure correlates

quite well with the overall long term effe_s of environmental noise on public

health and welfare. _A has sele_ed the equivalent A-weighted sound level in

decibels, Leq, as its general measure for environmental noise (Ref. 5-5 and

5-14).

The besic definition of Leq is:

_q = 10 log10 2_t----_ p20

where t2 - tI is the interval of time over which the levels are evaluated,

p(t) is the time-varyingmagnltude of the sound pressure, and P0 is a

reference pressure standardized at 20 micropasoals. When expressed in ter_sr
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of A-weighted sound level, LA, the equivalent A-welghted sound level, Leq,

isdefinedas:

= 10 log10 . t 1 10LA(t)/1o *dr

r-

When associated with a speeiEic short time interval, t2-tI, or T, the

T_q (T) rept_.sentsthe energy-averaged sound level over that interval of time. i

Commonly used time intervals are 24-hour, 8-hour, l-hour, day and night,

symbolized as Leq (24), Leq (8), Leq (I), Ld and Ln, respectively.

DaY-Night Sound Level (Ldn)

In describing the imDact of noise on people, the measure called the

day-night sound level (Ldn) is used. This is a 24-hour measure with a

weighting applied to nighttime noise levels to account for the increased

sensitivity of people to intruding noise associate(]with the decrease in

backgroun_ noise levels at night. The [tinis defined as the equivalent

noise level during a 24-hour Defied, with a 1O-dB weighting applied to the

equivalent noise level during the nighttime hours of.10 p.m. to 7 a.m. The

basic definition of Ldn in terms of the A-weighted sound level is:

I °70° )'dn= 18log10 24 L£t)/lo ( A(t),lo)/lo-- dt+ dt (5-9)

This may also be expressed by the followimq e_lation."

= +9 10(Ln+10)/18. (5-I0)

where r_ is the "daytime" equivalent level obtained between 7 a.m. (0700)
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and 10 p.m. (2200), and Ln is the "nighttime" equivalent level obtained

between i0 p.m. and 7 a.m.

The total day-night sound level, Ldn, including ambient levels and

collection sound levels is calculated as follows:

Ldn= I0 log [10L_n/10 + 10_/I0] (5-ii)

where

L_n = the collection sound level

_n-- ambient noise levels.

Sound Exposure Level (Ls)

Most of Me criteria which relate noise exposure to human inpact deal with

pervasive environmental noise rather than discrete noise events. Specification

of the noise environment in terms of equivalent A-weighted sound level is ade-

quate for pervasive noises. Single events, like a trash collection cycle, may

contribute an insignificant amount to the total environmental noise, yet be of

significant i_pact. Fortunately, sc_ effects of noise on people have been

quantified in terms of sound level ever a particular duration. A simple metric

which measures sound level, taking into account the duration of the event, is the

S(>md Exposure Level (Ls). The sound exposure level is the integral of the

sound power per unit area received at a specified distance during a single

occurrence of a noise producing event. The sound exposure level, in decibels,

is defined as:

Ls = 10 log 0/"T., P2(t) dt
(5-12)

p20

where p(t) is the A-weighted sound pressure at time t, P0 is the reference

i pressure (20 iicropascals), and T is the duration of the noise event. For
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a rectangular pulse time history of approximately constant average sound

level, 5A, such as a trash collection cycle, an approximation is:

Ls = Lm_x _ i0 io_.(T) (5-13)

where.T _s the time in seconds Over which the sound is present and [max is

the maximum A-_elghted sound level.

REFUSE COLLECTION NOISE LEVELS UNDER REGULATORy OPTICNS

Average Sound Level (LA) for Collection Activity

The average life of a compactor is about 7 years (Ref. 5-6). _here-

fore, 1/7 of the compactor fleet is replaced each year.* It was assumed

that manufacturers _uld design to a level 2 dB below the not-to-exceed level,

to account for nol_al production variations. Using this assumption, the

regulatory schemes presented in Table 5-1, the regulated truck noise levels of

Table 5-2, and the noise metrics outlined in the preceding section, the average

sound level, 5A, for each land use area to the year 2000 was calculated. The

results of these calculations can be found in Exhibit 5-A at the end of this

section.

" Sound Exposure Levels for Collection Activity

Sound exposure levels were calculated for each cc_nponentof truck

collection noise shown in Table 5-2 and for compaction and i_ulse noise

shown in Table 5-3. For steady-state noise pulses, Equation 5-13 was

used. For triangular pulses, the sound exposure level was approximated by:

iS= Lmax ",' I0 log(t/2) (5-14)

where [max is the maximum sound level.

*Reference 5-6 reports that a compactor body may be remanufaetured and
placed on a new truck. This analysis assumes the remanufacturec]units
meet the noise standards of new units.
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An average collection cycle time containing a compaction (tavg)

for each land-use class was calculated. This average time chanqed

as the mix of collector vehicles, each with different compaction times,

chanqed. The averaqe time of corapactionfor each compactor type is listed

in Table 5-3, the averaqe time of ncn-oc_nDaetingtruck noise during the

collection cycle is given in Table 5-2, and the fraction of collections per-

formed bv each tyce of compactor in each land-use class in Table 5-5.

The averaqe collection time in each land use category was thus calculated

SS: r

taw = × fc) + tT (5-15)

t

where !

tc = compaction time for a given compactor type, Table 5-3,

fc = fraction of collections by a given compactor type in the land-use

class being examined, Table 5-5,

tT = non-comPacting truck noise time, Table 5-2,

i = rear loader, side loader or front loader compactor type.
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Average times for the oomplete collection cycle and components of the

collection cycle are shown in Table 5-7.

'I¢,BLE 5-7

AVENGE COLLECTICN CYCLE
T94ES FOR VARI(>JS5q_D-USE ARFAS

• Average Average Average
ComlaetIon Truck Sound Collect/on

Land Use Time Time Cycle Time
(seconds) (seconds) (seconds)

Suburban Sing/e-
Family Detached 25.8 i00 125.8

Suburban

Duplexes 25,7 100 125.7

Urban _ow
Apartments 26.4 100 126.4

Dense Urban

Aparuments 26.7 100 126.7

Very Dense Urban

A_Partments 27•7 100 127.7

The calculated sound exposure levels were combined in the same manner as

the sound levels to produce sound exposure levels for the entire trash col-

lection activity, including compaction. Table 5-8 presents the results of

these calculations and describes the egisting noise environment _or a single

........ compaction when co.actors are unregulated. Exhibit 5-F st the end of this

section contains sound exposure levels for each year and regulatory option.

p
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TABLE 5-8

EXISTING AVERAGE A-WEIGHTED SOUND LEVEr_gAT 7 MSTERS
FORVARIOUS LAND-USE CATEGORIES (AD3UeTED FOR

TRUCK MIX, TRASH NOISE AND REVERBERANT AMPLIFICATION)

Land Use Type r_ Ls Propagation
(From Equations
5-2 and 5-3)

Suburban Sinqle-
Family Detached 78.6 99.2 -6 dB/dd

suburban

Duplexes 78.6 99.2 -6 dB/dd

Urban Row
Apartments 82.6 103.4 -6.5 dB/dd

Dense Urban

Apartments 84.3 105.2 -8 dB/dd

Very Dense Urban
ADartments 84.8 105.8 -8.5 dB/dd

J

•he sound exposure level data are of concern primarily with respect

i to sleep disturbance effects discussed later in this section. The data

listed in Table 5-8 give sound exposure levels for the collecting cycle

times sh(_n in _able 5-7. Although the published data apen which the

sleep disturbance criteria are based do not extend beyond a 3O-secend

.... duration, it is EPA's judgment that extrapolation up to the time periods

used in this analysis is valid.

F_uivalent Noise level (Leq)

SimilarlT, the Lag for a 24-hour Deriod for each year of each option

was calculatad in the following manner:

I. _le average collection cycle times listed in Table 5-7 were used.

J
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2. _he number of seconds per day the noise source cgerated in each

hectare (ha) of land-use class for each year up to year 2000 was

calculated. The average collection time was multiplied by the number

of compaetions per ha per day (Table 5-9) for each land-use class

: for each year. The number of total daily compaetions for each

year was taken from Table 5-10 which incorporates the yearly

growth factor into daily compsctions. The total daily collection

times for the different land-use categories for selected years are

• listedinTable5-11.

3. 5eq (with ambient noise) for each year and dwelling category was

calculated as:

Leq I0 log - 10LAMB/10 + I0L/1

where

iii ts = time of source, from Step 2 above

i tr = rsfesence time, 86,400 see/day

_ i L = A-_eighted sound-pressure level from Table 5-7 and Exhibit 5-A.

The resulting 24-hour leq for each year of each option is given in Exhibit

: 5-B at the end of this section.

Day-Night Average Noise Levels (Ldn)

Similarly, Exhibit 5-C gives the values of Ldn for the five dwelling

categories to the year 2000. The values for _d and Ln were calculated using

_quatlon 5-10. The reference times were 54,000 sec for day and 32,400 sec for

! night and the data for the number of csnpactions occurring in the day and in

the night were used from Table 5-10.
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TABLE 5-9

DAY-NIGHT DLgTRIq3[]TIOMOF AVEPAGP,COMPACT.IONSPER HECTARE FOR 1976

Front-Loader Side-Loader Rear-Loader Total

Land Use

Day Night Day Night Day Night Day Night Total

Suburban

Sinqle- 0.0219 0.0003 0.6338 0.0009 0.2115 0.0029 0.2972 0.0041 0.3011
Family
Detached

Suburban
Duplexes 0.0541 0.0035 0.1734 0.0111 0.5725 0.0365 0.8000 0.0511 0.8510

Urban Row 0.2733 0.0849 0.3235 0.1005 1.1332 0.3520 1.7301 0.5374 2.2674
Apartments

Dense Urban 0.6455 0.5817 0.5822 0.5247 2.0994 1.8919 3.3271 2.9982 6.3253

Apartments
Very Dense
Urban 2.6084 2.3505 1.1046 0.9954 4.4990 4.0549 8.2120 7.4009 15.6136
APartments

Source: Reference 5-29.



_BL_ 5-10

P_TECTIONS OF AVERAGE SOLID W;%gTETRICK COMPACTIONS
PER HECTARE,TOT HE YFAR 2000

Very Dense
Surburban Single- Suburban Urban Row Dense Urban Urban

YFAR _amilyDetached Duplexes Apartments Apartments Aparbnents
(SSF) (SD) ([_) (00) (VDU)

19760 0.2972 0.8000 1.7301 3.3271 8.2128
19760 0.0041 0.0511 0.5374 2.9982 7.4009
1976T 0.3013 0.8511 2.2675 6.3253 15.6137

19770 0.3026 0.8145 1.7614 3.3873 8.3615
19770 0.0042 0.0520 0.5471 3.0525 37.5349 ;
1977T 0.3068 0.8665 2.3085 6.4398 15.8963

19780 0.3081 0.8292 1.7933 3.4486 8.5128
1978N 0.0042 0.0530 0.5570 3.1077 7.6712
1978T 0.3123 0.8822 2.3503 6.5563 16.1840

1979D 0.3136 0.8442 1.8258 3.5111 8.6669
19790 0.0043 0.0539 0.5671 3.1640 7.8101
1979T 0.3180 0.8982 2.3929 6.6750 16.4770

19800 0.3175 0.8546 1.8482 3.5542 8.7735
1980N 0.0044 0.0546 0.5741 3.2029 7.9062
1980T 0.3219 0.9092 2.4223 6.7571 16.6796

19810 0.3214 0.8651 1.8709 3.5980 8.8814
19810 0.0044 0.0553 0.5811 3.2423 8.0834
1981T 0.3258 0.9204 2.4521 6.8402 16.8848

19820 0.3253 0.8758 1.8940 3.6422 8.9906
19820 0.0045 0.0559 0.5883 3.2822 8.1018
1982_ 0.3298 0.9317 2.4823 6.9244 17.0925

1983D 0.3293 0.8865 1.9173 3.6870 9.1012
19830 0.0045 0.0566 0.5955 3.3225 8.2015
4983T 0.3339 0.9432 2.5128 7.0095 17.3027

19840 0.3334 0.8974 1.9408 3.7324 9.2132
1984N 0.0046 0.0573 0.6029 3.3634 8.3024
1984T 0.3380 0.9548 2.5437 7.0958 17.5155

19850 0.3370 0.9071 1.9618 3.7727 9.3127
19850 0.0046 0.0579 0.6094 3.3997 9.3920
1985T 0.3417 0.9651 2.5712 7.1724 17.7047

1986D 0.3406 0.9169 1.9830 3.8134 9.4132
19860 0.0047 0.0586 0.6160 3.4364 8.4827
1986T 0.3453 0.9755 2.5989 7.2499 17.8959

1987D 0.3443 0.9268 2.0044 3.8546 9.5149
198TN 0.0048 0.0592 0.6226 3.4736 8.5743
1987T 0.3491 0.9860 2.6270 7.3281 18.0892

Source: Reference.5-29.
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"PABL_ 5-10 (Continued)

Very Dense
Surburban Single- Suburban Urban Row Dense Urban Urban

YRAR Family Detached Duplexes Apartments Apartments Apartments
(SSR) (SD) (UR) (DU) (WU)

1988D n,3480 0.9368 2.0260 3.8952 9.6177
19880 0.0048 0.0598 0.6293 3.5111 8.6669
1988T 0.3528 0.9967 2.6554 7.4073 18.2845

1989D 0.3518 0.9470 2.0479 3.9383 9.7215
19890 0.0049 0.0605 0.6361 3.5490 8.7805
1989T 0.3567 1.0075 2.6841 7.4873 18.4820

1990D 0.3546 0.9546 2.0645 3.9702 9.8003
19900 0.0049 0.0610 0.6413 3.5777 8.8314
1990T 0.3595 1.0156 2.7058 7.5479 18.6317

1991D 0.3575 0.9624 2.0812 4.0024 9.8797
1991N 0.0049 0.0615 0.6465 3.6067 8.9830
1991_ 0.3625 1.0238 2.7277 7.6091 18.7826

1992D N.3604 0.9702 2.0981 4.8348 9.9597
1992N 0.0050 0.0620 0.6517 3.6359 8.9751
lgg2T 0.3654 1.0321 2.7498 7.6707 18.9348

1993D 0.3633 0.9780 2.1151 4.0675 10.0404
1993M 0.0050 0.0625 0.6570 3.6654 9.0478
1993T 0.3683 1.0405 2.7721 7.7328 19.0882

1994D 0.3663 0.9859 2.1322 4.1004 10.1217
19940 0.0051 0.0630 0.6623 3.6951 9.1211
1994T 0.3713 1.0489 2.7945 7.7955 19.2428

1995D 0.3688 0.9927 2.1469 4.1287 10.1915
19950 0.0051 0.0634 0.6669 3.7206 9.1840
19959" 0.3739 1.0562 2.8138 7.8493 19.3755

1996D 0.3713 0.9996 2.1618 4.1572 10.2619
19960 0.0051 0.0638 0.6715 3.7462 9.2474
1996T 0.3765 1.0634 2.8332 7.9034 19.5092

1997D 0.3739 1.0065 2.1767 4.1859 10.3327
199TN 0.0092 0.0643 0.6761 3.7721 9.3112
1997T 0.379_ 1.0708 2.8528 7.9580 19.6438

1998D 0.3765 1.0134 2.1917 4.2148 10.4040
1998N 0.0052 0.0647 0.6808 3.7981 9.3754
1998T 0.3817 1.0782 2.8725 8.0129 19.7794

1999D 0.3791 1.0204 2.2068 4.2438 10.4757
19ggN 0.0052 0.0652 0.6855 3.8243 9.4401
1999m 0.3843 1.0856 2.8923 8.0682 19.9159

2000D 8.3817 1.0275 2.2220 4.2731 10.5480
20000 0.0053 0.0656 0.6902 3.8507 9.5053
2000_ 0.3870 1.0931 2.9122 8.1238 20.0533
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TABLE 5-11

PRO3F_TIONS OF [I_ILYCOLL_'TION TIM_q (IN SECONDS) PER HECTARE
FOR SELECTSD YFAI%gTO THE YF3%R2000

Suburban Single- Suburban Urban Row Dense []rban Very Dense
Year Famil7 Detached Duplexes Apartments Apartments Urban Apartments

1976 37.9 107.0 286.6 8(}1.4 1993.9

1980 40.5 114.3 291.8 856.1 2130.0

1985 43.0 121 • 3 306.2 908.74 2260.9

1990 45.2 127.7 342.0 956.3 2379.3

1995 47.0 132.8 355.7 994.5 2474.3

2000 48.6 138.0 368.1 1029.3 2560.8

Source: Table 5-10 and Tahle 5-8.
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The minimum value of Ldn is attained at the time that the entire fleet

is composed of trucks quieted by the regulation. After this date, the values

of Ldn rise, reflecting the growth rate of the refuse collection activity.

The results of Ldn calculations when ambient noise is considered are

presented in Exhibit 5-D at the end of this section.

IMPACT OF REDUCTIOH OF REFUSE COLLECTION NOISE - GENERAL ADVERSE RESPONSE

In order to project the potential benefits of reducing the noise of refuse

collection vehicles, it is necessary to statistically describe the noise

exposed population (on a national basis) both before and after implementation

of the regulation. The statistical description characterizes the noise ex-

posure distribution of the population by estimating the number of people

exposed to different magnitudesof noise as defined by metrics such as

day-night sound level. _lis is conceptually illustrated in Figure B-I of

Appendix B, which compares the estimated distribution of the noise exposed

population before and after implementation of a hypothetical regulation. This

type of approach provides a basis for evaluating the change in noise impact

due to the regulation.

It is also necessaryto distinguish,in a quantitativemanner, between

the differing magnitudes of impact upon different individuals exposed to

different values of Ldn. That is, the magnitude of human response to noise

generally inceanes progressively from an identified "no response" threshold

to seme extreme maximum projected impact -- the greater the exposure, the more

extreme the response. Hence, once the identified level is exceeded, the degrees

of human response associated with the noise will increase with increased

noise exposure.

EPA has adopted a procedure, based on recommendations of the National

Academy of Sciences COl_nitteeon Hearing, Bioscoustics and Biomechanics (CHABA),
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that permits the assessment of environmental noise im_ct by mathematically

taking into account both extent and intensity of impact (Ref. 5-27) (See

Appendix B). This procedure, the fractional impact m_thod, computes total

noise impact by simply counting the nunber of people exposed to noise at

different levels and statistically weighting each Person by the intensity of

response to the noise exposure. The result is a singlenLm_bervalue which

represents the overall magnitude of the impact.

To assess the impact of trash collection activity noise using the fractional

impact procedure, a relation between the changes in collection noise and the

responses of the people exposed to the noise is required. Human responses may

vary depending upon previous exmosI_re,age, sociceconcmlc status, political

cohesiveness, and ether social variables. In the aqqregate, however, for

resldentlal locations, the average response of arour_sof people is related to

cumulative noise exposure as expressed in a measure such as LHn. For example,

the different forms of response to noise, such as hearingdamage, speech or other

activity interference, and annoyance, were related to Leq and Irisin the

RPA Levels Document (Ref. 5-5). For the purposes of this part of the analysis,

criteria based on Ldn presented in the EPA ;_vels Document are used. Further-

- more, it is assumed that if the outdoor level of I_n is less than or equal

to 55 ds (which is identified in the EPA Levels Document as requisite to protect

mublle health and welfare), no adverse impact in terms of qeneral annoyance and

adverse Lo*,_unityresponse exists.

The community reaction and annoyance data contalne_ in ADDandix D of the

T_evelsDocument (Ref. 5-5) show that the expected reaction to an identiF.iable

source of intruding noise changes from "none" when the dav-night average sound

level of the intruding noise is 5 dB below the level existing without the presence
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of the intruding noise to "vigorous" when the intruding noise is 20 dB above

the level before intrusion. For this reason, a level which is 20 dB above

5dn = 55 dB is considered to result in a near maximum ir_oacton the people

exposed. Such a change in level•would increase the percentage of the

population that is "hlghll,annoyed" by noise to 35-40 percent of the total

exposed population. Further, the data in the Levels Document suggest that for

environmental noise levels which are intermediate between 0 and 20 dB above

Ldn = 55 riB,the inpaet varies linearly. That is, a 5 dB excess (Ldn = 60 dB)

constitutes a 25 percent impact, and a 10 dS excess (Ldn = 65 dB) constitutes

a 50 percent impact.

For convenience of calculation, a function for weighting the nmgnitude of

noise i_oac_ with respect to general adverse reaction (annoyance)has bean used.

This function, normalized to unity at Idn = 75 dB, may be expressed as repro-

I senting percentages of impact in accordance with the following equation (see

Appendix B):

_' {0.X5 (Ldn_C) for Ldn > C!i _(_n) for _n _ c (5-n)
:!
_" where W(Ldn) is the weighting function for general adverse response, Ldn is

the measured or calculated community noise level, and C is the identified thres-

hold below which the public is not at risk (idn = 55 dB).

A recent compilation of 18 social surveys from 9 countries (Ref. 5-21 and

5-22) shows, in fact, that the respense curve relating "percent highly annoyed"

to the noise measured around respondents'homes is best represented by a curvilinesr

function. However, it has also been shown that the single linear function Can be

used with good accuracy in cases where day-night sound levels range between

Ldn values of 55 dm to 80 dB.

Using the derived relationship between community noise exposure and general
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adverse response (Equation 5-17), the Level-4_eightedPopulation (LWP)* associated

with a given level of trash collection noise (Ldin) may be obtained

by multiplying the number of people exposed to that level of noise by the

relative weighting associated with that level as follows:

I_;Pi= W(L_n) 9i (5-18)

where LWPi is the magnitude of the i_pact on the population exposed to trash

collection noise L_n and is numerically equal to the numberof people who

would all have a fractional impact equal to unity (100 percent) W(Li ) is• dn

the weighting associated with a day-nlght sound level of 5dln, and Pi is

the population exposed to that level of noise. To illustratethis concept, if

there are 1000 people living in an area where the noise level exceeds the identified

threshold level by 5 dB (and thus are considered to be 25 percent impacted,

W(£dn) = 0.25), the environmental noise impact for this group is the same as the

impact on 250 people who ar_ 100 percent impacted (1000 x 25% = 250 x 100%). A

conceptual example is portrayed in Figure 5-2.

_nen assessing the total impact associated with trashcollection noise, the

observed levels of noise decrease as the distance between the source and receiver

increase. The magnitude of the total impact may be computedby determining the

_-......... partial impact at each level and summing over each of the levels. _he total impact

is given in terms of Level Weighted Population by the followingformula:

°{ =f W(qn) (5-19)
where W(L_a ) is the fractional weighting associated with Li s and Pi is

the POpulation exposed at each Ldin .

The change in impact associated with actions leading to reduced noise emissions

{
frc_ trash compactor vehicles may be assessed by comparing the magnitude of the

%
*Other terms s0ch as Equivalent Population (Peg) and EquivalentNoise Impact (ENI) are
used interohangably with LWP.
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i_pacts, both before and after implementation of noise reduction measures,

in terntsof the Relative Change in Impact (RCl),which is calculated from

the following expression:

RCI = i00 [LWP (before) - LWP (after)] (5-20)
LWP (before)

This basic fractional impact procedure may be used to compute noise impact

using a variety of additional criteria (e.g., activity interference, hearing

damage risk, etc.) other than general adverse response (Ref. 5-30).

RESULTS OF ANALYSIS

While the exact value sf present or future LWPs may not be known precisely,

{

the relative reductions of the LWPdue to noise regulations - of primary interest !

here - are known with much greater accuracy than the absolute value of the LWP i
!

since the changes in the theoretical components of LWPeanbewell defined. For

instance, it may not be possible to determine whether the present estimated LWP

due to noise from trash collection activity, an absolute value, is actually 0.1

million tom high. However, it is possible to determine, for example, that the

regulation of rear loading truck-mounted trash compactors will not reduce the

LWP by more than 0.1 million. Extensive investigation of such small changes may

seem unnecessary if it is net kept in mind that, although truck-mounted solid

waste compactors represent only a small part of urban activity in the United

States, their impacts maybe considerable when measured by metrics other than

LWP. Thus, the changes found to occur in L_ may help indicate what equivalent k

changes would occur in impact measures which are not used in this analysis but

whose absolute values may reflect mare accurately the effects of compactor noise

on people.

AS discussed above, the concept of fractional impact, expressed in units

of LWP and RCI, is most useful for describing relative changes in impact from a
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specified baseline for the purwose of comparing benefits of alternative regu-

i latory schedules. In order to assess the absolute impact or benefits corre_

sponding to any regulstorv schedule, information on the distribution of popu-

latlon as a function of noise environment is required. This information is

• I included in this section in the form of tables showing the ntmi_erof people

exposed to different levels of compactor noise. The anticipated absolute

impact of noise upon those individuals exposed to any given noise ievel may

be traced by referrlnq to the various noise effects criteria presented in the

Levels Document as well as in this analysis.

The resulting noise impact, in terms of LWP, for each land use area is

calculated (taking ambient into account) for each regulation schedule and

study year by applying the noise reduction of new trucks in combination with

lessened omissions from the compactor unit. A summary of the results of this

analysis for general a_verse response (annoyance) is disDlayed in Table 5-12.

Also included in Table 5-12 is the year by year percentage benefit in extent

and severity of impact relative to the impact in 1976. Tabulated complete

results of LWP and RCI are presented in Exhibit 5-E at the end of this section.

Table 5-12 shows that up to a 30% reduction in the extent and severity of

I noise impact (s reduction in LWP of about 630,000) frc_ refuse collection

noise will occur in 1991 because of the truck (chassis) noise regulation,

without a compactor regulation. The regulato_ schedules under consideration

for refuse collection vehicles are anticipated to result in up to a 75 percent

benefit (options 5 and 7) over the 1976 (base year) case (a reduction in

LWP of about 1,570,000). Likewise in 1991, Options 5 and 7 show a 64% reduc-

tlon in noise impact over and above that achieved by reduction of truck

chassis noise alone (a reduction in LWP of about 940,000). Benefits
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TABLE 5-12

LEVEL _IG_EDPOP[KATION IMPACTED (LWP) (in millions) !
AND pERCENTAGE _ENFPIT (BCI)

(Taking ambient into acoount, fr_Exhibit 5-D)

Options
Base One Three Five Seven Silent 1

1976 Total 2.11 2.11 2.11 2.11 2.11 2.11 i

RC.I 0.0 0.0 0.O 0.O 0.0 0.0 I
_CI_ 0.0 0.O 0.0 0.0 0.O O.0

1982 Total 1.71 1.44 1.62 1.60 1.40 1.31
RCZ 19.0 31.7 23.1 24.4 33.5 38.0
RCI* 0.0 15.8 5.2 6.4 18.1 24.0

1991 Total 1.48 .54 .77 .54 .54 .38
RCI 30.0 74.5 63.4 74.5 74.5 82.2
RCI* 0.8 63.5 48,0 63.5 63.5 74.3

2000Total 1.57 .58 .82 .58 .58 .40
RCI 25.5 72.7 61.0 72.7 72.7 80.9
RCI* 0.0 63.0 47.8 63.0 63.0 74.5

RCI: Percentage reduction in impact from base year (1976).

RCI*: Percentage reduction in inmaet from base option. Base option
includes benefits from medium and heavy truck requlatlon.

appear to lessen (i.e., more impact) relative to the 1976 case beyond the

year 1991 due to the projected increase in collection activity and population

exposed.

To further illustrate the benefits and relief afforded the .populationby

reducing new trash compactor noise levels, Tables 5-13 and 5-14 are presented.

In Table 5-13, the n_nber of people exposed to Ld, above 55 dB, in 5-dB

incrameets, for the existing nolee level and the 1991 maximum quieted level

for each option is shown. Table 5-14 is presented as an example to show that

the impact is not uniform over the entire population. Note that the noise

impact is confined primarily to dense urban areas.
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TABLE 5-13

NUMBER OF PEOPLE _BgSED _9 Idn (in millions)
(Taking ambient into account)

-dL-rl Baseline 1991 Option1976 Pass One Three Five Seven Silent

55-60 77.36 12.66 5.50 7.41 5.50 5.50 4.10

61-65 1.77 1.20 0.46 0.59 0.46 0.46 0.33

66-70 0.45 0.32 0.05 0.12 0.05 0.05 0.02

>70 0.09 0.03 - -

,_otal 19.67 14.21 6.01 6.12 6.01 6.81 4.45

TABLE 5-14

POPUIATION P_KgSF,D 'TOTM_qWCNOISR (in millions)
(Taking ambient into account:)

1976 1991 1991 1991
9/pe of Area _dn Baseline Baseline Option 7 Silent

Single _amily 0,0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Suburban Duplex 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Urban _ow 55-60 6.82 4.66 1.82 ].24
61-65 0.46 0.20 -

55-60 8.34 6.23 2.92 2,26
Dense 61-65 1.02 0.76 0.36 0,25
Urban 66-70 0.34 0.24 0.02

>70 0.05 -

55-60 2.20 1.77 0.76 0.60
Very Dense 61-65 0.29 0.24 0.10 0.08
Urban 66-70 0.11 0.08 0.03 0,02

>70 0.04 0.03

_otal
65 19.67 14.21 6,01 4.45All Areas
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P_DU_I(_ OF 5K)ISEI_A_ OF INDIVIrX]_ _H [_3LLF.CTIC/_FS]EN_[_

_b this point, the analysis of truck-mounted trash c_pactor noise impact

has been concerned with the contribution that cempactorsmake to average day-

night urban noise (L_n). The impact contributions, which are calculated in

this way, are sctnewhatgeneralized and do not necessarily represent specific

impact situations. On _ occasions, noise associatedwith trash collection

activity will be completely masked out by other noises, making the conclusions

reached by using Ldn essentially correct. At other times or in other situa-

tions, one can expect that other noise sources will not mask trash collection

noise, and thus trash compactors will cause a finite impact. The actual

im_aca from trash oomDactors is certainlv due to a comhination of various

levels of trash collection noise an_ other environmental noise. Thus, the

Drecedlng analysis does not reflect the fact that almost the entire amount of

daily acoustical enezx_ymontributed by trash c_actors in as area ;nayhe

oenerated in only a few minutes of nolse during trash collection activity.

Yet this intrusive, short, intense event may be one of the most annoylnq

noise-related situations faced over the entire day bY a large nL_nberof resi-

dents. Arlmittedly,such annoyance is a difficult reaction to measure. It may

Pass rapidly and the actual cause may remain unnoticed. Or it may add to

other agents causing stress and lead to mhysioloqicsl problems (Ref. 5-14

and 5-15).

A loud, short-duration noise event may aAso interrupt psople's activities,

such ss conversation or sleepinq. The interruptions may aqain lead to annoy-

ance, but in themselves they mav represent a degradation of health and welfare.

For instance, in a recent study of the annoyance caused by different levels

of slmulate4 aircraft noise for F_=opleseated indoors watching television,
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annoyance was seen to be mediated, at least in port, by speech interference..

Not only is the %'Vprogram or other Person speaking more difficult to hear i

during the time in which there is a noisy event, but it has been observed

that the distraction which may occur from the conversation in which the per-

son is engaged may contribute in itself to annoyance (Ref. 5-9). The speaker

may behaviorally attempt to cepe with the noise intruslon either by increas-

: Ing his or her vocal effort, or in mere severe cases, hV discontinuing con-

versation altogether. Such behavioral reactions may be quite indicative oF.

general annoyance and disturbance with the intrusive noise event. Similarly,

_ the reaction to a noise intrusion during sleep may be, in many cases, difF.i-
L

cultv in falling asleeD, a chanqe in sleep stage (from "deeper" to "lighter"

stage) or, if the intrusive noise is intense or long enough, an actual awaken-

!_ ni_q. In either case, repeated disturbance oF.people's activities may be
expected to adversely affect their well-being (Ref. 5-24 and 5-25). Covari-

2 ance of verbalized annoyance_with the interference of activities has been

_I amply demonstrated in many social surveys (Ref. 5-5, 5-12, 5-16, 5-77, 5-18,

5-23, 5-26). In fact, one recent survey (Ref. 5-23) found respondent ledica-

! t_ons of interference with sleep and speech communication to correlate

more hiqhly with feelings of generalized annoyance than with any other factor,

including actual sound levels measured outdoors.

_or these re_sons it seems appropriate for an analysis of noise impact

_' to examine in some detail the importance of individual event exposures upon

human activities (ReF..5-27 and 5-28), in particular, the activities of speech

co_unication and sleep. Such an analysis was undertaken both in order to

determine the direct effect trash comoactor noise may have on these actlvim

ties, as well as to aid in an estimation oF the tmtal annoyance attributable
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to the noise. These single event noise intrusions become particularly

immortant in llqht of other requlations and efforts to reduce the noise from

other urban noise SOurCes, i.e., without a reduction in emissions from trash

_ctors, these units may very well stand out as one of the most intrusive

noise sources.
I

Sleep Disturbance

_le sleep periods of hLmlansare t_ically classified into five stages.

In Staqes I and II sleep is liqht and the sleener can be.easily awakened.

Staqes Ill and IV are states of dee.psleep where a person is not as easily

awakened by a given noise, but the sleep may shift to a lighter stage of

sleep. An additional stage is termed P4_ (rapid eye movelmnt) and c_rre-

snonds to the dream state. When exposed to an intrusive noise, a sleeper may

(I) show resmonse by a brief change in brainwave pattern, without shifting

sleep staqas; (2) shift to a lighter sleep staqe; or (3) awaken. The qreat-

est known impact occurs due to awakening, but there are also indications that

rllsruotionof the sleep cycle causes impact (irritability, etc.) even though

the sleeper _ay not awaken (Rsf. 5-14).

A recent study (Raf. 5-10 and 5-11) has s_Tmarized and analyzed

sleep disturbance data. This study demonstrated a relationship batween

fre_m_enc-yof response (disturbance or awakening) and noise level of a stimulus,

and further determined as well that the duration of the noise stimulus is a

critical parameter in prer]ictingresponse. The study also showed that the

freauency of sleep disruption is predicted by noise exposure better than is

arousal or behavioral awaksninq. It is important to note that sleep disturb-

ance is defined as any physiological change which occurs as a result of a
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stimulus. The person undergoing such disturbance may be completelyunawares

of being affected; however, the disturbance may disrupt the total sleep

quality and thus lead to, in certain situations, behavioral or physiological

consequendes (Ref. 5-14).

TO determine the magnitude of sleep disturbance caused by trashcom-

pactors, some consideration must be made of the hours of trash collection

activity. Table 5-15 shows the percentage of day, evening and nighttime

collections used for this analysis. Although some fraction of the population

sleeps during the day, it is assumed for this analysis that sleepoccurs only

during nighttime hours. _herefors, only the fraction of total refusecollec-

tion activity that occurs during nighttime hours is applicable.

TO determine the impact of trash collection noise on sleep and the reduc-

tion in sleep disturbance achievable with noise emission regulationsfor com-

pactor trucks, the following steps were followed:

!! Step i. Average sound exposure levels at 7 meters wera co,putedfor

all collector truck types (rear, front and side loaders).

_ These data are presented in Exhibit 5-F at the end of this

section.

Step 2. The distances from the compactor operation at which the noise

I levels from Step 1 decreased in 1 dB intervals were calculated.

Propagation laws employed for each land use area were discussed

previously in this Section.

Step 3. The ntm_0erof people living in each 1 dS band was calculated by

multiplying the population density within each land use area in

which trash collection activity takes place by the area of the

1 dB bands (calculated in Step 2). This is then multipliedby
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TABLE 5-15

PERCENTAGK_ OF 9_TAL REFUSE COr/JECTIC_S

Daytime Collection Evening Collection Nighttime Collection
6:00 am - 6:00 _m 6:00 pm - 10:00 pm I0:00 ran- 6:00 am

[and 1976 Population Population Population
[Jse Population % of Involved % of Involved % of Involved

Cateqorv (millions) Collections (millions Collections (millions) Collections (millions)

Wilder- 2 NA NA NA NA NA NA
hess

Rural 57.O 100 57.0 0 0

,Suburban

Sin_le- 106.1 98 I03.9 0.7 0.7 1.4 1.5
' ?amily
_" Detached

suburban 17,4 91 15.8 3.0 0.5 6.0 1.1
Duplexes

Urban Row 22.2 64.5 14.3 11.8 2.6 23.7 5.3
Apartments

DenseUrban12.0 28.9 3.5 23.7 2.8 47.4 5.7
Apartments

Verv Dense

.... Urban 2.0 28.9 0.6 23.7 0.5 47.4 Q.O
'_ : Apartments

,q_uroe: Reference. 5-29.



L

the n_nber of trash collections within the given land uses.

(The nt_nberof trash collections by land use area is presented

in Table 5-10.)

Step 4. The average sleep impact is calculated for each of the 1 dB

bands. The impact, expressed as a fraction, is found from

functions that relate sleep disturbances to sound exposure

level (Figure 5-3 for disruption and Pigure 5-4 for awakening).

This procedure is analogoLlsto the fractional impact method

used for calculating 5wP for general adverse response.

I _tep 5. The relative total impact is computed in each hand by multiply-
l

i inq the number of people living in each band (from Step 3) by
l

! the associated fractional impact (from Step 4).

!
To determine the re-sultingsound exposure level inside the home, transmis-

sion losses were apolied to the propagated noise levels, depending on land use

as discussed previously in this section.

The function relating the disruption of sleep by noise is given in Fig-

ure 5-3 where the frequency of sleep disturbance (as measured by changes in

sleep stage, including behavioral awakening) is plotted as a function of the

sound exposure level of the intruding noise. It al._qshould be.noted that,

in the calculations of the impact of trash collection noise, the analysis

arbitrarily ignored impact contributions below Ls = 55 d_ indoors. This

cut-off was selected to account for the continuous presence of low, nighttime

ambient noise levels indoors, on the order Of 40 - 45 dB.

The frequency of behavioral awakening as a function of sound exposure

level is shc_cnin Figure 5-4. The relationships, displayed in Figures 5-3 and

5-4, adapted from _iqures I and 2 of _eference 5-10, consist of data derived
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from a review of most of the recent experimental sleep data and noise

relatice_hips. _e curves of Figures 5-3 and 5-4 have been modified slightly

from those contained in References 5-10 and 5-11.* The regression equations

used are:

Y = 1.35x - 50, for sleep disturbance, and (5-21)
Y = 1.10x - 49.5, for sleep awakening.

The functions (y) indicate the approximate degree of impact (percent disruption

or awakening.)as a function of noise level derived from the indoor SOUnd

Exposure Level (x). Furthermore, the noise data contained within these

references were measured in terms of "effective perceived noise level" with a

reference duration of 0.5 second (L_NL(0. 5 sec))" This measure was

%

i

converted to Ls by the follewing approximate relationship:

Ls = LEPNL(0.5 sec.)- 16 dB (5-22)

The _ for sleep disturbance and awakening was derived for each of

the regulatory schedules and study years under investigation using equation

5-18, substituting Ls for Ldn. The weighting functions for sleep disturbahce

and sleep awakening are based on Figures 5-3 and 5-4, modified as follows:

The probability of disruption was a ccmpoasd probability which accounted

for the number of nightly compactions in each area.** The compound probabil-

ities were calculated as:

i i
Pa = I - [(pna)C] (5-23)

*Persorml Ccmmunication, J. S. Lukas, July, 1976.
**For example, if the probability of awakening is 0.34 for a single event

it is 0.56 for two events and 0.71 for three. Compound probability applies
here, as each noise event is considered to be independent of the other
events in terms of its probability of disrupting sleep, and the sL_ber of
individual noise events per unit area reuld be derived.
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where

pai = probability of sleep disruption at Li

_a = probability of no aisruption = 1 - [(5i - 37) (.0135)]

C = o_npactlons per night per hour from Table 5-15

L_ = sodnd exposure level in the ith increment.

•he probability factor was multiplied by the population contained in the I dB

band and the sum of the bands resulted in the number of equivalent people

_er night with a probability of 1.0 of havinq sleep physiologically dlsruptod.

The probability of an awakening was c_mputed in the s_ne manner as the

probability of disruption except that the probability of no awakening used

the followlnq basic equation:

_a = I- [(Li -45) (.011)] (5-24)

Table 5-16 shows the sleep disturbances (LWP) for each option and the

oercent reduction in impact acc_nplished by each requlatlon with reference to

the no regulation case for .selectedysars. A complete listing of the results

is provided in Exhibit 5-G at the end of this section.

Table 5-17 shows the _ for sleep awakening and the percent reduc-

tion in awakenlng-related impacts accomplished by each regulation with ref-

erence,to the no regulation case for selected years. A complets listing is

presented in Exhibit 5-;Iat the end of this section.

In order to explain more fully the contents of Tables 5-16 and 5-17, an

example follows. In Table 5-17, by consultinq the year 1991 row, it is

found that for regulatory options 3 and 7 the potential sleep awakening,
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TABLE 5-16

SLEEP DISTURBANCES LWP

(LWP in millions; RCI percentage benefits

o@tions
Base One Three Five Seven Silent

1976 Total 13.85 13.85 13.85 13.85 13.85 13.85
RCI O.0 0.O O.O 0.0 O.0 O.O
RCI* 0.0 O.O 0.0 0.0 O.0 0.O

1982Total 11.41 9.59 10.83 10.66 9.36 8.75
RCI 17.6 30.8 21.8 23.0 32.4 36.8
RCI* 0.0 16.0 5.2 6.7 18.0 23.3

1991Total 9.49 2.84 7.48 2.84 2.84 1.57
RCI 31.5 79.5 67.6 79.5 79.5 88.7
RCI* 0.0 70.1 52.8 70.1 70.1 83.5

2000 Total 10.81 2.99 4.73 2.99 2.99 1.66
RCI 27.7 78.4 65.9 78.4 78.4 88.1
RCI_ 0.0 70.1 52.7 70.1 70.1 83.4

RCI: Percentage reduction in impact fr_n base year (1976).

RCI*: Percentage re_ductionin i_pact fran base option. Base option
includes benefits from medium and heavy truck regulation.
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TABLE_5-17

SLEEP AWAKENING LWP
(LWP in millions; RCI percentage benefits)

i

Options
Base One Three Five Seven Silent

1976 Total ii.5 ii.5 ii. 5 ll.5 ii.5 ii.5
RCI O.0 0.O O.O 0.0 0.O 0.0
RCI* 0.0 0.0 0.O 0.0 O.O 0.0

1982 Total 9.51 7.99 9.02 8.88 7.80 7.29
RCI 17.3 30.6 21.6 22.8 32.2 36.6
RCI* 0.0 16.0 5.1 6.6 18.0 23.3

1991 Total 7.94 2.37 3.74 2.37 2.37 1.31
RCI 31.0 79.4 67.5 79.4 79.4 88.6
RCI* 0.0 70.1 52.8 70.1 70.1 83.5

2000 Total 8.38 2.50 3.96 2.50 2.50 1.38
RCI 27.1 78.2 65.6 78.2 78.2 88.0
RCI* 0.0 70.1 52.7 70.1 70.1 83.5

RCI: Percentage reduction in i_pact from base year (1976).

RCI*: Percentage reduction in impact fr_n base option. Base option
includes benefits fr_n medium and heavy truck regulation.

..... L_P (measure of the extent and severity of the impact) due to trash collection

noise is reduced to 3.74 million per night and 2.37 million per night, respec-

tively. _erefore, the relative difference in LWP between the options is 1.37

million. Examining the percent reduction _n extent and severity of impact, we

find that the 3.74 LWP value translates to 67.5 percent reduction in impact rela-

tive to the 1976 case prior to regulation. Likewise, the 2.37 million I_;Pvalue

translates to a 79.4 reduction relative to 1976. However, relative to the year

2000 base case (where only truck chassis noise is reduced), the benefits for

options 3 and 7 translate to only 92.8 percent and 70.1 percent, respectively.
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As was the case for the analysis of qeneral adverse response, Options

5 and 7 show the qreatest benefits. Benefits are reduced slightly beyond

1991 due to projected increases in refuse collection activities and popula-

tion _rowth.

It should be noted that this analysis examines the effects of reducing

trash collection noise alone, and does not take into account the presence of

other noise sources in the environment. It is obvious that other environ-

mental noise sources create background noise over which, in many situations,

trash collection noise will not intrude. The benefits presented in this

analysis represont the benefits accrued during those times when the collec-

tion activity noise clearly intrudes over an ambient background. The absolute

sleep impact attributable to trash collection noise is, of course, dependent i

on the backgrou_ ambient levels characteristic of the environments where

trash collection vehicles are operating. However, the relative benefits

stated (in terms of percent reduction in impact) are representative of the

relative reductions of trash collection noise over any given ambient level.

.gneechCom_unicetlon Interference

• AS is the case with sleep disruption, speech interference occurs as s

result of individual noise events. The potential for speech interference

(i.e., the interruption of conversation) due to trash collection activity

occurs when externally-propagating collection noise exceeds certain levels.

However, unlike sleep disruption, the impact of noise on speech interference

is not cumulative. That is, the duration of the noise event causing speech

interference does not affect the kind of interference, it only affects the

duration of the interference. This is in contrast to sleep disturbance where
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the cumulative effect of noise can change the impact from one of sleep stage

disturbance to actual sleep awakening. Therefore, the appropriate noise

metric for measuring speech interference potential is an Leq occurring for

the duration of the event, rather than a sound exposure level which considers

the effects of the duration of the event.

Also, unlike sleep disruption, interference of speech r_y occur when

people are either indoors or outdoors. The degree of speech interference

frem noise is dependent on the particular circumstances involved, such as

noise level and duration, separation distance of the conversers, and vocal

effort. The relationship of these factors is described in Reference 5-5.

The methodology for determining outdoor and indoor speech interference will

be discussed separately in the following sections. It should be understood

that the inpacts calculated represent potential interference with speech,

not actual occurrences, as it cannot be assumed that people are engaged in

conversation continuously. Further, the analysis assumes that people do

not converse during the nighttime hours (when they are presumed to be asleep).

Thus, only daytime and evening refuse collection is considered.

Outdoor Speech Interference

The population exposed to potential outdoor speech communication inter-

fersnce are those people who are outside of any building but not along a

street. This analysis does not take into account pedestrians or people

engaged in other forms of t_nsportation during the day. Rather, i_ is in-

tended to include those time-periods in which people are relaxing outdoors -

either outside a home, business, or cultural institution.

O_tdoor speech interference potential due to trash collection activity

occurs when the noise level of the activity exceeds a typical outdoor back-

ground level of 55 dS. Although average outdoor urban ambient noise (Ldn)

in many areas may tend to be greater than the assumed outdoor background
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level, a concerted effort to reduce urban noise in the future would make the

55 dB level a more appropriate figure to use for this analysis.

Propagation loss is computed for each land use category in the same maD-

ner as discussed in the section, Sound Propagation and A_plifieation. The

distances at which the noise levels fall off in 5 dB steps are computed, and

the number of people living within each band is derived using the functional

relationship pertaining to outdoor speech communication interference shown in

Figure 5-5 (Ref. 5-5). This number is multiplied by the number of collections

occurring during,the time in which people are estimated to be outdoors each

day (0.4 hours, i.e., 2.7 percent of the day) (Ref. 5-29) to give the total

due to outdoor speech interference.

The potential LWP for outdoor speech communication for selected years

is given in Table 5-18 for the study regulation schedules. The relative

change inimpact obtained with these regulations also is tabulated. Complete

results are presented in Exhibit 5-I at the end of this section.

Inddor Speech Interference

Indoor speech interference is assumed to occur when trash collection

activity noise penetrates through walls of residences or buildings and remains

above a typical indoor background level o_ 45 dB. The critera of impact for

indoor speech interference are given in Figure 5-6 (Ref. 5-5). qhe curve

is based on the reduction of sentence intelligibility relative to the intelli-

giblity which would occur at 45 dH. If people are conversing indoors during

the time a trash collection operation is occurring, the prebability of a

disruption in communication is given by Figure 5-6. Before impact is computed,

the same reductions in levels due to transmission through walls which were
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TABLE 5-18

CL'I_3OORSPEECH INTERFERENCE

(LWP in millions; RCI percentage benefits)

(lotions
Base One Three Five Seven Silent

1976 Total 29.63 29.63 29.63 29.63 29.63 29.63
RCI 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 O.0 0.0
RCI* 0.0 0.0 0.O 0.0 8.0 0.0

1982 Total 22.72 19.54 21.71 21.32 19.01 17.67
RCI 23.3 34.] 26.7 28.0 35.8 40.4
RCI* 0.0 14.1 4.4 6.2 16.3 22.0

1991 Total 18.53 7.34 10.46 7,34 7.34 5.32
RCI 37.5 75.2 64.7 75.2 75.2 82.1
RCI* 0.0 60.4 43.6 60.4 60.4 71.4

2000 Total 19.24 7.65 10.90 7.65 7.65 5.54
RCI 35.1 74.2 63.2 74.2 74.2 81.3
RCI* 0.O 60.2 54.2 60.2 60.2 71.4

RCI: Percentage reduction in impact frownbase year (1976).

RCI*: Percentage reduction in inpact'frc_nbase option. Base option
includes benefits frc_nmedium and heavy truck regulation.
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used previously must be taken into account. During times when trash collec-

tion activity is not occurring, no trash collection speech interference

occurs. It is estimated that people spend an average Of 13 daytime hours

inside each day, i.e., they spend about 86.7 percent of Lhe day inside (Eel.

5-29). Taking the fraction of the daytime hours spent inside and the number

of collection cycles occurring during these hours, the indoor speech impact

can he computed in the same manner as the outdoor impact. A summary of the

estimated I_ for potential indoor speech interference and the percent reduc-

tion is given In Table 5-19 for each of the regulatory options. A complete

listing of results is presented in Exhibit 5-J at the end of this section.

Adding these i_paets to the potential outdnor impact described above

gives the total estimated equivalent noise impactdue to the potential inter-

ference of speech by trash collection operations. The result is the equivalent

number of people who are unable to conduct normal conversation during each two

minute collection cycle as shown in Table 5-20. _he associated percent reduc-

tion is also shown in Table 5-20.

Again, it should be noted that the single event noise analysis examines

the effects of reducing trash collection noise alone, and hence do_s nat take

into account the presence of other noise sources in the environment. It is

obvious that other environmental noise sources create background noise at such

levels in certain situations that trash collection noise will be masked.

This analysis only represents the benefits accrued during those times when

trash collection noise clearly intrudes over the ambient or background noise.

The overall absolute speech and sleep impact is, of course, dependent on the

background level asstuned. However, the present reduction of _P is represen-

tative of the relative reduction in impact of trash collection noise over any

given ambient level.
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TABLE 5-19

INDOOR SPEECH INTERFERENCE

(LWP in millions; RCI percentage benefits)

Options
Base One Three Five .Seven Silent

1978 Total .84 .84 .84 .84 .84 .84
RCI 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
RCI* 0.0 0.0 O.O 0.0 0.0 0.0

1982 Total .65 .56 .62 .61 .55 .51
RCI 21.8 32.8 25.3 26.6 34.7 39.4
RCI* 0.0 13.8 4.6 6.1 15.4 21.5

1991 Total .54 .21 .30 .21 .21 .14
RCI 35.0 74.9 63.6 74.9 74.9 82.9
RCI* 0.0 61.1 44.4 61.1 61.1 74.1

2000 Total .57 .22 .32 .22 .22 .15
RCI 31.4 73.4 61.5 73.4 73.4 81.9
RCI* 0.0 61.4 43.9 61.4 81.4 73.7

RCI: Percentage reduction in impact from base year (1976).

RCI*: Percentage reduction in impact from base option. Base option
includes benefits from medium and heavy truck regulation.
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TABLE 5-20

_AL OrEDOOR PLUS INDOOR SPEECH INTERFERENCE

(LWP in millions; RCI percentage benefits)

Options
Base One Three Five Seven Silent

1976 Total 30.47 30.47 30.47 30.47 30.47 30.47
RCI 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
RCI* 0.0 0.0 O.0 O.O 0.0 O.0

1982 Total 23.37 20.1 22.33 21.91 19.56 18.18
RCI 23.3 34.0 26.7 28.1 35.8 40.3
RCI* 0.0 14.4 4.5 6.2 16.3 22.2

1991Total 19.07 7.55 10.76 7.55 7.55 5.46
RCI 37.4 75.2 64.7 75.2 75.2 82.1
RCI" 0.0 60.4 43.6 60.4 60.4 71.4

2000 TOtal 19.81 7.87 11.22 7.87 7.87 5.68
RCI 35.0 74.2 63.2 74.2 74.2 81.3
RCI* 0.0 60.3 43.4 60.3 68.3 71.3

RCI: Percentage reduction in impactfrom base year (1976).

RCI*: Percentage reduction in impactfrom base option. Base option
includes benefits from mediumand heavy truck regulation.
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SLMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The calculation of noise impact from trash compactor noise is based

primarily on a single equation:

5wp= W(_n) x P

where

LWP = the level weighted population,

W(Idn) = the weighting function representing severity of impact,

P = the population impacted.

This basic equation finds many forms as the investigated area of impact changes

from urban noise to individual collection events. Table 5-21 summarizes the

forms used in the preceding sections. Three areas of impact are distinguished:

a. General adverse response (annoyance) from environmental noise
(expressed in terms of day-night sound level);

b. Sleep disturbance from individual events;

c. Speech interference from individual events.

The expected benefits from the major options considered are presented

in summary form in Table 5-22. The table stmzmarizesthe expected improvements

in environmental noise impact for the key options considered for two specific

parinds._ 1984, which represents a "nmar-term" pe_lod, and 1991, which typifies

the period when essentially the entire fleet will consist of vehicles that are

in compliance with the standard.

The following conclusions may be drawn from the data shown in Tables

5-12 5-10, 5-17, 5-20, and 5-22;

(i) substantial benefits in terms of reduction in extent and severity

of impact may be realized as a result of a compactor regulation in

concert with the regulation reducing mew truck noise emissions as

promulgated (Ref. 5-1).
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TABLE 5-21

sUMMARY EQUATION DESCRIBING CALCU£ATIGN
OF TRASH COMPACTOR NOISE IMPACTS

Basic Equation: Level Weighted Population = Fractional Impact x
Population

a. Impac_ of total urban noise.

LWPtraffic = zSdn max (W(_n) x Popi)
i = 55 dS

where

=I0 idn < 55dS

W(bdn)ann°yance 1.05(Ldn - 55) Ldn > 55dB

b. Sleep disturbance and sleep awakening from individual events.

= W(i_nlsleep x Pop. Density x Size of AreLWPsleep
disturbance |i = 37dB disturbance

(awakening)_ (50) (awakening)

where

Wsleep disturbance = 1.35 Ls - 50.0

Wsleep awakening = 1.10 Ls - 49.5

c. Speech interference from individual events.

rLeq . )

= /W(L_nlspeeeh x Pop. Density x Slze of AreaLWPspeech

disturbance i = 55dB | disturbance
outdoors (45) % outdoors
(indoors) \ (indoors)
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TABLE 5-22

SU_ARY OF EXPECTED BENEFITS
FROM VARIOUS REGULATORY OFrIONS

(LWP in millions; RCI percentage benefits)

General Adverse Response

Regulatory 1976 1984 (Near-term) 1991 (Long-term)
Option LWP LWP RCI RCI* LWP RCI RCI*

Baseline (Quieted
truck chassis only) 2.11 1.47 30.4 -- 1.48 30.0 --

1 2.11 0.94 55.5 36.1 0.54 74.5 63.5

3 2.11 1.20 43.4 18.4 0.77 63.4 48.0

5 2.11 i.ii 47.5 24.5 0.84 74.5 63.5

7 2.11 0.90 57.5 38.8 0.54 74.5 63.5

Silent 2.11 0.75 64.4 49.0 0.38 82.2 74.5

Sleep Disturbance

Regulatory 1976 1984 (Near-ta_m) 1991 (Long-term)
O_tion L_ LWP RCI RCI* LWP RCI RCI*

Baseline (Quieted
truckchassisonly) 13.85 9.93 28.3 -- 9.49 31.5 --

1 13.85 6.29 54.6 36.7 2.84 79.5 70.0

3 13.85 8.05 41.9 18.9 4.51 67.4 52.4

5 13.85 7.49 45.9 24.6 2.84 79.5 70.0

7 13.85 6.03 56.4 39.3 2.84 79.5 70.0

Silent 13.85 5.07 63.4 48.9 1.57 88.7 83.5

RCI: Percentage reduction in impact from base year (1976).

RCI*: Percentage reduction in impact from base option. Base option
includes benefits from medium and heavy truck regulation.
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TABLE 5-22 (Continued)

Sleep Awakening

Regulatory 1976 1984 (Near-term) 1991 (Long-term)
Option LWP LWP RCI RCI* LWP RCI RCI*

Baseline (Quieted
truck chassis only) 11.50 8.28 28.0 -- 7.94 31.0 --

I 11.50 5.25 54.4 36.6 2.37 79.4 70.2

3 11.50 6.71 41.7 19.0 3.74 67.5 52.9

5 11.50 6.25 45.7 24.5 2.37 79.4 70.2

7 11.50 5.03 56.3 39.3 2.37 79.4 70.2

Silent 11.50 4.23 63.3 48.9 1.31 88.6 83.5

Outdoor Speech Interference

Regulatory 1976 1984 (Near-term) 1991 (Long-term)
ODtion LWP LWP RCI RCI* LWP RCI RCI*

Baseline (Ouieted
truck chassis only) 29.63 19.02 35.8 -- 18.53 37.5 --

I 29.63 12.65 57.3 33.5 7.34 75.2 60.4

3 29.63 15.60 46.7 16.9 10.46 64.7 43.6

5 29.63 14.60 50.8 23.2 7.34 75.2 60.4

7 29.63 12.08 59.2 36.5 7.34 75.2 60.4

Silent 29.63 10.03 66.2 47.3 5.32 82.1 71.3

Indoor Speech Interference

Regulatory 1976 1984 (Near-term) 1991 (Long-term)
Option LW9 LWP RCI RCI* LWP RCI RCI*

Baseline (Quieted
truck chassis only) 0.84 0.55 34.4 -- 0.54 35.0 --

I 0.84 0.36 56.6 34.5 0.21 74.9 61.1

3 0.84 0.45 45.6 18.2 0.30 63.6 44.4

5 0.84 0.42 49.9 23.6 0.21 74.9 61.1

7 0.84 0.35 58.6 36.4 0.21 74.9 61.1

Silent 0.84 0.29 65.7 47.3 0.14 82.9 74.1
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By _991, the number of people exposed to environmental noise levels

above L_n = 55 dB due to solid waste collection activities is expected

to have decreased frc_ the baseline of over 19million to approximately

6 million. _lese 6 million people will also benefit from the reduced

levels of environmental noise. The severity and extent of general

adverse response and annoyance are expected to be reduced by 74%.

A reduction of 75-80% in the occurrences of sleepdisturbances and

speech interference events is also anticipated.

(2) Options I, 5, and 7 are shown in Table 5-2_ to produce identical

benefits in the long-term (1991), and all producegreater benefits

than Option 3. However, Option 7 Droduces greater near-term benefits

(_984) than either Option I or 5.

(3) Relief afforded by limiting noise emissions from newly manufactured

truck-mounted trash c_,pactors adds significantly to the benefits

consequent to a new truck regulation, i.e., absenceof a trash

compactor regulation will negate the full potentialbenefits that

may be realized from the truck noise regulation.

(4) As new truck regulations become more stringent, greater relative

benefits are realized from noise emission restrictionson trash

cogDacbors.

(5) Regulating a truck-mounted c_mpactcr more stringently than is done

in Option 7 would result in only slightly qreater benefits because

of the noises other than ozfnpactionoccurring during the collection

cycle.

(6) Benefit is afforded mainly to those people in dense urban areas.

These areas are currently the most heavily impacted. The popula-

tion living in suburban or low density urban areas,beinq initially

impacted to a lesser degree, receive fewer benefits.
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SECTICN 5 EXHISITS

The following Exhibits present tabulations of computations concerning
I

the health and welfare impacts for the various cases being examined for each !

year and land use type. Results are presented for each of four final regula-

tory Options (i, 3, 5, and 7), the Base Case (no regulation) and the Silent

Case (see Table 5-1).

The Exhibits awe presented as follows:

Exhibit 5-A: LA (Average A-weighted sound level) for Collection Cycle At 7m

Exhibit 5-B: Leq (Equivalent sound level for a 24-hour period) At 7m

Exhibit 5-C: Ldn (Day-night sound level) At 7m

Exhibit 5-D: 5dnA (Day-night sound level with ambient) At 7e

Exhibit 5-E: LWP and RCI for General Adverse Response

Exhibit 5-F: is (Sound Exposure Level) At 7m

Exhibit 5-G: LWP and RCI for Sleep Disturbance

Exhibit 5-H: _¢P and RCI for Sleep Awakening

Exhibit 5-I: LWP and RCI for Outdoor Speech Interference

Exhibit 5-J: LWP and RCI for Indoor Speech Interference

symbols defining columns are as follows:

SSF - Suburban Single Family Detached

SD - Suburban Duplexes

UR - Urban Row Apartments

DU - Dense Urban Apartments

VDU - Very Dense Apartments
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Exhibit5-A: LA(AverazeA-WeightedSoundLevel)forCollectionCycleat7 m

BaselineOptiun OptionI

YE_ SSF 50 UK DU VDU YEAR SSF SD UR DU VOU
1976 78.575 7P.55] 82.577 84.316 84.758 1976 78.575 78.551 82.577 84.316 84,758
1977 78.575 78.55! 8?,577 8_.316 8_.758 1977 78.575 78.551 8Z.577 84.315 84.756
197fl 7P.310 78.2P; 82.332 R_.OSO 84.5_b 1979 78.310 78.28_ 0_.332 B_.OB0 84.546
1979 78.02fl 78oO00 82.073 _3.P_O 84.324 1979 78.028 78.000 82.O73 B3.830 84.324
1990 77°727 77,6q7 81.797 P3.55_ 84.090 1980 77.603 77.576 81.632 B3.383 83,859
1981 77._O3 77.370 81.503 83.2f12 83.843 1981 77.132 77o106 81.142 82°885 83.337
1982 76°988 76.9E2 B1o129 82.92_ 83.532 1982 76._06 76.381 80.40l 82o139 82.574
1983 76.530 76.4P9 80.720 82.534 53.1q8 1983 75.533 75.5J0 79.508 B1o230 01o6_7
199_ 76.017 75.n71 _0.2_9 82.]05 82.837 190_ 7_._1 74.420 7fl.303 80.099 B0.466
1985 75°935 75.8_ 80.197 62.038 82.780 1955 73.522 73°808 77°667 79.343 79.579
1996 75._52 75.RO3 80.125 81.970 52.722 1986 73.099 73.096 76°B09 78=426 78°463
1997 75.766 75.7]7 80.05l 81.900 52.664 1987 72.644 72.6_2 76,347 77o96Z 77.989
1988 75.679 75.629 79.975 _1.8P9 82.605 1988 72.136 72.135 75.83l 77._4Z 77.456
1999 75._79 75.629 79,975 q1.829 82.605 1959 72.136 72o135 75o831 77.442 77°_56
1990 75.879 7_.6P9 79.975 Rl.P29 82°605 1990 72.136 72.135 75.831 77°442 77.456
199| 75°679 75.629 79.97_ 81.829 92.605 1991 72.136 72.135 75°831 77°442 77.456
1992 75.679 75.629 79.975 81._29 87.605 1992 72.136 72.135 75o831 77°_42 77._56
1993 75#679 75.6P9 79o97_ RloBZ9 8Z.605 1993 72.136 72.135 75°831 77°442 77.456
199_ 75.679 75.6P9 79.975 PI.P29 82.605 ]994 72.136 72.135 7_.831 77°442 77°456
1995 75°679 75.629 79,975 81.P29 52.6Ofi 1995 72.136 72.135 75°831 77°4_2 77°456
1995 75.679 75.62q 79.97 _ gl.P29 82.605 1996 72.136 77.135 75.R31 77._2 77°456
1997 75o67q 75.629 79.97_ R1.P29 fi2.605 1997 72.136 72.135 75.83t 77°4_2 77°456
1998 75.679 75.62q 79.97_ 81.F29 BZ.605 1998 72.136 72o135 75.83| 77°4_2 77.456
2999 7q.679 75.529 79.97_ SI.PF9 92.605 1999 72.136 72.135 75,P31 77°442 77.456
2D_9 7ro_79 7=._P9 79.q7q ql,P?9 52.605 2000 7?.1)6 72.135 75o83l 77.4_2 77.4_6



Exhibit5,A:LA(AveropA.weiehtedsoundlevel)forCollectionCycleat7 m

Option3 Oltt_5

YEAR SSF SO tl_ DU VDU YEAR SSF SO UR OU VDU
1976 76.575 78.551 82.577 04.3i6 84.758 1976 76.575 78.551 82.577 84.316 04.758
]977 78.575 70.55! 82.577 8¢o316 8_.7_8 1977 78,575 76.551 82.577 84.316 04,758
197E 78.310 7£.2_4 82.332 84.080 84.546 1978 78.3]0 78,2R_ 02.332 84.080 04.546
1979 7R.020 70o000 82.073 03°830 04.324 1979 78.028 78.000 82.073 83°030 84.324
1900 77°727 77.697 01.797 E3.56_ 04.090 1900 77.727 77.097 8|°797 83.564 04.090
1981 77.403 77.370 81._03 _3.292 03.843 1981 77.403 77.370 0].503 83.202 03.043
1982 76°B]1 76.77F 00.907 _2.685 83.24I ]982 76.724 76.691 00.627 82.606 03.170
1983 76.125 76.09_ 00.2_6 R].qq? 82.543 ]983 75,920 75.A86 00.025 8|.A06 _.373
]984 75.3]] 75.27_ 79.39_ R].]5R 8].7l] 1984 7;,932 74.890 79.041 80.824 81.397
1905 74.9_5 74.917 7_.964 80o712 01.]70 1905 76.383 74.354 76._33 00.193 00.695
]986 74.545 74.523 78._27 R0.203 B0.57t ]906 73,755 73.732 77.726 79°454 79.659
1987 74.104 7_.090 77,950 79.626 79.865 1987 73.021 73.006 76.881 78°564 7B.82]
1988 73.b]4 73.600 77.337 70.96| 79.02] 1986 72.]36 72.]35 75.631 77.442 77.456
1989 73.6]4 73.60_ 77.337 78.96] 79.07] ]909 72.136 72.135 75.23t 77.442 77.456
1990 73o614 73,600 77.337 70.961 79.021 1990 72.136 72.135 75.831 77.442 77.456
1991 73.514 73.600 77.337 70.9_,] 79.021 ]991 72.]36 72.]_5 75°03] 77.442 77.456
1992 73.614 73.600 77.337 70.96] 79.021 1992 72.]36 72.135 75.631 77°447 77.456
1993 73.614 73°600 77.337 70.961 79,021 1993 72,136 72.135 75.831 77.442 77,456
1994 73.61_ 73.600 77.337 70°961 79.02] 1994 72.136 77.13_ 75.83] 77°44? 77.456
1995 73.614 73.600 77.337 70.96] 79.071 1995 72.]36 72.235 75.03] 77.442 77.456
1996 73.614 73.60_ 77.337 78.qh| 79.021 1996 72.]36 72.135 75.$31 77.442 77.456
1997 73.614 73.600 77.337 7fi.961 79.02| ]997 72.]36 72.135 75.831 77°442 77°456
199F 73.6]4 73.608 77.337 78.qb! 79.o21 ]99P 72.116 72.135 75.fl_! 77.442 77.45fi
1999 73°61_ 73.50H 77.337 7fi.96] 79.021 1999 72°136 72.135 75.03] 77°442 77.456
2000 73.61_ 73.f,_ 77.337 72.95! 79.021 2000 72,136 72.135 7_._31 77.442 77._56
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Exhibit5.A:LA [AverageA.wei_htedsoundlevel)forCollectionCycleat 7 m

Option7 $8_ O_M

YEAR $SF SP UR DU VOU YEAR 5SF $0 UR DU YOU
1975 70.575 7P.551 02.577 84.316 84°758 ]976 78.575 7R.551 82.577 84.3]6 84.758
1977 7R,575 7_.5_1 82.577 84o315 8_.750 ]977 78.575 70.55] 82,577 R4.316 84.750
1978 7_.310 78.2P4 82.332 B4.0BO B_.546 197B 78.310 7P.284 82.332 84.080 8_.546
1979 70.026 7B°OPO R;.073 83.PB0 84,324 1979 78.02B 7_.000 82,073 83.RO0 84.324
1980 77.5_5 77°528 B]._Bb fl3.337 63.815 lgBD 77.454 77.427 Bt.49S 83,2@5 83.730
190! 77.025 76.999 B].O_R 02.78_ 83°238 1991 76.793 76°7_6 80.8]9 02.569 83.04S
1982 76.279 76.254 BB.278 82.017 P2.455 ]9BZ 75.930 75.90_ 79.948 BI.694 82.]56
1983 75.37B 75.355 79.356 B].OB7 61°500 1983 74.052 74°828 78.857 B0.598 B].043
198_ 74.240 7_.219 76.]84 79°902 B0.272 19_4 73._15 73.393 77.397 79.128 79°544
1995 73.589 73.576 77.432 79.107 79.340 1995 72.456 72._44 76,322 78.006 78°268
1986 72o023 72.B21 75.521 70,133 78°151 19fl6 71.223 71.227 74.691 76.400 76.45_
1907 72._93 72.4q2 75.]90 77.B01 77.017 1907 70.97] 70.975 74.63q 76.235 76.202
1985 72°135 72.135 7_.R31 77.4_2 77.456 19B8 70.703 70.707 74.371 75°960 75.934
1989 72.136 72.135 75.R31 77.442 77.456 1989 70.703 70.707 74.371 75.950 75.934
1990 72.13_ 72.135 75o831 77.442 77°_55 1990 70.703 70.707 74.371 75.958 75.934
1991 72.136 72.135 75°831 77.442 77.456 1991 70.703 70.707 74.371 75°95_ 75°934
1992 72.13_ 72.1_5 7_.831 77._2 77.456 1992 70.703 70.707 74.371 75.960 75.934
1993 72.136 72.135 75.831 77.442 77.4_6 1993 70.703 70.7O7 74.371 75.9_B 75.93_
1994 72o136 72.135 7_.R31 77.442 77.456 1994 70.703 70.707 74.371 75°968 75.934
1995 72.136 72°139 75.P31 77.442 77.4_b 1995 70.703 70.707 74.371 75,958 75.93_
1996 72.136 72.135 75.e_31 77.442 77._56 1995 70.703 70.707 74°371 75.968 75°93_
1997 72.136 72.135 7_.P31 77°45_ 77.456 1997 70.703 70.707 74.371 75.958 75.934
199R 72.13E 72.1_5 7_.P31 77._42 77.456 1990 70.703 70.707 74.37] 75.958 7_=934
1999 72.136 72.1_ 75.P3] 77._2 77.456 1999 70.703 70.707 7_.371 75.968 75°934
2000 72.13( 7P.135 7_,.P31 77._42 77._55 2000 70.703 70.707 74.371 75°968 7_°934



Inhibit5.B:Leq(EquivalentSoundLevelfora 24-HourPeriud)at7 m

BaselineOption @tin1
YEaR SSF SD U_ DU VDU YEAR SSF SD UR DU YOU
1976 _.997 _9._79 57.7F_ 63.990 6R.3_9 1976 44.997 49.479 57.7_4 63.990 69,389
1977 45.07_ _9.5_7 57.862 6_.067 6A,467 1977 _5.074 49.557 57.862 6_.067 68.467
1978 _._R8 _9.36_ 57.696 63.909 bfl.336 197R _4.RSR 49.36A 57,696 63,909 60.334
1979 4_.604 49llf,2 57.514 63.737 69,190 1979 66.684 49.162 57.514 63,737 68.190
1980 4_,435 68.911 57.292 63.525 6P,009 1980 46.312 4_.791 57.127 63,363 67,777
1931 46,164 4F.63A 57.05] 63.295 67,814 1951 63.893 48.376 56.689 62.898 67°309
1952 63.803 61_.273 56.7_C 62.991 67.557 1982 63,220 47.702 56.002 62,205 66,599

_ 1953 43°39P 47.P63 56.374 62.654 67.276 1983 62.401 46,884 55.162 61.357 65,725
1956 42.935 67.398 55.976 62,779 66.967 1984 41.362 45,867 5_.090 60.27? 64,597
1955 42.903 47.361 56.95] 62.25fl 66.957 1955 q0.7H9 6_,.282 53.620 59,562 63,757
1955 _2o866 67°323 55.925 62.235 66,967 1956 60.116 64.617 52.609 58.692 62.688
1957 62.827 47.2P4 5_._97 62.212 66.935 1957 39.705 44.209 52.196 58.276 62,260
1988 '2°787 47°24P 55.869 62.158 66.922 19HB 39.264 43.76W 51.77_ 57,801 61,773
1959 6_°_33 47.269 55.915 62.734 66,969 19A9 39,791 63.795 52.77! _7,P48 61.820
1990 42.86B 47.37_ _5°950 62.269 67.00_ 1990 39.326 43.1_30 51.806 57,853 b|,855
1991 62.904 _7.359 5_.9_5 62.304 67.039 3991 39.361 43.H65 51.861 57.918 61°A90
1992 62°939 47.394 5_.020 62.339 67,076 1992 39.396 43.900 51.876 57,953 61,925
1993 4_.974 47.429 56.055 62°376 67,109 2993 39.631 43.935 51.911 57,980 61.960
199_ 43.009 _7.664 56.090 62.6]0 67.166 1996 39._6b 43.970 51.967 58,023 61.995
1995 63.039 47.69_ 56.120 62.439 67,17_ 1995 39._96 46.000 51°976 5A.053 62°025
1996 43.065 47.526 56.150 62°669 67.204 1996 39.525 6_.030 52.006 58,0f13 62.055
1997 43.09_ 47.554 56.1R0 62.499 67.236 1997 39.555 46.060 52.036 58.113 62,0R5
199_ 63.12F 47,5_ 56.210 62.529 fl7.266 lq98 39.505 _4.090 52.066 58.1_2 62.|14
1999 63.15B 67.h13 56.76P 67.559 67,79_ X999 39.61_ 6_,12o _?.096 _8,17_ 67,144
_O_O _3.l_th _7._,43 5_.27_ b?.t, a9 67.323 20DO 39.6_5 44.150 52.126 58.292 62,174



Exhibit5.B:Leq(Equivale:'.soondlevelfora 24-hourpried)at7 m

Option3 Olrtln5

YEaR SSF SO fIR DU VDU YEAR SSF SO UR DO VOU
1976 44.997 49.479 57.784 63°99D 68.3P9 1976 44.997 49.479 57°784 63.990 68o389
1977 45.074 49.557 57._62 64°067 6_.4_7 1977 45°074 49.557 _7.862 64.067 68.467
]978 46,688 49.368 57.696 63.n09 68.334 1978 44.888 49.368 57.696 63°989 68°334
1979 46.684 49.162 57.514 63.737 69.190 ]979 44°684 49°162 57o514 63.737 68.190
]980 44.435 4P°911 57°_o2 63.525 68.009 ]980 44.435 48.91! 57.292 63o5Z5 68.009
19B1 44.16_ _8.63P 57°061 63°295 67.814 198! 46.16_ 48°63fl 57°051 63.295 67.814
1982 43.6?6 48°_99 56.50_ 62.7_I 67.266 1982 63.539 48.012 56.427 62.673 67.194
19B3 62.993 47.467 55.H70 62.112 66.671 19B3 42.78H 47.260 55.679 61°925 66,45|
1984 4?.232 46°706 55.102 61.340 65.p42 ]9_4 4|.853 46°32_ 54.748 60°997 65.528
1955 41.913 46.391 54.718 60.432 65.356 1985 61.351 65.828 54o167 60o612 64°873
1986 41°559 46°044 5_.2_7 60.469 6_.795 1986 60.770 45.253 53.527 59.720 64.083
19_7 41.165 65.657 53°796 59.939 64.1_6 1987 60.082 _6.574 52.726 58.876 63.092
19fi8 40.72! 45.222 53°230 59.32D 63,339 19B8 39.2_4 63.749 51o725 57°80| 61,773
1959 40.768 45.269 53.277 59.367 63.3_5 1989 39°29| 43.795 91°771 _7.848 6|°820
1990 40,803 45.304 53°3]2 59,402 63.420 1990 39.326 43.830 51.806 _7.883 61,855
1991 40.838 45.339 53.347 59°637 63.455 1991 39.361 43°865 51°_4| _7.918 61.890
1992 40,573 45.374 53.3_2 59.672 63.490 1992 39.396 43.900 51.876 57°953 61.925
1993 40°900 _.609 53°617 59.507 63.525 1993 39.431 43.935 51o911 57o988 61.960
1994 40.943 45.444 53.452 59.542 63.560 1994 39.466 63.970 51.947 _8.023 61.995
1995 40,97? 45,474 53°4F2 59,572 63.590 1995 39.496 64,000 51,976 58,053 62,025
1996 _1,003 45,504 53.512 59,_02 63.620 1996 39,525 44,030 52,006 58,083 62,055
1997 41.033 45°534 53.542 59.637 63.650 1997 39.555 66.060 52.036 58°113 62.0_5
199P 41,063 45°564 53.571 59,662 63,6_0 1998 39,585 44,090 52°066 58°162 62o1|4
1999 41,093 65,593 53,601 59.691 63,710 1999 39,615 44,120 52,096 58°172 62,166
2000. _1.12; 4_._73 53,_,_1 59o721 63,740 2000 39.6_5 44,150 52o126 58°202 62,176



Exhibit5-8:Leq(Equivalentsoundlevelfora 24-hoarprkd)at7 m

Option7 SilentOption

,re_ ssF so uR _u you yEA_ SSF SO UR PU YOU
197644.997_9._7957.7_ 63.99068.389 1976_4.997_9.47957._8463.99060.3B9
1977 45°074 49.557 57,,862 6t_o067 68,,467 ]977 _.07q 49.557 _7.862 64°067 60._61
]97B 44.88P. 4q.368 57.696 63.909 68,.334 1978 44.888 49.368 57,,696 63.909 68.334
1979 44.684 49o162 57.514 63.731 68.190 1979 44.684 49,|6Z 57.514 63°73? 68.lqO
1980 44°E64 48.743 57.081 63*298 67,,734 1980 44.|63 48.642 56°9F_6 63°205 67°64fl
1901 tt3.286 4,q.267 56°5_5 62.795 67,,210 19B1 43.555 68.034 56°367 62°582 67o012
1982 43.094 ¢7,,575 55.878 62.0fi3 66.460 1982 42.745 47.225 55°549 6|.78| 66.18]
1983 _2.2_t6 46.729 55.010 61.206 65.577 1983 41.720 66.202 5_.5]1 60.717 65.121
1994 41.161 45.646 53.891 60.074 64.40_ 1984 40.337 ¢_4.820 53.104 59.301 63.675
1985 40.557 45.050 53.|85 59.326 63.5|7 1988 39.42_ 43.9]7 52,,076 58.225 02._,46

o., 1996 39.938 44°342 52,,321 58,.399 62.375 1986 38.238 42.74? 50.692 56.754 60.678
1987 39.554 44.059 52.037 5fl.ll _, 62.088 1997 38.032 '.2.542 50._86 56..548 60.473
1980 39.2_,rt 43.7t,9 5]°725 57.6(1! 61.773 1988 37.811 42°32| 50°265 56.327 60.251
19B9 39.291 43.795 51.771 57.848 61.820 1999 37.858 42.367 50.311 56°3?6 60.298
1990 39.326 43.830 5].806 _7.883 61.855 ]990 37.893 _?.402 50.346 56.,409 60.333
1991 39.36| 43.8_5 5].841 5"/'.918 6].fl90 1991 37°928 t*2._? 50°38| 56.,46_ 60.368
1992 39,,396 43.900 51.876 57,,953 6|.925 ]992 37.963 42.472 50,,6]6 56.429 60.403
1993 39.tt3! tt._.935 5].91] 571988 61.960 1993 37.998 42.50? 50..452 56.514 60.43Lq
1994 39._66 43°970 51,947 58.023 61.995 1996t 38.033 42°542 50.687 56.5_9 60.473
1995 39.q96 44.000 51,,976 58.053 62.025 1995 38.063 42.57? 50.516 56°579 60.503
1996 39.525 44.030 52.006 5_.083 62.055 1996 3_1.093 42.602 50.546 56.609 60.533
1997 39.555 _,4.060 52.036 5Ez.]13 62.085 1997 30.)23 42.6_? 50.576 56°638 60.563
1998 39.8[45 44.090 52.066 5_.I_2 62.114 1998 38.152 42.662 50.606 56.668 60.593
1999 39.615 _¢**120 52.096 _8.172 62.144 1999 3A.182 42.69? 50.636 56.698 60.6_2
2000 39.64_ _4.1_,_ 52.126 5P,.202 62.17_ 2000 3_.212 42.722 50.666 _6.728 60.652

-_*_._-,*-,,:_..._L _. _. _:_.. , , ....... ._ ............. ,. _ .*,_,-, .......... •........... • .L ......... . •,. . , ,. . _ _ .,•i,. • • . , .



hhihit5.C:tde (9ay-H_ht$oandLevel)at7 rn

BaselineOpt_n O_n I
YEAR 55F 5D UR DU YDU YEAR 55F SO UR DU YOU
1976 _5._99 51.355 62.744 7].20_ 75.60_ 1976 45._99 5_.355 62,744 71.20_ 7_.60_
1977 45.577 51.433 62._22 71.282 75.682 1977 45.577 51.433 62.822 71o292 75.682
1978 45.390 51.244 62.655 71.124 75.549 1978 45.390 _1.244 62.655 71,124 75.549
1979 45.186 5].038 62._76 70.952 75.40_ 1979 45.186 51.038 67.474 70.952 75.404
1980 44.938 50.7118 67.251 70.739 75.223 1980 44.514 50.667 62.086 70.558 74,99Z

1981 44.667 50.514 62.010 70.510 75.029 1981 44.396 _0.250 61.644 70.113 74.524
1982 44.30_ 50.1_9 61.690 70.205 74.772 1982 43.723 49.578 60.962 69.420 73.813
1993 43.900 49.739 61.334 69.869 74.491 1953 42.904 48.761 60,122 68.572 72.939
198_ 43.441 49.274 60.936 69.493 74.]82 19_4 41.865 47.723 59.049 67.486 71.812
1935 43°405 49.Z28 60.9]1 69.472 76.172 1995 41.292 47.154 58,380 66.777 70.972
19_6 43.368 64.2C0 60._64 69.450 74.161 1936 40.617 46.403 57.569 65.907 69.90Z
1987 43,330 69.1f0 60.857 69.427 74.150 1937 40.Z08 45.086 57.159 65.489 69.474
1988 _3.2R9 49.119 60.ff28 69.60Z 74.137 1988 39.747 45.625 56.684 65.016 68.98fl
1989 _3.336 49.165 60.H7_ 69.649 76.184 ]9H9 89.794 45.672 56.731 65.063 69.035
1990 43.371 49.200 60.910 69.68_ 74.219 1990 39.829 45.707 56.766 65.098 69.070
1991 43,q06 69.235 60.945 69.5]9 74.254 1491 39.864 45.742 56.801 65.133 69.105
1992 43.661 69.270 60.qFO 69._5_ 74.289 1992 39.899 45.777 56.836 65.]68 69.140
]993 63.47(, 49.305 61.015 59.589 74.324 1993 39.934 45.012 56.871 65.203 59.175
]994 43.511 69.360 61.050 69.626 74.354 199_ 39.969 45.847 56.q06 65.238 69.210
1995 43.561 49._70 61.070 69.65_ 76.389 1995 39.999 45.877 56.936 65o26M 59.240
1995 43.571 49.400 61.11_ 69.6_4 74.419 ]996 60.029 45.907 56.966 65.297 69.269
1997 43.601 49.4_0 61.16_ 69.714 74.449 1997 40.058 45.937 56.996 6_.327 69.299
1999 63.630 69.660 6].170 69.76_ 74o_78 1998 40.088 65.966 57.026 65.357 69.329
1999 43.660 6_.490 b1.1o9 69.77_ 74.508 1449 40.118 45.996 57,055 65.]87 69.359
2000 63.690 49.5p0 _1.279 59.8_5 74.538 2800 60.148 46.026 57.075 65.617 69.389



Exhibit5.C:Ldn(Day.niEhtsoundlevel)at7 m

Option3 Opf_5

YEAR SSF SD UR DU VOU YE&R SSF SD UR OU VDU
1976 45.499 51.355 62.744 7].204 75.604 ]976 45.499 51.355 62.744 71,204 75.604
1977 45,577 51.433 62.E72 7].Z82 75.687 1977 45,577 5lo433 62°822 71.2B2 75.682
197_ 45.390 51.244 62°6_5 7].1Z4 75°549 1978 45.390 51o244 62°655 71o]24 75°549
]979 45.186 5]°038 62.474 70°952 75.40_ 1979 45°186 51.038 62°474 70,952 75.404
1980 44.939 50.78P 62.25] 70,739 75.2?3 1990 44.93P _0.7_R 67.2_] 70,739 75.223
]9_1 44.667 50.514 67.010 70.510 75.029 199] 44°667 _0.514 67.0]0 70,5|0 75.029
1982 44.120 4_.975 61.4_7 69._66 74.4_! 1982 44.041 45.8R9 bl.387 69.887 74.409
19_3 43.496 49.34_ 60.8_0 69.326 73.836 19_3 43.290 49.]37 60.638 69.1¢0 73.666
19it4 42.735 _.R.552 60.OE1 6E°_55 73.0_7 1984 42°355 48.201 59.70R 68.212 72.742
1995 42o415 4_.267 59.677 6_.14_ 72.571 1985 41.854 47.704 59o147 67.627 72.080
1985 _.062 47.9?0 59.246 67._94 72.010 1986 41.272 47.179 58°486 66°935 71.298
1987 41.669 47.533 5P.75_ 67.1_4 71.351 1987 40.585 46.450 57.6P8 66.091 70.307

1988 41.224 47.099 5P.]90 66.5_5 70.553 ]988 39.747 45.62_ 56.6fl4 65.0]6 68.908
1989 41.271 47.145 58.236 66._82 70.600 1989 39.794 45°672 56.731 65=063 69.035
1990 41.306 47°|60 5F°271 66.617 70.635 1990 39.829 45.707 56.766 65,090 69.070
1991 41°341 47.215 58.306 66.652 70.670 1991 39.864 45°742 56.80! 65°|33 69.|05
1992 41.37E 47.250 58°342 65.687 70.705 1992 39.899 45°777 56°836 65.160 69.]40
|993 41._11 47.2_b 5_.377 66.722 70°740 1993 39.934 45.812 56._71 65.203 69.175

1994 41°_46 47.320 5_.41p 6_.7_7 70.775 1994 39.969 45°847 56.906 65,23B 69.210
1995 41.47_, _7.350 59.441 66.787 70.805 1995 39.999 4_°877 56.936 65.268 69.240
1995 41.50E 47o31=0 5_.471 6(,.P17 70°835 1996 40.029 45°907 56.966 65.297 69.269
1997 41.53_. _7.410 5P.50] 66.P_6 70._5 1997 40.058 _5.937 56.996 65._27 69.299
1998 41.56_ 47.440 5_.531 _6.P75 70.695 ]998 40.OBR 45.96_ 57°026 65,357 69°329
1999 41.595 _7.470 5n.5_1 66.q06 70._75 1999 _0.11P 45.996 57.0_5 65.3B7 69.359
2000 _1.f,2 = _7.500 5,.5c] ¢,f,.';3_ 70.q_4 2000 4().15_ _.026 57.0P_ 65°417 69.3P9



Exhibit5C:Ldn[Daynightsoundlevel)at7 m

Option7 SilentOpti_,

YEAR SSF 5D LIR OU VDU YEAR SSF SD OR OU YOU
]976 45°499 51._5_ 6Z.744 71.204 7_.604 1976 45.499 5|.355 62.74_ 71.204 75°604
1977 45.577 51._3 62.872 71.78Z 75.682 1977 45,577 51,_33 67,A72 7|._B2 75.6_2
1978 _5,390 51,244 62,655 71.12_ 75.5_9 1978 45.390 51.244 62,655 71.124 75,549
1979 _5.1R6 51.03P 62.47_ 70.952 75._04 1979 45,186 51.038 6_.474 70.952 75,40_
1980 44.766 50,620 _2,040 70.512 74°9_R 1980 44,665 50.518 61,949 70°420 74,063
1981 44.2P9 50°I_3 6].545 70.010 7_._25 1981 44.057 49.911 61.326 69.797 74.227
1982 43.596 49.451 60.838 69.298 73.695 1992 43,147 49,107 60°508 68°975 73,395
1993 42.7_ 4_.605 59,969 68.42! 72,792 1993 42,223 4P.078 59,471 67,932 72.336
19_4 41,664 47.5?3 58._51 67.289 71.618 1984 40._39 46°697 58.063 66.516 70,890
1995 l°D60 46.926 58.1_5 66.541 70.732 198_ 39,927 45.79_ 57.036 65°440 69.661
1996 40.341 46°218 57.Zel 65.614 69.590 1986 38,742 44.6_4 55.651 63°969 67°893
1987 40._57 45.935 56°996 65.3?9 69.303 1987 36,536 44._1R 55°446 63.763 67.6R7
199R 99.7_7 45.625 56.6_4 65.016 68°9_8 1968 _8,915 44.197 55°224 63°542 67.466
1989 39°794 45.672 56.731 65.053 69.035 1989 38.362 4_°244 55.271 63°599 67.513
)990 _9.B2q _5°707 56°7_6 65.098 69°070 1990 3R.397 44.279 55.306 63.62_ 67.548
1991 39.864 45°742 56.00! 65.199 69.]05 1991 3_._32 44.314 55°3_1 63.659 67.583
1992 39.899 45.777 56._36 65.168 69o140 1992 3_._67 44.349 55.376 69°694 67o618
1993 39.934 45°817 56.87! 65.203 69.175 1993 3_,502 44.3_4 55.411 63°729 67.653
1994 39.969 45.R_7 56°906 65.738 69.210 1994 3h°537 44._19 55,446 63.764 67.6P8
1995 39.999 45._77 56.9_6 65.768 69.240 1995 _B.567 44._49 55.476 63°799 67.718
]996 _0.029 45.907 5_°966 65._97 69.269 1996 3_,596 44.479 55.506 63.823 67.748
1997 _0.058 4_.9_7 56.9_6 _5.327 69°299 1997 3H.626 _4._09 55.536 63.R53 67.777
199B 40.086 45.966 57.026 65._57 69.379 1998 _._56 44.53_ 55.566 63°889 67.807
1999 40,lIP 45._o6 57.0_ 69._7 69.359 I_99 _H.686 _4.5_,8 _5.59_ 63°91] 67.857
?_OO 40.]4F _.07_ 57°_1_5 f,5.417 69.3_9 _000 _P.716 _.59_ 5_.625 63°q_9 67.867



Exhibit5.0: LdnA[Daf-Ni_htSoundI.ewelWithAmbient]at7 m

BaselineOption O_iM1
YE6R $SF 50 UP _ V_U YEAR SSF SO UR DU VDU
2975 54°574 FS.SP6 63.2_P 71.256 75.634 1976 54,574 55.856 63.288 71o286 75.634
1977 5_o583 55.914 63°357 71°363 75°711 1977 54.583 55.9]4 63°357 71°3&3 75.711
1978 5_.560 55.847 63.210 71.207 75.579 1978 54.560 55.547 63.2]0 71.207 75°579
I979 54°536 55.777 63.051 71.03R 75°436 1979 54°536 55.777 63.051 7].038 75°436
1980 54°508 55°695 62°657 70.590 7_°256 19R0 54.495 55.656 62.713 70°653 75°026
1951 64._79 55°605 62.646 70.606 75°063 leS1 54.451 55.528 62.337 70o218 7_o562
1952 54=443 55._9_ 62°372 70°305 ?q.flOR 1952 54.389 55.339 61°75_ 69.543 73.655

1953 54,405 55,3_3 62°070 69,979 74°530 1953 54,325 55,137 6|,071 65°721 72,994
1954 54°366' 55°261 6]°737 69°614 74°224 195_ 54,258 54,9]9 60°231 67,677 7|_583
]935 5_°363 fi5°25_ 61°716 69°594 74,214 ]995 54,227 54,817 59,730 67°OOD.7|oDS5
1986 54°360 55,242 61,6_4 69°572 7¢,203 1956 54,195 54,710 59,151 66,175 70,017
1987 54°357 _5,232 61,67] 69,550 7_°|91 1987 54°]78 54,651 58,667 65°787 69,596
19BB 54,354 E_=°222 61.647 69o_26 74,179 ]958 54,160 54,569 5P,557 65,3_7 69,123
1959 54.355 _,23_ 61,656 69°571 7_°225 1959 54.162 54.595 55,_7 65,390 69°169
1990 _,360 55,?_2 61o715 69°605 74°260 ]990 54.]63 54.600 55.610 65°422 69,203
1991 64°_(,3 5!,251 61.744 6_°639 74.295 ]99] 54°164 54,604 55,633 65°455 69,237
]992 54°366 5!_.260 6]°773 69°673 74.379 1992 54,166 54,609 5_o656 65°407 69o271
]993 54°369 5£.26q 61.803 69°707 74.364 1993 5_,167 54°61_ 55°679 65°520 69°305
1994 54,372 55,276 61,_37 6°,7_2 74,399 ]994 54,]68 54,615 55°702 6fl,553 69,339
1995 54.37q 5_,2P5 61.H_7 69,771 74,425 ]99_ 54.]69 54.622 55o722 65°580 69,368
1996 54.377 55°293 6].PP2 69.B00 7_o455 ]996 56o17] 54.626 5_.742 65°608 69.397
]997 54.379 55.301 61,qP7 6qoP29 7_.4_B ]997 54,172 54,6_0 5P.7_1 65°636 69°476
199H 54.3_? 5_.30B 6]._32 69,_P 74°517 ]o98 54.173 _6°636 5_.7_1 65°654 69,4E5
1999 5q°3F_6 _.311' _1._7 69oF57 7_._67 19_9 54°1 7h !)h.63_ 5P.801 65.692 69.454
2000 5_.3P7 =_ ._7_ _I._1'? 60°ql6 7_.576 ?ODO _4.17_ 5_.6_2 5B.P2] 65.719 69.513



[xhibit5,0:LdnA[Oapnizhtsoundlevelwithambient)at7_n

Option3 Oplhm5

YEaR SSF SO UR _U VDU YE&R S$F SO UR OU YOU
1976 54°57; 55.886 63._88 71.286 75,634 1976 54.574 55.086 63.288 71.206 75°634
1977 54.5P3 55.914 63.357 71.363 75,711 1977 54,583 _5.914 53.357 71.363 75o711
1978 54.560 55.947 63.210 71.207 75.579 1978 54.560 58.847 63.210 71.207 75°579
1979 54.536 85.777 63.051 71.038 75.436 1979 54.536 55,777 63.051 71.03B 75.436
1980 54.508 _5.695 62.857 70._30 75,256 19fl0 54.508 55.695 62.657 70.830 95.256
1991 54.479 55.60B 62.64P 70.606 75.063 1981 54._79 55.608 62.648 70.606 75.063
1992 54,_26 _5._40 69.11_3 70.074 74.520 1982 54._16 _5,424 62.]15 69.998 74.448
1983 64.370 55.27_ 61.64_ 69,45Z 73.881 1983 54.354 55.227 61.491 69.271 73.712
198_ 54.313 55.096 61.072 68.705 73.110 198_ 54.288 55,014 60.741 68.373 72.600
1985 _.291 55,028 60.7]7 68.310 72.6_1 1985 54,257 54.915 60,305 67o8|1 72.155
1986 54.Z69 54.9_7 60.382 67,866 72.078 19B6 54.226 54.812 59.809 67.150 71.378
1997 54.247 54,883 60.009 67.359 71,430 1987 54.193 54.703 59.234 66.351 70.407
1988 54.Z23 54.807 59.59_ 66.771 70.648 1988 54.160 54.589 58.557 65o347 69.123
1989 54.226 54,fl1_ 59.69_ 66,815 70.f194 1989 54,162 54.595 58.587 65°398 69.169
1990 54.227 54,821 59°65] 66.H_8 70.728 1990 54.163 54.600 50.610 65.422 69.203
1991 54.229 54.827 59.677 66.851 70.762 1991 54,164 54,604 58.633 65°455 59.237
1992 54.231 54.833 59.70_ 65.915 70.797 1992 54.166 54.609 58.656 65°487 69.271
1993 54,233 54,_39 59.728 65.948 70,831 1993 54,167 54.614 58.679 65.520 69.305
1994 54°_35 _4.n_5 59.7_4 66.9RI 79.8_5 199_ 54.168 54,618 58,702 65°553 69.339
]995 54.236 54,850 59.776 67,010 70.895 ]995 54,169 54.6_2 58.722 65°580 69.368
1996 54._38 54,8_6 59.798 67,0_R 70.9_4 1996 54,171 54.626 58,742 65.608 69.397
1997 54.239 _4,R61 59,_?0 67.0fi6 70,9_3 1997 54.17_ 54.830 58.7_1 65°636 69.426
1998 5_°241 b4,8_fl 59._42 67.095 70.9U2 1998 54,173 54.634 58,78] 65°664 69.455
1999 54.249 54.872 59.Rf4 67.183 71,0]Z 1999 54.]74 54.638 58oR01 65°692 69.4_4
2003 54.944 _4.F77 59.PP6 67.151 71,041 ?000 54.175 54.642 58,821 65.719 69o513



Exhibit5.0:LdnA[Day.nightsoundlevelwithambient)at7 m

Option7 SilentOption

YEAR SSF SO UR OU VOU YEAR SSF SO UR DU YOU
1976 54°574 55.886 63.2P8 71.295 79.634 1976 54.574 55°886 63.280 71,296 75.636
1977 56,583 95.914 63°357 71.353 75.711 1977 54.583 59,916 63.357 71,363 75.71X
1978 54,560 55.847 63.210 71.207 79.579 1978 56.560 55.067 63,210 ?1.207 75.579
1979 56,536 55°777 63o051 71.038 79.43b 1979 54°536 55.777 63o051 71.0_0 75°636
1990 56.489 55.64] 62.674 TO.bOP 74.983 ]980 54.479 55.609 62.592 70.518 76.898
1981 54,461 55,697 b?.249 70.11P 76.664 1991 54.419 55,430 52.066 69.909 76.268
1982 54,379 55.306 6].655 69°424 73o741 1982 54.551 55.218 6|.384 69.11] 73,445

1983 54,314 55.107 60.449 _0._75 7Z.849 ]983 54.279 54.9_q 60.555 68.106 72.3991994 54.246 5_._1 60.OeO 67.4P8 71.692 19_4 54°205 54.761 _9°50] 66.752 70.978
2995 54.215 54.778 59._60 66.77_ 70.825 ]985 54.167 54.61| 58.788 65.74| 69.777
1986 54.183 54.669 58.953 65.q03 69°708 1986 54,128 54.475 57.914 64.586 68.067
1997 54.172 5_.630 5P.762 65.637 69,429 1997 54.122 54.454 57.795 64.199 67.869
]988 54.160 54.589 58.557 65.347 69.123 1998 54,I16 54.4_2 57.665 63.999 67.657
1989 94o162 54.5_5 58.587 65°340 69o169 1999 56,1]7 54.437 57.692 64,041 67.702
1990 54,163 56.600 58.6]0 69.477 69.203 1990 54.118 5_.640 57.712 64.073 67,735
1991 54,164 54,604 58.633 65.459 69.237 1991 54.119 54.445 57,732 64.105 67.769
1992 56.166 _4.609 58.656 65.697 69.271 1992 54.120 54.447 57.755 64.I36 67.803
1993 54.I67 g4.614 58.679 65,520 69.305 1995 54.12] 54.450 57.773 64.168 67.836
1996 54.16_ 54,618 58.702 85.553 69.339 1994 54,122 54.454 57.793 64.200 67.070
1995 94.169 54.52? 58.722 65,580 69.368 1995 54.125 54.457 57.811 64.2_7 67.898
]99_ 54.171 54.6?6 58.74Z 65,608 69.347 1996 54.173 54,460 57.828 66.254 67.927
1997 54.17g _6.630 5_,761 65.63_ 69.476 1997 54.I74 54,463 57.846 64.281 67.956
1998 54.173 54.634 58.7_1 65.664 89.655 1998 54.1?5 54.4f,6 57.863 66.308 57.984
1999 54.174 54.63_ _P.POI 65.692 69.484 ]499 54.126 5_.469 57.881 64.355 88,013
2000 54.17_ 54,647 58._21 65.719 69.513 2000 54,127 54.472 57._49 64.362 68.042



Exhibit5-E:LWPandRCIforGeneralAdverseResponse

8aselhteOption

YEAR SSE SG UR og YDU TOTAL RCI
19z6 0.0 0.0 _7507B.9IX?_Jn1.0363_0.9 zsxz6zg.0 0.0
x977 o.o o.o _nTooT.z1192oi_.o3_e493.92s47_i_.o-x.7
197_ 0.0 0.o _178z._11_5,z2.03_9902.zz077_06.0 1.7
1979 0.0 0.0 535539.9 I117721.0 350_31._ 2006091.0 5.1
1990 0.0 0,0 50_267.5 1072097.0 339755.2 1916139.0 9.3
1981 0.0 0.0 _72180o8 I024695.3 3282_3.6 1825119°0 13.6
1992 0.0 0o0 _325q7.6 96_909.6 313535.t 17SlO3S.O 19.0
1993 0.0 0,0 392_8.9 90265Po6 29817_._ 15932R1.0 2_.6
198_ 0.0 0.0 35062B.O 637273.1 28212_.I 1_70020.0 30._
1955 0.0 0.0 _8123.1 B33737._ 261615.1 I_63_75.0 30.7
1q8_ 0.0 0.0 3k5530.1 R30027°7 2P1070°0 1_56627.0 31.X

t 1997 0.0 0°0 3_2_32.5 826156.6 2P0679,2 1_49660.0 31,_
198_ 0,0 0.0 3_0025.9 82210R.0 279856°_ 1_X989.0 31.7
1999 0°0 0.0 3_5ff9.2 82qRsq°3 2P2211.5 1_6659.0 31.0
1990 0.0 0,0 _q055.1 835711.7 2h3988.1 1_6775_.0 30.5
1991 0.0 0.0 351557.1 8_1606.6 2P5778.9 1_78961,0 _0.0
1992 0.0 0.0 355091°9 B67550.I 2_7576.7 1_90218.0 29.5
0993 0.0 0,0 35_660.7 853522.1 289388°9 I_01570.0 20.9
199_ 0.0 0.0 36?269°2 659544.4 2ql212.5 1513025.0 28.4
1995 0.0 O.C 365370.7 B6_700.0 2_2772.3 1522B_2.0 27.9
1995 O,O 0.0 36A_9_.7 86qRq7o6 29_3_3._ 1532735,0 27.6
1997 0.0 0,0 371_9.6 675126°6 295922,7 1562696,0 27.0
199/_ 0.0 0.0 37_2n._ _P036o.7 297507°0 1552706,0 26.5
1999 0,0 0.0 376036.9 _P565_.7 299102.6 1_62795.0 _6.0
2003 0.0 0.0 3f_I770.3 _¢C97_._ 30070_,6 15729_0.D 25,5



Exhib_5-E:LWPandRClforGeneralAdverseResponse

Option1

YEAR SSF SO UR DU YDU TOTAL RCi
Z976 0.0 0.0 575079,9 117_101.0 369490.9 2112629.0 0.0
2977 0.0 0.0 5P7007.Z 1192015,0 968_93.9 2147515.0 -l.7
1978 n.O 0.0 561792.6 11_5R22.0 359902.2 20?7506.0 1.7
1979 0,0 0,0 539599.9 1117721.0 95083|.4 200409a.0 5.]
I9BD 0.0 O.O 4P2093._ 103_460.8 326095°6 1842549.0 12.9
1991 0,0 0.0 427791.2 q67_5°fi 299933.6 1675179.0 20.7
1992 0o0 0,0 35922_°6 625035°6 264003.4 1_42263.0 31.7
1993 0,0 0,0 277779.9 694855.4 225291.B 1197927.0 fi3.3
1994 0,0 0,0 2OlllB.l 555203.6 183061.R 9393R3.6 55.5
1985 0,0 0.0 162H94.0 47p194.7 1%6453°6 797542.4 62.2
1996 0.0 0o0 12_17R.0 396450.3 127G60.4 699308.7 69,3
1997 0,0 0,0 10R702._ 36]749.2 117535.5 567967.1 72.2
19_8 0.0 O.O 91_09.5 325627.6 106935.6 524372.6 75.2
19_9 D.O 0,0 93358.6 329027oi 107911.4 530297.I 7_.9

1990 O.o O,O 9454D.6 331601.6 108648o6 534790.6 74,7
1991 0°0 0,0 957_7.6 334197.7 109392.2 539327._ 74.5
1992 0.0 0.0 96990.2 336811.7 110140.3 549902.2 74.3

• 1993 0.0 D.O 9_17B._ 339fi47.| 110P92.5 54_51B.0 74,0
1994 0o0 0.0 99423,6 342099.6 11165D,6 553173._ 73.F
1995 0o0 0.0 IOD49B.O 344377.9 112299.7 557179.& 73,6
1996 0,0 0.0 I01583.0 346670°9 112953.4 561207.2 73,4
1997 C.O 0.0 102691.4 34R975°7 11_611,3 _/.5268.4 73.2
199_ O.o O.C I03791.0 351799.1 114271.2 569361.I 73.0
1990 C.O O.O 104914,5 35763_.4 11_o39.7 5734R5.7 72,9
20_D _.0 O.C 1060_9.2 3_59_7._ 115604.2 577641.2 72.7



Exhib_5.E:LWP_d RCI_r GemdAdwseResp_se
Option3

YEAfl SSF SO UR OU _g TOTAL KI
1976 O.O 0.0 _7507R.9 1174101.0 363450.9 2112629.0 0.0
2977 0.0 0.0 5P7007oZ 1192015.0 368493.9 2147515.0 -1.7
1978 0.0 0o0 561782o6 11_5R22o0 35q902.2 2077506o0 1.7
1979 0.0 0.0 535539.9 1117721.0 350_31.q 2004091.0 5,]
|900 0.0 0.0 _0_2fi7.5 1072097.0 339755.2 1916139.0 9,3
1901 0.0 0.0 472180.8 I024695.3 329243.6 1825119,0 13.6
1982 0.0 0.0 _07074.6 920251.4 297634.0 1629959o0 23,I
1993 0.0 0.0 3_0177._ ROOb2P°t 265081.1 1414F86o0 33°0
198_ 0_0 0.0 273022.5 6_2_RI.2 2301_7.6 1195661.0 43.6
1995 0.0 0_0 2_321?._ 63673fi°I 210562.7 ]090513.0 48._
1996 0.0 0.0 213_67.7 578fl51.3 189913.8 9_2032.8 53.5
1987 0.0 0.0 1P_074.0 517733.4 167959.3 869766.7 58.8
19_6 0.0 0.0 153122°2 453992.6 1465_0.2 75165_o1 6_._
19B9 0.0 0.0 155_64.1 458566.7 145P2R.6 7_9859°4 6_.0
1990 0.0 0.0 157246.6 4_.2036.2 146800.6 766083°4 63.7
1991 0.0 0°0 1590_9._ _f,553_.1 147780.6 772362.0 63.4
1992 0.0 0.0 160_75.3 469052.7 14876_.q 778692.9 63,1
]993 0.0 0.0 1_2720.0 4725_.1 149757.6 705069°7 62.0
1999 0.0 0.0 1645R7.8 _76163.2 150756.6 791507.6 62.5
1995 0.0 0.0 166195.2 4792]0.3 151613.0 7970|8°5 62.3
1996 0.0 0.0 1_7_20.6 4P_236.1 152472._ 802529.1 62.0
1997 0.0 0.0 169460.6 4852_t,°3 153338._ 808085°2 61.7
199_ 0.0 0.0 171117.3 4PP3_B.9 154207.0 P13673.2 61.5
1999 0.0 0.0 1727_t).1 401633.6 1_5070.1 _)9302°7 61.2
2000 G.O O.b 17_77°5 _9453F.1 155950.8 024966°6 61.0



Exhibit5.E:LWPandRCIforGeneralAdeerseResponse

Option 5

YEAR SSF SO OR RU VDU TO_L

)97b C.O 0.0 575078.9 1174101°0 363450°9 2112629.0 0.0
1977 O.O 0.0 587007.2 I19201_.0 368493°9 21_7515.0 -I.7
197_ 0,0 0.0 _617R2.6 II_5P72.0 359902°2 2077506.0 I,7
1979 0.0 0.0 535539.9 1117721.0 350831._ 2004091°0 5.1
1980 0.0 0.0 50_287.5 1072097°0 339755.7 1916139°0 9.3
1981 0.0 0.0 4721_0.8 1026695.3 320243.6 1025119.0 13.6
1987 0.0 0.0 3981R3.0 906064.1 293_37o7 1598084.0 24.4
1953 0.0 0.0 322055.5 779850.7 257041.2 1358947°0 35.7
19_4 0°0 0.0 245657°2 645335.8 217305.4 1100098.0 _7.5
19_8 0°0 0°0 207120.9 571801.6 19265b°3 971570°8 54°0
1986 0.0 0.0 160631°4 694421.9 166306.5 829359._ 60.7
1987 0.0 0.0 130097°9 412536.9 1_7922.4 680555.2 67.8
1988 0,0 0.0 91_09.5 325627.6 106935.6 524372._ 75.2
1989 0,0 0.0 93358.6 329027.1 107911.6 530297.1 74.9
1990 0.0 0.0 94540.6 331601.6 108648.6 534790°6 74°7
1991 0.0 0.0 95737.6 334197.7 109392.2 539327.5 74.5
1982 0.0 0.0 96950.2 336_11.7 110140.3 543902.2 79.3
1993 0.0 0.0 9M170.4 339467.1 110P92.5 548518.0 7g.O
1994 0.0 0.0 99423.6 362099.6 I]1650.6 553173.P 73.8
1995 0.0 0.0 1004Q0.0 344377.q 112299.7 557175°6 73.6
1996 0.0 0°0 101583.0 346670.9 112953.4 561207.2 73.4
1997 0.0 0.0 102681.6 34897_.7 113611.3 565268,4 73.2
199H 0.0 O.O 103791.8 35129_.1 114271.2 569361.1 73.0
1999 0.0 0°0 104914.5 3_363_.6 11_935.7 573485°7 ?Z.9
2O(ID 0.(I O,C lO_Ofiq.2 3K_q_7.P 113604.2 577641.2 72.7



Exhibit 5.E: LWP and RCI for General Adverse Response

Option T

YEAR SSF SD OR 00 YOU TOTAL I¢l
1976 0.0 0.0 575076.9 117_10].0 363450.9 2112629'0 0.0
1977 0.0 O.O 587007°2 119Z015.0 368493.9 2147515.0 -1.7
1978 0.0 0.0 561782.6 1155822.0 359902.2 Z077506.0 I°7
1979 0.0 0.0 535539.9 1117721.0 350631._ 2004091.0 5.1
1980 0,0 0.0 47605_._ 1029217.4 323571.6 1824852°0 l).b
1981 0,0 0°0 415798.8 928)?8.I 29_65_._ 1638830.0 22_4
1982 0.0 0.0 3_0975°7 80_982.6 25840_.7 1_04362o0 _3._
1983 0°0 0°0 265665.2 673670.7 219295.6 1158631.0 45.2
193_ 0.0 0.0 189_20.1 532672.9 17655_.P 898647.7 57°5
1985 0.0 O.O 150905.7 454542.4 149531.9 7_9_0.0 64.3
1986 0°0 0.0 113785.9 371859.7 12020_.6 b05850.2 71.3
1987 0.0 0.0 102698._ 34906_.2 115690.4 565456.9 73.2
1988 0.0 0.0 91809.5 325627.6 106935.6 524372.6 75.2
1989 0,0 0.0 93358.6 329027.1 107911._ 530297.1 74.9
1990 0o0 O.O 9_540.6 331601.4 108648.6 53479D.6 7_.7
1991 0.0 0.0 95737.6 33_197.7 109392.2 5393Z7.5 7_.5
1992 0°0 0.0 96950.2 33_811.7 11oa4o.3 5439o2.2 74.3
1993 0.0 0.0 98178.4 3_9_47.2 110_92.5 548518.0 7_.0
199q 0°0 0.0 99423.6 3_099,6 211650.6 553273.8 73°B
1995 0.0 0o0 I00498.0 3_377.9 I12299.7 557175.6 73,6
1996 0.0 0.0 10158_.0 3_6670.9 122953._ 562207.2 73.4
1997 0,0 0.0 102651.4 34_975o7 113611.3 565268.4 73.2
1998 0.0 0.0 103792.8 3_2298.2 11_77X.2 569361.1 73.0
1999 0.0 0.0 104914.5 353635.4 11_935.7 573485°7 72,9
2000 0.0 0°0 1060_9.2 3_59_7.A 11560_°2 5776_1.2 72.7



Exhibit5-E:LWPandRCIforGeneralAdverseResponse

SilentOPtion

Y[AR SSF Sg gR Og ¥_g TOTAL m
1975 0.0 0.0 575078.9 1174101,0 363450.9 2122629.0 0.0
1977 0.0 0.0 587007.2 1192015.0 36A493.9 2|47515.0 -I.7
1978 0.0 0.0 561782.6 1155822.0 359902.2 2077506.0 1.7
1979 0.0 0.0 535539°9 2117722.0 3_0631.4 2006091°0 5.1
1980 O.O 0.0 463883.6 1n06652.9 31_671°8 1789207.0 15.3
1931 0.0 0.0 391643.1 AA9757.1 28¢399°9 1565799.0 25.9
1932 0.0 0.0 310289.5 754363.2 244755.2 1309407.0 38.0
19B3 0.0 0.0 22B452.2 609304.9 201668.4 1039425.6 50.8
19_ 0.0 0.0 146960.0 4_2093.9 15406_°7 753119.6 64.4
1935 0.0 D.O 10¢166.1 357803.4 121853.9 583823.4 72°4
1936 0.0 0.0 63079.5 256642.¢ 86092.0 405_13°9 8D.8
1937 0.0 0.0 57862.4 244756.2 82596.1 385213.6 81.8
1938 0.0 0.0 527_3.5 232_68.1 7_966.5 36427R°2 82.8
29_9 0.0 0.0 53781.9 2_5087.9 7971fl.1 36_587.9 82.6
1990 0.0 0.0 5¢575.9 236998.5 802_7.7 37|862ol 82.4
1991 0.0 0.0 55331._ 23_921.8 B08_1.6 375]64.7 82.2
1992 0.0 0.0 56199.9 240861.4 81_39°0 3784q9.3 82.l
1993 0.0 0.0 57031.0 247817.2 82019.5 3_1867°7 8).9
1994 0.0 0.0 57B74.7 24_786.7 _2604.8 38_265.2 02.8
1995 0.0 0.0 5_60_.1 246_79.0 83106.2 3_8189.3 01°6
199_ 0.0 0.0 593_3.0 248182.9 _3611.4 391137°3 31.5
1997 0.0 0.0 60091._ 249898.1 F_119.5 394108.9 ill.3
|99_ 0.0 0.0 608_9.3 251623.1 P_630.6 397102.9 81.r2
1999 0.0 _°0 6]617,3 253360.9 _51_9.9 400110.0 8|.2
2000 O.C 0.0 6?394°8 255110.9 856¢7._ 603]_3.0 80.9



Exhibit5-F:Ls (SoundExposureLevel)at7 m

P_selineOption Oplllw1

YEAR SSF SD UR OU YOU ?EAR SSE SO O! |! 1111
1976 99.26 99.23 109.39 I05.1_ 105.75 1976 99.76 99.23 103.39 105.10 105.7_
1977 99.26 99.23 105.39 I05.18 105.75 1977 99.26 99.23 103.39 I05.10 105.75
1975 98.99 9_.95 103.15 106.94 105.56 197U 98.99 9_.95 103.15 106.96 105.56
1979 98.69 9R.65 1_?.80 106.(,g 105.32 1979 90.69 9_.65 102.00 106.69 105.32
1990 98._0 9F.33 102.60 IO_._P 105.09 1930 9_.23 9_.ZO 102.41 106.21 106.02
1901 90.06 97.99 I0_._I I0_.I_ I06.R_ 1901 97.72 97.60 101.07 I03.67 )06.26
1982 97.60 97.55 101.92 103.78 104.56 198_ 96.92 96.89 101.06 102.85 103.43
1903 97.11 97.05 101.51 103.39 I04.22 1903 95.95 95o91 )00.07 101.85 102.60
198_ 96.56 96.50 I01.0_ 102.9_ 103.M6 19_ 9_.68 94.65 9_.77 100.56 101.06
1985 96.63 96.36 I00.94 IOZ.8_ 103.7_ 19H5 93._5 93.93 97.81 99.53 99.90
1986 96,29 9_.72 100.A_ 102.75 I03._9 1986 9_.b1 92.80 96.56 9B.ZO 98.30

•_ 1987 95.15 96.08 100.71 I02.6_ 103.61 1987 92.09 92.08 95.03 97.66 97.55
195_ 96.01 _.96 100.59 102.53 I03._2 1908 91.27 91.22 94.95 96.50 96.66
1989 90.96 95.89 1_0._5 107.50 103.69 1909 91.00 91.08 96.62 96.44 96.52
1990 95.91 95._6 100.51 IOZ._6 I03.47 1990 90.93 90.93 94.67 96.30 96.38
1991 95.07 95.79 100.60 I02._3 103.66 1991 9D.70 90.70 94.52 96.15 96.Z_
199_ 95._7 95.79 )00.68 I02._ 103.66 1992 90.70 90.70 94.52 96.15 96.23
1993 95._7 95.79 100.60 I0_._ I0_.64 1993 90.7_ 90.70 96oSZ 96.15 96.23
199_ 96.07 95.79 )00.6_ I02._3 103.66 1994 90.7P 90.79 96.52 96.15 96.2_
1995 95.H7 9_.79 I00._8 I02._] 103.66 1995 90.7_ qO.7B 96.52 95.15 96.Z3
199_ 95._7 9h.79 100.4_ 102._ 103.46 )q96 90.7_ 90.78 96.52 96.15 96.23
1997 90.H7 0_.79 100.68 102._ 103.66 1997 93.70 90.70 96.52 95.15 96.2_
199fi 95.h7 9F.79 100._ 102._3 103.66 199_ 90.7_ 90.70 96.52 96.15 96.2_
1999 95.07 9h.79 100.4_ I_'2._ 103.46 1999 90.7(' 90.78 96.52 95.15 96.23
20()0 95.F7 9_,.79 1_0.6_ 10_._ 103.4_ 2000 90.7_ 90.78 94.5_ 96.15 96.23



Exhibit5.F:Ls (SoundExposnreLevel)at7 m

Option3 O!dhnl5

TEAR SSF SD UR DU VOD TEAR SSF n OR || I_B
1976 99.26 99.23 103.39 105.1_ 105.75 1976 99.26 99.23 103.39 105.18 105.75
1977 99.26 99.23 103,39 105.18 105.75 1977 99.26 99.23 103.39 I05.1R |0_.75
1970 93°99 92.95 I(_Y.15 I0_.9_ I05.59 197A 98.99 98°95 I03.15 10%°9k 105.54
1979 98.69 9_.65 102.88 10_.69 105.32 1979 9ff°69 92.65 102.88 10%.69 105.32
1980 99.38 92.53 102.60 10_.42 10_.09 1980 98.38 98.33 102.60 10_.62 105,09
1991 99.06 97.99 102.31 10_.14 10_._5 1951 98°0_ 97.99 102.31 10_.1_ 10_.85
1982 97.39 97°35 1Cl.66 103.50 10_.2J 1962 97.30 97.25 101.50 103._2 10_.14
1983 96°66 96.60 100.91 102.75 103.46 1983 96._1 96.37 100°71 102o55 103.28

o_ 1986 95.73 95.65 100.00 101.8_ 102.55 1956 95.30 9_.25 99.61 101._7 102.22
1905 99°26 95.20 99.6_ 101.25 101.8_ 1955 9_.58 96°56 98°83 100.66 101.36
1986 9_°69 9_.66 9_.79 100.56 101.09 1986 93°72 9_.69 97.88 99.68 100.27
1987 9_.06 96.0_ 9_.07 99°76 |00.12 1987 92.65 92.62 96.66 98._0 98.83
1988 93.32 93.31 97.09 98°76 98._7 19_fl 91.22 91.22 94.95 96°58 96°66
1989 93.23 93.23 97.01 98°6_ 9_.79 19fi9 91.08 91.08 9_.82 9_°_ 96.52
1990 93ol6 93.1_ 96.92 9_.57 9_.70 1990 90.93 90.93 9_.67 96.30 96.38
199] 93.05 93.05 96.83 9fi.48 98.62 1991 90.70 90°78 9fi.52 96.15 96.23
1992 93.05 93.05 96.83 98._8 9fi.62 1992 90.78 90.78 94.52 96.15 96.23
1993 93.05 93.05 96.R3 99.68 9R.62 1993 90.78 90.7E 94.52 96°15 96.23
199_ 93.05 93.05 q6.P3 9_.68 9_.62 199_ 90.7R 90.78 9_.52 96.15 96.23
1995 93.05 93.05 _6.B3 9B.68 98.62 1995 90.7_ 90.7_ 9_.52 98.15 96.23
1996 93.05 93.05 '_,.83 9_°6_ 92.62 1996 90.7fl 90.78 94.52 96.15 96.23
1997 93.0_ 97.05 _._3 99.98 9_.62 1997 90.78 90°70 @_._2 96.15 96.23
1998 _3.05 93.05 96._3 9_.6_ 98.62 199B 90.78 o0.70 9_°52 96.|5 96.23
1999 93.0_ 93.05 _6.83 99.62 92.62 1999 90.7fl 90.7_ 96.52 96.15 96.23
2000 93.0_, 93.('b c¢,._ 99.6fl _.62 2000 qO.7R 90°78 9_.52 96.15 96.23



Exhibit5.F:Ls I$oendExposureLevel)at7 m

Option7 $R_ 011tl_

YEAR SSF SO UR OU YOU TEAR SSF SO OR BI If111
1976 99.26 99.23 103.39 105.18 I05.75 1976 99.26 99.23 103.39 105.10 I05.'/_
1977 99.26 99.73 103.39 105.18 105.75 1977 99*26 99.23 I03.39 105.18 105o75
1978 98.99 9_.95 1C3.15 10_.94 105.54 1978 98.99 98.95 103.15 10_.94 |05._4
1979 98.69 98.65 102.88 10_.69 105.32 1979 98.b9 9_.b5 102.88 104ob9 105,32
1930 93.1fl 98.15 1C_.36 I0_.16 I04,7P 1980 9B.07 90.04 102.16 104o07 I04.b9
1951 97.61 97.57 101.77 103.56 10_.15 1981 97.3_ 97*32 101.53 103o33 103.95
19B2 96.79 96.75 1o0.93 102.72 103.31 1982 96.40 96.36 100.57 102.38 102.99
1953 95.78 9E.74 99.90 101.69 102.25 1933 9_.17 9_.13 99.34 101.15 101.76
1984 9_._6 9_.43 9_.55 100.32 100.8_ 193_ 93.45 93.42 97.62 99.42 100.03
1985 93.57 93.55 97.53 99.25 99.62 1935 92.08 92.06 96.11 97.85 98.30
1956 92._ 9_._5 96.19 97.81 97.89 19S6 qo.oR 90.08 93.76 95.37 95.37
1937 91.0_ 91._0 9_o61 97.24 97.32 1937 83._,6 89._6 93.14 96.75 94.76
1988 91.22 91.22 94.95 3b.58 96.66 1909 83.74 6_.74 92.42 94.03 94.03
1989 91.08 91.05 9_.82 9b.4_ 96.52 1989 89.40 8_._0 92.17 93.78 93.7A
1990 90.93 90.93 94._7 9b.30 96.3P 1990 88.21 8P.21 91.90 93.51 93.51
1991 90.78 90.76 9_.52 95.15 96.23 1991 87.93 87.93 91.61 93°22 93.22
1992 90.78 9C.78 94.52 96.15 96.23 1992 07.93 87°93 91.61 93.12 93.22
1993 9_.78 90.78 94.52 95.15 96.23 1993 87.93 87.93 91.61 93._2 93.22
1994 90.79 _0.78 9_.52 96.15 96.23 1994 B7.q3 87.93 91.61 93.22 93.22
1995 90.7_ 90.78 _.52 95.15 9_,23 1995 07.93 87.93 91.61 93.22 93.22
1996 90.78 90.7_ 94._2 96.15 96.23 1996 87.93 87.93 91.61 93°22 93.22
1997 90.7P 9U.7_ 94.52 95.15 96.23 1997 87.93 87.93 91.61 93.22 93.22
1990 9D.7_ _C.TB 9_.52 96.15 95.23 1998 87.93 87.93 91.51 93.22 93.22
1999 9_.7_ 90.7_ 9_._2 95.15 96.23 1999 _7.93 87.93 91.61 93.22 93.22
2000 93.7f! 90.78 94.52 05.15 .... 9_.23 2000 87.93 87.93 91.61 93.22 93.22



Exhibit5.G:LWPandRCIforSleepDislurbanco

BaselineOption

YEAR SSF SD UR DU VDO TOTAL _
1975 155702,75 3]5156._7 4954231.00 6654B73.00 2768332,00 1304_375.0 0._
197? 15_b01.69 320_39._ 50_0530.00 6750661,00 1787499.00 140582_0.0 -1.!
1975 152761.31 30F850o25 4e61377.00 6566643.00 1745696.00 ]3635327,0 1.!
1979 165545.19 296]25.4_ 4673404°00 63714R0o00 1701799.00 1318935_o0 4.'
1950 139176°50 2i!I0_6.06 4_51188.00 6137116.00 1650141°00 12650677,0 8,!
1951 13L506o31 26540_.94 _221657.00 5R92739.00 1596557.00 12107866.0 12o_
29R2 121797.87 2_53_.62 3933_3_.00 55_159R,00 152RB32._0 1)411302.0 17.(

_ 195_ 111653,1Z 224_01.19 363_056,00 5255710°00 14582_5.00 ]0685505,0 22o_
]9B4 101054.62 203149°06 3326475.00 4914045,00 13R4738o00 9929461.00 2B._
198_ 99646.00 199007°50 32R2419,00 4R66543,00 1374392°00 9822607.00 29.{
]OBb 97767,_7 17_3_._1 3236547.00 4E]7365.00 1363734.00 9711762.00 29,E
1957 96032,00 ]9276_.4_ 3189]95.00 4766353o00 1352734,00 9597082.00 30o]
1988 94236.94 1P9096.19 3140346o00 _7134P5o00 134)402.00 9478566o00 31o5
|959 94369.50 189290.4_ 3146B93.00 4723429,00 ]34337B,00 9497359.00 31°4
1990 94223°06 1_895_o4_ 3145088.00 4723299,D0 1343263.00 9494831.00 31o4
1991 94066.12 1_P_06._1 31_3093°00 4722_30.00 1343002.00 94Q1677.00 _1.4
2992 94_26,12 19012P.25 3167486°00 4752293.00 1349181.00 95539]_.0_ _].0
1993 95592,37 191661o_7 3192060°00 4781889.00 ]3_52R5.D0 9616487°00 30.5
1994 96366°9_ 193206.4_ 3216B17.00 4_11610,00 1361398.00 9_79398.0_ 30°1
1995 97033,31 ]94534.12 32_064.00 4837045,00 ]366611.00 97332_.00 29.?
1996 9770_o69 I_5_69._1 3259_43o00 _B62573°00 1371832,00 9787420.03 29.3
I_OT 98375o50 197215.12 32_0959o00 488_1O_,D0 1377D54o00 9P41801.00 2B.9
199_ 990_3o62 10P569-4_ 3302h10°00 4913911.00 13R22R2,00 9P96426o00 28.5
|_99 99737°_1 199933,25 332439_.00 4939717,00 13_75|1,00 9951294,00 28,].
2000 10042!io,@1 2(:1306.25 33463X1.00 4965617°00 1397743._0 ]00064]2.0 p?.?,



EChih_5.G:LWPandRClforSleepO_rbance

Option I

_EAR SSF SO UR OO VPg TgHL ifC1
1976 1_57B2.75 31_156.37 _954231.00 66_4R73,00 17&B332.00 13P48375.0 0.0
2977 ]5Bh_)o69 320B39.6_ 50_0630.00 6750661.00 17_7498.00 14058230.0 -1.52
2978 1527t,3.3] 30FP50.25 4865377.00 65666_3.00 174569b.00 13635327.0 1.54
1979 I_6546.19 296125._ _673604.00 63714P0.00 1701799.00 13589354,0 _.76
1990 1_519_.]2 273265.19 _265750.00 59071_2.00 1577910.00 12159237.0 12.20
]961 123366,19 2_376o31 3fl4_121.00 5617656.00 14670_2.e0 11061577.0 19.9R
196_ 106595.62 _1_751._7 3262269o00 6733530.00 1270237-00 9_86963.00 30.77
]9_3 6807P.75 ]7PJb2.]9 2b_6760.00 3996370°00 1078711.00 7998061.00 42.25
]99_ bBROO.]2 ]392_0.37 2024465.00 3191530.00 867752.00 6291777.00 5_.57

1985 5d_9_.SA 21_623o31 5_52179.00 2677757°00 717209.06 5226466.00 62.2 719fl6 _76_2.b1 _6905o69 ]265_32.00 21)8123.00 5_9b06.19 607759_.00 70°56
1987 _|377.12 8_191.75 1085962.00 1866_7_.00 6fi6B76,_] 3!b5258.00 76.26
1998 36_3_.82 70P96.5_ 900323°00 1598788.00 _19589.9_ 3026430o00 7_.16
198_ 36167.30 69531.37 861192.69 1571059.00 _12323*_4 2966273.00 70.57
1990 _366_o59 6_970.75 6_9311.62 15_9130-00 40_216°12 2904028.0_ 79.03
]992 _2_0).96 e b3_B.q_ P_&971.19 150fl_07.00 3_5916.P7 _638235.00 79.50
1992 32B65.36 66874.3] 863694.62 5516037.00 397790.31 2697061.00 79.3?
1993 3_2_0.91 f,7_13.75 _0066.62 5525_13,00 399hbSoP1 2_75969o00 79,23
199_ 33399.4! 67957.6_ P_66RT.7_ ]535636.00 _01_3.69 2P9_023.00 79.09
1995 3363Co39 f_.(,9 _62_71.31 1563757.00 4031_6.25 2911329°00 78.98
199b 33_t,2,37 h_B�_._O B6_089.25 1552110.30 _0_750.12 2927706.06 7P.B6
1997 _6095o_2 f9_5_.05 P73845°06 156069_.00 _06155.56 2964157,06 7F.76
199P 3633_.60 15P_._6 P79637.37 I_6B913.00 _07962.37 2960687.00 78.62
]999 36567._b 70_26._ _5665.69 1577362.00 _00570.P1 2977289*00 7_.50
2000 36_06.00 ?CpOT°fq Pn1331.25 15P58_5.00 4111P0.37 2993q69,00 78.38



Exhibit5.G:LWPantRClfoTSleepDisturbance

Optioa3

TEAR SSF SO UR OO I00 TOTAL m
197b 15_7P?.75 _I_15_._7 495_731.00 665_73.00 176B332,00 13_4B37_.0 0.0
1977 15B601.69 320839._ 5040630.00 &750661.00 17B7_9_,00 14058230.0 -1.52
1978 1527_1.31 _0P_0.25 4A61377.00 6566643.00 1745696.00 ]3635327.0 1.54
1979 1_65_6.19 296125.6_ _673404.00 63714R0.00 1701799.00 13189354.0 ¢.76
19B0 139176.50 ?P1056.06 4_511P8.00 6137116.00 ]hfiOl¢l.O0 12658677.0 B.59
1981 131b0_.31 26_40_o96 4721657.00 599?739°00 15q6557.00 |ZIO?R6_.O 12.57
]9B2 116P71.37 235835.9_ 3717557°00 5311107.00 14461B6.00 10P77557.0 21.RI
1983 101498o31 _0_797.25 319_311.00 46916R8.00 17P5778,00 947_072.00 31o56
lQB_ 95273.62 172052.25 2649762,00 4077170o00 1113122.00 6047379.00 41.09
19B5 77970.37 157502._4 2365785.00 3651P96.00 1001_35.06 7254588.00 47.61
19B6 70371.06 1423R2._0 2072_qT.O0 3255036.00 8R2270.25 6422556°00 53.62
19_7 62_27._B 126579oR7 1768762.00 ?B3P545.00 753918.06 5544232°00 59.96
19BB 5_134.1_ ll_ORS.l? 1_543P7.00 2378911°00 613586.PI 461110_.00 6bo70
1969 53737.05 1C_27_o37 1441934.00 2362h03.00 hOBBBI.B? _576229.0D 66°95
1990 5_181.89 ]0P137.62 1_25753.00 23_0363.D0 603097.00 4530532.00 67.2B
1991 52_10.63 106970.4_ ]_O_RO0.O0 2317779.00 _97189.0D 4483299.0_ 67._3
1992 53035,72 I07B_3._ I_lq75P.O0 2332387.00 599963.B1 451?977.0D 67.41
1993 53_66.23 IOF703.25 1_3079P.00 23;7109.00 6027_1.62 _542815.00 67.20
199_ 53_97.52 109_79.69 1_1920.00 2361BqB.O0 605522.75 4572817.0D 66°98
1995 54270,21 110332.PI 1651466°00 2374556°00 607A95.31 459P520,O0 66.79
1996 5q{,G_.ho 111090°37 1_6107?.00 ?3B726]oDO 610270ol9 462_337°00 66.6|
1q97 55020.95 111_53.R1 1470739°00 2_00014.D0 6126_6.P1 4650273.0D 66._2
199_ 5fi_00.17 11PA22.06 1_P0_67.00 P412PI_.DO _,15025.62 _67632B.00 66.23
1999 557_'P,_ ]l_3qS.f,q 1_qN_57o00 2_25fl6_.00 _17_06._7 _702505°00 66°04
POOO 552t,7.}7 11A17q.h2 ISO010P.O0 Ph3Pr&B-O0 AI979B.P7 472B796.OD 55°85



£xhibit5,G:LWPandRClfir SleopOlstirbaace

Option 5

YEAR SSF SD UR DU YDO TOTAL m
1975 1557P2.75 315156.37 49562_1,00 6556673.00 1768332.00 13668375°0 0.0
1977 158501.69 370G39.6_ 50_0530.00 6750661.D0 1787498o00 14058230.0 -1,52
1978 1527_1._1 308R50.25 4861377.00 6566643.00 17_5696.00 13635327.0 1.54
1979 1_656_.1q 296125._6 _673406,00 6371_80.00 1701799.00 131893_4o0 4.76
1980 139176,50 281056.06 465118_.00 f137116,30 1550161.00 1265_677.0 8.59
1991 |31506,31 26_0_.9_ 6221657°00 5_92739,00 ]_96557.00 12]07fl64.0 12,57
1982 11_59.P! 231336,81 366960].00 5236631,00 1428793.00 10659021.0 23.03
1983 96903,69 1o5452.56 305_8q?.00 6529907,00 1248783°00 9125938.00 36.|0
198_ 78072,19 1_7_06,53 263_95R.00 3767869,00 1053406.00 7691691°00 65.90

1985 6_096.75 137428,37 2073101.00 32fl9652.00 017065.87 6685163.0_ 53.17
1998 57b20,52 116665.81 1697911.00 ?776006.00 769303.87 56173f16.00 60.OO

m 1997 '_6573,99 96366,6o 13C7707.00 _?lflZO0.O0 606136.81 4272963°00 69.|4
1988 3_835o02 70_O6.SD 90032_.00 159878fl.00 419589.96 3024630.0D 78.]6
1999 34167,30 _9_1,37 8811_2.69 1571059,00 412323,44 2966273.0D 78.57
1990 33602.56 67970.75 859311.62 1539|30.30 _06214.|2 2906028.00 79.03
1991 32601._P t6338.96 836q7]._9 ]506607.30 _q_916°67 2838235.0D 79.50
1992 3Z865,36 66P74.31 R43696.62 1516037.00 397790°31 2P$706]o00 79.37
1995 33130,91 fi7_13.75 _0066.62 1525713.00 309665.81 2875989.00 79.23
1996 33_99._1 67957.46 8566fl7.75 ]535_36.00 4015_.69 2f195023.0D 79°09
]995 _3630.39 68_26.6q 862371,31 |563757°00 _03166,_5 2_11329.00 78.90
1996 3_62.37 688_6.50 8_R08q.75 1552110.D0 _06750.12 2qz7706,00 7fl.06
1997 3_095.52 _9_68.06 873865.06 156069_,00 406355,56 2966157,00 78.74
1998 3_0.60 698_o55 PTq637.37 1568913.D0 _07962,37 2960687°00 78.62
1999 3_5&7,56 70_?_,5D 8fl56_5.69 1577362.00 _09570._] 2077289°00 7_.50
2000 3_806._0 70807._q 8q133|.75 158_865.00 4111A0.37 2993969.0D 78.38



Exhibit5-G:LWPandRCIforSleepgl_rbanco
Option 7

YEAR SSF SO UR gO ¥Og TBTAL I_
]97b 155787,75 315156.37 69_423].00 6656873.D0 17_8332,00 13848375.0 O.O
]977 ]58601._9 320839.6_ 5040630.00 6750661.30 1787498.00 ]4058230.0 -].5
]978 1527[,1.3] 308850.25 6861377.00 6566643.D0 1745696.00 ]3635327.0 1.5,
]979 146546°]9 2_6125.4_ 4673404°00 6371680.00 1701799o00 13189354.0 _.?_
]990 133_53.96 270537.46 4222624.00 5850]14.00 1_664B0°00 ]2052609°0 12.9'
1951 120592,9_ 242796.37' 375b077°00 5317499.00 1423118,00 ]OBblOB].O 21o5'
1982 103336.87 208953.96 3172278°00 4_27_83.00 1244720°0D 9356771.0D 32.4_
1953 55092°37 ]72107.94 2564138°00 3_82912.00 1051134.00 7755384.00 44.0(
]986 65654.37 ]32861.37 1928260.00 3067944.00 _37317.69 6032036.00 56.4<
]955 55230°82 ]12003°75 1553623.00 2545563°00 683969.67 4950389.00 64.2_
]996 4422]°0] 69996°94 1163517°00 1976338.00 5122|7._5 3784289°0D 72.63
]9B7 39635.86 _0664.31 1033993.12 1791516.00 467206.37 34|30]3°00 75.3_
]gBB 34_35°82 70894.5D 900323°00 1598788.00 419589°94 3026430°00 28.]6
]9B9 34167.30 69531°37 881192.69 1571059.00 412323.46 2968273.00 78.57
]990 33402.54 67970.75 859311.62 1539130°30 404214.12 290402_.0D 79.03
]991 32601.98 66338.94 836971.19 1596407.90 395916.67 2838235.0D 79.50
]992 32865.36 66874,31 843494.62 1516037.00 397790.31 2857061°00 79.37
]993 33130.9] 67613.75 850066.62 1525713.00 399655.81 2_75989.00 79.23
1996 33399.41 67957,46 856687.75 1535436.00 601563.69 2895023.0_ 79.09
]995 33630.39 684_4+69 86237]°3] 1563757°00 403146.25 2911329.0D 78.98
]99b 33862,37 6BB94.50 8_089._5 155_]10.D0 404750.]2 2927706.00 7B.86
1997 34095.52 69368.06 873845.06 1_60494.00 _06355.56 2946157.00 78.74
1998 34330.60 _,9844.5_ 879637.37 1568913.D0 4D7962.37 2960687.00 7_.62
1999 34567.56 70326.50 8_5465.69 1577362.00 409570._| 2977289.0_ 78.50
2000 34nn6°00 70807.69 89|331.25 1_85n45.00 411180.37 2993969.00 78.38



Exhibit5.G:LWPandRCIfor$fe_ Oi_rbnce

$n_ Option

YEAR SSF _q UR DU YOU TOTAL Rm
1976 1557_.75 31_]56.37 49_231.00 665_R73.00 ]76B332.00 1384837_.0 0o0
1977 158601°69 3_0R39.4_ 5040630.00 (,75D661o00 ]7B7_98o00 1_058230.0 -1.52
197B 152761.3] 3CPP50.25 4861377.00 f,566f,_.Oo 1745696°00 13_3_327o0 )o54
]979 1_654E, o]9 29f,125._ 4673_04.00 _3714_0.00 1701799o00 13lP935_o0 4.76
19_0 130907°_6 26_539.3] 4131654.00 5759171.0o 1543939.00 11830210.0 1_o57
195X ]1_501.50 231_02.69 3569806.00 _107P2:_o00 1375579.00 10399112°0 24.91
19B2 95_07.3| 1_2P_.OD 2933073.00 43_P909._0 ]IP]060.O0 R75122|.00 36o81
1953 75114o19 1_1P07.3! 2_042.00 3_2_75o30 9680]0.37 69R_84P.OO 49.55
199_ 53319.60 IC77hQ°_! ]570]f_1._0 ?60h_7.DO 778775.12 5065531.00 63.42

;1995 _D_87°97 82025.62 1131744.00 197?040o30 546195.19 3772492.0D 72.76
'__ 199b 26701°31 _390.75 f, 71_70.25 l?50g_l.O0 330727.62 2334130.00 R3.15

1957 23615.32 4R10_.52 5_77_2._ 11214R5.00 2952B4.37 2079272o00 8_.99
]98_ 20395.17 415_6ob1 5(11_3].P7 9_420|°31 26_799.56 |F]1773.00 86.n2
1909 19_92._8 3qTOfl.l] 477_67.69 9_333.62 2_3664.Fl ]735765.00 87.47
1990 1H510.75 3770_°0_ _1862,69 90270_.36 2_2751.50 1553540.00 80°06
1991 175]9.07 2=_7.99 _75225.44 B5975_.52 _31505.37 1_686_2.00 88.67
1992 17560._2 3507_.0_ _550.06 86_3_3.56 23Z636o81 1579166.00 88°60

,1993 17803°3_ 3_266.3_ _31900o00 Bb9959.1_ 733769o_7 1589697.00 68._2
|99_ 179_7.60 3655_.91 435274.56 R75601._7 23_904.00 16802B6oOD 8B.44
1995 1R07].7_ 3_B10.3_ _3P]71.]9 PRO_3I.I9 735872°00 16093_6,00 88,30

1996 18196o40 _7063.17 _4]O_h.SO PB_2q]._ 236R41.25 ]b1846B.O_ 88.3|
1997 18321.70 3731_.C5 _4_020._4 B90151.2_ 237811.69 1627622.00 88.2fl
1998 l_4_R.O0 _757_._ _9697_.7_ _0_1.31 7387B3.12 ]636819.00 P8.18
1999 1_57_.3_, 37837.75 4_09_4._6 P999_1°00 2397_5°_? 16_605_.00 _B.]l
_000 ]_703,%0 3n_q_.77 6_93_,]q 904PTq. SO _4D7_q.06 |65_339.03 PB.05



Exhibit5-H:LWPandRCI forSleepAwakenlnt

BaselineOption

TEAR SSF $D OR OU _0 TOTAL R¢I
197_ 12fi112.31 2_3299._? 6019_19.00 _5693&9.OO 15_3902.00 ]1P04302.0 0.0

1977 127370.75 ?57869.94 40P3126.00 5653096.00 1562110.00 11683581.0 -1.56
1978 122685.75 748246.4_ 3938511.00 550??39.00 1_26925.00 11338607.0 1.66
1979 117707.96 23803_.50 37_5756,00 53_1806.00 14RqR_loOO 10974153.0 4.61
lgBo 111795.4¢ 225934.37 36n71oi.00 51_7231.0o 1465442.00 10537503.0 8°60
1981 105635.25 21_365.69 3471495.00 49440_6.08 139930?°00 lOOR3887.0 12.35
1992 97851.25 197612.RI 318825_.00 6654779.00 1340680.00 9508977.00 17.39
19B3 59703,57 1P0759°12 29457¢6.00 6412637.00 1779499.00 890934_.00 22°56
1994 BI?O_.R1 163367.19 26969?6.00 4127132.D0 121560B.00 528423_.0D 27,99
X955 79909.75 150_R5.56 2661437,00 40RB730.DO 1207192.00 RI97943.0D 28.76
198_ 78564.56 1_7989°75 2624467,00 40qPPq7.DO 119_76.00 RZO_334.00 29._2
1987 77170.00 1_5037.05 2586329.00 4007¢R7.DO 1189458.00 R015481.00 30.33
1988 7572R.b2 1_2097.59 254695|,00 396_91.D0 lleO]37.00 7919395.00 31.16
19R9 75837.56 ]_7245.56 2552_8_,00 397_27.00 11R7549.00 7937_6_.0D 31.00
199D 7572].R] 151982.7_ 2551197.00 39754R9.00 ]182953°00 7937343.03 3l°Ol
1991 755q3.87 1_1702.75 254975_.00 3975259.08 11R3297.00 793561_.0D 31o01
1992 7620P,_4 1_2927.00 25_9715.00 4OO?31R°O0 1]Rq]92.00 7990360.00 _D.56
1993 7_H?_.R7 ]_415].50 25PqR25.00 6D2_499.00 1]95099.00 8066409.0D 30.07
1994 774_P.75 1_05.75 25]0nR7.00 405CPOS.DO ]20]015.00 809R751.OD 29°60
1995 779P1.52 1_473.87 _77479.00 4077332.DO I_D_D_R.O0 8145_36.00 29.20
199_ 78519.50 1_75_9._7 76_4987.00 4099955.00 ]_1]126.00 8]92132,00 28.79
1997 79050,62 158633.17 2552599.00 4122Ebg. Do 1216196.00 8_39157.0_ 2_.38
1995 79_8P,31 ]5_72_.00 2_80327.00 4145_RI.DO ]?71259.00 P285408.00 27.97
]999 R0155,00 I_PP?I.5_ 25_171.00 _16_38_.D0 1226351.00 8333884.00 27.56
2000 fl0705.9_ ]_ _?_,._1 271512P,00 _]ql3RS.O0 ]731_39.00 P351584.00 _7. X4



Exhibit5.H:LWPandRClforSleepAwakening

Opl_1

YEAR $SF SD UR DU Y_B TOTAL I_1
1976 1251|2.3| 2_3799.69 4012519.00 5559369.00 1543902.00 1150430?°0 0.0
1977 127379.75 257_59.9_ 40P_126.00 565P096.00 1562110.00 11683581.0 -1.56
1979 1226F5.75 24_2_6.4_ 393R5|].00 5_022_9.00 1_25925.00 11_38607.0 1.44
1979 117707.94 23P034.50 37R6754.00 _341P06.00 14R98_1.00 1097¢153.0 4.61
1980 108596o31 219A60.59 3_569P0.00 4o5_063oD0 13320_9.00 10121249.0 12.02
1991 990P3°75 200491.75 3|1557P.00 4_°19.D0 126R027.00 9228099.00 19.79
1982 85327.19 172679°75 2544353.00 3971A29.00 1113_35.00 7987623.00 30.57
19_3 70770.37 I_3287.31 2153372.00 3353690°00 945735.94 _667364.00 42.04

_ 19_ 5530_.82 1]2016.12 1641557.00 2f, TRI63.00 7h0756.75 5247R00.09 54.381995 _7032o31 9_44_.R7 1340070.00 22_9_6.00 670691.P1 4358188.00 62.12
o 1996 3R307.f17 7799_.62 1026377.P] 1776R92.00 4P1483.69 3401050.00 70.44

19_7 332R_°16 _777f.75 3POg_P.56 |566127.00 426510.69 2_74636.00 74.1_
1938 28029.1_ _7086.62 730521.4_ 13_I069.00 367_75.94 2524131.00 78.06
1989 27_93.62 _5991.95 715066.25 I_18197.00 361274.12 2478022.00 7A.46
1990 26979.35 _736.92 697_61.56 1291_fib.O0 354273.19 2424906.00 78.92
1991 25235°52 _3425.93 6792_3.25 126443_.00 347101.12 2370_80.00 79.39
1992 2644p.p9 5_P57°21 5P461P.31 1272P91.00 348R99.19 2336714.00 79.25
19_ 26563.13 54292.09 609994.31 12_13R3.00 3_0701.06 ?_03038.00 79.1!
199_ 26979.35 54730._1 595410._0 12R°932.00 352506.62 241945R.00 79.97
1995 27064,29 5_106.7_ 700060.00 12972_9o00 3¢,404_.56 243352R.00 7_._9
1996 272_0.0_ 554R5._C 70473_;62 |30_599.00 3_5593.00 2447667,00 73.72
1997 2743P.73 55R67._5 709_9.00 1311979.00 3",7140.50 2461874.00 78.60
1999 2757P.R9 _6751.39 7141(9.25 131939_.00 3_8690.06 2476153.0_ 78._8
1999 27_1_.9_ 5_6_F._7 71_q_.q.P1 132_0.00 3_0242.56 2490499.00 79.35
2000 2RCC_.77 _,70P7.5_ 7237h]._! 133_31R.00 361797.P5 ?'04913.0_ 79.23



Exhihit5.R:LWPandRCIforSleepAwakeninl{
Option 3

TEAR SSF SO UR DU YDO TOTAL RCI
1976 125112.31 253299°69 4012619.00 5569369.00 1543902.00 11504302.0 0.0
1977 127379.75 2_7B69.94 _0P3126.00 5653096°00 ]56Zi10.00 ]1693581°0 -].56
]978 122_U5,75 2_2_6._ 3938511.00 5507239.D0 ]526925.00 I1338607,0 1,44
1979 117707.04 23EO3_._D 378A766.00 5341BO6.DO ]_AQB_l.O0 |09741_3.0 4.61
19BO 111795,_4 22593_.37 3607101.00 51_7?31,D0 1645_2°00 ]0537503,0 B,40

19B] 105635.25 21_A&.4_ 3421_9_.00 4q4&OB_.O0 13q9307o00 ]OOB3B87.O ]2.35
1952 93B97o12 1pq6|_.q4 301_3]P.00 445730_.D0 176B047°00 9022185°OO 71.58
1953 81552°31 16fi687,44 25P9541.00 393P347.00 1177B11.00 790193_.0D 31.3|
19_4 6B535.56 12_3BI,94 214_477.00 33A103_.D0 9766]7°06 6712995.00 41o6_

19B5 62669,02 126694,19 1918406.00 3066492oOO _7RB52°37 _.053113,00 47,38
1985 56_(,8.95 1145_5°5D 16B0795.00 273361B.DO 77_3BO.Bl 5359915.00 _3.41

o 19B? 50]q0.21 ]018_9°31 143_671o00 2_TPg?B°DO (,61730.9_ 462736B.00 59.7R
|9_ 43529,95 B_59_,31 1179R62.00 1997793o00 53R413°F] 3_48191,OO _6,55
]9B9 _3213.29 _7q_3.50 116o865._0 ]qB4625.00 534565°9_ 3P2021|.OD 66.79

: 1990 _276_,70 87031°62 1156810.00 196_60_,D0 5296B7.4_ 37B2904o00 67,12
1:1991 _2_0R,56 BAO94,q_ 1163135.00 1949077,OO 5246o6°00 3744311,00 67°65

1992 _2652.86 P_TBg.PI 11520q0,00 196Pqn6-o0 527368.19 3769B95.0_ 67.23
1993 _2998,_3 &74qO.S6 1161131._0 19739_9.D0 _30046.06 379f1674oOO 67o01

1994 _33_7,07 P_lgb.P7 1170231,00 1986q97°OO _772_o62 3871699,00 66,78
1995 fi3645.3P P8_03.19 117P0_3.00 199P166.OO 635019,56 3P_3676.00 65°59
1996 _39_._1 89413.q_ 11P5905.C0 70093_0.30 53731_,06 3_6_959.0D 66.40
1997 4_2fi9.|7 900_,F1 1193BIP°_O 2D?O644°OD _39612,44 3P88351,00 66.20
199B _555.78 906_7.44 17017_1°C0 2o3]q_.OO r4lql4.?5 3910B52°OD 66.01
1999 _Rb?.)2 91271._0 120q797°00 2D_3313.00 5_219._0 3933467,00 65,_1
2000 4517_.04 ol(_qp°_O 1217R_3.00 20_771.00 ',_hf?A.?| 39561_0°03 {_5.61



Exhibit5.H:LWParadgClfor9eepAwneaiaz
Optl. 5

?EAR SSF SO UR gU nO TOTAL RE!
1975 125112._I 2_3299,_9 _012619,00 _569369,00 I_43902.00 31504302.0 0.0
1977 127379,75 257869.94 _0P3126.00 5653096°00 1_62110.00 11603581.0 -!.5_
197B 122_85,7F 24N246,44 393P511.00 5502239°00 |526925.00 1|339607.0 1.4¢
1979 117707.94 238034.20 3786764.00 5341_06.C0 |489841.00 10974|53.0 4.6]
1900 111795.44 225934.37 3607101.00 5147231.00 1445442.00 10537503.0 8.4(
1981 10563_.25 213366.44 3421495,00 4944084.00 1399307.00 10083887.0 12.3!
1902 92122.12 166004.75 295A248.00 4393014.00 1252765.00 0802153.00 22.7S
19_3 77H64.50 1_7100.19 2476552.00 3802295.00 1095278°00 7609169.03 33.0_

1904 52754.03 ]26614.62 1974310.00 3162P91.00 924874.94 6250633.00 45.67
1985 54741.31 118562.37 1601139°00 2761549.00 P0_582.56 5412573.00 52.9_

1986 46330.39 93716.94 1377]00.00 2338526.00 674908._7 4522581.0_ 60.6_
19_7 37458.01 7595_.94 ]060_]9.00 1861772.00 _3]549.3l 3567553.00 68.99
1988 29029.14 57086.62 730521.44 13_10_9.00 367475.94 2524101.00 78,06
1909 274q3.62 55991.95 715006.25 131_|97.00 361274.]2 2478022.00 78.46
1990 26B79.35 54736.92 6q73&].56 129165&.00 35_273.19 2424906.00 78.92
1991 26235.52 _342_.93 6792R3.25 12644_5.00 347101.12 2_70_80.00 79.39
1992 2644_._9 53857.2! 68_618.31 1272F91.00 340899.19 2386714.00 79.25
1993 26663.]8 54292°09 609994°3! |28|3_8.00 350701.06 24030_8.00 79.11
1994 26879._5 54730._] 695410.50 ]289932.00 352506.62 2419_50.00 78.97
1995 27064.29 55106.74 700060.00 1297249o00 _540_8.56 2433528.00 78°05
1996 27250°98 55_85.80 704738,62 1304599.00 _5593.00 2447667,00 78.72
1997 27438.73 5EF67.45 709449.00 ]311q79.00 3_7|40.50 246]87_.00 70.60
1998 27_28.P9 5_251.39 7|_IF9.25 131939_.00 _6q0.06 2476|53.00 78.48
1999 27810._5 5663F.37 710959.01 |_2_840.00 360242.56 2_90499.00 70._5
2000 28_0q.72 _70_7._ 77_761.31 ]33_1_.00 3_17q7.25 2504913,0D 78.2_



Exhibit5.fl:LWPafltlRCIforSleepAwakoata!

Option 7

TEAR SSF SD UR DU TDO TOTAL IIC1
1975 125112.31 253299.69 6012619.00 5569369.00 1543902.00 11_06302.0 O.O
1977 ]27370.75 257P69.96 60_3126.00 5653096,D0 ]2621|0.00 11683501.0 -1.51
1970 122685.75 2602_6._¢ 393A511.00 _5022_9.D0 1526925.C0 11330607.0 l.Tt
1979 117707.96 230036.50 3786764.00 5361E06.00 ]4_9861.00 10976153,0 6.61
1990 ]_7523.75 217685.69 3_2194_.00 491372_.00 1372019.00 10032697.0 12.7_
1991 95_75.75 196008.12 3064264.00 4660762.D0 ]246981.00 9046870.00 21.3(
1992 83032.56 168022._ 2571636.00 3082690.D0 ]OQIOIO.O0 7796191°00 3_.2_
]99) 68382.62 1_8423.3] 207_8|4.00 32_528b.00 921487.56 5465392,00 63._(
1994 52762.98 106E90.31 1563593.00 2574216.00 733904.31 5031666.00 56.2_
]995 ¢4¢09.98 90129.0_ 126001|.00 213F737.00 599638.69 6129725,00 64.1C
1955 3556E.02 72461._7 96_22.19 1655972.00 4685_2,]9 3|56385,00 72.5_
19_7 31_4.H2 64939.76 _38862.69 |502712.00 409190.06 2P67589.00 75.2_
19q8 28029.16 27086.62 730_21°64 ]3610_9.00 3_7475.96 2224101,0_ 78.06
19_9 27693.62 55991.95 715066.25 131FI97.DO 361274.]2 247_022.0D 7_.6_
1990 26879.32 56735,92 697_6]o56 1291656.00 3_273.]9 2426906.00 70.92
1991 26235.52 53425.93 6792_3.25 1264_35,00 347101.12 237068_.0_ 79.3S
1992 26¢4_._9 53_57.21 6P_61_.31 1772_91.00 348899.]9 2386714.00 79°2_
1993 25563.18 54292.09 614q994.3! 12R1_88.00 350701.06 240303ROOD 79.11
1994 25079.32 567_0._l 695610o20 128_932.D0 352505.62 2419458.00 7fl.97
1995 27066.29 251_6.7_ 700060,00 1297269,00 35_0_0.26 2433528°00 70._5
1996 27250°90 _5685._0 70_7_/,.62 1_0_599.D0 3_5593.00 2447667.0_ 70°72
1997 27_30.73 558h7.¢5 709_¢9.00 |311979,00 357140._0 2461874.00 78.50
199S 27625._9 562_1._9 714|_q.25 13|9396o00 358690.06 2476153.00 70.48
1999 27_IF.95 _hT_P.3? 71Pg_9.P1 132_0.00 _h0262._6 2690499.00 78.35
2000 29_0_.77 _7_27._ 7237_1._1 1_3_31_.P_ 3_17o7.25 2_0491_.0_ 70.23



Exhibit5.H:LWPa_dRCIforSleepAwakeninz

Silent Option

1BR SSF SO UR Og Eg TOTAL I_
197b 125112.31 7_32n9._9 4012_t9.00 F_9769.00 1_43902.00 11_06302.0 0.0
1977 127179.75 2T73_9.94 40_312&.00 5_5309b._0 15621|0.00 1%683581.0 -]._6
1978 ]22585,75 2&P2_5._ 393fl511.00 550_239o00 1526925.00 ]1_38607,0 1.4_
1979 117707o9_ 2_03_.50 3786764.00 53_1805.00 1_98_l.00 1097_153,0 _.61
1980 105159,]q 212_7,9_ 3_48241.00 4829775.00 13_2233o00 9_B077o00 14.40
1981 91987.00 ]_50_4.25 2r9331|.00 42_4_75.00 ]205237.00 8661164,00 24.71
1982 75667.50 155nb3o06 2377_55.00 35_8531.00 ]035074.99 7292890.00 35o61
1983 50372.62 122112.5_ 1838839.00 2955_6_.00 848_10.37 _02_298,00 49°36
198_ _2877._2 P_72_o12 1273329.00 21q_3_8.00 _38503.75 4226781.00 53.26
1985 52559.36 _.60_2.19 917903°69 15534_B°00 4782]8.00 3|48248°00 72._3

19B5 2|193.33 4_11°96 5_A20o55 1047_12._7 208905o,4 |_4664_.00 03.081987 19012,5% 38757.25 _75990.94 9_9240.81 250520°81 1736_29o00 04.92
198H 15423.91 33_01o21 407305.01 _2_t05o8] 230_17._9 1511634.0_ 85°85
1989 15699.21 32002.9_ 3_765_°12 791728.94 2215_2.0b 1448617.00 07o41
1990 14910.54 30394.59 3_581R.19 755065._2 212009.62 1300197°00 88.00
1991 1_112.36 28758o77 3_5227.0_ 719271o_0 202187.52 13095_6.00 80._2
1992 I_227.1B 2g001°03 8479_5.19 72_150.50 203265.81 1318588.00 08.54
1993 14342.46 29235.2_ 350_84.00 720055,_1 204_16,_0 1327564,00 88.46
199_ 1_45P°77 29471.35 353_3.52 733_7.9_ 20_429,50 1336790,0_ _0.38
,1995 1_558.2_ 29674.00 3_5812.87 730212.69 20535_.94 13_4611.00 80o31
199_ 1_5P,6_ 298?6.21 35_197.00 7_2457.00 207281._1 1352471,00 80.2%
1997 14759,55 _0098.75 _60596.94 7_721.5_ 208210°_9 1360371.00 80°18
1990 1_862.97 302q0.5_ 36_012,00 751003.52 2091_1.37 1368309.00 88°11
1999 1_954,19 3P_9B.?B 36_3,25 755306.52 210073._6 1376286.00 88°06
2000 15056,77 _070P°65 YhTPgO,_7 75q_2R.S& 211007.F2 13_6301.00 87.97



[xflihif5.1"LWPa_(IIt111lDrOuldoorSpeechInferfereece

BaselineOplfen

lIAR $SF _O UR OU YDO lOlL I1_
1916 72_5_59.00 ?070238.00 13101522.0 59223_.00 12_I_7°00 29_23880.0 0.0
1977 731_777.00 210035R.D3 1326]297,D 59750]5.00 ]202325.00 2992_536o0 -0.99
1978 6937133.00 20020_5,00 126R�B55,p 5730593.00 1258002.00 286676]6.0 3,2_
1979 65_90_,00 19005_6.00 12122163,0 _578R39.00 1222532.00 27373104.0 7.61
1990 61304_.00 2789_7°00 ]1498627*0 5354_2.00 11F25_9o00 2_95_376.0 .]2_60
1951 5702357.00 1675737,D0 105_2166.0 _122_?1.00 ]1_i318.00 2650_032.0 t?.30
29R2 5179549°00 153_0_7,00 10083571.0 4_35438°00 ]090026.00 22724576,0 23.30
|_83 _6_2726.00 1392197,00 92R7383,00 _537R17,00 1036661.06 70_6q60.0 20._?

]?34 4090465.00 12q3_79.00 847275_o00 42237_5.00 9R1636.31 ]9037472.0 35.811985 402F77_.00 12262_7.00 8393939°00 _2001_.00 977222.R1 ]_328320.0 36.45
1986 2966234.00 1212310.00 R313_2f,.O0 _1709_°00 972695.06 1_636000.0 37.10
|9R? 3902760.00 11_6]07.00 _23_101.00 41_11_.00 960057.9¢ 18440]60.0 37.76
1938 383R3_3.00 117q_89.0_ R_4_01.00 _I1067_.00 _6331R.69 ]0240752,0 3_.4_
198q 3864656°00 11_773_.00 F201610.00 6132_09.00 _6RIOO.FO ]8_5470_,0 38.05
1990 _F_4570.00 ]]9_092.00 0241327o00 _1095_7°00 971703.94 10_4070_,0 37,76
1991 _90_6_,5.00 120007_.03 _202029.00 _lbb2?l.O0 97_317.50 1_273_4o0 37.47
1997 _924_14.00 120_78A.00 _3Z]116.00 438_09q.00 qTflQ_l.7_ 18614240,0 37.|8
]99_ _9_500]o00 l?]2¶,?b._D I_B_1391.00 4199997.00 q82576.]9 ]070356R°0 36._B
199_ 39554_R.00 12]_7qb.OD 8_01F_l.O0 _216960.00 78_221.12 107R_264.0 36._8
|995 39_29J9.00 ]22_]5_°03 P_36_75.00 _?_]_TZ,O0 qsq336.]? 180_4368.0 36.33
]996 4000490°00 ]2;9_,52°_D B_712_9.00 42_5033.00 992_5_°69 ]_939776°0 36°0B
1997 401R145.00 ]234950.03 R50_1_,0.00 47606_2.00 99_5R8°_2 19015472,0 35.02
]9_ 4035P79.0_ 1240391.03 _541191.00 _27530i_00 q9_725o94 ]9091472.0 35._6
1999 4053702.00 ]2&5_.PD _576_7_.00 4290009.00 ]_Ofq?O.6? ]91_777h°0 35.3|
2003 _071¢,1]._0 12_ _3|_,_30 F51169_oQ0 430_7h_.30 ]005922,37 1924&386,0 35._5



£xhih_t5-1:LWPandRCIforOutdoorSpeechInterference

Option I

YEAR SSF SO OR OO _g TOTAL I!_
1976 72_5359.00 207823B.00 13101522.0 592234_.00 12_I_67.0D 29628980-0 0.0
1977 7316777.00 210035e.00 132_1292.0 59750]5.D0 ]292125.00 79923536.0 -O.q9
1978 _957133°00 ?007045°00 126_98_5o0 _780593°00 1258002°00 28667616°0 3.26
1979 65_90_0°00 ]900556.00 12172163.0 5578839.00 12225_2.00 27373|04-0 7obl
1980 59_R_27.00 174209fi.00 11092035°0 _184065.00 1137934°00 25104528°0 |5°27
1981 533|63q.80 1578926.00 ]003751_.0 4772_?B.D0 1049239,00 22769728.0 23.15
1982 4_63151.00 134768_,00 B59572_°00 420207_.D0 q28897.9_ 19537536.0 3_.0_

1954 2&17977,80 854630.06 5576502.00 29_295.00 65922B,0b 126_1632.0 57.30
1983 356093_°00 1106877.00 71108_6°P0 3595427.00 799767,37 16173839.0 65°6|

195_ 7171539.00 736591°9_ 4778886°00 2577_29°00 569998.94 |0F36663.0 63°63
1956 1710221°00 614_09.81 _959396°00 2|88874.00 473_16.69 8946_16.00 69._I
19B7 155_945.00 548938,25 35_6003°80 2019099.00 43851 q.19 _1_7503.0_ 72._0
]gBB 1253290°00 47F4q6,37 320_295.00 1B_227_.00 _01966.P| 7210318.00 75.66
1989 1295350°00 6825]0°62 3226101.00 1852650.00 _04037.06 7260668°00 75.49
1990 1306_75.00 68554_._)_ 32_2566°00 1860_80.00 _D5597.4_ 7298660.00 75°_7
1991 131365P°00 48_596,81 3259104.00 IBf, B3_O°O0 407162,00 7_3_858.00 75°26
1992 1322901°00 _91659._0 3275720.00 ]P762_0°D0 40R751.19 7375261.0D 75.11
199_ 1332203.00 49674_.12 2292_I3.C0 18B_]53,00 _10304.87 7_13813.00 ?_°98
199_ 13q1565,00 6978_.9_ 3309182°00 lP�?]O7.OO _IlBB3.DO 7_52572°00 74.85
199_ 1_959_°00 500_(,.87 332553_ .00 ]898909.DU _1323|.81 7685756.00 74.73
1990 ]3576(,6.00 5031_9._1 33379_0.00 ]_D_75b.OO 614583.8] ?_|9086.0D 7_.62
1997 1355782.00 5C5_22.87 35526]E.00 1912_86°D0 615938.9_ ?552_46.00 7_.51
199B 15739_.00 _Cp507._3 33#;b96_.00 ]919_9°00 _|7297._0 758h}50°0_ ?_,60
1999 13821_n.00 51120_,06 _381_27.00 1926555.00 _18659.12 76]9694.03 76.28
2000 13903_7.00 _15qI1._9 33q6166.C0 193327_.00 _20024.0& 7/53772.00 7_.17



Exhibit5.1:LWPandROIforOutdoorSpeechIgterforence

Option 3

YEAR SSF $D UR OU ¥*q TOTAL m

1976 7265359.00 ?07F23_.OD 13]0152P.0 59723_4.00 1281647.00 29628880o0 8°0
1977 731_T77.00 ?lO035P°OD 1324129_.0 5975015._0 129_125.00 29923536°0 -0°99
1978 6_37133.00 _OOPO_5.0D 12_P9R55.0 _790593.00 1?_RODX.O0 2Bf67b16oO 3°F4
1979 b569040.00 190055b.00 I7122163.0 557H839.00 1722532.00 27373104°0 7.6|
1980 61304_9.00 ]TP_UA?.OD 11698627.0 535_152.00 11_2569.00 25_55376°0 12.40
1981 57D2357.00 ]675737.00 JOB62166.0 51_7471.00 1141318o00 24_0_032.0 17.30
1982 49527_R°00 1_766_2.00 960497P°00 46330_9°00 103P423.31 2|705680.0 P6.74
1953 4177916°00 1270029.0D R313924.00 4117934.00 929419.4_ ]PP09200°O 36._2

1986 337_01_.00 ]0_5353.00 69H5686.00 3572285.00 _13069.06 15800385.0 46°671985 3051990°00 9736_2°69 639050?.00 3307793.30 747131.37 14481078.0 51°13
19B6 27_2_2.00 8_9P56.25 57P25]1.00 30324|6°00 677786.31 1312515X.0 55,70
19B7 2415167.00 B03_06,69 5160741.00 27_743.00 604420.56 1172B877.0 60°_1
1988 2079033.00 71F321.OO 45?4130.00 24_P96.00 526|90°75 10P87568o0 65.28
1989 7096551.00 7P0790.3l 655_15P.00 2_563P3.00 52_8_I.5D 10356743.0 65.0_
1990 2109797.00 724920.62 _576828.00 2466563.00 5_0R73._] 1040898].0 64.67
1991 2123121.00 729069°R7 4599607.00 26767P0.00 532R91.75 1046|468o0 6_°69
1992 21365P_.00 7_373_.37 4622_87.00 24RTO37.DO 536915.56 10514201.O 64.51
1993 2150005.00 737_7b._7 4645_75.00 2497337.00 536945._4 ]05671_8°0 64.33
|996 2163566°_D 7_1_6.96 466R_65°00 2507676.00 5389_0°9_ ]0620_2h0 64°|6
1995 21751RR.00 74523(..75 4_FR333°00 75165_1°00 _60720.56 10665998.0 6_°00
1996 218bP67o00 74P_5_.69 470H176.00 2525305.0C 5_2_66.25 I07117_5°0 63._5
1997 219_605.0_ 7_2684.37 472_106.00 2536300.30 5_4212.25 ]0757705.0 63°69
1993 22]0402°00 756179.12 476_106°00 25_3234°00 5_5966.4_ 10A03833°0 63.54
1q99 2222257._D 759787.n_ 47fRTP3.OO 255PIgB.DO 5_7770.(9 IOPUO|_5.0 63.38
POOD 223_1Sq.00 7(3_62._l 67FR3_7°_ P5611ql.OO _9_]].06 10P96650.0 63.72



[xhibit5.1:LWPa_dRClforOutdoorSpeechInferfereace

Opfioo 5

Y[AR SS[ SO OR DO YDU TOTAL m

1975 _2_5359.00 207P23_.00 13101522.0 _9223_.00 12A1447.00 29620080.0 0.0
1977 731_777.00 21003_.00 132412_2.0 5975015.00 1299125°00 29923536.0 -0.99
1979 69371_3°00 20020_°00 126R9P_5.0 _7flOsg3.OO 12_8002o00 28_67616o0 3o24
1979 65_9040.00 1900_5_.0_ 121221_3.0 _57F_39.00 1292532.()0 27373i04.0 7.61
1990 6130_9.00 17_,9_7°00 11_9_h27.0 555_152.00 1192549.00 25955376.0 12.40
1961 5702357.00 2675737°00 108_21_6o0 5122_71.00 114131A.00 24504032.0 17o30
1992 _0_4_59.00 1_7_27.09 _93671_.00 45566?1.00 109_080.62 2132369_.0 28.03
1993 3955550.00 1210055.00 7970635.00 39R255_.00 g03322.01 18022112.0 39.17
199_ 302851D.00 9_2105.9_ 6_5_713.00 335719_.00 771223.59 145777_8.0 50.00
1995 2592136.00 _46755.75 56770i9.00 3O10375.00 _68702.P7 12814987-0 56.75
1995 21_2316.00 729655.31 _RTbh58.00 26_5123.00 600752._9 I0991504-0 62.90
1997 1677392.00 _G_3_._l _0_2_2.00 2_57_9.00 5059_6.75 9097042°00 69.29
1988 1293290°OO _7P_9_.37 320_295.00 1e_227].00 401966.91 7210318°00 75.66
1999 1295350.00 4P2510o62 3226101.00 1R52650.00 40_037.06 726064F.00 75.49
1990 130_475.00 _5_*_.9_ 32_25_.00 1860480.00 405597.44 7298660°00 75.37
1991 131365_.00 _(,_59_°_] 3259]C_.00 18_P_40.00 407152.00 733_05P.00 75.24
1992 1_22901.00 491_59.50 3275720°00 1_76230.00 40R7_1.19 73752_1o0_ 75-11
1993 13_2203.00 _9_7_0.12 3292_13.00 ]P84153._0 41030_.P7 7413613o00 7_.98
199_ 13_1565.00 _97835°9_ 33091P2.00 1P99107.00 411_83.00 7_52572.00 7_.6_
1995 1_959_.00 500_B_.87 3323538.00 1_9A909.00 413_1.P1 748575_°00 74.73
1996 1_57_.66.00 5_1_9.31 3337950°00 1905736°00 4145_3.F1 7_19084°00 74°_2
1997 13_57_2,G0 505_22.87 3352_1P.00 1912566.00 _15938.9_ 7_52546,00 74.51
1998 13739_3.00 50_07.50 33_q _4-00 ]91_59.00 4172_7._,0 7_8_150°00 7_.40
1999 13_21_9.0_ 51120_.06 33_1527.00 192_355.00 410559.12 7_1a_94o00 74.2A
2000 1390397.C0 5l_9]l-_g 3_n_]_.O0 ]93_27_.00 420024.0b 7_53772.00 7_.17



Exhibit5.1:[WPnd RCIforIbfdoer$peockllderferelfl

Option7

TEAR $SF SO OR og IBO TiTAL I¢1
|97_ 72_5359,00 207873R,00 "13101522.0 59223_6,D0 ]2R1667,00 29628880.0 0.0
1977 7316777.00 210035P.00 ]32_)292.0 5975015.00 ]?92]25°00 29923536°0 -0.99
1978 6937133.00 Z0070_5,03 1268Q855°0 57RO593,DO ]759002,0D 28t.676]6,0 3,24
1979 65690_0,00 1_00556,09 12122163.0 5P78B89,00 2222532,00 27373]04,0 7,6]
]980 5879392,00 1723_92,00 ]09_0947,0 5142227.D0 112_693°00 24855824°0 ]6.|1
]991 51903R8.00 ]5_1062,_D 9_11809°00 _68_P53.DO 103g0_8.94 _2261104°0 24.87
1992 _3]785_,00 1308599,00 836535R,00 411_8_5,00 910669,P7 19013312,0 35.83
1983 3_10512,00 1066391,00 68750P8,00 3_9871_,00 7P0210,81 t5630915,0 47,24
199_ 2_6]007,0D 812366.62 5_3_090.00 2839292,00 637916,28 1208_671,0 59,21
1985 2010_00,00 693190,69 _531P]?,oo ?_68126,00 547226,87 10750854,0 65,60

o_ 1996 ]6_8139.00 572566,0_ 370680_,00 _O72843,OO 648676,81 0469009,00 71,48
]997 ]467609,00 526081°9_ 345B027,00 1959_30.D0 425798.37 7_36885.00 73,_5
]998 128829C,00 47n_9_,37 820_?65,00 1B_2773.00 _01966,8| 72103|_,00 75°66
1989 1295350,00 4P2510,_2 8226101,00 1852650,D0 40_037,06 72686_R.03 75,49
1990 130_._7_o00 _F954_,9_ 3242564°00 |860680°00 _05597°4_ 7298_60°00 75,37
199] 1313658.00 _PPSq_,_! 32_9104,00 18693_0.0_ 407]62°08 73368fi_,00 75,24
1992 ]32290|,00 69]_59.5D _275720,00 ]876730,D0 40873],]9 7_7_24],00 75,]]
1998 1332203°00 _7_0°]_ 3_q_]3.00 ]PB_]f3,3D 4]OSO4,F7 7_]38|_,00 76,98
]99_ 13_1565,0D _97R35.9_ 3309]P2,00 ]897107,D0 _11_83,P0 745?572,0_ 7_,P5
1998 1_959_.00 5P0_._7 33735_.00 ]PqB909,O0 41323],Pl 74f15758,00 74°73
]995 1357_6_.00 5031_9.31 3_37950.00 ]90_736.D0 4145R3._1 7519084,00 74.67
1997 1365782,00 505P?2.F7 _352_1n.00 ]917_b,O0 415q3R,_ 755?566,00 74,51
]998 13739_3,00 5C,PSO7o_,D 33(_9_.00 ]_]9_59,00 417297._0 758h]50,00 74,40
]999 13521_9,00 51120_.06 83_1527,00 19763_5,00 _18659,12 7619894,00 74._R
?ODD 1390397°00 _1_11*6q 33ohl_.PO ]qt_?7_.O0 _OOS_,O_ 7_5_772._D 74.17



Exhibit5-]:LWPandROiforOutdoorSpeechInterference

Silent Option

YEAR SSF SO UR DO yno TOTAL I_
1976 7245359.00 2078238.00 13101_22.0 59Z234_.00 178]_7o00 29628080.0 0.0
1977 7314777.00 2]00358.00 13241292°O E975015.00 1297125.00 29923536°0 -Do99
1978 6937133.00 2002045.00 22689955°0 5780593.00 |25B002.00 286676]6.0 3°26
1979 65_9060,00 190055b.00 12122163.0 5578839.00 1_72532.00 27373104.0 7°6|
19_0 5735386.00 ]6F4R36.0D 10755658.0 5058072.0D 1]]3739°00 24347664.0 ]7.82
1981 489_903,00 14t14R_.00 93530_P.00 4510_43.00 9985hB.Sb 21218416.0 ?fl.39
1982 393632bo00 ]?05809.00 777qt_0°00 38795_3.00 8_6]22.19 17666928.0 40o37

1993 293_777.00 938098.69 6]53705.00 _?07650.30 7225¢6.56 13951776.0 52.91
198_ 1_7876_o00 655216.87 446649_°00 2_6_3[_.00 5_3739o94 ]0028532°0 66o15
19B5 1_21576,00 510527.69 3_17760.00 ?OI30qT.0O 455474.94 7918424.00 73.27
2986 9_0105.62 3&_299.69 2535229.00 15207_2.00 336063.50 57]3439.00 80.72
]957 10496_R.00 35_512.31 2_0_100.00 ]_57_11.00 3212_|.37 558_91_°00 81.15
1988 929914.ff7 3250B6.75 22705_1.00 ]392287.00 30R023o37 5225862.00 82°36
1989 937232.C6 327802._9 228652]°00 ]_0033_.00 309fl60.00 5261529.00 82.2_
1990 9_2773.00 329_56.69 2298992.00 140&_O3.OO 31085_._] b288h82.00 82.15
1991 9_8353,00 33]923.00 2310719°00 1412_97.00 312080.00 5315572,00 82.06
1992 953972.fll 33_001.81 232290_.00 1_]8615.D0 313305.31 53_2798.00 81.97
1993 959633.25 33&093.12 233fi]_5.00 1_2_756.00 31453_.06 5370161.00 81._8
199_ 9653_3.87 33e197.06 23674_].00 1_30927.D0 315766°5b 5397659°00 81.78
1995 970225°62 3_0000._5 2357967.00 |_3bIqR.DO 316819.69 5421209°00 81.70
1996 9751_b.69 3_1812.P7 2368534.0D 16_1_91.D0 317875._0 5464859.00 81.62
1997 9BOO97.B] 3_36_.37 23791_.00 16_bFOI.O0 315933._6 5_8610.00 '61.54
199_ 985079._7 3_5_65.05 2389795°00 1452130.0D 31999_.31 _92_63.00 Bl.h6
1999 990090.62 3_7305.3] 2400_87.00 1_5767b.00 371057.56 5516_]5.0D _1.38
2000 9n_131.]2 _ntS_.F] 2_]]_22.00 ]4_;P_q. O0 3721_3.75 _60669.00 81.30



Exhibit5.J:LWPandRClforIndoorSpeechInterferenco

BaselineOptfon

TEAR SSF SO UR og 100 TOTAL REI
|976 241099.94 101117.BI 260556.6? 183666.B7 487BO.93 035222.]2 O,O
1977 2_5340.94 ]02PI¢.PI 264624o31 186085.25 49220.74 _4B006.00 -1.54
1978 235636,31 985_6.25 253871.00 180172.97 47847.48 815913,87 2.31
1979 229009.94 94142,9_ 262664.44 174006.62 46416._7 782234.50 6.34
1900 213026,25 _9069°12 229990.37 1667R2.62 44800.62 743671.00 10.96
1901 2004|0.56 A3743.12 216926.12 159295.69 43136._2 703400.00 15.70
19_2 194807,06 7715A.75 200515.91 149923,37 41099.31 65346_.25 21.76
19S3 169385,19 70250.06 1838_7.00 140104.29 39907o61 601535.06 27.98

19B_ 151337,4_ 63153.85 166664.44 129R58.00 3667_,02 _47667°50 34,63
19B5 150228._I 62572.57 1652_7._7 129115._4 36489._0 _4369_.75 34.90
1986 1_8067.37 61970.14 163892.69 ]28401.62 36299.95 539431.75 39.61
19_7 1_7455,_7 61348,47 _62452.62 127603.B7 36105.09 53496_.01 35.95
19BB 14599_.25 6070_.95 ]61118.50 126776.69 35905.24 530499.56 36.40
1909 147522.75 61310.99 162607.06 127753.25 36090.79 535282.75 35.91
1990 148662.97 _]769.76 16_732,25 ]26489,44 36226.52 539900,31 35°69
1991 149_53°12 62231.62 164863.94 129228.06 3636_o16 542540°0| 35°04
1992 151030.56 62696.75 166002.06 129969.00 36501.70 546200°06 34.60
1993 152216.94 63165o01 167166.69 ]30712.44 36639.16 549_00o]9 34.16
1994 153412.31 63636.61 169297.75 131458.19 36776.50 9535_1.|2 33°72
1995 154438.37 64040°_4 169283.94 132095.81 36A93.49 5567_2°37 33.34
1996 155471.19 b4447.59 170274.97 132735.00 37010.37 559939°00 32.96
1997 156510o62 64P56.63 171270.56 133375.87 37127.21 563140.07 32._8
1998 157556.n1 65268.09 17227].06 134018.69 37243.94 566358.50 32.19
1999 158609.69 /,5681._!1 173276.19 134663.00 37360._0 569591.25 31.00
2000 159669._4 6h09_.C0 17_286.12 ]35308.94 37477.13 572_59°62 31°41



[xhThit5-J:L_Pa_dRCIforfodoorSpeechInfe_ereace

Option I

YEAR SSF SO UR DU n| TOTAL i¢I
1976 2_1099.9_ ]OlllT,el 260556.62 183666.87 48780.93 835222.12 0.0

1977 2_5360.9_ 10281_._1 266624.81 1B6005.25 49220.74 P48086.00 -1.56
1978 235_36.31 9_5_6.25 25387].00 18017?°87 478_7.48 815913°0? 2.31
1979 22500_,q_ 9_]4?°q_ 242664.46 17_006.fl2 46_16.57 782234.50 b,3_
1990 .2071_.00 _6709.12 221212.56 161019.31 63000.10 719129.06 13.90

1991 158_77.9_ 7_923.56 17900]o96 1_7467.50 39_15°66 653286°56 21,78
1992 151706.12 67769*9_ 168_76.46 12P411.00 39555.11 560918.56 32.84
1983 153700.50 _6106.27 136974._1 108143.19 293_0o45 fi64265.19 44°4|

_195_ 10_332._7 62872°95 ]09639°56 86327.06 23670°97 362643.37 56.58
:1985 90737.06 3F25_.lP 87724,81 7_176.37 2007_.66 3]0966.9_ 62°77

1996 7665_°62 32361.P6 70603,P5 61283.26 16188.78 256P95.31 69.24
1957 :6_911°69 29197,27 6280P,26 5575_.22 16786,67 23|448°00 72.29
,]9BB 609_5._3 25865.50 5502_.68 69908.59 13_16.02 205038.06 75.45
1989 61587.81 26107.02 555_R.97 50317.68 13390._7 206951.62 75.'22

1590 6207_.51 26305.03 559_5.50 50_25.95 134fi7.9| 208_98.81 75.05
1991 62566°96 2e50_._t_ 56_6&.6P 50935.66 13505°32 209854°75 74.87
1992 63059.25 26705.2_ 567_.90 51246°60 13562.75 211_19°62 76°70
1995 63557°22 2_907.68 571_9.77 51558.79 13620.17 212793°31 74.52
199_ 6_059.12 27111.16 5755_.12 51872°19 13677._6 214276.06 7_.35
1995 6_89. P° 27205._5 5790_.62 521_0.25 13726°51 215546.81 74.]9
1996 69923.57 27§61.60 58256.6_ 52609.2P 13775._3 216826.19 7_.06
1997 65_60.06 276_.37 5_60f,._3 52679.14 13024.36 218108.25 73.89
1998 65799.37 27_16.2_ 5_196f_.13 529_9._7 13873°26 219398°75 73°73
1999 662_1.(,? 279_.1_ _315.f6 57221.52 18922.16 220696,00 73.58

_ 13971.0_ 221999.87 73.622000 h6(,bf.75 _F]?I'lJ"59_7_'0_53t'0_10_



" Exhibit5-J:'LWPandRCIforIndoorSpeechInterference

Option

YEAR SSF SO UR DO YDO TO_L m
1976 2_I099.94 I01117.PI 2605_6.62 |B3666.97 487fl0.93 B3_222.12 0.0
1977 245340.94 lC2814.81 2646_4.31 186085.25 49220.76 868086.00 -I,5_
1978 235436.3! 98586.25 253A71.00 1_0172._7 47847.48 815913.87 2.31
1979 225003.94 94162,94 262664.4_ 174006.62 46416.57 782234.50 6.36
1980 213028°25 _9069.12 229990°37 1667n2.62 44800o62 763671.00 10.96
19B1 2004J0°56 83743o12 216826°12 1592_5,69 43134.52 703400.0_ 15,78
1982 177478°96 74185.56 1902_6.69 143043.31 36975.41 623979.87 25.29
1983 153361.00 64151.6? 16279_,69 125878.94 34571°53 540761,69 35.26
1984 128370o81 53764°96 134594.06 107576.00 29871°75 456157o56 45°62
1985 119072.]9 49914,93 122163.50 96831,44 27207°18 _17109°12 50.05
1986 109262°75 4_887.05 1092_6°75 89&37°44 24407098 378461.f17 54.69
1987 99249.75 41736.55 96229.62 80076.06 21449018 338641.0_ 59.45
1988 88904.00 37526°57 8270_.25 70036.50 19293.73 297467°0D 64.30
1989 8983_.75 _7901.94 834A7.06 70595.56 18394°37 300218.62 64°06
1990 90547°06 88187°66 64076.08 71018.87 18469.91 302299°64 63°fll
1991 91260.75 38475°34 84668.66 71442.75 18545.43 304392.62 63.56
1992 91980.00 38765°04 85284.44 7186_.25 18620.93 306498.56 63.30
1993 9270_.62 39056o71 P5R64.00 72299.25 18696°39 308616,94 63,05
1994 93436,81 39350.66 8_467°08 7_723.87 18771°_6 310748,0D 62,79
1995 94061.62 39602.38 _6983.94 73090.44 18836.11 312574,44 62o5B
1996 94692°56 39855._5 87503.37 736_8.06 18900°36 314410.12 62.36
1997 95327.56 40110.78 _80_5°46 73826.75 18964°59 316255.06 62.14
1998 95966o81 _0367.19 88550°12 74196°69 19028.78 318109.56 61.91
1999 96610.12 40_,25.15 89077°37 74567.62 19092°95 3|9973o19 61.69
2000 97257°62 40_,11_.57 F9607°_1 74939.69 19157°08 321846.25 61.47



Exhibit5.l:LWPandRCIforIndoorSpeechInterference

Option 5

YEAR SSF SO UR DU YOU TOTAL m
1975 241099.9_ lOlllT.R! 260556.6? ]83666.87 48780.93 835222.|Z 0.0
1977 245340.96 102814.81 264626.31 18608_.25 49220.74 045086.00 -1=54
1978 235436.31 98586.25 253871.00 1_0172.87 67847.48 815913.87 2.31
1979 225003.96 _4142.94 242666.44 174006.62 46416.5? 782234.50 6.36
1980 213028.25 _9069.]2 229990.37 1667R2°82 4_R00.62 743671.0_ 10=96
19_1 200410°56 P3743.12 218826.12 1592_5.69 43134°_2 703400°00 18.78
1982 17399?.96 72736.44 186653.87 140853.19 38477.03 61271P.44 28.64
1983 146392._1 _1235.94 155379.56 121278.17 33518.12 517804.50 38.00
19_4 117467.F1 69108.13 123236°75 1,00337.31 28184.32 41_414.31 49.90
1985 103961,9_ 43614.85 106743.81 88742.37 24883.93 367966,81 55°94

1986 90187.31 37922.43 _9946.19 76579.75 21307.62 315963.19 62.171987 75727,9_ 31955.88 726e7.37 63_e6.26 17490.23 261547.58 60.09
1988 60945._3 25845.50 5502_°68 49908.59 13314.02 205030.05 75.45
1989 61587._1 26107.02 5554P.97 50317.48 13390°47 206951.62 75.22
1990 62074.51 26305.03 55945.50 50625.95 13447.91 208398.81 75.05
1991 62864.96 26504.44 56364.48 50935.64 13505.32 ?09854.75 74.87
1992 63059.25 26705.24 56745.90 81246°60 13582.75 211319°62 74.70
1993 b3_57.22 26407.48 57149°77 51558°79 13620o17 2|2793,31 74=_2
1994 64059.I2 27111.15 5758[°12 81872°19 13577._8 216276°05 74,35
1995 b64_9.E9 27285.H5 579C4.42 521_0.25 13726o51 215546.81 74.19
1996 64923._7 27461.60 58254.48 52409.2_ 13775.43 216824.19 74.04
1997 65360,06 27638.37 58606.43 52679.14 13824.36 21810_.25 73,89
1998 55799,37 27F16.24 589b_.]3 529_9.87 ]3873,26 219398°75 73.73
]999 66241.62 27495.14 59315._6 53221.52 13922.16 220696.00 73.58
2000 666_6.75 _P175.13 59673.06 53444.D4 ]3971,0_ 221999,_7 73,42



Exhibit54:LWPandliC!for IndoorSpeechInterference

Option7

YEAfi Sff SD UR OU VO_ TOTAL [_
1976 2_1099.9_ 101117._1 260556.62 183666._7 48780.93 835222°|2 0.0
1977 2_5840.9_ ]02Pl_._] 26_624.3! ]86085.25 49220.7_ P48006.00 -|.5_
1978 2_5_3_.3! 986R6,25 2_3871.00 180!72,97 478_7.48 615913,87 2.3!
1979 225003,94 9_142.9_ 242664°64 17_006.52 46_16.57 782234°50 6°34
1980 20_97b,06 e57qO.3] 2]nR15.50 159602,12 _2667.20 711850,19 14o77
1981 1_3967,69 77111.25 1q_129.62 1_452_.25 38720.71 638433.50 23,56
1982 15703F.12 _5827.4) ]e3F06.12 125317.62 33819.20 545508.50 34°69
1988 12887_,56 54099.23 ]31900._6 104_67._4 28552°21 448297.81 46°83
195_ 99336.50 417_2.05 99255.62 R_PSI.?5 22812.03 346077.87 58.56

]985 85623°37 36122._5 _2_62.69 70496.75 ]9|57°96 293863.3? 64._2
1995 71421.81 30252.20 65264.93 57397.39 15194.66 2895_0.87 71.32
]987 66252.56 2F077,79 60116°33 53756,50 14273,63 222674,8! 73°36
1988 609_,_3 25_5°50 55024,6E _9908,59 13314,02 205038,05 75*45
1989 615PT,R] 26107,02 5554_,97 50317,_ 13390,47 2069Pl,6Z 75,22
1990 : 52074,51 26305°03 55945,_0 50625.95 13_47,9| 208_98,81 75,05
1991 6256_.96 265C_.6_ 56_6_,4_ 5093_._ 13505,32 209654,7_ 76°87
1992 83059.25 26705.2_ 56745°90 512_5.50 ]3562.75 211319.62 74°70
1993 l 53557.22 26907._P 5716_.77 51558.7_ ]3620°17 21279_,31 74.52
1994 6_059.12 27111,]6 57556.]2 51_7_.19 13577,5_ 214276,08 74,35
1995 5_6_9._9 97285.F5 57_0_._2 52]_0.2_ 13_26°51 215566.fll 7_.19
!996 66923°57 27_b1.6_ 58254°_fl 52409,2P r3775,43 216824°1_ 74°06
1997 65360,06 27638,37 58606,_3 5267_,14 1382_,36 21810_,2_ 73°89
1998 65799.37 27q16._ 58960.13 579_9.B7 ]3873.26 219390,75 73.73
1999 _62_1.62 _7995°1_ 59315._6 53271,52 13922.16 220696.0D 78.58
2000 586_,,_5 2P175,]3 5967_,0_. 53_t_,0_ 13071o0_ 221999,81 78,42
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TEAR SSF SD UR OU nO TOTAL I_!
]978 24]099.94 10rlJ7,p! 260556,62 193666,97 48790,93 835222,12 o,o
]977 245340,94 102_1_.P1 264624,91 196085,25 49220,74 848086,00 -],5
]978 235436,31 . 9_586o25 253_7|,00 ]98172,97 47A47,48 R|5913,87 2,3
]979 275003.9_ 94142.9_ 242_64.44 17400h,_2 46416,_7 702234°53 6,3,
19n0 2003_1,9_ 83q66.62 213956.44 156752,19 42822,86 696960,0_ 16,5!
1991 174661.75 73196._7 ]R_372.25 130578,19 37360.79 600137.01 27.1'
1992 145005.56 60799.03 151024.75 117535.31 32021.12 _06385.69 39.3

1993 11_881.56 47830.73 116565.1Q 94912°25 26228.2l 3994]_.87 52.11199_ _1117,75 34169,09 00938,94 70259o3l 198_7,76 286311,81 65,7;
]995 6_256.11 17170.04 61203°12 55323.49 15473,11 223433,69 73.2!
1996 _6757.07 19915.a1 41218.70 39237oll 10618.46 157745.12 81.1]
1997 44227._0 18P37.q9 3_564.14 37199._6 10098,96 14_928.29 P2.I_
1908 41432,29 17695,14 358_4,5_ 3_190,79 9974,64 13q7|7,31 83,2]
1999 41869,94 17834,_9 3_21],05 3549_.09 9632,37 141034,29 89,11
1990 42201,56 17q70,P9 36473,19 35708,95 9675,75 142030,25 82,9_
1991 42_35.7_ 1_107.q2 36736.98 35932.77 9719.14 143032.50 82.07
]992 42872,56 1_245.94 37802.44 36157,55 97_2,55 144040.94 82.7_
]993 432J1.90 1q384.93 37269.59 3_383,30 9805.98 145055,5_ 82.63
]994 _3553.91 ]8524.92 37_38.41 366|0.00 98_9.43 146076.56 82o51
1995 43_47._7 !86_5.03 3776_.90 36_04.00 9986.46 1469_1.81 82.41
]996 44143.04 ]F7_5,R_ _000.59 36998._P 9923.51 14783].56 _2.30
1997 _4440.52 1F_87.42 3_233.55 37194,06 9950.56 148715.94 02.19
1999 44739.q_ 19009,70 38467.7_ 373q0,12 9997._2 149605.00 82.09
1999 _5('&1.36 1_]_2.73 38703.!R _7_8_,_7 1003_.68 ]5049Po75 RI.OR
2000 _!;?_.7_ 1_?_.51 3_939._9 377H_.31 !0071.74 151997.06 8!.87
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NOIS_ CO,IT,lL TECffNOLOG..Y

INTRODUCTION

I
There are four .mainsources of noise on s truck-mounted solid waste

com;>actor. These are:

i. Truck chassis, I
J

2. Pc_vertake-orE (PTO), j
r

3. Hydraulic D_tmD,

4. Impact between coml_nents.

The control Of truck chassis noise is not addressed by this study,

hut the garbage truck manufacturer has control over chassis noise in the

compaction cycle by his speciflcation o[ the engine siccedduring c_pac-

tlon. A slqnlfleant reduction in noise can he achieved by restricting the

maximum e_gine speed during the compaction cycle.

The transmission Dower take-off currently used on l_ostco,pactor

trucks DrOduces an obtrusive whine. Alternative designs am] types of

PTO will he discussed that greatly reduce or eliminate this whine. The

b.ydraullopump can also make a measurable a_unt of noise and on some

trucks a noise reduction can be achieved by ej_oloyinga quiet p_mlp.

Methods for reducing the noise frc,n impacts between components by means

of cushioning these impacts will be discussed.

It has been found that the hydraulic lines and valves on a garbage

truck generally make very little noise. In a properly designed system,

there is some very slight flow noise from control valves and that is

all. Sometimes a valve or very sharp I_endm_y produce flow cavitation

and hence-noise. However, this is easily cured with a large valve or
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bend radius. Measurements have bees made of the hyd[aulic system noise of

a truck body on which no special precautions }ladbeen taken to reduce the

hydraulic system noise. The lines were hard bolted to the body and there

was no hydraulic accumulator. Yn spite of this, the noise was very diffi-

cult re ,reasureand insignificant (less than 60 dBA at 7 m) when compared

with the noise from the _est of the truck. Thus, it appears unnecessary

to address further the _atter of quieting hydraulic lines and valves.

_hree stages of noise control t_eatmest will be discussed for the

steady noise levels. These are:

Stage 1 - Reduction of engine speed to 1200 r_n m_×imum.

Stage 2 - 81imination or redesign of transmission power rake-offs

in conjunction with reduced engine speed.

Stage 3 - Quieting the hydraulic pump in addition to the above.

These noise control treatments will be considered in conjunction with a

chassis noise control program and the combined noise levels presented.

Reduction of i_paet noise by hl_]raulicand rubber cushions will also be

discussed.

STAGE i - ENGII_ESPEED P,ED_CTICN TO 1200 P-PM

The speed at which the engine is operated during the compaction cycle

is currently determined by the cycle t_,e desired and the size of the hydrau-

lic pump. Typically, truck engines run between 1200 and 1800 rB, and employ

a pump of about 5 cubic inchesrevolution displacement (about 20 gallons per

mlnL1te(g_n) at 1,000 rpm). The speed of the engine while the truck is

compacting is set to a nominal value by the manufacturer, but the operator

can, and sometimes does, reset the cycle speed to any value he desires.

Thus, the _anufacturer's speed may not have any particular meaning.
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Spe_d cont_Is

'L11ereare a n_l[t_r of different ty_s of _i_]llleslued cutltrols avail-

able. The simplest is a solellok] or all electt_p|lu_natic cylinder which

advailc_s the _rottle litlk_ge by a planet aii_11ntwheIi _*_ "c_,%pactor _c]e"

butte[* is pressL_]. Other spread cu:itrols are pne_,latic guvcmlors aild

electronic governors. However, _one of these govuL_lors are t_n[_er-prcx_f

add all can be reset by the o_eratur. [_rther, nYJst froi1t Ioadii_j garbage

trucks do not have any foL%l of autcl,k]ticslmc_] control. %he er_jine spe_]

duril_3 cyclit_j is controlled only by t/x_ operator's feet. Therefore, the

hardware required for t/1is level of noise ru_/uction coi1sists o£ two ite_:

1. An electro-pne_ttic throttle (_ntrol o_ SOl_ other fo_+1o_ gov-

ernor. Sil*u_ governors a_ usually installed ol_ II_oSt col+ipactor

trucks, except fur the [rent loaders, this r_<iuireJ_Icntwill relate

pr_+_rily to tron_ loaders. (_ovurnors are |lot usu,_l[y installs_]

ell front loaders since tilecab el;crater is _le £o c_ntrol ruth

[_le loadiz_ cycle an_]el_jiil_.• speu_].

2. A larger hydraulic _) is n_edc<J if _e sane u_cle thlle is

tu be acl*ieved with a l_er en_3ine spu_._d. [.'oh+ ux_l_le, if a 20

g_+l at L,0U0 r[_npu,p is currently used _t _n engine s[_%<l of

1800 =-_.|,then a 30 <_pl_1at 1,000 h'[4sp_Ip will be required fur

an ei_gine speed o£ L20U r[_n to achiev_ the s_l,_ voluI%_sClew

rate.

A:% ungin_ sL>ued o_ 1200 rl_*.1%taschose[* since this is typically

t/Is slo%_ust idle speed to which s _jasolin_ engine c_n Le sut and yet

noK have the ul_Jine stall duriI_g the compaction c_cle. An _n_jine which

is set £o a llo-l(mu sL)uc_ of 12[J0 rill1will lose sL2u_ to about l,UOU

6-3
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rpa when it comes under load. Typically, an engine is required to produce

20 hp, but in some cases 40 hp may be required. Most truck engines rated

at 200 hp or _ore are capable of delivering 40 hp at 1,000 rpm.

The simplest types of governors allow a substantial speed drop, as

mentioned above. More sophisticated governors, such as some of the elec-

tronic governors, permit much smaller speed losses. However, diagnos-

tic measurements show that there is no noise difference between the case

when the engine is closely regulated to 1050 r_n with or without load,

and the case when the engine is set to 1200 rpm under no load and its

speed allowed to drop under load. Accordingly, there is little to be

gained in noise control by installing the better governor. However, it

can help in preventing the engine from stalling under load.

Noise levels

Table 3-3 is Section 3 presented the mean sound levels of 45 truck-

mounted solid waste compactors. The noise generated by a power take-off

driven from an automatic transmission has been analyzed. The noise level

at 1200 r_m was 74 dBA at 7 m (as compared to 79 dBA at an engine speed

of 1800 rpm). Table 6-1 predicts the overall levels to be expected for

7 trucks which _are considered. The chassis noise level, as a function

of any noise regulation, has been combined with an assumed transmission

power take-off noise level of 74 dBA at 7 m to give the overall noise

level of the truck while cycling. An engine speed oE 1200 rpm has been

assumed for most trucks. However, on some of the larger diesel pawersd

trucks, it has been supposed that the engine can be slowed down to 1,000

rpm. With no chassis noise regulated, no truck can be quieter than 73

dBA at 7 m. ;{owever,with an 00 dBA chassis regulation, all trucks can
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T;H3LF, 6-I

OVERALL ,NOISELEVE_LSI/NDERSTAGE I OE NOISE
CONTROr, (TRANSMISSION _ = 74 _BA at 7m)

Overall Noise levels at 7 m
Chassis Rs]ulation dBA

Truck Fuel RPM Unreq. 83* 80 78 75

1 Diesel 1200 82 77 76 75 75

2 Diesel 1000 82 77.5 76 75.5 74.5

3 Diesel 1200 80 76.5 75 75 74.5

4 Diesel 1000 81 77.5 76 75.5 74,5

5 'Diesel 1000 79.5 77.5 76 75.5 74.5

6 Diesel 1200 80 77 75.5 75 74.5

7 Gasoline 1200 78 78 74.5 74.5 74

*This assumes actual truck-noise level 2.5 dB below regulatoL-ylevel

Source: Reference. 6-I.
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meek a 76 dBA noise level at 7 m. Figure 6-i illustrates further these

quieted noise levels based on different chassis regulations. More recent

information submitted by chassis manufacturers essentially corroborahes

these data (Ref. 6-3 and 6-4).

Four trucks were measured which incorporated this noise control method.

They all met a noise level of 76 dBA at 7 m. Three of the trucks were

gasoline powered and operated with engine speeds of 1200 rpm or less. Ihese

three were all rear loaders. One diesel-po_ered side loader also met this

nolse level, but it smployed a front power take-off instead of the noisier

transmission power take-off. In addition, this engine was only operated at

900 rpm during its compaction cycle.

Fuel savln@s

One consequence of the lower engine speed daring cycling is that the

truck engine will consume less fuel. These savings come about because

the engine has to do less _mrk overcoming internal friction, even though

it develops the same power externally. Estimates have been made for the

fuel savings to be expected for both diesel and gasoline engines, which

are rated at 200 hp yet are only developing 20 to 40 hp during cycling.

TABLE 6-2

FHEL SAVINGS DUE '90 REDUCED E_GINE rpm

Rated Utilized Standard Reduced Fuel Savings

Engine hp _ hp rpm _rpm _al/hr

Gasoline 200 20 1800 1200 0.33

Diesel 200 20 1500 1000 0.55

Source: Reference 6-1.
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The fuel savings are larger on diesel engines than on gasoline

engines because the former have more internal friction. If we suppose

that the trucks are cycling 25 percent of the time for an B-hour day,

then the fuel savings are 2/3 ga] ]on/day on a gasoline po%.mredtruck and

1 gallonday on a diesel powered truck;

Conclusions

A noise level o_ 76 dSA at 7 m can be achieved for a refuse collection

vehicle primarily by slowing the engine down to 1200 rpm or less.

This requires an automatic engine throttle control which exists on Lnost

compactor trucks at present, except for front loaders. In these cases,

an automatic throttle limit will be required. In order to retain the

productivity of the truck, a larger hydraulic pump is needed for these

lower engine speeds. An overall noise level of 76 dBA at 7 m can be

achieved during the compaction cycle only when this noise reduction

measure is used on a chassis which has been quieted to some extent.

STAGE 2 - ENGINE SPEED REDUCTI_I AND R_DESIGN OR ELIMINATION OF
THE TRANSMISSION P_O

In order to reduce the noise of c_pactlng garbage trucks below

that of Stage I, the pOwer take-off noise must be_ reduced in addition to

:educing the speed of the engine. Under Stage i, the overall noise was

dominated by the transmission power take-off gear at 74 dBA. There does

nee appear to be any simple way to reduce this noise, which is the source

of _ne whine heard from compacting garbage trucks. Previously, it was

found that vibrations from the gears were transmitted quite extensively

throughout the truck chassis. Thus, large areas of the chassis and trans-
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mission as well as the P_] would have to be wrapped with sound deadening

material if this were to be selected as a means of reducing the noise.

Therefore, enclosing it in a sound absorbing enclosure is not considered

to be _ practical means of reducing P_D noise.

One manufacturer of automatic transmissions for trucks is currently

researching the source and means of reducing the noise from hransmission

P'fos. Since the tooth design of the Fro goes "backover 40 years and is

very stubby by modern standards, they are considering a finer tooth

design or helical gear teeth with the prospect of generating less noise.

HOWever, ac this time it is not known what the outcome of this study will

be, nor how much noise reduction is possible by redesign of the FID gears.

Other types of P_3 which do not make as much noise as the conventional

transmission _ are discussed below and are illustrated in Figure 6-2.

Front power Take-off

One SUCh quieter ix_er take-off which has been tried by a number of

manufacturers is the "Front Power Take-off." This takes the power from

the Eront end of the engine crankshaft. A double-jointed shaft couples

the crankshaft with the hydraulic pump which is installed on the front

bumper of the truck. This arrangement is similar to that employed on

cement mixer trucks. On diesel engines, the drive can be direct, but

on gasoline engines, which can rotate at up to 4,000 rfan,a clutch must

be installed between the engine and pump in order to prevent the pump

from overspeoding. Most hydraulic pumps cannot be driven above approxi-

mately 2,800 r_n.

6-9
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Company _,reported that they had reliability problems with an elec-

tric cl_]tchon a front pawer take-off when installed on trucks. This was

also confirmed by Company P. Hog,ever,Company G claims very good relia-

bilitv for their pneumatic--hydrat]lieclutch (Figure 6-3). This clutch

eomss in several gear ratios: 0.5, 0.75, 1.0 as_ 1.25. One eanpactor

truck manufaet_irersays that he prefecs the 0.75:1 ratio with the pump

running at only 75 percent of engine speed. This would still prevent the

mamp from overspeeding should the clutch be engaged with the engine at

all but the highest r_n. Electric interlocks can be installed to prevent

pump overspeeding and are sL]pDliedby Company H. This will disconnect

the pump should the engine exceed a certain p_eset r_n.

Front Dower take-ells have been used on front, rear, and side loaders.

There do not appear to be any inherent problems in the use of front V_)s.

Even the clearance problem.son front loaders due to the mounting of the

numo on the front bumper can be overeof_ by lengthening the loading arms.

One major msnufacturer, Company I, offered front po_r take-ells on

_Aeir "quieted" trucks.

A oroblem with a front power take-off is that the drive shaft has

to pass _Jlroughthe radiator. This generally requires either the rais-

ing of the radiator for clearance, or cutting a hole in t_e radiator for

the drive shaft. .Sometruck manufacturers do offer front-mounts1 P59

options on their _edium trucks. Company J offers a front _3 option on

two of its lines of trucks. However, it is called a "Limited Prc_ue-

tlon Option" which regulres a long lead time and special tooling charges.

Company _ and Company _ (private o_uni_.ation) are also planning to

offer a front FID option on so_neof their rhodiumtrucks.
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FIGURE 6-3

FRONT POWER TAKE-OFF

Source: Reference 6-I.
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Flywheel POwer Take-off

An alternative type of power take-off which has been used success-

fully is the "Flywheel POwer Take-off" (Figure 6-4). This is a VID

inse_ed between the engine crankcase and transmission. It is about

8-1/2 inches long and weighs 180 ibs. It is currently available only

on Company L engines. This P_D did not make any noise that could be

discerned from the chassis noise on the trucks that were measured. There

was no whine of the PTO gears as with transmission PTOs. This ispre-

sumably because the gears are all counted in one integral housingand

are correctly aligned. Thus, a compactor truck manufacturer who employs

a Company L chassis need not employ any special hardware to achieveStage

2 quieting other than to employ a quieted version of the chassisand

regulate the engine speed, during compaction, by the engine's own governor.

Company K has also supplied a flywheel power take-off on a numberof

their chassis. It is not currently available, hut they have supplied

it on Company M gasoline engines and Company _ diesel engines. They have

used a toothed belt, driven off the engine flywheel, to drive the hydraulic

pump. This appears to be a very reliable system and has been in service

in San Francisco for over eighteen months.

Noise Levels

A direct drive P_O does not, of itself, make any significant noise.

If the FIn is geared, then it may make some noise; but since the gears

are a modern design and are incorporated in an integral housing, they

are not expected to make any significant noise. The main source of
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FIGUHE 6-4

FLk_IE._LILWER TAKE-OFF

Source: Reference 6-1.
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noise comes frc_ the chassis, with some from the hydraulic pump. In

the diagnostic study, the noise level o6 a Company 0 pump at 1,000 rpo

was 64 dEA at 7 m.

Table 6-3 shows the predicted overall noise levels of vehicles with
)

unregulated and regulated chassis. The unregulated vehicles are all well

over 75 dBA at 7 m, but under an 80 dBA chassis noise regulation, all

vehicles generate less than 72 d_A at 7 m, with the gasoline-powered vehicles

generating 67,5 dBA. The largest diesel engines have sufficient power that

they can be slowed down to 1,000 rpm, as was done on a company D side loader

with s Company N diesel engine. The levels are also illustrated in Figure

6-5.

The fuel savings with a front PTO and reduced engine speed are

expected to be the same as for reduced engine speed (Stage i) alone.

One truck has already been Measured with this Stage 2 noise control

treatment. This was a Company T truck with the quieted option and a

Company J gasoline engine. The noise level _asured was 69 dBA at 7 m.

Conclusions

By combining a reduction of engine s_eed to 1200 rpm or below, and

elimination or redesign of the transmission power take-off, the around

level of compactor trucks can be reduced to 72 dBA at 7 m.

STAGE 3 - STAGE 2 PLUS A QUI_r PUMP AND 75 dEA CHASSIS

;_ Under Stage 2 of noise control, the main noise sources are the

hydraulic pump, which generates 64 dPA of noise at 7 m, and the chassis.

When regulated for 80 dBA under the SAE_J366b test, the chassis gives

a noise level of less than 70 dBA at 7 m during the compaction cycle.
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TABLE 6-3

OVERALL NOISE LEVELS UNDER STAGE 20P NOISE

CONTROL (HYDRAbTJICPUMP = 64 dBA at 7 m)

Overall Noise[_vels at 7 m

ChassisRegulation(dBA)
Truck Fuel RPM Unpeg. 83 80 78 75

I Diesel 1200 81 74.5 71 70 68

2 Diesel 1000 81 75.5 72 71 68

3 Diesel 1200 80 73 70 69 67

4 Diesel 1000 80 75.5 72 70.5 68

5 Diesel 1000 78 75.5 72 77 69

6 Diesel 1200 78 74.5 71 70 67.5

7 Gasoline 1200 76 70 67.5 67.5 66

Source: Reference 6-I.

•• r
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If the truck chassis were regulated for 75 dBA under the SAE J366b

test, then the noise level would be 65 dB_ or less during the compaction _
Z

cycle. At this level, the truck chassis and hydraulic pump would generate

very similar noise levels (65 and 64 dBA at 7 rn,respectively). Further noise

reduction can now be achieved by using a quiet pump.

Quiet Pum_s

There are a number of proprietary quiet pumps on the market. One I
i

very successful design is a German patent being marketed by Company P

(Figure 6-6). This design uses an outer gear and a snaller eccentric gear

inside. The two are spaced by a cam. This type of gear pump is particu-

larly quiet. Noise levels of less than 55 dBA at 1,000 rp_ and 7 m can

be obtained. Company Q has also developed quiet versions of their vane

pumps.

An alternative ineansof quieting the pump is to enclose it. This

would require building a sheet steel box around the pump with seals

around the holes of the drive shaft and hydraulic lines. The box would

be lined on the inside with acoustic foam and would be mounted on the

chassis frame and not the pump. The pump Would be isolated from the

chassis frame to reduce vibrations. This technique should give at least

a 10 dBA reduction in noise from a standard pump.

Noise Levels

Table 6-4 predicts the expected overall noise levels of the solid

waste compactor trucks with Stage 3 noise control treatment. Signif-

icant differences from Stage 2 only occur when the Stage 3 treatment is
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Source: Reference 6-I.
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TABLE 6-4

OVERALL NOISE LEVE£_ UNDER STAGE 3 OF NO{SE

CONTROL (HYDRAULIC PU_ = 55 dBA at 7 m)

Overall Noise Levels at 7 m

Chassis Regulation (dBA)
Truck Fuel RPM Unreg. 83 80 78 75

I Diesel 1200 81 74 70 69 66.5

2 Diesel 1000 81 75 71 71 67

3 Diesel 1200 80 72.5 69 68 64.5

4 Diesel I000 80 75 71 69.5 65

5 Diesel 1000 78 75 71 70 66.5

6 Diesel 1200 78 74 70 69.5 65.5

7 Gasoline 1200 76 69 65.5 65.5 62

Source: Re£erencs 6-I.
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combined wit]1a 75 dBA chassis regulation. Then all trucks are quieter

than 67 dBA at 7 m and the gasoline powered truck is 62 dBA at 7 m. These

data are illustrated in Figure 6-7.

Auxiliary Engines

A number of c_npsetor trucks drive their hydraulic systems from

auxiliary gasoline engines mounted on the truck body, rather than using

the main truck engine. These engines are typically water cooled, four

cylinder engines that run on the sm_e fuel as the main truck engine.

They usually displace between i00 and 172 cubic inches and are con-

siderably underrated for this ._pplication. Air-cooled diesel engines

have also been used as auxiliary engines on garbage trucks.

Only one truck with an auxiliary engine was measured. It had a

Company R gasoline engine and generated 81 dBA at 7 m. These engines

are also used to drive the larger engine generator sets used in recrea-

tional vehicles and beats. Some manufacturers produce specially enclosed,

low noise engines. This is a very important selling point in the recrea-

tion industry. Noise levels as low as 66 dBA at 1 m (equivalent to 50

dBA at 7 m) have been quoted verbally by the manufacturer. This is a

very low level, and well below any noise level to which chassis powered

equipment can be quieted. Thus, it appears to be well within the state-

of-the-art to build an acoustic enclosure around a water cooled auxiliary

engine which will make it at least as quiet as any chassis powered equip-

menu. Air-cooled engines may be more difficult to quiet, however.
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60 ......
UNREG 83 80 78 75 dBA

CHASSIS REGULATION (SAE TESTS)

FIGURE 6-7

OVERALL NOISE LEVEL [_DER STAGE 3 OF NOISE CONTROL

Source: Reference 6-I.
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0uletlnq Of Impact Noise

There are a number of sourcesof _Jnpactnoises which scour during

the loading and compacting cycles. Garbage cans hit against the loading

hopper; hydraulic cylinders bottomwhile pe.rEormingthe compaction; the

container and forks of a front loaderbsnq; and container covers bang.

Although the quieting of the containers Is not strictly _ithin the scope

of a compactor noise regulation, it is pertinent here to comn_.ntbriefly

on techniques that are expected toprovide some reduction in impact

noise.

o Garbage can imDacts on rear and side l(m_derscan be minimized by

covering the edge of the loading hopper with a 1/2 inch thick

rubber strip, or by use of plastic garbage cans.

o On rear loading compactor trucks, one signiF.icantsource of noise

is _e im_ct of the hydraulle cylinders as they "bo_tc_n"at the

end of their stroke. Typically, the piston is driven to the end

str1_e.Jand a peak noise level o6of the cylinder which [t " -

approxb,ately 90-100 dBA may be observed. A cc_only used technique

to lessen the impact is to install "cushions" inside the cylinders

at the end of the stroke. Inexpensive cushions are made of

rubber, but are not very durable. A more durable mechanism is a

pin on each side of the plston,which engar_esthe hydraulic oll

exit port as _.hepiston nears the end of its stroke. This

gradually shuts off the flowof oil and slows dc_m the piston.

_igure 6-8 shows a cutaway view of a hydraulic cylinder with

these cushions installed. The cushions are standard items and
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are recx_Rmendedby tilemanufacturer for all apDlicatioss with

piston speeds is excess of 20-25 ft/min (:_nufacturer's

, literature). Company C rear loaders do not require cushions since

their cylinders do not bottan; rather, the stroke is reversc_3

electrically be_.oreit has botto_e_d. There is no evidence that

cylinder bottoming is a si,_nificantso,lrceof noise in side and

fro_%tloaders a_] therefore, these do not require cushions,

Hydraulic cushions may be raquira3 on rear loading up,specter

• trucks. There a_e two com_oting t-/finderson each truck, requir-

'_ ins a cushion at each end. Thus flourcushions would be.rec_|ir_
on

{! each truck. The hydraulic cylinders are between 3 inches and 5-1/2

i inches bore, dependin.qon the truck model.

i o Banging of a container takes place,while it is being lifted and
L_
_ dt_ped on the a_ms of the f_ont loader. One of the be.stways of

_._i reducing this noise is to o_at the container with a damping

i:l material in order boda, np its noise. In addition, sore noise

. : _ !i reduction might be obtained by coating the front loader arms with
.'%

,:_ an epoxy danping material. Although this does not pr_uce much

[, damping, it may lessen the impacts the_aelves. It is not clear,

ii however, how durable such an epoxy cx_npc_andwould be.under such

severe service.

o At tileend of a front loader cycle, the lid covering the hopper

is allowed to drop fairly rapidly and creates a large impact.

This impact can be minimized by rive_ing a i/2-inch rubber seal

around the hopper i_uth in order to cushion the impact. D_nping

of the container lid also _muld help to reduce,impact noise.
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In su,%_%_ry,there is a great deal which can he.applied to lessen

[meant noise on q_rbage trucks: hydraL|liccushions, rubhgr edgin_s or

sends, and e.oo×yor other clampingcom_ounds.

CONCLHSIi3_]_

There are three stages, or levels, of noise control which can be
r

apDlied co o_mpasting garbage truck l_gdies. The first stage is to

restrict the engine spe_edduring cycling to 1200 rp, or.less. This

reduces both engine and power take-off noise. Many rear and side loading

t_ucks already have automatic enqlne speed controls, but front loaders do

sot. These will rslulre the installation of an engine speed control.

The second stage of noise control is the quieting oE the power take-

off. Either the transmlssion power take-off can be redesigned (although

this is no= widely available now) or different types of power rake-offs can

be used. A "front ._owertake-off" is connected to the front of the

engine crankshaft. This type is quiet but requires e_ten_inq the front

bumper and a s._ecialradiator with a hole f.ort/ledrive shaft. This

radiator (with associated fan _diP.icationa) is available fr<_ns_ne truck

chassis manufacturers with some engine combinations. A "flywheel power

take-off" is available on all C_,pany L diesel engines, and Company K has

enaineered a design for Company M gasoline and Company N diesel engines

that can also be adepted to other engines. In addition, at least one

_anufactLtrerof power rake-offs is reported to be developing a new flywheel

PTO (Ref. 6-2).

The final stage of noise control is to use a quiet hydraulic pump.

There are a number of proprietary designs available.
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The use of truck compactor noise control levels must be coordinated

with truck chassis noise regulations. The noise control measures will

not be very effective by themselves unless the chassis ace also quieted.

The resulting overall noise level will then be a function of the level of

noise control for both the compactor body and the chassis.

Impact sounds can be reduced by a variety of techniques which vary

with the s_rce. The bottoming of the hydraulic cylinders can be quieted

by installing hydraulic oushlone. Areas where impacts occur with garbage

cans or container lids can be covered with rubber edgings and the noise

appropriately reduced.

REFERENCES
Section 6
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Thomas, EPA, dated February 20, 1978.
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SECfION 7

ECOtDMIC ANASYSIS

The three different noise emission standards £or truck mounted

compactor bodies are analyzed in this section from two points of view:

first, the additional costs associated with achieving each specified stage

of quieting are examined, and second, the various ecosomic impacts expected

to result from achieving each stage are pointed out. The various stages

Of quieting relate to specific options which have been considered by EPA.

COST _JALYSIS*

Estimates of the costs incurred in achieving three different stages

of quieting for compactor bodies are presented in this section. The cate-

gories of costs considered include: direct material and labor costs;

overhead costs; and, maintenance and operating costs.

Direct MateL'ialand Labor Cost Estimates

Stage i. Cost Estimates

The Stage 1 quieting technol_7 consists of governing the engine speed

eoa maximum of 1,200 revolutions per minute duL'ingthe compaction cycle.

To estimate the cost of thia treatment, the following assumptions have been

made:

i. The general design and capacity of side and rear loading

compactors are similar and it is not necessary to distinguish between

the two for costing purposes. A review of component systems (i.e.,

The msthcx_ol_y used in developing the costs in this section is
presented in Section 7 Exhibit.
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hydraulics) and discussions with manufacturers of both types of vehicles

validated this assumption.

2. The existing governors on side and rear loading vehicles can

be adjusted to achieve the desired engine speed.

3. A speed control device will have to be installed on frcnt

loading vehicles.

4. The size of the hydraulic pu_p or the gear ratio of the power

take-off unit on all three vehicle configurationswill be increased to

preserve the existing flow rates and compaction cycle times.

5. Special treatment _ill not be required to prevent tampering

with speed control ccmpenents.

The side and rear loading vehicle configurationswill require

only minimal m_difications to achieve Stage I treatment. Engine speed

controls are already standard equipment on thesevehicles since they

are necessary to operate the compaction cycle from the side or rear of

the vehicle. It is assumed that these governors can be calibrated to

1,200 L_ and are sufficiently sensitive to preventengine stalling.

Therefore, no appreciable material cost is estimated for the speed con-

trol aspects Of Stage I.

Slowing the engine speed will reduce the hydraulic flow rate

and thus slow the compaction cycle on these vehicles. To sustain pro-

ductivity, a larger hydraulic pump or a higher ratio PTO will be required.

The additional capacity needed will vary with the size of the cc,loactor

unit, but the incremental material cost for the average vehicle is

estimated to range between $200 and $300.
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The additional lal_r o_st for Stage I treat;nentof side and rear

loaders is estimated to be approxbnately $70. This amount represents

rot_jhlynine direct labor hours, which shouL_ be adequate allowance for the

minor m_ifications involved.

Stage 1 tmeabnent for front loading vehicles is more extensive than

that F.orthe other two configurations. Existing n_x_elsdo not have engine

governors since the slicedof _he engine is regulated by the driver. Th[is,

it will be necessary to install a s_ed control device along with necessary

instrt_._entstionand hardware c_%ponents. The system must maintain an

e_line speed of I,200 rp, and lock out the engine accelerator in the cab.

The cost for the governor and associated hardware will range between $300

and S500 depending upon the type of chassis and engine.

I As with the other two vehicle categories, the hydraulic pump capacity

or FrO gear ratio must be,increased to preserve conpaction cycle times.

Again, depending upon t3_esize of the pump, the additional _-_stwill range

I between $250 and $300 per unit.

_, The additional labor c_]t will vary depending on whether the engine

governor is ordered with the chassis or must be installed by the conpaetor

;i manufacturer, but it is estimated to range between $100 and $200.

ii Stage 2. Cost Estimates

z

The Stage 2 quieting teghnology consists of employing alternate

methods of power take-off (FIO) fran the engine. An EPA sponsored study

has indicated that the design of the transmission [_fOis unsuitable for

effective noise control. Two alternatives are: the flywheel PT0 end the

direct drive, crankshaft FID.
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The flywheel PTO option is effective in noise reduction but, at

the present time, is limited in availability fr_n chassis manufacturers.

Company 5 is the only manufacturer which offers the flywheel V[D as a

standard option. Some other chassis manufacturers offer the fl_vheel V_9

as a special option. An independent component manufacturer was also

identified which manufactures a flywheel PTO which can be.applied to other

makes of medium and heavy duty truck chassis.

The front mounted, direct drive, crankshaft PTO is effective in noise

reduction but is also limited in availability. Only a few truck chassis

are on the market which are designed to accommodate a front mounted power

takeToff unit and, because these have been designed prilmlrilyfor the

cement mixer market, they are much bigger and heavier than the chassis

normally used for solid waste compactors. Chassis which a_e not designed

for the front P_O must undergo extensive i[cx_ificatlonto extend the fra,re

in front and to provide clearance for the pump to crankshaft cougllng.

This makes the front PlY)an impractical alternative for front loading

trucks. Not only is the required frame extension on the front of the

vehicle too long to allow safe clearance between the container forks

and the fr_ne extension of the front loading truck, but the cab, frmne

and radiator modifications required on the cab OVer engine used with

front loaders are so extensive as to be impractical

The cost estimates for Stage 2 treatment are based on the following

assumptions."

I. Stage I noise control treatment has been impleim._nted.

2. Side and rear leedinq vehicles are again assumed to be the

same for costing purposes.
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3. The most cost effective treatment for side and rear loading

vehicles is the front mounted, crankshaft power take-off. (Some end users

may elect to purchase company L chassis with the flywheel _ option but

this would generally be a more expensive alternative and not really

imdieatlve of actual quieting c_sts.)

4. The most cost effective treatment for quieting front loading

vehicles appears to be the flywheel PrO option. _+

'_hecost associated with Stage 2 treatment for side and rear loading I

vehicles consists of three major elements: radiator f_cdificatios,frame

extension, and hydraulic system c_,ponents. Each of these cost elements is

described in the foll0_;ingparaqraphs.

The radiator modification consists o6 cstting a hole in the radiator

to provide clearance, for tiledriveshaft connecting the crankshaft to the

hydraulic puml)ass_._nblv.Most chassis manufacturers do not currently make

mc_ifications of this nature. Therefore, the compactor body manufacturers

must assume resmgnsibility for this modification. Since radiator work is a

specialized process which most compactor,manufacturers are not equipped to

handle, it is assumed that the radiator will be removed fr_n the truck

chassis _mldsent to a subcotltractorfor modification. The additional cost

ineurced in this operation will range between $150 and $250 per vehicle.

The frame extension consists of extendinq the basic frame of the

chassis by 18 inches to 24 inches to provide a front mount location for the

hydraulic p,anpassembly. It is assum_ that most compactor,body manufac-

turers will fabricate the necessary structural con_)nents in-house. The

basic t_terials required are steel ehannelr steel sheet and miscellaneous
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hardware. The cost of material required will vary acco_ding to chassis

type and size, but should not exceed $700 to $150 per unit.

The hydraulic system components consist of the hydraulic pump, clutch,

and additional hardware. A alutch is required with most direct drive

configurations to isolate the pump from the engine and prevent overspeed-

ing. A nulnberof different clutches can be purchased for this application,

including electrically, centrifugally, and pneumatically operated models.

The cost of the clutch and associated hardware will vary between $400 and

$600 per unit.

It is possible that a special tends, p_,p could be used which would

eliminate the need for the clutch.

Additional hydraulic components such as tubing, check valves, fit-

• tiDgs, etc., will be required since the hydraulic pump will be located in

front of the cab and hence further away from _he compactor body. These

components are expensive and the added cost jnaybe as high as $75 to $125

•: perunit.

The total incremental cost of materials a_d subcontract work for side

i [ and rear loading vehicles ranges between $725 and $1,125 per unit.
I
! However, an estimated $100" of this cost is offset by the fact that a power
i

i take-off unit is no longer required. The net incremental material cost is
J

,i therefore estimated to range from $625 to $1,025 per vehicle.

I

The incremental labor is estimated to be 25 to 35 man-hours per unit

' for production, assembly and checking. This is equivalent to an additional

cost of $200 to $280 pew unit.

* The cost of the power take-off unit can vary frem $75 to as high as $600
depending upon the type of transmission and the PTO features desired. This
estimate reflects the labor and ccmponent cost for installation of the most
eemmonly usc_ PTO.
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Front loading vehicles are aesum_ to r_nploythe flywheel V[D alter-

native. The incL'elnentalcost of this option from Company L is approximately

_ $915 per vehicle. This estimated cost should be representative of.the cost
fz

O_ ether alternatives which are applicable to the front load_ng <x_ifiguratlon.

i The additional labor cost associated with the flywheel Fig option

{i should be.minimal. An additional cost of $50 to $_00 has been estimated to

account 6or [_)ssibleincreases in installation and checking time.

Stage 3. Cost Estimates

[: The Stage 3 technology consists of quieting the hydraulic pump. Two

I alternative treatments are consLdered: a pump sound enclosure and a

quiet hydraullc pump.

The cost of labor and material for a pump sound enclosure is estimate:1

to range between $30 and $50 per unit and has the disadvantage of be.ing

subject to contamination _r_n leaking hydraulic fluid and being costly to

_k_intaln. However, the q,lietpump has the disadvantaqe of costinq between

S200 and $300 depending on the size and type o6 p_np used.

The estimated cost for Stage 3 treatment for all three vehicle types,

therefore, tinges between $30 and $300 assuming no additlonal labor for

installation of the quiet pum)_.

Impact Noise Cost Estimates

The technology to reduce _l_pactnoise Consists primarily of lining the

rim of the loading hopper of each vehicle type with an impact absorbing

rubber strip. An additional treatment is needed for rea_ loaders to

reduce the impact noise associated with the bott_ning and reversal of t_e

compaction ra, cylinders.
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The application of a two-inch rubber strip to the loading hopper does

not present any significant manufacturing problems. It is assumed that

manufacturers will glue or rivet the rubber to the hopper rim at a final

assembly station without any major impact on present operations.

The cost of this treatment will vary with each type of vehicle as a

function of the hopper size. Assuming an average vehicle size, it is

estimated that labor and material cost for front loaders will range between

$35 and $50 per unit. The estimated cost for side and rear loaders ranges

between $i0 and $20.

The reduction of impact noise associated with the hydraulic cylinders

of rear loaders poses a more significant problem to manufacturers. Since

most manufacturers produce their own cylinders, the need for cushioned

cylinders requires a major redesign of the component and major changes in

the production of the cylinder assembly. It is difficult to determine at

present whether manufacturers will redesign the present cylinders and

production processes, purchase the cushioned eylinders from other manufac-

turers, use rubber cushions, or seek out other means oE eliminating the

impact (i.e., using electrical limit switches).

Assuming that manufacturers elect to redesign their present cylinders,

the estimated cost will vary with the size of the cylinders and the

ability of the producer to modify the design and production prcosss.

However, once.the initial design and implementation costs are ammrtized,

it is estimated that the additional labor and material cost _or the

i_dified cylinders should not exceed $150 to $200 per compactor unit.
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Auxiliary Engine Cost Estimates

The technology proposed for quieting auxiliary er_]ineson all types oE

vehicles is to installan engine enclosure to muffle noise emissions. Two

types of.auxiliary ei_gineaare used on L_llpactors: air cooled and water

cooled.

Application of the technology to the water _,ooledengine presents no

major problems, assumingthat the enclosure is properly designed and

provides adequate venting for dissipation of engine heat. However, the

PrOl_OSedtechnology is not applicable to air a_oled engines since the

enclosure would interferewith cooling of the engine. _-sa result, the

application of the pra[_osedquieting technology will probably preclude the

use Of air cooled engineson future compactors.

The la}x)rand material c_)stof enclosing _he water cooled auxiliary

engine is estimated to be $165 to $260 per unit. The cost should be

approximately the sama for all three vehicle t_pes since all generally use

the same type and size of engine.

Overhead Cost Estimates

Manufacturing overhead costs are expected to increase in so,recost

categories such as ._ditional indirect materials (adhesives, assembly

hardware, eke.), suTm.rvision,inspection, and manufacturing technical

support (methods, standards,preduotion scheduling and control, etc.) as a

result of quieting.

These additional overhead costs shoul._not exceed 100 to 125 percent

of the incremental direct labor associated with quieting. (The existing

manufacturing overhead rate is estimated to be 200 percent of direct labor

cost.)
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General, Sales, and Administrative (GS&A) costs will also increase
l

slightly as a result of noise emission standards. These costs will arise

from two sources: the cost of planning al_ implementing the noise control

tedlnology, and the o0st of ongoing compliance with the noise standard.

The necessary planning and implementation efforts will result in

additional costs amounting to 20 to 30 percent of incremental direct

labor.

The compliance costs result primarily from product testing and record-

keeping costs. It is assumed that two types of product testing will be

required. The first type would be product verification (PV) testing by the

manufacturer to insure that initial production runs of each type of vehicle

meet noise standards. It is estimated that between 2 and 15 percent of the

units produced annually will require testing. The second type of test

would be the selective enforcement audit (SEA)which would be conducted by

EPA officials. It is expected that 50 such requests will be made within

the industry each year and that this will average out in a way that requires

each company to test an additional two percent of the units produced annually.

The cost per vehicle tested is estimated to range between $350 and $600

and the annual testing costs are assumed to be allocated over the total

number of units produced each year.

Manufacturers will also be required to maintain complete records of

test results as well as records of product sales (for the purpose of

fecal i).

The total estimated cost of both these compliance activities ranges
i

between 35 and 180 percent of incremental direct labor cost depending upon
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the eq,]i[_entcatec]o_yand level oE quieting treatment. This variability is

reflected in the estiJ_tes oE incremental G.g&Aovethead cost for each

rrea_nent level and vehicle configuration.

Maintenance and (_eratinq Cost Estimates

A_a[ntenance Costs

* Stage I

l

The .Stage I technology for side, rear, and front l_ders r_]ui_ea the I

adjustment or addition of a speed control device and installation of a larger I

hydraulic pump. Both o_ these canpeaants are relatively low maintenance
[

items. For exalnple,a fleet Of 60 trucks, representing a mix of _ront,

side, and rear loaders, showed no maintenance charges over a ten-month

period associated with the engine governor and only minimal expenses for

the hydraulic pump. Based on this historical data and an evaluation of the

quieting technology, it is estimated that no increases will occur in mainten-

ance costs for Stage I trmabJnentof side, rear:,and front loading vehicles.

Stage 2

The installation of a front mounted, direct drive hydraulic pump on

side and rear loaders will result is additional maintenance costs. It is

estimated that the clutch, which is require_ on the hyr]rauliepump to

prevent overspeeding, will require _eplacement every four years. Tileannual-

ized labor antimaterial cost for this maintenance is estimated to be.$100 to

$150 per vehicle. Some additional maintenance will also be requir_ on the

hydraulic syssem (tyPically a high maintenance,area) due to the increased

number DE c_,nonents. This added cost is estimated to be $30 to $40 per

yearpervehicle, j
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Offsetting these costs will be savings in power take-off (PTO) inainten-

ance. The standard ['DOunit presently used on c_npaetors has an expeobed

llfe of approximately three years. By eliminating this unit, the annuallze,_

maintenance savings are estimated to be $75 to $125.

The net increase in maintenance costs for side and rear loaders is

therefore estimated to be approximately $60 per year per vehicle.

Front loaders are assumed to employ the flywheel FID Option which will

require no significant increase in maintenance costs.

*Stage 3

Industry experience does not now exist for the life expectancy of the

quiet pa,p, bat it appears to perform as well as standard, conventional

units. It may, however, be more susceptible to d_,age from dirt within the

hydraulic system. Thus, it is conceivable that maintenance costs could

rise, but it is not possible at this time to quantify the potential increase.

The sound enclosure alternative will inerease maintenance costs

slightly since the life expectancy of the sound absorbing material is

limited. The film coated fiberglass, used to line ti_epump enclosure, is

susceptible to accumulations of dirt and grease as well as d_ssge fr_n

routine maintenance. Tt is, therefore, assumed that this lining will be

replaced every other year at a cost of $10 to $15 per year.

*Impact

The rubbermaterial used to ilne the loading hopper will be subject to

a high!levelof wear and damage and will probably require replacement each

year. The annual cost of this operation is estimated to be $40 to $50 for

front loadersand $75 to $20 for side and rear loaders.
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The use of cushioned cylinders on the rear loading vehicles is expected

_o have offsetting impacts on maintenance costs. The effect Of the cushion-

ing action shoul,_ reduce the amount of wear on the cylinder and thus, to

some e×_en_, p_olong the life of the com:nonent. However, the added complex-

itv of the cylinder design will lead to increased costs when the cylinders

are rebuilt. It is difficult to assess the net tradeoffs bstween these two

_acbmrs since there is little experience in the o_,_ctor industry with

cushione_ cylinders, but the net impact is not e×pected to be significant.

*Auxiliary Engines

The J_lintesance cost of the auxiliary engine is not expected to change

as a result of quieting, but solne additional im_intenance ogsts are antiei-

pat_ for replacement Of the sound enclosure lining which has a limited

life expectancy. The resulting annual increase in _lintenance cost for

replacing this lining is estimated to be $15 to $20 per vehicle.

Operating Costs

The only operating cost significantly ilnpacted by the quieting techno-

logy is fuel cost. Puel savings are projected for all vehlolss due to

the StaNe I ret_uction in _,gine spe_. Assuming that trucks are cycling

25 percent of the time, the fuel savings will ._mount to 0.08 gallons pe.r

hour for %]asoline engines and 0.13 gallons per hour for diesel engines.

The estimates reflected in Table 7-I assume that:

I. The averaqe conpactor is operated 2,200 hours [_-_ryear.

2. Fuel prices are S.50 for gasoline and $.40 for diesel.

3. _].l front l,>nders ._e diesel engine powered.

4. sixty _cent of all si,]e and rear loa,_ers are ga_Jline-poweced

engines and 40 i_ereent are diesel-powered.

J
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TABLE 7-i

ESTIMATED ANNUAL [_JITOPERATING
COST REDUCTION DUE _O FUEL ECON0_IIES

BODY TYPE A_INUALSAVINGS

Front Loader $114
Side Loader 99
Rear Loader 99

In view Of the increases in fuel prices since this analysis was per-

formed, it is apparent that the dollar savings in fuel will be greater

than that used in the analysis and consequently will provide _Ore of an

offset in operating costs than was concluded in the analysis. For example_

assuming current gasoline primes of $I.00 per gallon and diesel fuel prices

of $.90 per gallon, the annualized cost (the stream of fixed annual payments

needed to cover the discounted sum of future capital, operating and main-

tenanme costs over a pre-speeiEied period of time) of one of the regulatory

options considered is $13.4 million. This may be compared with the $21.5

million annuallmed cost estimated for that option given the original assumed

fuel prices of $.50 for gasoline and $.40 for diesel. Similar decreases in

annuallzed costs are found for other options. This result indicates that the

analysis is conservative and that the actual increase in operating costs is

likely to be lower than the estimates premented in this report.

S_[mary of Cost Estimates

The range of estimated costs for direct labor and material is su[mnar-

ized in Table 7-2 and the estimated increases in overhead expenses are

summarized in Table 7-3.

The overhead increases shown for Stage 1 treatment include the esti-

mated costs of compliance (i.e., testing and recordkeeping). These costs

are not included in the estimates of treatment beyond Stage 1 since it is

assumed that these costs will remain essentially constant in that the
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TABLE 7-2

SU_I_RY OP ESTImaTED
INCREt._NTALDIREOr LABOR AND _TERIAL COST

FOR NOISE ABAT_4E_*
(COST PER H_IT)

FrontLoader SideLoader RearLoader

Treatment High LO_ Expected []igh Low Expected High _ Expected

Stage1 $I,000 $650 $825 $ 370 $270 $ 320 $ 370 $270 $ 320
Stage 2 it015 965 990 1,305 825 1,065 1,305 825 1,065
Stage 3 300 30 165 300 30 165 300 30 165
Impact 50 35 45 20 10 15 220 160 190
Auxiliary 260 165 215 260 165 215 260 165 215
Engine

TABLE 7-3

SUI._IARyOF ESTImaTED
INCREMENTAL OVEr,HAD COSTS FOR

NOISE ABAT_45_T*

_. (COST P_s UNIT)

Front Loader Side Loader Rear Loader

Treatment High Low Expected High Low Expected _ Low Expected

Stage 1 $ 690 $285 $390 $ 335 $190 $ 215 $ 320 $175 $ 200
Stage 2 230 70 105 740 275 330 740 275 330
Stage 3 60 20 25 60 20 25 60 20 25
Impact 70 25 30 20 5 i0 330 75 150
Auxiliary 150 50 65 150 50 65 150 5D 65
Engine

*The total cost for Stages 2 and 3 are the sum o_ the preceding Stages and the
Impact Noise costs.

Source: Reference 7-1.



number of vehicles to be tested and the necessary documentation and procedures

will remain the same as the stage of quieting increases.

The total estimated cost increases associated with increasing stages of

quieting are shown in Table 7-4 and summarized in Table 7-5. The costs shown

in the table are based on the expected cost estimates for direct labor and mater-

ials and incremental overhead expenses. The cost for each level is cumulative

over the preceding levels with the exception of impact and auxiliary engine

treatments, which have not been associated with a particular treatment level.

TASLE 7-4

SUmmARY OF 'R3_ALESTIMATED
COST FOR NOISE ABATEMENT*

FrontLoader SideLoader RearLoader

Treatment High L_ Expected High Low Expected Hiph Low Expected

Stage I $1,690 $ 935 $1,215 $ 705 $ 460 $ 535 $ 690 $ 445 $ 520
Stage 2 2,935 1,970 2,310 2,750 1,560 1,930 2,735 1,545 1,915
Stage 3 3,295 2,020 2,500 3,110 1,610 2,120 3,095 1,595 2,105
Impac= 120 60 75 40 15 25 550 235 340
Auxiliary 410 215 280 410 215 280 410 215 280
Engine

"These estlm_'es do not reflect estimated maintenance and operating cost changes.
The total cost for each Treatment Stage is the sum of the dollar value shown
for that Stage and the cost of Impact Noise Abatement.

Source: Reference 7-1.

J
TABLE 7-5

SU_[ARY OF TOTAL ESTI_A'I'_D
COST I_CREASES FOR

_DISE ABATEMENT

Treatment Front Loader Side Loader Rear Loader

StageI $1,215 $ 535 $ 520
Stage2 2,310 1,930 1,915
Stage3 2,500 2,120 2,105
Impact 75 25 340
Auxiliary Engine 280 280 280

Source: Table 7-4.
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The EPA cost estimates shown in Table 7-5 are compared with estimates

supplied by specific compactor body manufacturers in Table 7-6.

TABLE 7-6

f,_NUFACTURERSINPUT AHD EPA ESTIMATES

Front Loaders Sta@e i ?_t_* Stave 3

Manufacturer #I Estimate $1,o85 $2,600 $2,870

Manufacturer #2 Estimate 840 1,100 3,520

_PA Estimates:

- Expected I,215 2,31g 2,500

,_ - lllgh 1,690 2,935 3,295
- LOW 935 1,970 2,020

Rear Loaders Stage i** Sta@e 2 Stave 3

Manufacturer #i Estimates:

- RL (A) $ 775 $1,765 $1,935
- RL (9) 780 1,785 1,965
- P_L(C) 835 1,925 2,110

Manufactut'er_2 Estimate 840 i,I00 3,520

EPA Estimates:

- Expected 520 1,915 2,105
- High 690 2,735 3,095
- Low 445 1,545 1,595

_rE: - Manufacturers not identified due to the confidential
nature of the information.

- _o response received fro_._side loader manufacturers.

Source: Table 7-4 at_dReference 7-1.

I

*_]anufaeturerItlestimal:eia _>assdon a front J,ount,direct drive
pump. The EPA estimate assumes the flywheel P93 option on a
Company 5 chassis.

**Stage i: Manufacturer #i estimates include the cost of an improved
speed control device. The EPA estimates assume that the existing
engine governor is adequate.
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The [.pact of noise COntrOl t_atments or] Jraintenancs and operating

costs are summarized in the following table:

TAOLB 7-7

SUMMARY C_" INCRF24ENTAL MAINfEN_2JCE

AND OPERATING CO_S DUE TO QUI_ING ,!
(DOLLARS ['EllVEIIICLE _ER YEA{{)

Maintenance ...... _eratin_
F_nt Side Rear Frent Slds Rear

Treatment Loader Loader Loader Loader Loader Loader

Stage1 $ 0 $ 0 $ O $ -114 $ -99 $ -99
Stage 2 0 60 60 -114 -99 -99

Stage 3 I0-15 10-15 [0-15 -114 -99 -99
/mpact 40-50 15-20 15-20
Auxiliary 15-20 15-20 15-20

Source: Reference 7-i.

Lead Ti_e for I_)le_entatiou

The lead time associated with implementation o£ quieting technology

'for compactor bodies is menser4atlvely esti,_ted at 12 to 18 inonths. With

a few minor e_ceptions, the co_npactsr technolcxly affects only the _DuqI:ing

operation of the compactor assembly on the chassis. _le [,pact on the

production and assembly operations is negligible. In addition, the

i i components affected by the technology are primarily purchased ite_ which

are z_adily available f_n suppliem. Thevefore, 12 to 18 months should be

sufficient for the requi_d engineering and n_rketing efforts and Eor

depleting present inventories and building new ones.

EC(_dfMIC IMPACT

Int roduction

This section describes the estimated eCOnomic impacts of the

adogtion of three different noise treatment stages.

Market and total industry impacts are considerRd first, then the

implications of these impacts are correlated with other factors and analyzed

,to identify specific impacts regarding individual firms or groups of fi_i_.

7-18
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Imoact L"ramework

Anal'f_[_ c_ffinEor_la_.ionobta[_'1 fc_n _nuffaotllrers, r;_ m_terial _rld

._nt_nt _iii)i_lie.r_F _i_t_ibub_c_t al_d _.nrl_Isecs ha_ e_tabl[sh_] a [_L'oI_-_hle

eve_all fra,ne,_'Jrkfoc solid waste c_,j),_ct,_.rin_u_try_narket reaction to

adoll_.ionof th_ noise emi:_nb_n stander'de s,Jfl,Je'ited _r _t,_dy. The eleh_eSt_

of tlli_ _.a:qe_ork are:

I. '_he tot,_l _st_ to _eL_factll_e the eqLii._b1,_,will increase.

2. The ,nasufaeturers, ,_ithin their olmpstit[ve fra,_e_rork,will

pae::_ t}l[_ O_t or_ i:_ the ffO13_Off ar_ J.screa:_e[.1 tiledi.st_ibl/to_ _3cica

(].Let l_r{ee).

]. Tht, li_tcibut)r will p_ss its cost [screens On i_ the _oc,_oF. _rl

i._cre,lse in tile neqotlated price to tileen_flusel_, i

4. _ne t_,/ck-;_)unte4 eol_d waste eo_pactor end ,_ser will .hess

tile increase in his c_]u[_lmentparehase elsie on to his casto,_._rsas an

increase in tile p_ice of c_lllee_[on services provided. Fnd ss,_rs will also

iJass or_ i_crz_._;/sedcosts i_ _%le.rat[ons and _m_[nterlanee, if any. I_ tile.

ease of ,nurlieipalities, increasc_] (nets witl be _efles_ed i._increased

_lsts for the ta×oayer.

...... 5. Pinal chanqes in industry priu_s and vol,.m_n will reflect _he

ehasqes in solid waste c_n.oactor Ourehase prices and o;>-_ratln,l costs.

6. Ult[_T_teiy, tileconsl_,lerw_ll F_y :ihiqher price _.orcollection

services due to tile iacceasr_ cost resilltlnq fro_ r(._duc_.dnoise. Thi_

will he. reflected is h[0her prio}s ;)aid for the services _lhieh s_-ilize

solid w_ste co,%_actors If there are evs£-all cost redLlctiens as opl_osed

to c_)st increases fr_, tileadoption of Oo[se control techsoloqy, _>n[_ti-

tive pressures will ea_zse cost decreases to be imssed en do._m the scon_ic

chain to the consumer in the foc_lof lower prices.
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7. It is assumed that the technology aed resulting cost_ used in the

study would be the actual future technol,:gy adopted and costs incurred.

This approach is conservative because, with the f_sssage of ti.ne, new

technology at lower costs is likely to be dovelooed. Thus, the current

costs used in this study (which a_e based on an assessment of on-the-shelf

technology) are essentially an upper bound estimate.

There are several special characteristics oE the compactor hx_y

industry which should be noted in conjunction wit}] the above overall impact

framework. First, most of the larger re)lid waste compactor manufacturers

have a noise engineering staff aed are currently manufacturing quieted

products (on a special order basis at a hb]her price) while othe_ ,_.]nu-

f.acturers have no quieting eKperience. The foxier conpanins should be

better p_epared to meet the noise emission standards when they are set.

Their initial costs under the standards _9ilI probably be lower than for

those fi_ms which }]ave little or no experience in quieting their products,

if they maintain their current advantage. And, in that the co,,eactor b<x_y

market is extremely priee-conpetitlve, the prices of these larger Eirms

with quieting experience will tend to bec_ne ind,lstry prices. Firms

without quieting experience will have to ,rest the established market price

level and can be expected to absorb costs in the _orm of lower [J_sfit

margins until their costs ere in line.

Second, a truck-mounted solid waste c_n_actor is a capital qood

which provides a fl_ of pro._uctive service over a period of yearn.

Thus, first year coSt/Dries [ncreas_.s are reflected only in the [x)rt[on
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of o),paotor I_xlies masufactur_l and put in service that year. End user

a_sts will continue to rise until all the equL:_menb in ser.v[oe is quiated.

_nothec factor, to note is that, qives the c_nF_gt[tion in the industry,

mrio._ [nor.eases Car ser.vlces in the end user. markets depesd on tl]e level

of cost increases. These costs inclu_le the incr.eased pr.ice of _]ui[_nen_,

ex_m_dinur.as fo_ maintenance and operationst and r_sts associated with

dE_:r.e,_se::,if any, in Productivity fc<_n changed pe.r.&_r._nea characteristics.

Fourth, another, i,n,ooctantcoesi,_erat[on is that the purchaser views

the or.ice of a solid waste conpacb).r l_]y _s only a _action of the total

-_cic_aof an operational unit. The cos_ of the truck chass[_ and addit[enal

aceessor.ios necessary to ,,ake ,_ c,r_agleteunit can a_Dunt t,_60 peccest of

the total price. Thus, aries increases develnl_ for the o_npael:or.Ix>_y

alonE, when _riew_1 From the buyer.'s per.s[_et[ve, represent an over.estimate

off the _'x__r.cen__cice increase.

_inallv, or_npl[anae enfom._ement will focus on the final assembler ec'

,_3unter.of tl_e,.'o,%oacto.rbody onto the tr.uck chassis. This [_ a function

now rm_rfo_,_@ by distcihut:or.s _or.a_@r.osinately 30 ;_co9_It o_ the c_%_ctoc

bo,_ies sol,@. Many o6 these distr.ibutocs i_y not I>9.cay_hln of adequate

installation testinq and c_>npliance ver.ifioc_t[on when new noise standards

are Dr_nUl,laterl. This m_y place smaller distr.[burets at a cc_etit[ve

_isadvantaqe with larger and _a_r.ecal_able ,listclbutncs in the sa,ne i_ket

area and/or shi_t the installation function ur)#ar.,']to the l_ly man_|faetur.er.

_n artier,to avoi,@ olacing an excessive testing bu_.]en on distrlbutor.s who

assemble conpacI:o_ vehicles, the distributors will he }_cm[tted to rely on

the orcx]uction veciF.ication tests of the oo_;%_ctoc '._>_v,_nuf.aetum_c (f tl_e

di:_tcibutoc _aithfully follows tllnasse,,-bly iantructtons po_vided by the

_%9_,oac_oc _>_v _llanufaot_icec.
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_znam_ies

*Adjusting to a [¢nown Puture

The dyna_nics ,jssooiated with the adoption of noise emi._sion standards

reflect ecv_nonic con_litions which are r_f_what unique. In effect, the truck-

mounted solid waste co_[_aetsr end user is not responding to short-term or

unexpeot_ phenomena, but rathe_ to changes raandated for so_e_ point i_ the

future--two or three or possibly even eight or ten yesc_ away. Thus, the

r_]uirements _or adjust,nest are neither unexpeete,1 nor the result of a

gradual losq-tecrn trend. '_hey a_e definite and sc,1_lul_1, and the adjust-

ment response will r.efleet thla.

The econL_ie _npact assessmeot specifically considers this time range

of adjustments. Due to the planning hori?nn of two years or fibre fran the

datP. of prc_nulgation and the state of ex_._oEations t_lay, it is estimx_ted

that _J_eJm._joradjust,nests requir_ will be.,%nde in the first year of

enforcement. The adjustment pe_riod is ex_sted to extend beyond the first

yea_ but to be of second order significance.

*Sxtendisg the Life Of U/,quieted Equine;it

Du_ing t/_efirst year of enforcelrent, it is,anticipated that old solid

waste ccrapaetsrs not subject t_ regulation m-_yvery icell be extended in

life due to the economic alvantsges which they have over the r_re costly

compactors with noise control. These solid waste c_npactors will be phased

out of the population in future years due to increased maintenance costs as

they age physically and accumulate n_Dre hours of operation. Also, the

impact of local noise ordinances will narrow the range of applications for

the snqui,_.t_ units. Further adjusbnents will occur in the period beyond

one year due to adoption of practices which conserve the use of solid waste

compaotsrs in response to the increaser] costs.
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*Prebuying Unquieted F_luipment

There is also a dynamic problem in reflectingthe adjustJnentswhich

may occur because of rearranging the timing of purchases to avoid buying

more expensive solid waste e_spactors as long as possible. The strength of

economlc incentives for rearranging the timing of purchases will depend on

a number of factors. It will be a function of the size of the cost penalty,

constraints on sales set by manufacturing capacity, the availability of

capital funds and negative incentives caused by the possible application Of

local noise ordinances, The latter two factors restrict the amOunt of

prebuylng in relation to what end users may desiresolely on the basis of

the expected cost increases.

Some end users may replace egui_llentahead of the normal cycle in

order to purchase at lower prices before the regulation takes effect. In

this case, the stock of solid waste e_,pactors will be higher before the

regulation becc_neseffective. This will lead to a short-term drop in

sales of the more expensive quieted solid waste c_npactors until this

extra stock is worn out.

Manufacturers of solid waste compactors are not operating near their

production capacity at tliepresent time, and industryprojections indicate

a fairly constant growth in unit volume over the next several years.

Consequently, existing plant capacity should be adequate to absorb a

substantial surge of prebuying.

Extension of the life of current c¢_spactorbodiesand prebuying both

indicate the period of adjustment is likely to last longer than one year.

The amount of activity in each case is directly related to the size of the

cost penalty incurred.
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Pegulatory Sequence

The magnitude of changes caused by the enforcement of the regulation

in any one given year will tend to directly affect the impact occurring in

that year. For example, EPA'smodel predicts that s move from current

prices and noise levels directly to a Stage 2 cost for truck-mounted solid

waste compactors will result in a sharper economic impact and create

more incentives for prebuying and other rearrangements to avoid the

consequences of the regulation, rather than a stair-step type of sequence

in which Stage 2 is readied after a number of years at Stage i.

A chronological sequence of threa stages was used in this section

for initial assessment of economic impacts: Stage 1 was assumed to

be.effective on July i, 1980; Stage 2 on July i, 1982; and Stage 3 on

July I, 1985. As the effective dates have shifted, the whole chronology

of cumulative affects has also shifted.

It_ACT ASSESSf IE_

Volume Impact_

i. Purpose

The purpose of this section is to analyza the impact of the noisa

standards suggested for study on the volume of truck mounted solid waste

compactor production. Volume change is a critical occurrence since it is

reflected in other changes such as production employment, activity in

downstream channels of distribution and effects transmitted to upstream

compceenb suppliers.

2. Baseline Forecast

The baseline forecast provides a pre-regulation base of estimated future

industry activity levels, which is then related to estimated post-regulation

activity levels to detemnine the economic impacts of the regulations.
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The baseline forecast through 1993 and 1995 is presented in Tables

7-8 and 7-9. _he forecast is s composite projection of unit shi_ents

that is based on Sanufacturers' forecasts.

-It can be seen that side loader and frontloader shipments are

expected to grow fastest between 1975 and 1985. Rear loader shi_ents

are expected me decline by one percent per year over the period 1975-1985.

The growth of all three body types is expected to be 2 _rcent over

the period 1985-1995.

The projections are in marked contrast to the actual shipment growth

of sen percent per year between 1964 and 1974. This rapid growth rate

resulted, first from increasing market penetration by compactor bodies

during this period (open body collection truckswere being phased out) and

second, from the suSstantial increase in total solid wastes being collected

between 1964-1974. The latter resulted from higher consumer disposable

incomes and related purchases of more products with a larger quantity of

disposable packaging per product, the migrationof higher income families

to houses with larger yards and increases inthe quantity of yard

waste in the suburbs, end more local ordinances restricting open burning.

However, a number of other factors are expected to interact to reduce
I

the shipmen_ growth rates and to change the loadertype mix between 1975

and 1995. Front loader units are expected to increase during the first

decade (1975-1985) and level off during the second (1985-1995), due to

increased use in the commercial and multl-unit dwelling market. Side

loaders are projected to increase significantly to about a 9-percent annual

growth ra_e during the first decade and stabilizeduring the second period.

There will probably be an increased replacelnentof rear loaders by side
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TAJ]LE 7-8

,_A._F,L[N[':_]i_i_C_.qTSY YE/%R AND CO!,IPAC_%R F¢)Dy TYPE
1960-1993

BAgELI_E FORP_qT( I) ........

1980 13,700 1,600 4,100 8,000 800 7,200

1981 13,985 1,680 . 4,305 8,000 800 7,200
1982 14,2114 1,764 4,520 8,000 800 7,200
1983 14,598 1,852 4,746 8,000 800 7r200
1984 14,929 1,945 4,983 8,000 800 7t200
1985 15,275 2,042 5,_33 8,000 800 7,200

1986 15,58] 2,083 5,338 8,_60 816 7,344
1987 15,893 2,125 5,445 8,323 832 7,491

1988 16,211 2,167 5,554 8,490 849 7,641
1989 16,535 2,210 5,665 8,660 866 7,794
1990 16,866 2,255 5,778 8,833 883 7,950
1991 17,284 2,]00 5,894 9,010 901 8,109

1992 17,547 _,346 6,011 9,190 919 8,271
1993 171899 2,393 6,132 9,374 937 8,437

,_ouro._: _xhib[t IV-2 (Reference 7-1).

_,btes: (I) 'Eh[s t._ble is the detaile_ breakdown oE Exhibit

IV-2 oi" ReF.. 7-1 showing the projected est[,_tes
o_ units for each o_,%oactor body ty_._.

(2) Quieted .mits are prcduced for rear loaders'only, and
are est[,ated at 10% of. total rear loader units.

TA_L_ 7-9

CO_,I_)Sf'PE !,tAMUFAC_JREI_S' Pf<ITSCT£O_

OF UNZ'['SH_N._NPS, 1975-1985

__Average Annual Grc_th Rates

Body _ 1975-1980 1980-1985 1985-1995

FrontLoader 5% 5% 2%

Side Loader 12 5 2

Rear Loader -2 O _2_

Total 2% 2% 2%

_ource: Re6erence 7-I.
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loaders, which oEfer greater labor efficiency and lower operating costs.

Finally the use o4 rear loaders is expected to decline during the

_eriod 1975-1985 and stabilise during the second ten vest period°

These factors include the fact that the packer body market has been

fully penetrated so that future new usit sales will result Eras growth

in solid waste generation and replacement of _nits being retired.

Also, as i_Icated in Section 2 of Reference 7-I, the _rowth of total

solid wastes requiring collection is expected to be at a lower tabs. This

will be coupled with some teehnoloqlcal changes in _icker bodies that will

_esult in shiF_ests growing even slower tl_an increases in solid wastes

i generated. These changes include larqer packer hody capacity an<] compac-

tion density, particularly for municipal 61sets, ard the use of tcaesfer

stations, combined with satellite units, to make waste transport collection

I and disposal more efficient. Highway load restrictions place an upi_r

limit on packer body capacity and cof_acting density. Also, the mix oE

paekeL • bodies by type will shift toward more productive equipment. Front

loaders may be substituted for rear loaders for non-residential applica-

tions an_ side loaders may be substituted for rear leaders for residential

aoelicatlons.

The latter is euiw)orted by data presented in a recent study which are

summarizs_ is Table 7-10.
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TABLE 7-10

ON-ROUT_ PKODUCT[VI'_YAND COLLEC.PIONCt_STS

Vehicle Productiviz!_/Collestion Hours Costs
System [x_ader Crew 11o_..._ _ns/ _ _'_s/ Ho,_esT----

Number _ .-. Siz__e Cr__e_ Crewman. Crew Crew Year Term

I Side 1 107 2.5 107 2.5 $ 9.88 $ 8.29
2 Side I 56 2.0 56 2.0 15.60 8.48
3 Rear 2 53 1.3 107 2.6 11.96 9.53
4 Rear 2 58 1.5 723 3.1 11.44 8.72
5 Rear 3 35 1.I 104 3.3 20.28 12.82
6 Rea_ 3 21 .7 63 2.0 28.80 17.13
7 Side 1 84 1.2 84 1.2 19.24 13.48
8 Detachable

Contnr. 2 67 .8 138 1.7 28.52 21.15
9 Rear 3 66 1.1 200 3.3 24.96 14.67

10 Rear 2 35 .6 72 1.2 16.64 19.26
11 Rear 2 22 .6 44 1.1 24.44 18.41

qource: "Eleven Reei,_entlalPickup Systems Com_;aredfor Cost a_%d

Produetlv[ty," Kenneth A. Shuster, Sel!d Was.te._M_ana@ement,
May 1975. (Reference 7-2).

Even thou,-3hthe above systems varle_ considerably, (i.e., point of

colleetien, frequency of collection, incentive system, feeding method, and

vehicle size and type, etc.), it appears that generally, one-man crews

with side loaders are more efficient than ether collection systems. This

is further demonstrated in Table 7-_1. The importance of these effi-

ciency factors for side loaders is further enhanc_ when it is recognized

that side loaders a_e ,,osteffectively applied te eurbside collection

sygtemsr which presently acco,/ntfor 68 percent of the collention systems

in the U.S. asd which are expected to further increase in i_n_grtancsin

future years.

_t is believe_ that the value of shifmlentswill increase sc_newhat

_aeter than unit shl_nente due to increased l_dy size, prcx_uetimpr.ovements

to achieve greater _]npaetion density, aF_ other product m_if[caticns.
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TABLE 7-I I

PERCEh_fO_TM 'I_AL TIME Lr_[LIZAT(ON

Crew Crew Non-

System Crew Loader Pro_uc- Proluc-
Number Size Type tlve Ti,_._ tlve Time Total

I I Side 98.5% 1.5% 100%
2 I Side 97.2 2.8 100
3 I Side 97.6 2.4 100
4 2 Rear 63.0 37.0 100
8 2 Rear 58.3 41.7 100
6 2 Detach.

Contnr. 69.5 30.5 100
7 3 _sar 61.3 38.7 100_
8 3 Rear 58.7 41.3 100
9 3 Rear 61.0 39.0 100

Source: Reside'._tialCollection Systems,
U.S. E_vironmental Protection Agency,
(530/SW-97c.I), March, 1975, Page 24.
(Reference 7-3).

Consequently, it is estimated that the average annual real growth

in value of shipments (constant 1974 dollars) will be three pc.trent per

year between 1974 and 1985, and that unit shipments will increase at two

percent per year.

Tndustry shipment levels, which reflect these growth rates, are

shown in Table 7-12. In 1985, unit shipments are expected to be 15,000,

and the value of shipments is expected to he $173 million.

9roje_ted unit shipments for the time frame up to 1995 are needed to

evaluate the economic Ja_pa0tof a totally quieted population of solid waste

cc_,pactorbodies.
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TABLE 7-I2

I_$'_]:(,IATED/H_D PI%OJ_CTEDUNr,_ AND L_)LLAR
VOLOM_I_OF TRUCK-MOUN'fEDSOLID WASTE

C_|PACDgR L_,')DI_,1974-05*
$(MIL&rONS) - UNITS (000S)

Average Annual

Estimated Prr_ected Growth Rate
Unit Shi_nents 1974 1980 I-_ 1974-1985

Front Loader 1.2 1.6 2.0 5%
Si4e Loader 2.1 4.1 5.2 9

Rear Loader 9.0 8.0 8.0 -1

'IXTfA5 12.3 13.7 15.2 2%

Value of
Shl,t_ments $125 $149 $173 3_

g6J£6e-'-TqEn-J£_66T6ers'interviews and projections.

7--_6£f_6T6-666_E6gare in 1974 oonstant dollars.

It is shown in Section 2 of Reference 7-1 that total gross discards

of solid wastes are expected to increase 2.5 percent annually between

1980-1990. No forecast is (:urrentlyavailable beyond that thne franc.

Consequently, the 2.5 percent has been utilized as the best measure avail-

able. It is reasonable to assume, however, that technology advances will

increase the capacity per unit and offset the 2.5 percent average annual

growth estimate. Further, it is not known whethec the trade-orEs between

side and rear loaders will persist over this t_e franc. Consequently,

the projections reflected in Table 7-13 assturethat the average

annual growth rates for each body type equal two percent pe,r year.
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TABLE 7-13

PROJECTED U_IT SIIIP,_NTSOF

SOLID WASTE COMPACTOR BODIESr
1985-1995

(thousands)

AverageAnnual
Growth Rate

Body Type 1985 1990 1995 1985-1995

FrontLoader 2.0 2.2 2.4 2% I
Side Loader 5.2 5.7 6.3 2%
RearLoader 8.0 8.8 9.7 2%

Total 15.2 16.7 18.4 2%

Source: Table 7-12 and Manufacturers' interviews and projections.

3a. Pricing and Price Elasticity

Assuming a full incr_nental cost pass-along, purchasers of quieted

solid waste canpactors will be presented with price increasesa_tribut-

able to the costs of sound attenuation, c_npliance, and sn_0rcement.

Estimates oE the price increases that would result frownthesecosts are

summarized in Table 7-14. Costs related to the treatment of au×il[ary

engines are considered separately, since these treatments have not been

associated with a particular level. The estimated cost relatedto

impact noise control has been included with each of the levels.

Quieted units produced on a special order basis are also indicated

in Table 7-14. It is estimated that in 1975 ten pe.rcentof rear loaders

were shipped with quieting equipment and that the unit price increase

resulting from the quieting treatment was approximately ten pe.rcent. In

that it was not possible to relate the quieted units to a s_eific noise
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standard, the incremental price of these units is treated as a r_uctlon

in the cost to attain the EPA specified technology levels. Quieted side

or front loaders are not produced.

TABLE 7-14

_zMAT_:OAvErAG__,[s'r Prtc_.
PrRC_NTaG_mCRFA_EBY

,NORSELEVE5 AND CATBGORY

--- Stag_e__!l....... Stage 2 ___Stage 3 ..-
Cg_%_ac_or Stan- Stan- Stan-
Body Type dard Quieted dard Quieted dard Quieted

Front r_gaders 6.9% -- 12.7% -- 13.7% --
Side Loaders 7.3 -- 25.6 -- 28.0 --
Rear Losdera 7.4 -- 19.5 9.5% 21.1 11.1%

Source: Reference 7-I.

Conslderaton was also given to the costs of quieting auxiliary engine

usage on side and rear loaders, but analysis indicated that there was no

significant difference between the costs of quieting auxiliary engines and

I the costs of quieting standard units.

The expected price increases bctween noise con't_olstages for each

type of compactor body ace presented in detail in Table 7-15 and sum-

marize_ in Table 7-16.

The dyn_nics of deJm_ndvolume reaction to increas,._]solid waste

compactor prices can be expected to vary depending upon:

A. The extent of price increases.

B. The significance of equipment cost in the end user's cost struc-

ture, allcwing spe-cificconsideration to depreciation, operating costs,

maintenance COSTS, and crew prc_uetlvity.

C. The ease Of substitution Of one packer Ix_y type for another

(i.e., side loaders for rear loaders).

D. The option of renting or leasing tcuck-m0unted solid waste

c_pactors as an alternative to purchasing the equipment.
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TABLE 7-15

ESTIMATED INCRF_ENTAL PRECE BEqWEEN NOISE COnTrOL STAGF_'S_3YCOMPAC_3R BODY TYPE

F_timated Total Total Total ?ercent

Increase Stage I Stage 2 Stage 3 Change
Average P2tween Average Average Average P_.tween

Standard Units Level Price Stages Price Price Price Stages

Front Loader To 1 $18,780 $1,290 $20,070 -- -- 6.9%
I-2 1,095 $21,165 5.5
2-3 190 $21,355 0.9

Side Loader To I 7,650 560 8,210 _ -- 7.3
I-2 1,395 9,605 17.0
2-3 190 9,795 2.0

Rear Tx>3dsr To I 11,580 860 12,440 7.4
I-2 1,395 13,835 11.2
2-3 190 14,025 1.4

Quieted Units( l)

(2)
Rear Loader To I -- (2)

I-2 12,740 1,095 13,835 8.6
2-3 190 14,025 1.4

Source: F_xhibitsV-I, V-2 and V-3 (Reference 7-I).

Notes: (I) Quieted units are produced for rear loaders only.
(2) No calculation made for Stage I rear loaders since price of

quieted units exceeded estimated cost for Stage I technology.
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TABLE 7-16

PERCENT INCRF21E}ZfALPRICE
BETWEEN NOISE COntROL STAGES

Stage 1 Stage 2
C_npactor Body Type To Stage 1 to 2 to 3

Standard Unit
FrontLoader 6.9% 5.5% 0.9%
Side Loader 7.3 17.0 2.0

= RearLoader 7.4 11.2 1.4

Quieted Unit*
RearLoader ** 8.6 1.4

* Quieted front and side loaders are not manufactured.

** Quieted rear loaders are estimated to eost 10 percent more
than standard units. This amount exceeds the Stage 1 expected
increase.

Source: Table 7-15.

E. The trade-off of new equipment purchases to extending the life

of used equipment.

F. The ease of substitution of competitive solid waste collection

systems.

G. The potential for achieving greater efficiency of operation.

H. The level of imports and exports.

3b. Cost Estimates of Regulatory Options

EPA con_sideredvarious regulatory options. The options utilize

Stage i, 2, and 3 technology and their associated costs. The variable

elements in each option include: i) the year of implementation,

2) maximum noise level allowable, and 3) quieting technology.

Because the costs of quieting are dependent upon these factors, the costs

associated with these options also vary. Estimates for these options have

been developed and are summarized in Table 7-17 for the major cost elements;
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operating (or fuel) costs, maintenance costs, and equipment costs (direct

labor and materials). Table 7-18 shows the percentage cost increase needed

no achieve the required noise levels of the regulatory options, as well as

the equivalent annual cost for implementing and maintaining the noise level

of selected options.

An illustrative exanloleof the interrelationships between the various

cosu elements and possible regulatory levels is presented in terms of one of

the regulatory options considered. This option requires the noise level of

truck-counted solid waste compactor bodies to reach a maximum of 79 dBA in

1980 and 76 dBA in 1982. To achieve the 79 dBA level, Stage 2 teehnola]y is

assumed for all compactor body types. To reach the overall 76 dBA level,

there will be a 3 dBA noise reduction in the truck itself, due _o the noise

regulation which EPA has promulgated for medium and heavy duty trucks (41 FR

15538). It should be noted that the first regulatory year is 1980 and that

the revised measurement methodology has resulted in a 1 dB change in both

regulatory levels. In terms of "end-year" results, the option provides the

same benefits previously calculated and the economic analysis yields the same

results.

The costs for this regulatory option are exactly equal to those

costs needed to achieve Stage 2 technology. Using the average price

of the eeilpacnorbody, the estimated increase in price from the

baseline to Stage 2 technology for option 7 is 12.7 percent for front

loaders, 25.6 percent for side loaders and 19.5 percent for rear

loaders. On quieted rear loaders the estimated percentage price in-

crease is 9.5 percent. Estimated maintenance cost increases are small

for all co,pamtor body types. They averaged $45.00 for front
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TASTE 7-17

St_4ARY GP FUEL, MAINTENANCE AND EQUIPMENT COST
ESTIMATES ASSOCIAT_ WITH RRCPC_ED REGULATORY C_'ICNS

Option Year NTE* Treatment Body Type Fuel Cost Maintenance. ._guipment
Level Stage Increment Cost Increment Cost IncreJ_ent

$ $ $

1 1980 81 Stage 1 Fr_it Loader-114.00 45.00 1,290.00
Side Loader - 99.00 17.50 560.00
Rear Loader - 99.00 17.50 860.00

1 19_9 76 Stage 2 Front Loader -114.00 45.00 2,385.00
Side Loader - 99.00 77.50 1,955.00
Rear Loader - 99.00 77.50 2,255.00

3 1982 80 Stage 1 Front Loader-114.00 45.00 1,290.00
Side Loader - 99.00 17.50 560.00
RearLoader - 99.00 17.50 860.00

5 19_P 76 Stage 2 FrorltLoader -114.00 45.00 2,385.00
Side Loader - 99.00 77.50 1,955.00
Rear Loader - 99.00 77.50 2,255.00

7 1980 79 Stage 2 Front Loader -114.00 45.00 2,385.00
Side Loader - 99.00 77.50 1,955.00
Rear Loader - 99.0([ 77.50 2,255.00

7 19_ 76 Stage 2 Fr<_ItLoader -114.00 45.00 2,385.00
Side Loader - 99.00 77.50 1,955.00
[{earLoader - 99.00 77.50 2,255.00

a 1980 81 Stage 1 Pront Loader-114.00 45.00 1,290.00
Side Loader - 99.00 17.50 560.00
Rear Loader - 99.00 17.50 860.00

a 1982 80 Stage 1 Front Loader-114.00 45.00 1,290.00
Side Loader - 99.00 17.50 560.00
Rear Loader - 99.00 17.50 860.00

b 1980 79 Stage 2 Front Loader -114.00 45.00 2,385.00
Side Loader - 99.00 77.50 1,955.00
Rear Loader - 99.00 77.50 2,255.00

b 1982 75 Stage 3 Front Loader-114.00 57.50 2,575.00
Side Loader - 99.00 90.00 2,145.00
Rear Loader - 99.00 90.00 2,445.00

*Not to Exceed

Source: Tables 5-1, 7-5, 7-7.
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TAJ]LE 7-18

REGUtATO[_ CX'rICNSANU COST IMgAC_S

1980 19_2 Equivalsst
Annual Costs

Option No. Regulatory %Cost Increase Regulatory %Cost Increase $(Millioss)
Level Level

j, ,-__

Baseline New truck 0 t_ewtruck 0 O
83 dSA @ 80 dSA @
50feet 50feet

1 81 3.7 76 6.2* 18.9

3 (not 0 80 3.7 2.7
cegulated)

5 (not 0 76 9.9 17.5
regulated)

7 79 9.9 76 0 21.5

.q'ouroe:Table 7-15, Table 7-17, and EgA analysis. ".....

*Incremental percentage cost increase due to moving fr_, Stage 1 technology
to Stage 2 tec_mology.

loaders and $77.50 for both side and rear loaders. Fuel (operating) costs will

decrease due to the reduced engine speeds entailed in the quieted compactors.

Front loader fuel reductions are expected to be $114.00 while side and rear

loader trash compactors will have reduced fuel expenses of about $99.00 per year.

It should be noted, however, that the percentage price increases are based

on the cost of the compactor body alone, not the prices of the complete opem-

tlonal unit which also includes the truck chassis and cab. The effective per-

centage price increase cor%outedusing the total price of the operational unit

(which is the price the end user would have to pay) is significantly smaller;

about one-half of the figures for the ceapactor body alone, or about 6.4 percent

for front loaders, 22.8 percent for side loaders, and 9.8 percent for rear loaders.
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Based on price increases for the complete operational unit, the equiva-

lent annual cost for adoption of the Option 7 regulatory scenario is $21.5

million when the regulatory scenario begins in 1980. Equivalent annual costs

for the other options range from $2.7 million to $18.9 million. Quieting costs

are cogputed through 2000.

4a. Price ElasticitZ of Demand

The price elasticity* of demand is used as a measure of the reaction

of the market to a price increase. It relates the change in quantity

demanded to the change in price. The estimate of elasticity reflects

the total net interaction of the preceding factors affecting the quantity

demanded as prices change from present levels.

Background & Assumptions:

A model of the "typical" solid waste compactor body end user was

constructed to evaluate the effects of price on volume and to analyze

several other economic factors. The model represents a composite of all

end user types: large and small private contractors and municipalities.

It is surmlarizedin Table 7-19.

The analysis which foll._wsassumes that the "full flow-through" concept

is applicable to the market and the industry. Therefore, cost increases

experienced by the manufacturer will be passed down through the dlstri_tor

to the purchasing end user in the form of price increases. The price increases

will result in higher collection fees for collection services to the consumer.

* Mathematically, the price elasticity (e) of demand canbedsfined as:

e = Percenta@e Change in Quantity Demanded (q)
Percentage Change in Price (p)

e=dVq=dq.£
dp/p dp q
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The analysis also assumes thet demand For solid waste co,_ctor

Ix_dles, as an intermediate product, is less sensitive to changes in its

own price when that product represents a snail proportion of the cost

for the final product or service, de_anded (i.e., solid waste collection).

TABSE 7-19

REPRESENTATIVE SOLID WAqTE COMPAC_R

_qD USER CC_T _fRUC'DJRE _DDEL

Percent of Oper-

ExpenseCategory atin@Revenues

Equipment,m_intenance 11.8
Collectionlabor 47.5

P_uipment operation 3.7
Otherexpenses 32.6

Depreciation (collection equi;wnent) 4.4

Total exF_-nse 100.0%

Source: Reference 7-I. --.....

The rationale is that for a given level of demand for _)llection services,

the il_paet of a chanqe in compactor bcdy prices is s_111 when compared to

the total cost oE collection services and the price charged for the ser-

vloes. A relatively slnall change in the price oF. collection services

implies a relatively slnall effect on the quantity demanded of both

collection sea.vices offered and ca,pector Ix_ies. I

I
Table 7-19 shows that collection egui19mest (the ,[_jor a)mposest Of

the depreelation account) represents a s_nall fraction of total operating

expenses, less than five percent. This inehw]es truck chassis, ]x_ies

and containers. Considering that the purchaser views the price ef the

compactor body as only a portion of the total price of an o}_._cetional

,]nit (i.e., truck chassis and cab) the price increases developt_] fer
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the compactor body alone represent an overestimate of the percentage price

increase. Thus the depreciation expense for compactor bodiesalone is in

effect an even smaller portion (of total operating expenses) than the

amount noted here. Therefore, a change in the price of new compactor

bo_ies resulting fr_n noise abatement regulations has a smalleffect on the

"derived" d_nand for new compactor equipment. This enhances the ability

of the compactor body manufacturer to pass through additionalcosts

without reducing pra_uction volume significantly.

It is believed that there is a relatively low demand elasticity.

The reasons for t_is are:

A. F.quipmentcost as reflected in depreciation charges isa small

factor in the end user's total cost structure. Our model indicatesthat

these costs represent 4.4 percent of operating revenues.

8. Truck-mounted solid waste conpactors presently have a high degree

of acceptance in the industry. There are no viable omnpetitlvesystems.

C. Differential price increases between side and rear loaders

could precipitate a change in the mix of these units. At Stage _,

' tlleestimated percentage price increase of these body types is essen-

tially the same. NO change in mix attributable to this factorwould

be expected.

D. The level of imported and exE_rted conpaetor bodies will not

be affected by a price increase at Stage I, since all imported units will

be subject to the s_flenoise abatement standard and exports will not be

subjected to the noise attenuation standards.

E. Leasing of compactor bodies will not materially changedue to Stage

I price increases.
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F. The increased price for new equipment will not materially change

the trade-offs associated with buying new equipment versus extending the

life of units currsntly in 0pe_atlon.

"G. Some prebuying will occur in rssponse to higher prices.

It is estimated that the elasticity of demand for truck-maunted

co_pac_ore remains rslatively low for Stage 2 and 3 trRatment.

4b. Equivalent Annual Costs For Changes in Demand Elasticity
Estimates

To test the sensitivity of the equivalent annual costs relative

to changes in the demand elasticity for compactor bodies under noise

rsgulatic_, scenarios were developed in which widely varying demand

elasticities were used for the purpose of comparison.

The equivalent annual costs of regulation for the proposed regulatory

scenario ars $21.5 million. This scenario assumes= i) A regulatory p_Dcess

in which Stage 2 technology is adopted in 1980, 2) Cost increment estimates

used were those discussed earlier in this section, 3) Demend elasticity

of -.20.

Equivalent annual costs also were computed for assumed elasticities

of -l.O and 0. The first case implies an equal reduction in quantity

demanded for a given percentage change (increase) in price; the second

case asstunesno change in quantity demanded for s change in price (of

the magnitude discussed here.)

The equivalent annual costs of regulation assuming an elasticity Of -I.0

I are $19.8 million; assuming an elasticity of 0, the equivalent annual costs
are $21.9 million. In these two cases, the equivalent annual costs of regu-

lation vary from the original case, decreasing 7.9% or increasing 1.9%,
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respectively, from the original estimate of $21.5 million. It is concluded

from these results that the economic analysis is relatively insensitive to

the assumed value of elasticity, within the magnitude of change considered.

5. Volume Impact

Sta@e I

Estimated lead time for an orderly adoption of on-the-shelf quieting

technology has been conservatively estimated to be 12 to 18 months. The

analysis of Stage 1 economic i,paet is based on the regulation taking effect

in 1980.

Estimates Of the Stage 1 increased list prices of standard and quieted

units are presented in Table 7-20. The calculation of volume impact in all

cases is based on the cost of quieting for each category considered. A

separate calculation is made for each compactor body type and for standard

and quieted units. The volume impact is considered here in terms of the

relative increase in the price of the body alone. Analysis of the volume

imPact, taking into accoust the total vehicle, is discussed later in this

section.

Volume reductions resulting from price increases associated with Stage 1

I are estimated based on an elasticity of -.20. The original baseline forecastis presented in Table 7-8 and the expected Stage 1 decreases in demand are

shown in Table 7-21. The adjusted baseline forecast resulting from the adop-

tion of Stage i for calendar years 1980-87 are shown in Table 7-22.

Table 7-23 summarizes the estimated Stage 1 reduction in unit

volume in 1980.
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TABLE 7-20

DEVELOPMENt OF ESTIMATED PRICE ADJUSTMENTS
ASSOCIATED WITH STAGE I

NOISE _MISRION REQUIREMENTS

I STANDARDUNITS QUIETED
UNITS( I )

J

[ Average Expected Adjusted Percent Average Adjusted
Equipment List Price Average Price Price Average
Classification Price Increase List Price Increase Increase List Price

Front Loaders $18,780 $1,290 $20,070 6.9% __(2) __

SideLoaders(3)7,650 560 8,210 7.3 __(2) __

RearLoaders 11,580 860 12,440 7.4 ....

Source: Exhibits III-20 and II-6 (Reference 7-I).

Notes: (I) Cost of Stage I quieted units estimated at 10% over standard price which is
greater than Stage I price increase. No computation of percent made.

(2) Quieted front or side loaders are not manufactured.
(3) Does not include prices for products built and sold as an integral body and

chassis unit.

/•
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•%BLE 7-21

PE_ENT VOLUME DECLINE - STAGE I(I)

STANDARDUNITS QUIKTEDUNITS(2)

Percent Percent Percent Percent

Cce_aetor Price Decrease Price Decrease

Body Type Elasticity Increase in Demand Elasticity Increase in Demand

Front Loader .20 6.9% 1.4% ......

Side Loader .20 7.3 1.5 .....

Rear Loader .20 7.4 1.4 .....

Source = Exhibit V-4 (Reference 7-I).

Notes= (I) Volume i_0act is based on the cost of quieting each compactor body type
as developed in Section II (Reference 7-I)

(2) The number of quieted rear loaders produced is less than 10% of total
shipments. Quieted units are produced on an optional equipment, special
order basis only at an approximate price of 10% greater than standard
uaits. No incremental costs are expected due to applying the specified
noise abatement technology to quieted units since current price premlu_
exceeds the esti,_ted Stage I cost.

_/ABLE 7-22

ADJUSTED BASELINE FORECAST - STAGE I (1980 - 1987)

TOTAL PROJECTED
UNITS SHIppED( I) FF£NT LOADER SIDE LOADER REAR LOADER( 2)

Unit Decrease Adjusted Unit _djusted Unit Adjusted Unit Adjusted
Year frcm Baseline Baseline Decrease Baseline Decrease Baseline Decrease Baseline

1980 192 13,508 22 1,578 62 4,038 108 7,892
1981 197 13,788 24 1,656 65 4,240 100 7,892
1982 201 14,083 25 I,739 68 4,452 108 7,092
1983 205 14,393 26 1,826 71 4,675 108 7,892
1984 210 14,718 27 1,918 75 4,908 108 7,892
1985 216 15,059 29 2,013 79 5,154 108 7,892
1986 219 15,362 29 2,054 80 5,258 110 8,050
1987 224 15,669 30 2,095 82 5,363 112 8,211

Source: Exhibits IV-2, V-6, and V-7 (Reference 7-I ).

Notes: (I) Unit decrease equals the difference between baseline forecast and the baseline

as adjusted for Stage I price increases.

(2) Quieted units are not included since the estimated cost of quieted unite over
standard units is 10% and this exceeds the Stage I price increase.
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TABSE 7-23

STAGS 1 - ESTIMATED FIRST YEAR UNIT

REDUCTION FROM BASELINE FORECAST, 1980

Reduction in
Annual Volume

Compactor Body Type Units Percent

Frontloader 22 1.4%
Side loader 62 1.5

Rearloader 108 1.4

Total 192 1.4

Source: Reference 7-1.

The reduction in unit volume resulting from the adoption of the Stage 1

standard ranges from 22 to 108 unite depending on compacter body category,

and the total unit reduction is about 1.4 percent of baseline shipments.

The largest unit reduction occurs in rear loaders, and the smallest unit

reduction occurs in front loaders. Stage 1 does not reduce industry volume

below the 1979 baseline forecast shipment level.

Stage 2

The analysis of the Stage 2 economic impact is based on the regulation

taking effect in 1982. Estimates Of the list price increases associated with

the modifications necessary to achieve Stage 2 are presented in Table 7-24.

The estimated elasticities, percent price increases, and decreases is de_nd

used to calculate the Stage 2 volume i,pact are presented in Table 7-25.

The adjusted baseline forecast associated with adoption of Stage 2

for calendar years 1980-90 is shown in Table 7-26. Table 7-27 summarizes

the estimated Stage 2 reduction in unit volume in 1982 relative to the

}_ baseline volume.
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TABLE 7-24

DEVEDOPM_Tf OF ESTIMATED PRICE ADJUSTMENTS
ASSCCTATED WITH STAGE 2

NOISE E_4ISSION REOUIR_SNTS

STANDARD UNITS QUIETED UNITS( I)

Average Expected Adjusted Percent Expected Adjusted Percent
Equipment Lis_ Price List Price Price List Price
Classification Price Increase Price Increase Increase Price Increase

Front Loaders $18,780 $2,385 $21,165 12.7% _(2) __ _

Side Loaders (3) 7,650 1,955 9,605 25.6 _.(2) __ _

Rear Loaders 11,580 2,255 13,835 19.5 $1,095 $12,675 9.5%

Source: Exhibits III-20 and Ii-6 (Reference 7-I).

Notes: (I) Cost of quieted units estimated at 10% over standard price.
(2) Quieted front or side loaders are not manufactured.

(3) Does not include prices for products built and sold as an integral body and
chassis unit.

TABLE 7-25

pERCENT %DLUME DECLINE - STAGE 2( I )

STANDARD UNITS QUIETED UNITS(2)

Percent Percent Percent Percent

Co_Oactor Price Decrease Price Decrease
Body Type Elasticity Increase in Demand Elasticity Increase in Demand

Frant Loader .20 12.7% 2.5% ......

Side Loader .20 25.6 5. I .....

Rear Loader .29 19.5 3.9 .20 9.5% 1.9%

8oBrce: Exhibit V-2 (Reference 7-I).

Notes: (I) Volume impact is based on the cost of quieting each compactor body type as
developed in Section II (Reference 7-I).

(2) Quieted units are assumed to require the same technology package as
unquleted units for this level. Quieted units are priced ten percent
higher than the equivalent unquleted units.
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TABLE 7-26

ADJUSTED BASELINE FORECAST - STAGE 2 (1980 - 1990)

qDTAL PROJECTED • STANDARD QUIETED
UNITS SHIPPED(1) FRONT LOADER SIDE LOADER REAR LOADER REAR LOADER(2)

Unit Decrease Adjusted Unit Adjusted Unit Adjusted Unit Adjusted Unit Adjusted
Year from Baseline Baseline Decrease Baseline Decrease Baseline Decrease Baseline Decrease Baseline

1980 545 13,155 40 1,560 209 3,891 281 6,919 15 801
1981 558 13,427 42 1,638 220 4,085 281 6,919 15 801
1982 571 13,713 44 1,728 231 4,289 281 6,919 15 881
1983 584 14,014 46 1,886 242 4,504 281 6,919 15 801
1984 599 14,329 49 1,896 254 4,729 281 6,919 15 801

1985 614 14,661 51 1,.991 267 4,966 281 6,919 15 801
1986 626 14,955 52 2,031 272 5,066 286 7,058 16 888
1987 639 15,254 53 2,072 278 5,167 292 7,199 16 816
1988 651 15,560 54 2,113 283 5,271 298 7,343 16 833
1989 664 15,871 55 2,155 289 5,376 304 7,490 16 850
1990 672 16,194 56 2,199 295 5,483 318 7,640 17 866

Source: Exhibits IV-2, V-6, and V-9 (Reference 7-1).

Notes: (I) Unit decrease equals the difference between the baseline forecast and the baseline
as adjusted for the incremental price increase from baseline to Stage 2.

(2) Quieted units are applicable to rear loaders only and estimated at 10% of total
units.



TABLE7-27

STAGE 2 - ESTIMATED FIRST YEAR UNIT
REDUCTION FROM BASELINE FORECAST, 1982" .!

Reductionin
Annual Volume

Compactor Body Type Units Percent

Front Loaders 44 2.5%
Side Loaders 231 5.1

Rear Loaders 296 3.9

Total 571 4.0%

Source: Tables 7-8 and 7-26.

The total reduction in unit volume resulting from the adoption of a Stage 2

standard is about 4.8 percent and ranges from 44 to 296 units, depending on the

type of compactor body. The largest unit reduction occurs in the rear loader

category. The largest percentage reduction Occurs in the category of side loaders,

reflecting the higher cost of meeting a noise standard. The smallest unit and

percentage reduction occurs with front loaders. The introduction of a Stage 2

standard reduces industry volume approximately two percent below the 1981 baseline

shi_ent level. The adjusted baseline forecast _epresents a reduction of about

four percent from the average annual volume during the period 1982 to 1990.

Table 7-27 shows the volume impacts (annual volume reduction) for 1982 which

would follow from adoption of a regulatory option requiring applieaton at Stage 2

technology starting in 1980. The unit reduction in annual volume for the complete

operational unit is one-half of the figures shown in Table 7-27, e.g., total

* The unfts of vo'lum---ereduction for Stage 2 assume implementation of
that le%velexclusive of the impact oE previous levels.
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TABLE 7-28

DhArELOP_._I 'OF ESTI/,tATED PRICE P/IIUST_NTS
ASSOCIA'I_D %;I'I]_STAGE 3

I_3ISE h'_4ISSI_ |_UIJ_NTS

STA_DARD UNI_ _UI_I,]D UI_I_ (I)

Average EXpected Adjusted Percent Expect_ ;_Justed Percent
Equipment List Price List P_ics i_cice List Price

Classification Price Increase Price Increase Increase P__rice Increase

Front Loaders $18,780 $2,575 $21,355 13.7% --(2) -- --

Side LOaders(3) 7,650 2,145 9,975 28.0 _(2) -- --

_ear Loaders 11,580 2,445 14,025 21.1 $1,285 $12,U65 11.1%

SOUrCe: Exhibits III-_O add II-6 (Reference 7-1).

Notes: (i) Cost of quieted units esti,_ted at 10% over standard unit price.
(2) _uieted front or side loaders are not l_anufacLured.

(3) Does not include prices for products built and sold as an

integral body aild chassis unit.

TABLE 7-29

FEI_&T VOLU_ DECLINE - STAGE 3(1)

S'Z'A_JD_DUNITS _UIETCD _ITS (2)

Percent Percent Percent Percent

Compactor Price L_crease Price Decrease

Body _ Elasticit_ Increase in Dea%and Elasticlty Inc_-eass in Den_nd

Front Loader .20 13.7% 2.7% .....

Side Loader .20 28.0 5.6 ......

Rear Loader .20 21.1 4.2 .20 11.1% 2.2%

Source: Exhibit V-I (Reference 7-i) and EPA Contractor estimates.

Notes: (i) Volume impact is based on _*e cost of quieting for each cc_pactor body type

as developed in Section II (1{eference 7-1). %his includes a separate
calculation for each body type. I

(2) wuisted units are ass_ed to r_quire the same technoloc_y package as
unquieted units for t/_is level. Quieted units ar_ priced ten percent

, higher _an the equivalent unquieted units.
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TABLE 7-30

ADJUSTED BASELINE L_RECAST - STAGE 3 (1985 - 1993)

•OTAL PI_C_ECTED S'I'_ND_{D QUIZfED

UNITS SHIPPED(I) FRONT III_D.ER SIDE LOADER _2AR LOAD_ I_EAR LOAD_{ (2)

Unit Decrease Adjusted Unit ;_djusted Unit Adjusted Unit Adjusted Unit Adjusted
Year from Baseline Baseline Decrease Baseline D_crease Baseline Decrease Baseline Decrease Baseline

1985 668 14,607 55 1,987 293 4,940 302 6,898 18 782

1986 681 14,900 56 2,027 299 5,039 308 7,036 18 798
1987 695 15,198 57 2,068 305 5,148 315 7,176 18 814
1988 710 15,501 59 2,108 311 5,243 321 7,320 19 830

1989 723 15,812 60 2,150 317 5,348 327 7,467 19 845
1990 738 16,128 61 2,194 324 5,454 334 6,616 19 864
1991 753 16,451 62 2,238 330 5_564 341 7,768 20 881

1992 767 16,780 63 2,283 337 5,674 347 7,924 20 899
1993 783 17,116 65 2,328 343 5,789 354 8,083 21 916

Source: Exhibits IV-2, V-6, and V-ll (Reference 7-1).

Notes: (i) Unit decrease equals d_e difference between baseline forecast and the baseline

as adjusted for _/_e incremental price increase between baseline and Stage 3.

(2) Quieted units are applicable to rear loaders only and estinmted at 10% of the

total units produced.



reduction in volume for 1982 is 286 representing a 2.0 percent decline in
i

demand. Since the price of the corffpaotorbody is approximately one-half

the total price of the complete operational unit, the impacts on the completL

unit--price increases and declines in demand--are one-half oE those impacts

considered in terms of the compactor body alone.

Stage 3

The analysis of economic impact is based on Stage 3 regulations taking

effect in 1985.

Table 7-28 provides the estimated price increases relted to Stage 3 modi-

fications. The estimated elasticities, percent price increases, and decreases

in demand used to calculate Stage 3 volume impact are presented inTable 7-29.

The adjusted baseline forecast associated with the adoption of Stage 3 for

the calendar years 1985 through 1993 is shown in Table 7-30. Table 7-31 automat-

izes the estimated Stage 3 reductions in unit volume for the first year, 1985.

TABLE 7-31

STAGE 3 - ESTIMATED FIRST YEAR UNIT

REDUCTION FROM BASELINE FORECAST, 1985"

Reduction in
Annual Volume

CompactorBody T_ Units Percent

FrontLoader 55 2.7%
SideLoader 293 5.6

RearLoader 320 4.2

Total 6684.3

*The units of volume reduction for Stage 3 assume
implementation of that level exclusive of the
impact of previous levels.

Source: Tables 7-8 and 7-30.

The total reduction in unit volume resulting from adoption of Stage 3

_'i standards is approximately 4.3 percent. The decrease in projected units
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ranges from 55 to 320 units. The largest unit reduction is in the rear

loader eategety. The largest percent reduction is in side loaders. The

smallest unit decrease and percent reduction are in fr_It loaders. Intro-

duction of Stage 3 standards reduces total projected volume approximately

two percent below the 1984 baseline forecast shipment levels.

I_oacc of Prebuyin9 on Volume

The solid waste compactor body industry will be subject to some pre-

buying activity immediately prior to the effective date of each noise abate-

menc level. The time period for prebuylng is estimated at three months

to one year prior to the effective date for each noise level regulation.

The amount of prebuying is assumed to depend on three factors:

I. The amount of excess capacity Of manufacturers available to

produce compactor bodies above the baseline production level at that time.

2. The economic benefit of purchasing compactor bodies earlier

and the potential savings resulting fr_, early purchase.

3. The risk of the tec_leologyrequired to quiet the compactor

bodies as related to possible increased costs of maintenance and operation.

TABLE 7-32

ESTIMATED EXCESS PRfDHCTION CAPACITY BY
BODY TYPE IN yEAR PRICR TO REGOL_TICN

Estimated Unused as per-

cent of Total Capacity
Stage 1 Stage 2 Stage 3

CogSactor Body T_e 1978-80 1981-82 1984-85

Front Loader 9% 0 0
Side Loader 0 0 0
Rear Loader 20% 20% 20%

Source: Reference 7-I.

" Exhibit V-i3 of |%efercnce7-1 estimates unused capacity in excess of 30
percent for the years prior to each noise level regulation date. EPA
estimates this level to be excessive since some rear loader manufacturers

will shift production away frc,n rear loaders in favor of side loaders or
other nee-compactor body production.
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Estimates of the excess production capacity available in the year

prior to each effective date of the noise level regulation are summ_rized

in Table 7-32, and the prebsying anticipated in the year prior to the

effective date for each new noise standard is summarized in Table 7-33.
E

1 TABLE7-33[

ANTICIPATED PREBUYING
IN YEARS PRIOR TO EFFECTIVE DATES

(Percent Increase in Total Units
Shipped Over Baseline Forecast)

1979-80 1981-82 1984-85

FrontLoader 2% 0 0
SideLoader 0 O 0
Rear Loader 6% 25% 25%

Source: Reference 7-1.

The unused capacitywill allow prebuying to increase the 1979-80

production apptloximatelysix percent for rear loadere and two percent for

front loadere. There will be no excess capacity available to support

prebuying for side loaders. Pmebuying is not expected to exceed these

percentages, since the technology applied to attain Stage 1 noise abate-

ment has no risk involved to suggest significant increases in maintenance

and operations cost.

_he Stage 2 price increase for rear loaders is 19.5 percent (based

on the body only) above the base period price. It is expected that

all available production capacity will be utilized to accommodate

prebuying. This assumes an annual cost of capital of ten percent.

At Stage 3, the incremental price difference for rear loader

bodies is 21.1 percent. Unused capacity is available for rear loader

production and sufficient economic advantage exists to encourage a

full year of early purchasing, given an annual cost of capital of ten
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percent. As in the previous two noise stages, the technology applied to

achieve Stage 3 does not involve increased risk and is not considered a

factor in stimulating prebuying.

No adjustments to the baseline forecast or the revised baselines for the

three levels have been made to reflect prebuying. The adjusted baseline fore-

cast can be modified to reflect prebuying by adding the incremental volume

produced in the year preceding the effective date of the noise abatemer_t

standards (1979-80, 1981-82, and 1984-85). A similar reduction in the

volume of production would be necessary in the first year of each effective

noise level to compensate for prebuying. After the first year, it is

assumed that shipments will return to the adjusted baseline levels.

Summary

In sumary, the anticipated reduction in industry volume at Stage i,

estimated in terms of the compactor body alone, is relatively low (192 units).

The potential impact on volume at Stages 2 and 3 is a reduction of 571 and 668

units respectively. For the complete operational unit, the reductions could be

96, 286, and 334 units for Stages i, 2, and 3, respectively, for the first year

of regulation. The effects of respective treatment stages are not additive.

Each stage is assumed to include the units of reduction related to moving from

the prersgulstion baseline to the given treatment level. _k)vementfrom one

treatment stage to the next higher level would involve a reduction of the net

difference expected between the two stages. As previously noted, the estimated

cost of quieting based on current on-the-shelf technology represents a conser-

vative estimate. Insofar as the actual costs incurred for quieting are lower,

the resulting volume impact will be correspondingly lower.
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Resource Costs:

* Purpose and Methodology

The resources which will be used to meet each noise standaL'dare estimated

in this section, using four measures:

A. The annual increase in capital cost required by end user industries

in the first year of enforcement. This represents the additional capital,

and required to purchase the more expensive quieted units.

B. The total increase in annual costs in end user segments in the

first year of enforcement. Estimates include depreciation, cost of capital,

and operation and m_intenance costs. This represents the incremental annual

costs to own and operate the more expensive quieted units.

C. The total increase in annual costs for operation of a 100 percent

quieted population Of solid waste compactors based on a future date when

nonquieted compactorshave been phased out of the population of packer

bodies in use.

D. Equivalent annual costs (for Stage 2 only) which are defined as the

constant value of an annuity whose present value is the actual annual coat

incurred over the period of study.

The estimates of first year capital costs for end user industries

are based on the increased purchase price paid and the volume of purchases

estimated. Pricing is at the list price level. This measure represents

the additional capitalwhich must be financed by end user industries due

to the enforcement of the noise standard.

The resource cost factors included in the estimate of the total

annual cost increases for end users are:

A. Depreciation. Seven-year, straight-line depreciation of 14.3

percent per year is used. Current Internal Revenue Service guidelines

1
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allow solid waste compactors to be depreciated over a five-year period.

Mcwever, seven years is generally accepted as the average packer body

economic life. Therefore, seven years is abetter periodto use in

assessing economic impact.

B, Capital Cost. A return on investment or capital cost rate of

ten percentof the additional capital investment is used.

C. Operating Costs. _nalysls based onlndustry information indl-

caces that there will be a reduction in operating costs.

D. _intenance Costs. Maintenance cost increases associated with

the modlfleations neeessary to attain Stage 1 will be negligible.

Stages 2 and 3 are estimated to result in a slight increase in

maintenance cost.

Mid-range estimates of resource costs were developed to answer the

question: What is the annual bill society pays for quiet solid waste

packer bodies? Resource cost estimates are based on the revised base-

line forecast and the incremental resource costs from the baseline to

each respective regulatory level.

* Estimated Costs

Sta@e 1

The total increased capital cast to end user industries is esti-

mated to be $10.9 million for the first year of enforcement of the Stage

1 noise standard (Table 7-34). Incremental capital costs represent the

adjusted baseline unit forecast multiplied by the increased unit prime.

Estimated total annual cost increases in the first year for adoption

of a Stage 1 noise standard is 1980 are $1.9 million (Table 7-35).
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TAILS 7-34

TOrAL SST/_,IAT£D _'II_ST YEA},*
INCREASED CAPITA5 COSTS FOI{

END FJSER INDUSTI_IES - STAGE it 1980
$(OOOs)

InoreasedCapital Costs
Compactor Bod_ T_e Mid-Range Estimates

Front Loader $ 1,939
Side Loader 2,019
Rear Loader 6,923

Total _18,881

Source: Reference 7-1.

TABLE 7-35

TCEAL ESTIMAT_ FIRST YSAR
INCREASED AN_3AL COSI_SFOR

END USER INDUSTRIES - STAGE i, 1980
$(00Os)

Increased Capital Costs
Cos_actor Body Type Nld-lhan@eEstimates

Front Loader $ 383
Side Loader 196

Rearloadsr i,,368

Total $1,947

Source: Reference 7-1.

Sta_s 2

Increased end user capital costs are estimated at _'27.4million in the

flgst year o_ enforcement for adopting a Stage 2 noise standar,Iin 1982

(Table 7-36). A_ain, incremental capital costs are dete_nined by multiplying

i the adjusted baseline forecast unit shipmentsby the unit cost increase. ,
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TABLE 7-36

%_fAL ESTIMATED FIRST YEAR
INCREASED CAPITAL COSTS FOR

END USER INDUSTRIES - STAGE 2, 1982
$(OO0s)

Increased Capital Costs
Compactor Body Type Mid-Range Estimates

Front Loader $ 3,966
SideLoader 7,820
Rear Loader 15,645"

Total $27,431

* Cost of quieted units, $839,000 included for
rear loaders only.

Source: Reference 7-1.

Estimated total annual cost increases in the first year of enforcement

of a Stage 2 noise standard in 1982 are $6.5 million (Table 7-37).

TABLE 7-37

TOTAL ESTIMATED FIRST YEAR
_CREASED ANNHAL COSTS FOR

END USER INDUSTRICS- STAGE 2, 1982
$(O00s)

Increased Annual Costs

Compactor Body Type Mid-Ran@e Estimate

FrontLoader $ 954
SideLoader 1,852
Rear Loader 3,714

Total $6,520

Source: Reference 7-i.
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Stage 3

Stage 3 increases in capital cost are presented in Table 7-38.

TABLE 7-38

TOTAL ESTIMATED FIRST YEAR
INCREASED CAPITAL COSTS _3R

_D USER INDUSTRIES - STAGE 3, 1985
$(OOOs)

Increased Annual Costs

Compactor Body T_0e Mid-Ran@e Estimate

Front Loader $ 4,931
SideLoader 9,811
RearLoader 16,909'

$31,651

*Includes $977,000 for quieted rear loaders.

Source: Reference 7-1.

The total estimated increases in annual costs for Stage 3 are presented

in Table 7-39.

TABLE 7-39

TOTAL ESTIMATED FIRST YEAR
INCREASED ANNUAL COSTS FOR

_D USER I_DHSTRIES - STAGE 3, 1985
$(000s)

Increased Annual Costs

Compactor Body Type Mid-Range Estimates

FrontLoader $1,11g
Side Loader 2,114
Rear Loader 3,679

Total $6,903
Source: Reference 7-1.

The total annual costs (capital expenditures, operating and main-

tenance costs) for a 1O0 percent quieted compactor body population in

1993 and beyond are estimated to be $43 million.
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The equivalent annual costs represent the stream of equal annual payments

needed to cover the sum of discounted future capital and operating and mainte-

nance expenditures due to the regulation, over the time period chosen.

* Summary

Analysis of the resource costs required to quiet solid waste compactor

bodies indicates that the capital costs associated with noise control are not

insignificant, but are believed to be reasonable is the light of the environ-

mental benefits to be gained from the regulation. Total solid waste compactor

body sales were approximately $125 million in 1974. First year capital costs

are projected to be approximately $10.8 million for Stage I, $27.4 million for

Stage 2 and $31.6 million for Stage 3.

For a 100 percent quiet population at Stage 3 in 1993 and beyond, total

annual costs are estimated to be $43 million.

Equivalent annual costs are $21.5million for Stage 2 treatment.

Market Impact:

* Purpose

This section describes additional impacts anticipated from the adoption

of noise control technology,and includes consideration of beth the upstream

co,ponent suppliers and the downstream distributors and end users.

* Suppliers

General suppliers to truck-mounted solid waste compactor body manu-

facturers will not be adversely affected by the adoption of noise control

technology, mainly because all suppliers derive only a small portion of

their business from the packer body industry. The effects of quieting

solid waste compactors on the major suppliers are briefly described below:
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A. Truck Chassis Manufacturers. The major truck chassis manufac-

turers are large, financially sound companies with strong technical

capabilities. The truck chassis on which solid waste compactors are

typically mounted constitutes approximately eight (8) percent of the

heavy truck chassis market.

No meaningful change in sales volume is expected as a result of

regulation. Using an extremely conservative truck chassis shipment level

(i.e., 1975 medium and heavy duty shipments), the unit reductions associ-

ated with Stages i, 2, and 3 are .09, .27 and .31 percent respectively.

B. PID, Pualoand Valve Manufacturers. Power Take-0ff units, hydraulic

pumps and valves are the major components affected by the proposed regula-

tions. The components utilised by the solid waste compactor body industry

are standard product items, and the volume purchased by the industry is

insignificant relative to total production and sales. No significant

changes are expected.

C. Distributors.

Solid waste compactor body distribution channels and distributor

operations will not be significantly affected by the noise emission

standards. Although the definition of "manufacturers" under the Noise

Control Act includes distributorswho assemble the complete vehicle by

mounting a co_pactor body on a chassis, the regulation allows the distri-

butor to rely on the production verification testing done by the compactor

body manufacturer, if the distributor assembles the unit in conformance

with the body manufacturer's instructions. Consequently, there is

expected to be little or no emonc_ic impact on distribution due to testing

requirements.
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D. End Users

The potential impact of the regulation on end users will be reflected

in their ability to finance purchases of mew packer bodies and the

incremental annual costs to operate quieted units.

(I) Ability to Finance New Unit Purchases. End users view

the packer truck as being comprised of a packer body and truck chassis

as a unit. _he regulations under study affect only the packer body.

Consequently, the price increases reflected in this report overstate

the perceived price increase from an end user perspective. It can be

seen in Table 7-40 that the total packer truck price increases are

moderate.

TABLE 7-40

ESTIMATED TOTAL PACKER TRUCK
PRICE INCREASES BY REGULATORY LEVEL

STAGE i STAGE 2 STAGE 3
Compactor Compactor Compactor
Bodyand Bodyand Bodyand

Compactor Truck Compactor Truck Compactor Truck
Type Body Chassis Body Chassis Body Chassis
of Price Price Price Price Price Price
Loader Increase Increase* Increase Increase Increase Increase

Front 6.9% 3.5% 12.7% 6.4% 13.7% 6.9%
Side 7•3 3.7 25.6 12.8 28.0 14.0
Rear 7.4 3.7 19.5 9.8 21.1 10.6

• It is conservatively estimated that the packer body and truck chassis
individually account for 50 percent of total purchase price.

Source: Table 7-6.

It is anticipated that price increases may reduce overall demand for

packer bodies by both the private hauler and the municipality end user.

The level of reduction is reflected in the estimates of price elasticity

previously presented.
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(2) Incremental Annual Costs. Changes in dspraciation, mainten-

ance, capital cosrs and vehicle operating costs resulting from regulation

are reflected _n increased annual costs per vehicle as shown in Table

7-41. It should be noted that the total annual costs to operate a quieted

compactor vehicle are less than one percent greater than preregulation

levels for Stage i and less than 1.4 percent greater for Stages 2 and 3 for

all types of compactors.

Cost increases of this level will not be difficult to pass on to

consumers in one form of either higher cOllection rates for private

haulers or higher taxes to fund municipal collection Operations.

Impact on Solid Waste Coapactor Manufacturing Operations:

* Purpose

The purpose of this section is to evaluate the potential impacts

frcm adoption of noise standards on _mqnufacturere of solid waste conpactor

bodies.

The assembly operations in the manufacturing process are most

affected by noise abatement technology (Ref. 7-1). _asically, new

purchased components are substituted for purchased components currently

utilised. Consequently, significantly different plant and equipment

investments are not expected to result fman regulation.

Assessment of the impact of the regulation on overall industry

employment involves consideration of the expected _duetion in units

produced and the incremental labor required to integrate the new tech-

nology. These factors are considered for each regulatory level in the

following paragraphs.
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TABLE 7-41

•DTAL ANNUAL COST PER VEHICLE
FOR STAGES i, 2 AND 3

AnDual Costs Estimated Percent

Change in Total
I1_Oact Annual Equipment

Capital Depre- Mainten- Operating Mainten- Operating Cost Pe_l _
Cost clarion ance Cost Cost ance Cost Total Vehicle per Year _ '

Stage 1

Front Loader $129 $185 0 $-114 $45 $255 .58%
SideLoader 56 80 0 -99 18 64 .15
Rear Loader 86 123 0 - 99 18 137 .31

Stage 2

Front Loader _$238 $342 0 $-114 $45 $521 1.19%
Side Loader 196 280 $60 - 99 18 464 1.06
RearLoader 226 323 60 - 99 18 537 1.22

S_sge 3

Front Loader $258 $369 $13 $-114 $45 $581 1.32%
Side Loader 214 307 73 - 99 18 522 1.19
RearLoader 244 350 73 - 99 18 595 1.36

Source: Exhibits V-4, B-2 and Table III-b (Reference 7-1).

Notes: (i) Calculated by dividing the total cost for the body type by
$43,912, the average annual operations c_st per vehicle,
Exhibit B-2. (Reference 7-1).
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* Stage l .,

_otal unit reduction under Stage 1 regulation is expec_:ed to be apprc×i-

mately 1.5 percent, with a similar reduction in employment. However, this

reduction is offset by increases in employment to integrate the new technology.

The estimated number of incremental direct labor hours _equired to integrate

the new technology for each regulatory level are shown in the following table:

TABLE 7-42

ESTIMATED CURRENT AND INCP_MENTAL
DIRECT lABOR HOURS BY

REGULATORY LEVEL

Current
Unit INCRF_]SNTALDIRECT IABOR HOORS**

Direct Stage I Stage 2 Stage 3
Compactor tabor Abso- Percent Abso- Percent Abso- Percent

T_e Hours* lute Increase lute Increase lute Increase

FrontLoader 290 18 6.2% 27 9.3% 27 9.3%

SideLoader 120 9 7.5 39 32.5 39 32.5

RearLoader 180 9 5.0 39 21.7 39 21.7

Source: Reference 7-1.

Note that direct labor inputs to produce units increase from 5.0 to

7.5 percent depending upon body type. A net increase in employment is

expectedunderStage i.

I *Estimated direct labor hours were derived by utilizing the typical
manufacturer model shown in Section II (Reference7-1). Total direct

I labor costs account for 12 pero_nt of total list price. Labor hours were
calculated using $7.80 per hour.

"*Incremental direct labor hours are taken from Section II (Reference 7-1).
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* Stages 2 and 3

Reduction in demand resulting from Stage 2 regulation would produce _n

employment reduction of 2.5, 5.1 and 3.9 percent for front, side and rear

loaders, respectively, viewed from the perspective of the compactor body alone.

If viewed from the standpoint of the complete unit, employment declines result-

ing from treatment Stages i, 2, and 3 are 1.3, 2.6, and 2.0 percent, respectively.

It can be seen in Table 7-42 that these reductions are more than off-se_ by

increases in direct labor required by the new technology. The same pattern is

expected to result under Stage 3.

Foreign Trade:

* Purpose

This section covers the impact of the regulation on export and import

patterns for truck-mounted solidwaste c_npactor bodies. Noise regulations

do not apply to export products, but do apply to products imported for use

in the United States.

* Exports

Domestic solid waste compactor body manufacturers will be able to expert

quieted and unquleted products to foreign countries depending on the requirements

of the foreign market. TO the extent that some foreign markets require quiet com-

pactor bodies, domestic manufacturers will be in an improved competitive position.

We expect no negative change in compactor body export patterns to

result from regulation.

* Imports

I_ports have not significantly penetrated the United States solid waste com-

pactor body market. This indicates that U.S. producers have a net cost/technology

advantage over foreign producers. This is not expected to change as a result

ofregulation. {
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* Balance of Trade

Based on the factors reviewed above, no material impact on the balance

of trade is anticipated from setting any of the noise abatement levels.

Individual Impacts:

* Purpose

This section addresses differential impacts which may develop,

affecting a single firm or sat of firms.

* Truck-Mounted Solid Waste Compactor Body Manufacturers

The modifications necessary to meet all regulatory levels require a
:

minimum level of technical expertise in quieting technology. Small manufac-

turers may be less able to support requirements for specialized personnel than

larger companies, but the relative impact is considered minimal in view of the

technology. Further, it is believed that the lead times are adequate for com-

pliance with the impending regulations. Consequently, no differential impacts

on manufacturers of different size or mix of product offering are expected.

Disruptive Impacts-

* Purpose
::

This section assesses the potential for disruptive econcmic impacts due

to the establishment of noise standards per se. It concerns "real" world

impacts as opposed tc impacts which are a change in a forecasted future.

: With adequate lead time and appropriate planning, business management is able

_: to adjust its plans to reflect changing conditions and avoid adverse impacts

on its operations. Future over-capacity, unemployment and other adverse

conditions are avoided, through adjustments in planning.

* Assessment

The adoption of the noise emission levels suggested for study could have

the following probable effects:
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A. Stage 1 -- 1980. No disruptive impacts are indicated at this

level. Cost changes for the bodies are from 6.9 to 7.4 percent, and volume

changes are minor from baseline conditions. The eolid waste compactor body
{

industry would be expected to continue its normal growth pattern with a Stage i i
r

noise standard. No absolute unemployment would be anticipated.

B. Stage 2 -- 1982. Adoption of a Stage 2 standard could result in high

costs reflect64 in substantial price increases (12.7, 25.6 and 19.5 percent for

front, side and rear loader bodies, respectively). _his can result in an

overall four (4) percent decrease in domestic solid waste compactor body demand.

Price increases for the complete units may reach 6.4, 12.8, and 9.8 percent for

Stages i, 2, and 3, respectively. These price increases for the complete

operational unit could result in an overall two (2) percent decline in demand.

The growth pattern of the solid waste co,pactor body industry should remain

at the baseline average annual rats. No absolute unemployment is anticipated.

C. Stage 3 -- 1985. Compactor body price increases for Stage 3 can

range from 13.7 to 28.0 percent. Demand could decrease by 4.3 percent.

No absolute unemployment is anticipated and the growth of the industry

should continue at the baseline average annual rate.

Given the size of the solid waste compactor body industry, no signifi-

cant econemlc disruption to the national or a regional economy should occur

from these changes.

Summary:

In this section, the economic impact has been assessed based on

product technology modifications required by EPA. A brief summary of the

results are:

A. Compactor body prices may increase as shown in Table 7-43 and would

probably be passed on to end users.
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TABLE 7-43

SUMMARY OF ESTIMATED COMPACTOR BODY LIST PRICE INCREASES

Percent
List Price Increase

Compactor Body Type Stave 1 Stage 2 stage 3

FrontLoader 6.9% 12.7% 13.7%
Side Loader 7.3 25.6 28.0
Rear Loader 7.4 19.5 21.1
Q_ieted Rear Loader --- 9.5 Ii.i

Source: Tables 7-14, 7-15.

B. Co_oactor body unit volume will be affected as indicated helow_

TABLE 7-44

SUMMARY OF ESTIMATED FIRST YEAR UNIT
REDUCTION FROM BASELINE FORECAST

Unit Reduction

Stage 1 Stage 2 Stage 3

Compactor Body Type (1980) (1982) (1985)

Front Loader 22 44 55
Side Loader 62 231 293
Rear Loader 108 296 320

Total 192 571 668

Source: Tables 7-24, 7-28 and 7-33.

Stage 1 can result in an overall 1.4 percent decline in unit volume,

Stage 2 in an overall 4.0 percent decline in unit volume, and Stage 3 in

an overall 4.3 percent decline in unit volume.

Possible price increases and volume demand declines for the complete

operational unit are shown below in Table 7-45.
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TABLE 7-45

SU_RY OF LIST PRICE INCREASES
AND DEMAND DECLINES FOR COMPLETE

OPERATIONAL UNIT - FIRST YEAR OF REGULATION

Stage i _ Stage 2 Stage 3 -.

Percent Percent Percent
Compactor Price Unit Price Unit Price Unit

Body Type Increase Reduction Increase Reduction Increase Reduction

FrontLoader 3.5% ii 6.4% 22 6.9% 28

Side Loader 3.7% 31 12.8% 116 14.0% 146

Rear Loader 3.7% 54 9.8% 14__88 10.6% 160

Total 96 286 334

Source: Tables 7-41, 7-45.

Stage 1 can result in an overall 0.7 percent decline in unit volume,

Stage 2 in an overall 2.0 percent decline in unit volume, and Stage 3 in

an overall 2.2 percent decline in unit volume.

C. The cost of noise abatement is presented in Table 7-46.

TABLE 7-46

SUM_RY OF THE RESOURCE COSTS
ASSOCIATED WITH NOISE ABATEMENT

$(S00s)

First Year of Enforcement

Noise Standard Capital Costs Annual Costs

Stage 1 - 1980 $10,881 $1,947
Stage 2 - 1982 27,431 6,520
Stage 3 - 1985 31,651 6,903

Source: Reference 7-1.
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The cost of noise attenuation is not insignificant in relation to the

total 1974 dollar volume of the solid waste compactor body market of

approximately $125 million.

D. There should be little effect on upstream component suppliers,

or downstream distributors or end users.

E. There should be no effect on factory operations at any of the

regulatory levels.

F. No absolute unemployment is expected to occur at any of the

regulatory levels.

G. No changes in import and expert patterns should occur because

of noise regulations.

H. 5;0manufacturers are likely to withdraw from the solid waste

compactor body market as a result of regulation.

I. There are no expected disruptive impacts from adoption of noise
I

standards.
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SECTIEN 7 EXHIBIT

METHCDOLOGY FOR DEVELOPMENT
OF C_ ESTIMATES

The methodology used to develop cost estates for applying noise

abatement technology is described in this Exhibit.

METHCDOLOGY

The approach used to estimate the costs of applying noise abatement

technology is summarized below:

i. Conducted plant visits.

2. Collected published data relating to manufacturers' cost structure.

3. Identified costs expected to be affected by noise regulation.

4. Collected component cost data from suppliers, manufacturers

and end-users.

5. Utilized industrial engineering analysis of preduction and in-

use changes.

16. Analyzed changes in overhead expenses.

7. Formulated the profile of a typical company and developed the

overall estimated cost and charges resulting from noise regulation.

Plant Visits

The plants of several manufactumama of truck-mounted solid waste compac-

tor bodies were visited in order to obtain an understanding of the production

process, the level of vertical integration in manufacturing major cc_ponents,

and the nature of other products being made at these plants.

The basic manufacturing process for c_,ioactorsis similar among the

manufacturare, although a wide variation appears to exist in the technical

sophistication of the process. In geseral, compactors are manufactured is

the following sequence:
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i. Purchased sheet steel is cut to size using shears and torch-

burning equipment. (One manufacturer purchases coil stock, which

is more economical, and shears the coil sheet to size).

2. The cut-outs ate formed and machined to final specifications.

3. The basic body parts are kitted and moved to the first assembly

station where they are placed in assembly fixtures and spot welded.

4. Dimensions and tolerances are checked and welding of the body

is oonpleted.

5. Welds are ground down and checked for quality.

6. The balance of the compactor components, including the hydreulic

system, are assembled onto the body.

7. The body is moved to the paint shop for prime and top coats.

8. The completed body is inspected (and reworked if necessary) and

then moved into storage or to the mounting area.

9. The compactor bodies are lifted onto the truck chassis and secured.

Hydraulic and control systems ate installed, and the completed unit

inspected prior to shipment.

Some of the individual characteristics of compactor manufacturers are

discussed in ,ore depth subsequently.

Manufacturers' Cost Structure

An overall estimate of nanufaeturer cost structure was constructed

from data fr_n the 1972 Census of Manufacturers and Dun & Bradstrset,

Analytical Financial Reports for selected companies. The Agency's

own experience with the operating ratios of similar industries was also

utilized in this analysis. A representative cost structure for the

industry is sho_n in the following table:

[
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TASLE 7-47

REPRESENTATIVE SOLID WASTE
COMPACTOR MANUFACTURER COST AND

pROFIT STRUCTURE

Net Percent of
Element SalesRevenue

Direct Material 44%
Direct Labor 12

Manufacturing Overhead 24
Total Cost of Goods 80%

General, Sales, and
Administrative 13

Profit 7
Total 100%

Source: Reference 7-1.

Impacted Costs

The nature of costs expected to be impacted by noise regulation are

specified below in accordance with the sequence in the production process:

i. Planning. %11e planning effort associated with noise control is a

one-time overhead cost consisting of preliminary design and review in the [
I

functional areas of engineering, marketing, and data processing. The

engineering effort generally includes:

a. A review and possible redesign of affected components

and ayste,_.
b. Testing of prototype vehicles to assure desired results.
c. A review of manufacturing facilities, layout, equipment,

tooling, etc., to insure optimal manufacturing practices.

The marketing effort consists of a review of sales and technical

literature, updating of training programs, and evaluations of warranty and

other policies. The data processing effort includes design or modification

of manufacturing support systems required by process changes.

2. Implementation. Implementation of the noise control technology is

a one-tlme overhead cost incurred as a result of location of sources of mate-

rial, tooling and equipment acquisition, production facility changes, hiring
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and training, management information system nmdificetions, and marketing

changes.

3. Production. The production cost represents an ongoing increlren-

tal cost associated with each unit produced. It is comprised of direct

J
labor and direct material costs. The direct labor cost reflects the

additional time required to manufacture and/or assemble quieting components.

It also includes the cost of any additional production checking or inspec-

tions. The direct material cost reflects the cost of additional raw

materials and components or the cost increase over existing levels.

4. Enforcement/Compliance. The enforcement/compliance costs repre-

sent as on-going overhead cost related to product warranty and anticipated

EPA requirements related to testing and recordkeeping. Additional warranty

costs may result if the noise control technology reduces the coi_ponentlife

and/or reliability of the equipment. Testing costs include sound measure-

ment equipment and the cost of administering tests. Recordkceping costs

relate to the need to maintain test data for product verification and '

selective enforcementaudits.

Overhead Expense

Overhead is broken down into two areas: manufacturing overhead; and,

general, sales, and administrative (GS&A) overhead. Overhead costs are

usually allocated to a product as a percentage of the direct labor cost.

As indicated in Table 7-47, manufacturing overhead is estimated to be 200

percent (24/12) of direct labor and GS&A is estimated to be an additional

108 percent (13/12)of direct labor. It is likely that the application of

noise control technology will result in some increases in overhead cost, but

it is unlikely that the increase will be as large as that derived by applying

the existing rates to the additional labor cost resulting from the quieting

technology.
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CO4PAN¥ PROFILE

The typical company developed for the purposes of estimating co_ts does

not representan existing manufacturer, but instead reflects a composite of

firms in the industry. _he composite is based on an evaluation of the indus-

try in teems of prnduetion rates, manufacturing processes, and estimated cost

and profit structure. The following paragraphs describe the general and spe-

cific assumptions on which the typical company is based, and the factors used

to estimate the cost of noise control technology.

(a) Background and General AssumLotions

_e general manufacturing process for truck-mounted solid waste compactor

bodies is described in Section 2 (Ref. 7-1). _lile the basic process is

essentially the same for all manufacturers, there are some variations in the

mathods of Operation. The following paragraphs describe the differences among

manufacLurers noted in terms of manufacturing _ethods and technology, product

mix, production rates, and level of vertical integration.
J

The differences in manufacturing methods and technology are _ost

pronounced in the areas of physical plant, tooling, and equipment sophisti-

cation. These differences are characterized in the following company

profiles. One manufacturer has a large, modern plant, a large number of

technologically advanced, numerical control machines, and sophisticated

assembly jigs and fixtures. A second manufacturer also has a ,Ddern

plant, but does not have as much state-of-the-art equipment as the first.

The third manufacturer has a very old and generally run down facility,

does not appear to have any numerical control equipment, and uses

relativelyunsophisticated jigs and fixtures in the assembly process.
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Alth0ugh the range of labor intensive to capital intensive manufacturers

is considerable, the Agency concluded that the proposed noise control teah-

nolngy would not have a significant impact on either existing manufacturing

cperetions or labor. Therefore, the regulation should not result in unique

cost advantages to either the labor intensive or the capital intensive

/ranufscturer.

Differenceswere also noted in production rates. Some manufacturers

produce truck-mounted compactors in sufficient volume to justify continuous

preduction lines, while others produce in inte_nittent small lots. The

proposed quieting treatment Js concentrated primarily in the mounting

operation where the compactor body is mounted on the chassis. The techno-

Ingy has little impact on the actual prDductlon of the compactor body

itself. Thus, the quieting technology does not appear to result in cost

disadvantages to either continuous or intemmittent producers.

All Of the manufacturers visited produce items other than truck-mounted

cc_pactore, including stationary compactors, dump bodies, hoists, and trash

containers. The overall product mix varies with each company. The prima_y

reason for the industry's general product mix is commonality of manufacturing

processes.

According to nanufacturers, there is very little commonality of non-

purchased components between these preducts. Thus, it was concluded that

product mix should not be a factor in the cost of applying quieting

technology.

: It appears that the make versus buy mix for the components affected

by the quieting technology is similar among manufacturers. All manufac-

turere purchase power take-off units, instrumentation and speed control
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components from the same group of vendors. In addition, most companies

purchase the hydraulic pumps used on compactors. However, it appears that

most companies produce their own hydraulic cylinders since the process is

relatively simple and the necessary equipment can be used to produce

eylindera for a wide line of products.

The impla_entation of noise standards should not significantly affect

the e_isting _ake versus buy mix. It can be assumed that those compon£,nts

presently purchased will still be purchased after quieting, and the same

type of purchase savings will be achieved. The only potential impact of

significance relates to the in-house production of hydraulic cylinders for

rear loading vehicles. If cushioned cylinders are rsquired to reduce

impact noise_ then some m_nufaotursrs may elect to purchase these items

rather than incur the expense of redesigning the cylinder and production

prDcess.

In su_l_ary, the Agency concluded that the proposed noise control

technology would not rssulu is any major changes or disruptions in the

existing patterns of operation. Consequently, the Agency developed cost

estimates for noise control technology based on the profile of a "typical"

company •

(b) Specific Agsu_otions for the T_ical Company

i. Production Rates. The estimated production levels for the

industry and estimated market share of existing companies have been presen-

ted in the economic profile phase of this study. Using this information,

the following production rates have been assumed for the typical company

manufacturing one of the throe types of equipment:
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TABLE 7-48

ESTImaTED UNIT PRODUCTION
OF ATYPICAL COMPANY

Typical
Company
Production

Manufacturers of: (units/year)

Front Loader 200
SideLoader 300
Rear Loader 400

Source: Reference 7-i.

The production rates for the typical company have been used to

estimate annualised unit cost (i.e.,annual cost/unlts per _ear = cost

per unit).

2. Cost Structure and Profitability. Manufacturers have not

divulged cost and profitability data, so it was necessary to develop estimates

based on Analytical Financial Reports (Dun and Sradstreet,Inc.), industry

statistics (1972 Census of Manufacturers),and the Agency's experience in i
J

similar industries. The following cost and profit estimates are assumed to

be representative Of the "typical"company:

TABLE 7-49

ESTIMATED COST STRUCTURE
FOR A TYPICA5 CO_ANy

Percent

Percent of Average
Cost Category of COGS* Sales Price

Direct Material 58% 44%
Direct Labor 15 12

Manufacturing Overhead 30 24
General, Sales and

Administrative -- 13
GrossProfit -- 7
Total _ _

*Cost of Goods Sold.

Source: Dun and Bradstreet, Inc., Analytical Financial Reports and
1972 Census of Manufacturers.
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This brEakdOwn shews that direct material represents the largest

cost element, and the total cost of goods sold is approximately 80 percentof

the average sales price.

3. Overhead Expenses. Based on the assumed overhead cost

structure for the typical companyt the full overhead allocation would be

308 percene of direct labor costs.** It is unlikely that quieting will

lead co overhead cost increases of this magnitude and, therefore, estinates

of the actual incremental overhead expenses for the typical conpany have

oeen developed.

**Full Overhead = [ManufacturingOverhead (24%) + GS&A (13%)j
/Direct Labor (].2t) = 308%
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SECTI(2J 8

_/dI'Y3RCEMENT

GENERA5

The .EPAenfore_nt strategy will place a l_mjor sl_are of the reslx_nsi-

bility on _]e manufacturers who will De required to _nduet _re-sale testing

to dHte_Lline _e cc_pliance of treck-rnounted solid waste col.pactors wi_ this

regulation and noise emission standards. Besides relieving EPA of an adminis-

trative burden, this approach benefits _e in_nufacturers l_ leaving their

personnel in control of many aspects of _*e complimlce pr_gr_,1 and im_x_sing

only a minimum burden on t/_eir business. '_*erefore, monitorir_j by EPA

personnel of the tests and manufacturers' actions taken in _x_._pliance wi_/_

these regulatioi1s is advisable to ensure _at _%e Administrator is provided

wi_ _le accurate test data necessary to dste_]ine whether Ule c_ipactors

distributed in c_m_erce by manufacturers are in comL_liance wi_/1 _*ese

r_gulations. AcCordingly, _e regulations provide that E[_A _nfurc_,l_nt

Officers, _%der previously promulgated and recently modified r_ulations

(40 CFR Part 205 Subpart A), are elmpowered to inspec_ reCords and facilities

in order to assure tJ_at manufacturers are carrying out _eir responsibili-

ties properly. Under a recent U.S. Suprel_e Court decision (.Marshall v.

6_ Harlnw's, Inc., 436 U.S. 307_ (1978)), such inspections i_%aybe conducted so

i_ long as (I) _e manufacturer consents Or (2) the officers have obtained a

warrant.

_]e enforcement strategy prqx_sed in t/less regulations consists of three

}i 'parts: (i) Production Verification, (2) Selective Enforceman_ Auditing, and

:' (3) In-Use Ca,lplia_ce Provisions.
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PRUDUCTIdT VERIFICATICN

F_oduction verification is testing by a manufacturer of selected early

production 1.1odelsof a configuratioI% intended for sale. 'Ale objective is to

verify that a iL_sufacturer has the requisite noise control technology in

hand to coIEIplywith _e standard at t/le tiJ_ of sale and is c_pable of

applying the technology to _e ]nanufacturing _rocess. 'lhe early production

*_odels of a configuration tested must not exceed _*e level of die standa,.-d

_ninus the noise level de_3radation factor (NLDF) before any models in that

configuration may be distributed in c(_nmerce. Any testing shall De done in

accordanc_ with t/_aprqx_sed test procedure.

Produetioa verification does not involve any formal EPA approval or

issuance of certificates subsL_uent to manufacturer testing, nor is any

extensive testing required of EPA. All testing is perfo_ned by _e manufac-

turer. |bwever, the Administrator reserves the right to be present to monitor

any test (including sin]ultaneous testing with Agency equi_Nent) or to require
ii

that a 1_mnufacturer supply the Agency with praduots for testing at EPA's Noise

Enforcameet Facility in Sands'sky, Ohio or at any st/let site the Ac_,inistrator

may find appropriate.

_*e production unit selected for testing is a product configuration. A

product configuration is defined on the basis of _J_e parameters delineated in

section 205.205-3 of the regulation. The basic par_aeters for configuration

identification include the type of truck engine, c_npactor body, conpactor

power system Or _er take-off and _%e e>d_aust orientation.

A manufacturer shall verify production products prior to sale by one of

two 1_ethcds. %]*e first method will involve testing an early production

product (intended for sale) of each configuration.
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Alternatively, production verification testing of all configurations

prcdueed by a manufacturer may not be r_uired where a ma;_ufacturer can

establi_ _at the soulld levels of sc_ne configuratioss (basu_ on tests or

on sr_3ineering jud_gnent) are consistently reDresentative of other configura-

tions. In such a case, that product which emits the highest noise level would

be the only configuration requirir_j verification testing.

qhis second me_lod allows a manufacturer, in lieu of testing products

of every configuration, to group configurations into cate<jories. A category

will be defined by basic par_neters of truck engine type, c_npsctor ty_e, and

c_llpactor power s_ystem. Again, the manufacturer may designate additional

categories based on additional paraneters of _is dloiee.

Wit/]in a category, the configuration emitting the highest A-weighted

sound pressure level at the e*_3 of the Acoustical Assurance Period is deter-

mined sit/let by testing or good engineering judgment. 'i_lemanufacturer can

t/_en satisfy t/_eproduction verification requirements for dll configurations

within _]at category by d_nonstratii1g that the loudest cosfiguL_ation co_lies

with the applicable standard minus t/_e NLDF for d]at configuration. '_liscan

eliminate the need for a substantial amount of testing, l|c_evar, it must be

emphasized that t/_e loudest configuration must be clearly identified and _]e

NLDF for eadl configuration must be reported.

_: These regulations also provide that the A_,inistrator may test products

at a manufacturer's facility using Agency equipment. '_liswill provide the

Adrldnistrator with an opportunity to detail,ins that t_e manufacturer's

test facility satisfies the require,_nts of section 205.204 and is qualified

as specified in section 205.204 to conduct the tests r_quired by _lis subl_art.

If it is deter_lined _]at _e equi_nent Or facilities are sot qualified, _e
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Administrator ;laydisqualify thela frcY_ further use for testing under this

subpaL'c. Procedures _lat are available to u_e manufacturer subsequent to

disqualification are delineated in the rsgulation.

A production verification report for a configuration inust be filed by

_ne I_anufacturer before any products of that oonfiguration ars distributed l

ill con_nerce. A proJuct configuration is considered to be production verified

wizen the ii_nufacturer has shovab based on _*s application of the noise mea-

sure*._nu _es_, that a configuration confomts to the standard, and when a

t_Nely re_x_rc _las been i_iled to EPA ir_icating that it corNplles wit/_ the

standard.

If a laanuEacturer is re]able to test dus to _eathsr c_nditioss or other

u_nditions beyo*_ his control, the production verification of a ca_ifiguration

may be delayed for a period of up to 90 consecutive days wit/_out _le iPanufac-

turer's reLjuss_ provided _lat the test is perfom_ted on the first day t/_at t/le

nmsufacturer is able and t/is]Jmnufacturs_ i_intains records of the conditions

which make testing impossible. If testincj has not L_-'gun by t/_e 45_/_ day the

manufacturer has 5 days to notify the Administrator in _'iUi|_j that the

products |lave _een distribut_ and must provide docu/_ntation of the corKlitions

which have preves_ testing. _his procedure will minimize disruptions to

,anufacturing facilities.

If a I_ansfacturer adds a new configuration to a product line or dlanges

or deviates frQn an existing _nfiguratioll widl resL)ect to any of the _r_aeters

which define a cxmfiguretion, the manufacturer inust verify t/le new configuration

either by testing u product and submittir_j data or by filing a report whid_

demonstrates verification on _%e basis of previously sublnitted data.
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Production verification is an annual requirement. However, the Adminis-

trator, upon request by a manufacturer, may permit the use of data from

previous production verification reports for specific product configurations

or categories. The considerationsthat are cited in the regulation as being

relevant to the Administrator's decision are illustrative and not exclusive.

The manufacturer can submit all data and information that he helleves will

enable the Administrator to make a reasoned decision. It must be again

emphasized that the manufacturer must request the usa of previous data. If

the manufacturer fails to do so, then all categories and configurations for

each subsequent year mast be production verified.

The manufacturer need net verify configurations at any particular point

in a year. The only requirement is that a configuration be verified prior to

distribution in co_reree. The inherent flexibility in the scheme of categori-

zation in many instances will allow a manufacturer to either verify, based on

representation, a oonfiguration that may not be produced until late in a year,

or else wait until actual productlonof that configuration to verify it.
[

: 1 If a manufacturer fails to properly verify and a configuration is found

• F not to conform with the regulations,the Administrator may issue an order

requiring the manufacturer fluceasethe distribution in commerce of products

of that configuration. The Administrator will provide the manufacturer

the opportunity for a hearing prior to the issuance of such an order.

Production verification performedon the early production models provides

EPA with confidence that productionmodels will conform to the standards and

limits the possibility that nonconforming products will be distributed in

commerce. Because the possibility still exists that subsequentmodels may

not conform, selective enforcement audit testing of assembly line products
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will be made a part of this enforcement strategy in Order to determine whether

preduction products continue to comply with the standard.

DISTRIBU_DR MANOFACTURER

Under Section 3(6) of the Noise Control Act, a "manufacture_" is "any

person engaged in the manufacturing or assembling of new products, or the

importing of new products for resale, or who acts for, and is controlled by,

t "any such person in connection wit/*the distribution of such produc s.

This definition encompasses a distributor who mounts a compactor body and

attendant power take-off (PYO) equipment on truck chassis and is the last

person to have control of the campleted vehicle before it enters the stream

of commerce.

At the same time EPA recognizes the difficulties the production verifi-

cation requirementscould pose for a small distributor. EPA also is aware of

the close relationshipbetween the manufacturer and distributor and the impli-

cations it may have in easing the distributor's difficulty. Distributors have

stated that, in assembling a vehicle, they follow the compactor body manufac-

turer's detailed installation instructions. If an unusual configuration is

encountered, the distributor generally consults with the body ai_]/orchassis
B_

manufacturer. In view of this close relationship, section 205.205-i(d) has

been revised to allow distributors add any other manufacturers who only mount

compactor bodies on chassis, to rely on the completed production verification

tests of the compactor body manufctsrer if they follow the compactor body

manufacturer's installation instructions.

If the distributor fails to follow t/isinstructions given to him, then

the responsibility fur compliance with production verification testing require-

ments is shifted back to him.
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SELECTIVE ENFORCEMENT AUDIT

Selective enforcement auditing (SEA) is the term used to describe the

testing of a statistical sample of production products from a specified

product category or configuration selected from a particular assembly plant

in order to determine whether production products ca,ply with the noise

emission standard and to provide the basis for further action in the case

of noncompliance. The selective enforcement audit plan is designed to

determine the acceptability of a sample of items for which one or i_ore

inspection criteria have been established. As applied to product noise

emissions, the items being inspected are compactors and the inspection

criterion is the noise emission standard.

Testing is initiated by a test request %_ich will be issued to the

manufacturer by the Assistant Administrator for Enforcement or his author-

ized representative. A test request will address itself to either a category

or a configuration. The test request will require the manufacturer to test a

ecople of products of the specified category or configuration produced at a

specified plant. An alternative category Or configuration may be designated

in the test request in the event products of the first category or configu-

ration are not available.

Upon receipt of the test request the manufacturer will select the sample

from the nezt run of products of the specified category or configuration that

is scheduled for production.

The Administrator reserves the right to designate specific products for

testing. Generally, a sample will be defined as the number of products

produced during a time period specified in the test request. A sample

defined in _*is manner will allow the Administrator to select sample sizes
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small enough to keep the n_ber of products to be tested at a minim_ and still

enable EPA to eventually draw statistically valid conclusions about the noise

emission performance of all products of the category or configuration which is

the subject of the test request.

One important factor that will influence the decisions of the Administrator

not to issue a test request to a manufacturer is the evidence that a nanufac-

turer offers to demonstrate that a preduct category or configuration complies

with the applicable standard. If a manufacturer can provide evidence that his

products are meeting the noise emission standard based on testing results, the

issuance of a test request may not be necessary.

A product is considered a failure if it exceeds t/_enoise emission

standard.

An acceptable quality level (AQL) of 10% was chceen to take into account

sane test variability. The number of failing products in a sample is conpared

to the acceptance and rejection numbers for the appropriate sampling plan. If

the number of failures is less than or equal to the acceptance number, then

there is a high p_obability that the percentage of noncomplying products is

less t/_al%t/l_AQL and t/leSEA will have been passed. On the other hand, if

the number of failing products in the sample is equal to or greater than the

rejection number, then the SEA has been failed.

Regardless of whether an SEA is passed or failed, failed products would

have to be repaired or adjusted and pass a retest before they can be distri-

buted in co_eree.

It is anticipated that the audit plan will establish two types of

inspection criteria. These are nomral inspection (SEA) and continued testing.

Normal inspection (SEA) is used until a decision can be made as to whether a
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sample has passed or failed. _en a sample is tested and passed in response

to a test request, the manufacturer will not be required at that time to do any

further testing pursuant to that test request, _en a sample is t_sted and

failed, then t/_eAdministrator iLayrequire cootinue_ testing of the compactors

of that category or configuration produced at that plant. The Administrator
{

will notify the manufacturer of the intent to require continued testing, ms

i manufaoturer can request a hearing on the issues of whether the audit was
properly conducted, and whether t/%ecriteria for a sample failure have been

i _mt. %_*emanufacturer *rayalso raise issues Or supply any infomaation he

I believes to be relevant to the appropriateness or scope of a continued testing
I order.

Sinre the n_ber Of compactors tested in response to a test order may vary

considerably, a fixed time limit cannot be placed on completing all testing.

_le puLq_oseof tJ_eapproach is to establish the time l_it on a test-t_ne-
{

per-product basis, taking transportation requirements, if any, into consid-

_! eratlon. _e laanufacturerwill be allowed a reasonable ai_Juntof time to

iI transport products to a test facility if one is not available at the assembly

_ plant, 'i_eAdministrator estimates that manufaoturers can test a mlnJmum of

'i! five (51 cc_npactorsper day.

ADMINISfRATIVE O}_DEI_S

Section ll(d)(i) of the Act provides that:

"_lenever any person is in violation of section 10(a) of this Act, the

Administrator _ay issue an order specifying such relief as he determines is

necessary to protect the public health and welfare."

Clearly, this provision of the Act is intended to grant to the Administrator

discretionary authority to issue administrative orders to supplement the penalties
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of Section ll(a). If compactors which were not designed, built, and equipped

so as to comply with the noise emission standard at the time of sale were

distributed in eo_,merce,such an act would be a violation of Section 10(a) and

remedy of such non-compliance would be appropriate. Remedy of the affected

products shall be carried out pursuant to an administrative order.

The regulation provides for the issuance of such orders in the following

circumstances: (i) recall for the failure of a product or group of products

to oomply with the applicable noise emission standard, (2) cease to distribute

products not properly verified, and (3) cease to distribute products for

failure to test. These provisions do not limit the Administrator's authority

to issue orders, but give notice of cases where such orders would in his

judgment be appropriate. In all such cases, notice and opportunity for a

hearing will be given.

COMPLIANCE LABELING

This regulation requires that compactors subject to it shall be labeled

to provide notice that the product complies with the noise emission standard.

The label shall contain a notice of tampering prohibitions. The effective

date Of the applicable noise emission standard is also required on the label.

A coded rather than actual date of manufacture may be used so as to avoid

disruption of marketing and distribution patterns.

APPLICABILITY OF PREVIOUSLY PROMIJLGATEDREGULATION

Manufacturers who will be subject to these regulations must also comply

with the general provisions of 40 CFR Part 205 Subpart A. These include the

provisions for inspection and monitoring by EPA Enforcement Officers of manu-

facturers' actions taken in compliance with this regulation and for granting
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exemptions fr_n this r_3ulatiol] for testiDg, prsvRrification products,

national s_curity reasons, and export products.

IN-USE CL_IPLIANC E

_lese provisions include a requirement thah Illsraanufacturer provide a

warranty cO purchasers [required by Section 6(d)], assist _le Administrator in

fully definiml those acts which constitute tampering [under Section lO(a)(2)(A)],

and provide retmil purchasers with instructions specifying the proper mainten-

ance, use and repair required to min/alize degradation during the life of the

ec_pactor, and with s log book to record maintenancs and repairs performed.

!

i

I

[

[
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SECTION 9

EXISTING LOCAL, STATE, AND FOREIGN NOISE REGULATIONS

According to Section 6 of the Noise Control Act of 1972, the

Federal noise regulation for new truck-mounted solid waste compactors will

preempt new product standards at the local and state levels* unless those

standards are identical to the Federal standards. Further, according to

Section 9 Of the Act, regulations will be issued to carry out the provi-

sions of the Act with respect to new products imported or offered for

importation.

EPA conducted a comprehensive assessment of state and local noise

programs in 1977 and early 1978 (Ref. 9-2). The major element of the

assessment was a survey questionnaire mailed to officials in the 50

states and 2 territories, and to all 824 communities with a population

I greater than 25,000. This was supplemented with information obtained

from other studies and surveys.

1 From this information an assessment can be made of the number of

existing regulations that are applicable to refuse truck noise and

i _ that may be affected by the proposed Federal regulation. Of the 50

states queried, 38 responded to the questionnaire. Of these states,

four responded that they had enacted legislation that includes noise

performance provisions for truck-mounted solid waste co_pactors. Two

J

I
*Local and stlte governments are not prohibited from "establishing or
enforcing controls on environmental noise through licensing, regulation
or restriction of the use, operation or movement of any product" or
from establishing or enforcing new product noise standards for types

i of equipment not regulated by the Federal Government.

1
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I.

of the four states _at have applicable legislation respol_ed that _ley

have carried out enforcement actions under t/_eir legislation. However,

none of t/_sstates responded t/tat their pra3ran had trade significant

progress in t_ducing the noise levels or noise intrusivesess of truck-

mounted solid waste conlpactors.

,ihe 'EPAsurvey also queried 824 c_mnusities wit/] lx_pulatioas of

over 25,000. Of these, 562 cc_nmunities responded to ti_e survey, sixty-

six of t/]eresponding coJ,m_%ities stated t/_at _ley had ensetc_d legisla-

tion that includes noise p_rformanee provisions for truck-_ounted solid

waste compactors. 9_enty-seven of the sixty-six have carried out enforce _

men_ actions under their legislation, of the cormr_/nities responding,

42 stated d%at their program had _ade significant progress in reducing

the noise levels or noise intrusiveness of truck-mounted solid waste

compactors.

A representative sanple of the existing state and local laws t/]st

apply _o noise frc_ truck-lnounted solid waste COlLpactors is presented in

tI_e following sections. This info_nation comes from a study conducted

for .EPA (Ref. 9-1) as _irt Of the regulatory analysis process. The laws

are s_mi_rlze6 in Table 9-1, where it can be observed that there is a

great deal of variation frs, one jurisdiction to the next. S_.!e specify

sound levels; scale rely upon curfew provisions, usually applying only to

residential areas, prohibiting night collections of refuse; and some con-

tain both types of provisions.
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TABLE 9-1

_K_LE LOCAL SOLID WASTE COMPACfOR TRUCK NOISE L%_._

Source: 1_ference 9-1.

m_m,

m_ _,_,_ _, _r_ _,,__
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I.L3CALLiX_:_APPLICABLE TO REFUSE 'fI_CKNOISE

'l_e local solid waste compactor truck noise laws which specify a

Imlximu_nsource level have a very wide variation in those levels. %_e

degree of variation is shown by the scale in Figure 9-1, which shews

the source levels in equivalent teL1msof dB(A) at 7 meters. %_lose

regulations which call for a different measur_ent distance have been

normalized to equivalent 7-metor levels, assuming a 6 dB decrsase [>er

doubling of distance in the spreading of sound. It can be observed that

the normalized levels range fron 91.7 dB(A) far Saginaw to 62.8 dB(A) for

New York City. (The apparent higher level of the Springfield, N. J. law

is discussed on page 9-11).

'l_e community programs vary as much in _/,eirdegree of enforoe_ment

as in _/]eirlevels, ranging fron continuous in-use enforcement on all

garbage trucks to no enforcement at all. In the subsections _*ieh follow,

each of r/islocal nois_ laws listed in Table 9-1 is briefly oiscussed.

The last suusection presents the texts of _e refuse truck noise provi-

sions for ea_] jurisdiction. The order of discussion is cities first and

then counties, with cities addressed in alphabeticalorder by the states

in which they are located.

I. Los _eles, California

The Los Angeles noise law provides for a 9:00 p.m. to 6:00 a.m.

curfew on garbage collections. _]ere is no numerical sound level speci-

fied in d]is law for truck-mounted solid waste compactors. As in other

laws that specify curfews, the provisions apply to the scavenger o_ra-

_ions t/le_nselvesrather than to the truck or the compactor. Violations

of t/,elaw are treated as a misdsneanor, as in mest municipalities, wit/]
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•,II--SAGINAW, MI (B5 @50')

9O

,_---TOLEDO, OH (82 @50') i

!,
•91--.SACRAMENTO COUNTY. CA (B0 @50')

BS :

4---SAN FRANCISCO, CA, S/_,NANSELMO, CA (75 @50')

ARVADA, CO, NORMAN_ OK, SALT LAKE
COUNTY, UT (74 @ 50') GREELEY, CO

80 (SO@ 259

_11---SAN JOSE, CA (75 @25')
75

NEW ROCHELLE, NY (80 @ 10')

7O

85
..... _t

'q_-- NEW YORK, NY (?0@ 10'}

6O

FIGURE, 9-1

RANGE OF MAXIMI_I SOURCE 5EVELg FOR SOLID WASTE
COMPA_R TRUCI'-SIN NOISE ORDINANCFI_*

*All levels not ;_asur_at 7 meters have_en normalized to an

_uivalent level at 7 meters.

4
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fines ranging up to $200 or imprisonment rangimq up to 6 months. The

law is enforced by the Los Angeles Police Departlrent, with the oooperation

of the Acoustics Division of the DepartanentOf Environmental Quality.

2. San Anselmo_ California

San Anselmo has a law specifying a maximum source level for the

compactor of 75 dB(A) at 50 feet. There is an unusual prevision in the

San Anselmo law that states that noise is "not unlawful if sound deadening

devices are used to the extent reasonably feasible." The law is enforced

by the Police Department.

3. San Diego, California

The former San Diego noise law was one of only a few in the nation

that contained both a curfew provision and a maximum source level provi-

sion for refuse trucks. However, an _nended version of the law was

adopted in March, 1977 which struck the source level provision and left

only the curfew. The maximum source noise level provision was repealed

because it was not felt to be as effective as the curfew in their

situation.

The maximum source level provisions of the noise law in San Diego

were administered by the Noise Abatement and Control Administration of

the Building Inspection Department. This was one of the more active

noise programs in the nation. They performed noise measurements of solid

waste compactor trucks at a test site near the Chollar landfill. The

measurements were inadeat a distance of 50 feet at four points: front,

rear, and both sides. The tests were conducted on a spot cheek basis,
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with the duration of each test runninq one to five minutes for two

compacting cycles. The ca,pany name.,license number, and vehicle type

were recorded for each test. Scavenqsr canpanies received copies of the

test reports on their vehicles and were required to correct vehicles

found to be excessively noisy.

The remaining portion of the law, the garbage curfew provision, is

enforced by the Noise Abatement and Control Administration. The refuse

companies have c¢operated by planning their routes and schedules around

the curfew.

4. San Francisco, California

San Francisco has one of the most active refuse truck noise abate-

ment programs of any city in the United States. The noise standard

of 75 dB(A) at 50 feet is enforced on an in-use basis by mobile units

operated by the Bureau of Environmental Health. These units generally

operate fro, marked cars equipped with sound level meters and strip

chart recorders. The sound measurements they perform are unannounced

spot checks of refuse vehicles operating on the streets, often in the

....... pre-dewn hours of the morning.

One of EPA's study investigators observed the San Francisco refuse

truck noise measurement procedure during an actual enforcement operation.

After locating a refuse truck on _he street, as Environnentel Health

employee pulled his car up 50 feet to the rear of the truck. This

particular truck was rear-loader No. 3941, operated by Company F, having

a Company I compactor and a Company K chassis. Measurements were made

with a GR 1933 sound level mater with the microphone on a 5-frostprobe
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out the driver's side car window. Sound levels were recorded on a

Simpson Model 2745 strip chart recorder. In recording a compacting

cycle, the peaks fr_s the sounds of bottles popping and cans crushing

during compaction were noted on the strip cha_t. The sound level assigned

to the trace was 76 dH(A), the highest level attained aside from the

extraneous peaks. When this measurement was taken the standard was 80

dBA at 50 feet, so this vehicle was in compliance.

In the course of enforcing the San Francisco refuse truck noise

law, over 150 such strip chart recordings have been made by the Depart-

meritof Environmental Health. On the basis of the strip chart recordings,

the Department has issued abatement orders to the scavenger c_mnpanies

when trucks have been found to exceed the noise limit. The co_paslss

have generally been cooperative in retrofitting their trucks when neces-

sary to meet the limit.

5. San Jose, California

The San Jose refuse truck noise level is a part of the regulation

of garbage and rubbish vehicles which was added in October of 1975.

The law is administered by the Property Codes Department of the Bureau

of Housing and Community Development. The Department has tested newly-

manufactured refuse trucks and found them to comply with the law. Besides

enforcement through refuse truck licensing, San Jose puts similar wo_]ing

in its contracts with scavenger c_n_nnies for municipal trash collection.
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6. Arvads, Colorado

The Arvada noise ordinance provides a maximum noise level of 74 dB(A)

at 50 feet. The administering agency for the noise law is the Police

Department. Penalties up to $300 are provided for violations.

7 & 8. Lakewood, Colorado and Englewood Colorado

The Lskewood noise Ordinance has been in effect since 1973. It

provides a i0 p.m. to 7 a.m. curfew on scavenger operations in residential

dlstrlctsor within 300 feet of a hotel or motel. Lakewood has an active

enforcement program for the curfew using a "soft fuzz" (i.e., gentle enforce-

merit)approach. Good cooperation has been obtained from the scavenger

companies by the Department of Community Development in changing routes and

schedules. The Department has required these changes on several occasions

in response to citizen complaints of refuse truck noise at night.

The Englewood, Colorado, refuse truck noise provision was apparently

patterned after that of Lakewood, Colorado.

9. Greelez, Colorado

The Greeley noise ordinance was enacted on October 5, 1976. It declares

that it is unlawful to operate, or cause to be operated or used, any refuse

compacting vehicle which creates a sound pressure level in excess of 80 dBA

at 25 feet (7.5 m] directly to the rear of the vehicle.

10. 5ittleton, Colorado

Littleton, Colorado, is another community located near Denver with

considerable noise awareness. The population of 30,000 people has an

active noise abatement program dating from 1974. The refuse truck noise
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provision provides a curfew of 10p.m. to 7 a.m., which was copied frown

the Lakewood ordinance. In drafting the Littleton noise ordinance the

noise officer used as inputs the Lakewood ordinance and the National

Institute of Municipal Law Officers (NIMLO)/EPA model ordinance.

The enforcement approach is similar to Lakewood and Englewood in

trying to work with the scavenger companies in getting them to change

routes and schedules in response to complaints. In Littleton, however,

one scavenger company refused to cooperate, and it was cited and taken

ro court. The company was convicted and issued a $30 fine. Apparently

this was still not convincing _nough for them and they were lat_.rbrought

into court again for a second violation and received a $45 fine. Upon

being convicted the second time the company changed its schedules.

The Littleton refuse truck curfewappears to be a success, like

its neighbors in Lakew0od and Engle_x_d. After proving the seriousness

of the law with convictions, Littleton appe@rs to be receiving coopera-

tion from the scavenger companies.

I1. Chlcagor Illinois

The Chicago noise ordinance provides a 9:30 p.m. to 7 a.m. curfew

for all areas of the city except the downtown business district and

the airport. The ordinance is enforced by the Police Department and

provides fines up to $500 for the secondand subsequent offenses.

12. Dubuque, Iowa

The Dubuque noise ordinance provides e 9 p,m. to 7 a.m. curfew

on scavenger operations in residentialareas. The law is enforced by

the Police Department. The law provides penalties of fines up to $100

and imprisonment of up to 30 days.
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13. Saginaw, Michigan

'l_]enoise law in Saginaw becameeffective June 30, 1977, and declares

that it is unlawful to operate a garbage compactor which produces a noise

level in excess of 85 dBA at 50 feet. The Office of Environmental Improve-

ment and the Police Department are responsible for the law's enforcement.

Violators are required to appear in court. IIuw_ver,consideration is given

to voluntary cc_pliance with the law before _e court appearance.

14. Princeton, New Jersey

The Princeton noise ordinance provides a 7 p.m. to 7 a.m. curfew

on scavenger operations Monday throughSaturday, wit/1scaver_jeroperations

prohibited completely on Sunday. _11isparticular law is unusual in

providing a provision for its own suspension for emergency garbage col-

lections. The law is enforced by the Police Department, and penalties

for violations can go up to a $200 fine or 90 days _mpriso;Iment.

15. Springfield, New Jersey

The Springfield, New Jersey, noise law specifies a maximum noise

level for garbage trucks of 94 dB(A) at 50 feet. 'Ibislevel is far

higher than that specified in any other noise law. The reason is that an

erroneous provision of the New Jersey Model Co[_nunity Noise Ordinance was

copied by Springfield. According to the State of New Jersey Noise

Control Office, the New Jersey Model Ca,munity Noise Ordinance (discussed

further in t/_isreport under state laws)supplied noise levels for the

NISILO/EPAmodel ordinance. Unfortunately, the level which they supplied

for "compactor" was copied fran anothernoise ordinance, _%ich referred

to a piece of construction equipment used for compacting the ground and
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non to a device which goes on a garbage truck. The writers of the

Springfield ordinance accepted ti_e94 dB(A) level without checking any

further or making any measurements. %Illslevel is so high that eve**the

noisiest compactor is not likely to exceed it.

The Sprir8field noise law also contains a curfew provision of I0 p.m.

to 7 a.m. They receive about 5 complaints per year for refuse truck

ct_pactor noise, which is approximately what _ey received before passage

of t/,elaw. The rate of complaints generally runs higher in the st_nmer

whet] people keep their windows open. The scavenger cen_panies have resisted

any changes in schedule, claiming that tiled,anges interfere with the

logistics of getting to the dump on time.

Apparently the noise law had b_en passed primarily wit/*quarry noise

in mind and wit/*tJ_erefuse truck provisions as an afterthought. There

was no input from the scavenger companies in formulating the noise law

and there was no discussion of the refuse truck provisions at the hearings.

One difficulty wit/]the noise law is that it was passed as a Board of

_lealthordinance rather than a township ordinance, which i_mkesits

enforc_i_nt weaker. Besides the quarry noise situation, the law has

been used pr_narily in neighbor vs neighbor noise cx_nplaints.

16. 14ewl_ochelle,New York

The New l_helle noise law was enacted April 13, 1976. Under the

ordinance, it is unlawful to operate o_ to £_e_._itto be operated, any

refuse collection vehicle such that the noise exceeds 80 d_A at i0 feet frog

any surface of the unit during collection or cu*npaction. The law is enforced

Dy the Police Department and a violation is a misdemeanor. The penalty is
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up to a $50 fine and/or up to six z_nths in jail. The Police Department

can also order violators to cease and desist and, with a COurt order,

can seal any device that is in violation of the law. _ interesting

provision of the ordinance states that Department of public Works vehicles

ar_ exempt until vehicles are available t_latcomply with the law and until

the City Council authorizes their acquisition.

17. New York, New York

The New York noise ordinance as amended provides a maximt_ noise

level of 70 dB(A) at I0 feet for vehicles manufactured after December 31,

1978. The law calls for measurements with the "slow" scale of t_e sound

level lreter. The earlier version of the New York noise law called for

70 dB(A) measured at 10 feet frc_ the side of the compactor using t/_e

"fast" scale. However, the city was not able to obtain trucks whi@] met

the provision and held up in service. The a_ended version of the law,

therefore, relaxed the requirement to 70 dB(A) at a distance of 10 feet

from the hopper with the "slow" scale. The New York City Enviromnental

Protection Agency has measured newly-[ranufacturedrefuse vehicles which

,_et the relaxed requirement.

Since New York's noise law applies to newly-manufacturc_lrefuse

vehicles, it is _/*etype of law which would be preempted Dy a Federal

new preduct noise regulation for truck-mounted solid waste c_,pactors

when it is pr<_,ulgatedby EPA.

18. Toledo, Ohio

'l_eToledo noise ordinance is unique in its refuse truck provision

in that it provides a curfew-like i_ximum noise level requir_nent, with a
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higher level permitted during _/leday. The dayt_ne level is 82 dB(A) at

50 feet and the nighttime (9 p.m. - 7 a.m.) level is 80 dB(A) at 50 feet.

This, in effect, provides _lat only quieted equipment i,ayoperate at

nlgL1t. _l additional maL_gin of 5 dB is allowed for i_ipulsive sounds fr_,

the compacaor.

The law is administered by the Toledo Pollution Control Agency. It

has an unusual penalty provision, in that the fine is $i00 for an indi-

vidual but $I000 for an organizatiou.

19. Norman, OklahQna

The noise control act in Nomnan was enacted on August 23, 1977. It

is a violation of t/is Act to operate, or cause or pemnit to be operated

or used, any refuse eompactlng vehicle which creates a sound pressure
E

level zn excess of 74 dHA at 50 feet (15 m) fr_, the vehicle. It is also

a violation to collect garbage, waste, or refuse between 9 p.m. and 7 a.m.

t/isfollowing day in, or within 300 feet of, any area zoned residential

or in any land us_ district so as to cause a noise disturbance. Enforee-

i_nu of _re Act is carried OUt by the Environmental Protection Officer

and the Police Department. Violators of t/is law are subject to up to a

$100 fine and/or up to 30 days _mprisonment. The city can _iso get a

sumnacy restraining order or injunction against any source considered

_o be a nuisance. The Environmental Protection Officer san recanmend

dlsnissal of first offenses if they are voluntarily brought into com-

pliance before the court appearance.
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20. Ogden, 0tab

Ogden, Utah, has a 7 p.m. to 6 a.m. curfew on scavenger operations

in areas zoned residential. The law has been in effect there since

1972, with enforcement _esponsibility given to the City Manager. Penal-

ties provided are fines up to $300 and imprisonment Of up to 30 days.

21. Salt Lake City, Utah

The Salt Lake City noise law provides a curfew of 9 p.m. to 7 a.m.

for scavenger operations. The curfew applies in areas zoned residential

and is enforced by the City-County Health Department. Penalties provided

in the law are fines up to $299 and imprisonmentof up to 6 months.

22. Sacramento County, California

The Sacramento County, California, noise ordinance became effective

on July I, 1976. The maximum refuse truck noise level provision of 80

dB(A) at 50 feet, however, became effective on January _, 1977. This

level will be lowered to 75 dS(A) at 50 feet on January I, 1980. The

refuse truck provisions are quite similar to those in nearby San Francisco

except for the latec effective date.

The noise ordinance was Written by a committee which included the

industrial hygienist who administers the noise proqram. There have been

a large number of _plaints of garbage cOllection noise at night in

Sacramento County, typically averagin_ about 200 per year. This is

particularly true of areas near hotels ar_ schools in the city areas,

where complaints often refer to such thingsas banging of cans and racing

bhe motor.

The law has a maximum penalty of a $500 fine or 6 months imprison-

ment and is enforced by the Environmental Health Office.
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23. Cook County, Illinois

Cook County, Illinois, in which Chicago is located, has a noise

law which provides a 6 p.m. to 7 a.m. curfew for scsver_3eroperations

in residential zones.

CookCounty's enforcement program is unique because of the policy

of routinelygiving citations for refuse truck curfew violations. It is

estimated that 15 citations per year are handed out to the scavenger

canpanies. When this occurs the o_npany has to appear in court with its

lawyer. Convictions alJaDstalways are returned. _e only exception is

%4_en_hs arresting officer has a discrepancy in his report, such as an

error in transcribi[_jthe license number. Fines of $50 are typically

required. Generally, the scavenger companies becc_nevery careful in

their schedules once they have gone through t/_einconvenience of hiring a

lawyer and appearing in court to answer a citation. Because of t/_is

policy of strict prosecution, the situation has c_i_ to the point where

i,ostof _e fimns cited are m_all uew campanies that do not know the law.

_here has been good cooperation frQn the larger fi_llsin obeying curfews.

24. Salt Lake Count_, utah

The Salt Lake County noise law was enacted on April 18, 1977. Operat-

ing, or causing or pe_litting to be operated, any refuse conpaoting vehicle

whi_ creates a sound pressure level in excess of 74 dBA at 50 feet (15 m)

fram the vehicle is a violation of the law. It is also a violation to

collect garbage, waste, or refuse between 9 p.m. and 7 a.m. the following day

in, or within 300 feet of, an area that is zoned residential or in any

land use district so as to cause a noise disturbance. Pr_nary enforcement
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responsibility for the law rests with the Salt Lake City-County Health

Departmest and the local law enforceJaen_agencies. Violators are subject

to up to a $300 fine and/or up to six months imprisom,ent. Eath day of

violation is considered to be a separate offense.

Conclusions - Local Refuse Truck Noise Laws

The laws described above indicate that refuse truck noise laws spoei-

lying curfews so_n to be more popular and to be enforced Eor_ effectively

than those specifying maximum noise levels.

Curfews, however, have varying effects on t/legarbage collection

process in different local areas. The interference wi_/_collection

icgistice appears to be least in flat areas with wide streets t/letare

not too densely populated. In those areas where curfews can be applied,

largely rural areas, t/_eyappear to offer the possibility of relief from

refuse collection noise. A vigorous enforcement of the curfew, however,

is a necessary factor in such an approach.

STATE tAWS APPLICABLE _O REFUSE TRUCK NOISE

_e States of Florida and New Jersey |lavemodel sommunity seise

ordinances which have provisions covering refuse vehicles. The text of

their refuse truck provisions are provided below as examples.

Model Cce_unity Noise Control ordinance, Florida

8.1.1 Refuse Collection Vehicles. No person shall collect

refuse with a refuse collection vehicle batten the hours of 7 p.m.

and 7 a.m. the following day in a residential area or noise sensitive

zone.
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It iS apparent from the above language that this is a typical curfew

provision, similar to the ones found in the local jurisdictions discussed

in the previous section.

Model Community Noise Ordinance, New Jerse?

9.1.3 Refuse Collection Vehicles. No person shall:

(a) On or after (2 years) following the effective date of
this ordinance, operate or permit the operation of the
compacting mechanism of any motor vehicle which compacts
refuse and which creates, during the compacting
cycle, a sound level in excess of 86 dB(A) when measured
at 50 feet from any point on the vehicle

it the operation of the compacting mechanism
of any motor vehicle which compacts refuse, between the
hours of 8 p.m. and 6 a.m. the following day in a residential
area or noise sensitive zone;

(e) Collect refuse with a refuse collection vehicle between
the hours of 8 p.m. and 6 a.m. the following day in a resi-
dential area.

[Choose b or c]

The above provisions have been recommended by New Jersey since

1976. Before that time a provision with a 94 dB(A) level had appeared

in the New JerseyModel Community Noise Ordinance, as shown below:

6.2.11 Refuse Compacting Vehicles. The operating or permit-

ting to be operated, of any motor vehicle which can compact refuse

and which creates, during the compacting cycle, a sound pressure

level in excess of 94 dB(A) when measured at 50 feet from any point

of the vehicle, or between the hours of 10 p.m. and 7 a.m. the

following day (in residential use districts).

This provision combines a maximum sound level and curfew similar

to the method recommended in the NIMLO/EPA model ordinance. The difficulty

in the above model ordinance is that it contains an erroneously high level of
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94 riB(A)at 50 feet for the compactor noise requirement. This resulted

when those who promulgated the New Jersey Model Ordinance mistook the

word "compactor" in another ordinance for a solid waste ce_paotor. The

"compactor" whose 94 dE(A) level they put into their model ordinance

was in fact a piece of construction equipment used for compacting the

ground.

Other applicable state laws are those specifying general truck

noise levels. These have been tabulated by the Motor Vehicle Manufac-

temer's Association (Exhibit 9-I). These general truck noise laws are

only of limited interest for this study because:

o Those truck noise laws that specify levels of newly-manufactured

vehicles are preempted by the recent EPA new truck noise regulation. !

o The laws specify passby levels. Since the compactor is generally

not in operation when the truck is underway, the passby tests

do not measure compactor noise.

FEDERAL REGULATIONS APPLICABLE TO SPECIALTY TRUCK NOISE

Current Federal regulations applicable to specialty truck noise are

the EPA noise emission standards for motor carriers engaged in interstate

commerce (39 FR 38208) and the EPA noise emission standards for mediu_

and heavy trucks (41 FR 15538). The U.S. Bureau o6 Motor Carrier Safety

of the U.S. Depar_nent of Transportation has also issued regulations for

the purpose of establishing measurement procedures and methodologies for

determining whether corm_reial motor vehicles conform to the Interstate

Motor Carrier Noise Emission Standards of EPA.
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EPA Interstate Motor Carrier Noise Regulation

The above mentioned regulation was promulgated by EPA under authority

of the Noise Control Act of 1972. Section 18 of the Noise Control Act

requires the Administrator to promulgate noise emission regulations for

motor carriers engaged in interstate colm_rce. The Secretary of Transpor-

tation is responsible for pranulgating regulations to insure compliance

with the SPA standards, through the enforcement and inspection powers

authorized by the Interstate Commerce Act, the Department of Transporta- i

tion Act, and the Noise Control Act of 1972. i
4

Section 18(c)(I) of the Act requires that "no State or political

subdivision thereof may adopt or enforce any standard applicable to the

same operation of such motor carrier unless such standard is identical

to a standard applicable to noise emissions resultingfrom such operation

sectlos.prescribed by any regulation under this ' "

On FebruaryI, 1973,an AdvanceNotice of ProposedRelemakingwas

published in the Federal Register soliciting public comment. Proposed

standards were published in the Federal Register (38 FR 20102) on July 17,

1973, and final noise emission standards were established on October 29,

1974 (39 FR 38208). The standards went into effect on October 15, 1975.

The maximum noise level under test conditionsestablishedby DOT is 86

dB(A) at 50 feet from the centerline of the lane of travel on highways

with speed limits of 35 mph or less; or 90 dB(A) at 50 feet on highways

with speed limits of more than 35 mph.

The interstate motor carrier emission standards are relevant to

future specialty truck noise emission regulations. The proposed standards

did not originally specify clearly whether "auxiliary equipment" noise
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iS to be included in the specified "total vehicle" noise levels. Based

on the cc,ments received during the public comment periods and hearings,

the final regulation included a clarification as follows:

"The provisions of suhpart B (Interstate Motor Carrier Operations

Standards) do not apply to auxiliary equipment which is normally

operated only when the transporting vehicle is stationary or is

moving at a speed of 5 miles per hour or less. Examples of such

equipment include but are not limited to, cranes, asphalt spreaders,

ditch diggers, liquid or slurry pumps, air cempressors, welders,

and trash compactors."

The noise from trash cc_pactors is not included in the "total vehicle"

noise. The Interstate Motor Carrier Noise Emission Co_liance Regulations

issued by the U.S. Department of Transportation on September 12, 1975,

included additional language in the scope of the regulations. It is

stated that the rules do not apply to the sound generated by auxiliary

equipment which is normally operated only when the motor vehicle on

which it is installed is stopped or is operating at a speed of 5 mph

(8 kph) or less, unless such a device is intentionally operated at speeds

greater than 5 mph (8 kph) in order to preclude an otherwise valid noise

measurement. Trash compactor noise would be included in the total vehicle

noise under such circumstances. The need for this language arose out

of cormnentsreceived by the Director of the Bureau of Motor Carrier

Safety after publication of a text of the proposed regulations in the

Federal Register (40 FR 8658). Several cclmnenterssuggested that it

would be possible to intentionally thwart noise measurements by sounding
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warning devices or by operating auxiliary equipment even if it is not

designed for operation above 5 mph.

EPA Noise Emission Standards for New Medium and Heavy Duty Trucks

The EPA new truck noise standards appeared in the Federal Register

on April 13, 1976 (41 FR 75538). The standards set a new truck icw

speed acceleration passby noise level of 83 dB(A) at 50 feet, effective

January I, 1978. T_e level will be reduced to 80 dB(A) effective January

I, 1982, and [naybe reduced further to an as yet unspecified level

effective January I, 1985.

'lhemedium and heavy truck noise regulation standards apply to any

vehicle which has a gross vehicle weight rating (GVWR) in excess of

10,000 pounds, which is capable of transportation of property on a high-

way or street, and which meets the definition of the term "new product"

in the Act. However, in paragraph 205-50(b) of Subpart B, it is stated

that the vehicle noise emission standards included in this subpart "do

not apply to highway, city, and school buses or to special purpose

equi_nent which may be located on or operated from vehicles. Tests

performed on vehicles containing such equipment may be carried out with

the special purpose equipment in nonoperating condition. For purposes Of

t/_isregulation specialpurpose equipment includes, but is not limited

to, construction equipment, snow plows, garbage compactors, and refrige-

ration equipment."

Clearly, the intentof this statement is that garbage crmpaetors

are to be regulated under independent rules and operating conditions,

after the Administrator has detern/ned that noise emission standards

are feasible for these types of special purpose equib_ent.
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FOREIGN SPECIALTY TRUCK NOISE _A%_S

The only foreign specialty truck noise law on which infomnation

has been found is a municipal solid waste compactor truck noise ordinance

which is in effect in Stockholm, Sweden. 'lhe law sets a noise limit

during loading of 70 dB(A) at a distance Of 3 meters from the truck

side. It is comparable to the New York City noise ordinance level of 70

dB(A) at i0 feet which went into effect on December 31, 1978.

An extensive effort has been made to uncover other foreign laws

relating specifically to specialty trucks. For example, there appear

to be no specialty truck noise laws in such industrialized nations as

Australia, Japan, Switzerland, or Gem]any. _he Stockho]Jn law is, indeed,

t/isonly one kno_ by EPA.

_3DEL LOCAL ]%EFOSE COLLECPI_N VEHICLE /_DISE ORDINANCES

This section provides suggested sections dealing with solid was_

colapact0r trucks t/tat can be included as part of a ccxnprehensive local

noise law.

As can be observed from examining the local noise laws discussed

earlier, there are many different legal approaches to controlling refuse

truck noise. Basically the approaches are of two types: maximum source

noise level standards and curfews. _e approacl% proposed here, _41ich

combines both, is patterned after the section dealing with refuse trucks

of the model canmunity noise control ordinance prepared by the National

Institute of Municipal Law officers (NI_O) in conjunction with EPA. _e

NIMLO model provision for rufuse trucks is as follows:
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}_fuse Collection Vehicles. No person shall:

(a) On or after (2 years) following the effective date of this

ordinance, operate or permit the operation of the compacting

mechanis_nof any motor vehicle whlel]compacts refuse and which

creates, during the compacting cycle, a sound level in excess

of __ dB(A) when measures at feet (meters) from any

point on the vehicle; or

(b) Operate or permit the operation of the compacting mechanism

of any motor vehicle which compacts refuse, between th,e hours

of __ p.m. and a.m. the following day in a residential

area or noise sensitive zone; or

(c) Collect refuse with a refuse collection whiele between the

hours of p.m. and __ a.m. the follc_¢ingday in a

residential area or noise sensitive zone.

_le o_tlymodifications _llc|1have been made to the NI/4LOmodel are

to introduce some noise ireasurementprocedures which are used in t/_e

San Francisco enforcement program and to include m_ximsm sound levels

which reflect t/_elevels set in the EPA noise _ission regulation for

newly-manufactured truck-mounted solid waste co;_pactors.

(i) Definition

In each noise law a definition of each product to be regulated

is usually provided. 'Me definition adopted by EPA is:

"A _ruck-mousted solid waste cc_Llpactoris a vehicle comprising

an engine-powered truck cab and chassis or trailer, equipped

with machinery for receiving, cc(&uacting,transporting and

usloadlng solid waste."
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The above definition was chosen to specificallyexclude non-co_pacting

container handling vehicles, non-compactingopen top dump trucks,

stationary compactors not mounted on trucks, and containers.

(2) Model Ordinance Provision

By combining the NIMLO prevision with the San Francisco measure-

ment procedure and the EPA regulatory levels, one can generate a broad

and effective ordinance, as follows:

Refuse Collection Vehicles. No person shall:

(a) While engaged in the collectionof refuse, cause to be

emitted noise levels in excess of 76 decibels as measured

within three feet of the closest doorway or window of

the residence closest to the point of collection. (NOTE:

If the collection point is closer than 25 feet from the

measurement point, or the collection takes place in a

narrow alley, suitable correction factors may be applied.)

This noise level limit applies _o noise caused either by

operation of the refuse collection vehicle or its compaction,

.... by banging of containersor container lids against vehicle

components, by dropping or otherwise mishandling refuse

containers, or by any other overt ac_iont such as loud con-

versation or whistling; or

(b) Operate or permit the operation of the compacting mechanism

of any motor vehicle which compacts refuse, between the

hours of p.m. and e.m. the following day in a

residential area or noise sensitive zone; or
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(c) Collect refuse with a refuse collection vehicle between

the hours of __ p.m. and __ a.m. the following day

in a residential area or noise sensitive zone.

Note that, in the above model provision, the hours of the curfew

have been left blank. The curfew hoers should be strictly at the

option of each community. In the ordinances surveyed, the curfews

were observed to start as early as 6 p.m. and as late as 10 p.m.

Curfews ran until 6 a.m. in some localities and 7 a.m. in others.

As EPA noise levels are specified for an empty compactor, some

adjustment may have to be made in the noise level in the above coamunity

noise ordinance, to account for the slight additional noise when loaded,

and possible reverberant effects in narrow streets and alleys.

The provision in the model ordinance for load condition as found

on the street is patterned after the successful San Francisco program.

There is much to be said for the repeatability of measuring vehicles

in an open-area, isolated test site, away from the sound reflecting

surfaces of the city streets, using a standard empty compactor

condition, as required by the Federal regulation. However, in an

in-use enforcement such as this, it is more important that the noise

measurement be applicable to impromptu spot checks and that it disturb

the waste collection process as little as possible. The fact that spot

checks are being made also seems to encourage the refuse collectors to

be quieter in other parts of the process not cennected with compaction,

such as banging cans and shouting to one another.
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MUNICIPAL SOLID WAS'I_COMpACfOR TRUCI(NOISE tAWS (FULL TEXT)

LOs Angeles, California (I/24/73)

see. 113.01. Rubbish and Garbage Collections and Disposal. It

shall be unlawful for any person engaged in the business of collecting

or disposing of rubbish or garbage in any residential zone or wi_/_in

500 feet thereof to collect, load, pickup, trattsfer,unload, dump, discard

or dispose of any rubbish or garbage as such tears are defined in Sac.

66.00 of this Code between the hours of 9:00 p.m. of one day and 6:00

a.m. of the next day, unless a permit therefore has been duly obtained

beforehand from the Board of Polioa Co_mtissioaers. Such _ermits shall

be issuedpursuant to standards established by said Board and approved

by the City Council by ordinance.

No permit shall be required to perform emergency work as defined

in Sac. 11.01(o) of this chapter.

San Aneelmo, California (2/11/75)

Section 4-7.09. Refuse Collection.

(a) It shall be unlawful for any person authorized to engage in

waste disposal services or garbage collection to provide such services

in such a manner a reasonable person of normal sensitiveness working

or residing in the area is caused discomfort, annoyance, or whose peace

is disturbed. For the purpose of this section noise emitted by equipment

shall no_ be deemed unlawful if the person engaged in sud_ services has,

to t/]eextent reasonably feasible in the judgment of the Director of

Public Works incorporated available sound-deadening devimes into equipment

used in rendering those services.
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(b) _ly person authorized to engage in waste disposal services

or garuage collection shall not operate aI_y truck-i_unted waste or garbage

loading and/or cc_ipacting equilm_nt or s_Llilar medla_lical device acquired

after the effective date of this thap£er in a ma,_ler to create noise

exceeding 75 dBA measured at a distance of 50 •feet frc_ the equi_nent.

(c) Zle_1_ical street sweepers shall not operate in the n%anDer

to create noise exceeding 80 dBA and 75 dHA six (6) nDnths and twenty-four

(24) nDnths respectively after the effective date of this d_apter.

San Die_o, California

Present Law [since March 22, 1977]

SEC. 59.5.0406. l(efuse Vehicles and Parkin 9 Lot Swee_rs.

C_ p_rson shall ope_abe or pet_,it to be operated a refuse compacting,

prcycesslng or collection vehicle or parking lot sweeper between

the hours of 7:00 p.m. to 7:00 a.m. in any residential area unless

a permit has ueen applied for and granted by t/,e Administrator.

l(e_ealed _larch 22, 1977

SEC. 59.5.0406. l_efuse Vehicles. _ person shall operate or permit

uo c_ operated a refusu compacting, processing or collection vehicle

after D_es_O_r 31, 1973, wit/tin _le City of San Diego which when compacting

creates a sound level in excess of eighty-six (86)decibels when measured

au a distaz:c_ of fifty (50) feet frown ai_ point of dle compacting vehicle

u:lless a varlance has been applied for and gritted by the Administrator

or Appeals Board. No refuse collection shall be permitted from 7:00

p.ln. to 7:00 a.m. in any residential area. Notwithstanding the above,

on or after a date forty-eight (48) months after the effective date
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of this article, no person shall operate or permit to be operated, a refuse, _i

compacting, processing or celleetion vehicle which when compacting creates a

h

sound level in excess of eighty (80) decibels when measured at a distance of _

fifty (50) feet from any point of the compacting vehicle, i

San Francisco_ California (9/18/72)

SEC. 2904. Waste Disposal Services. It shall be unlawful for any

person authorized to engage in waste disposal services or garbage collection

to provide such services so as to create an unnecessary amount of noise, in

the judgment of the Director of Public Health or his authorised representative.

For the purpose of this section or Sec. 2915, noise emitted by equipment

shall not be deemed unnecessary or without justification if the person

engaged in such services has, to the extent reasonably feasible in the

judgment of the Director, incorporated available sound-deadening devices

into equipment used in rendering those services.

Notwithstanding the foregoing, it shall be unlawful for any person

_ authorized to engage in waste disposal services, or garbage collection

to operate any truck-mounted waste or garbage loading and/or compacting

equipment or similar mechanical device in any manner so as to create

any noise exceeding the following levels when measured at a distance

of 50 feet from the equipment:

(a) On and after a date 6 months after the effective date of this

Article . . . 80 dBA

(b) On and after a date 66 months after the effective date of this

Article . . . 75 dSA

San Jose r California (10/14/75)

PA_ 7A. REGULATION OF GARBAGE AND RUBBISH VEHICLES

5307.20. Garbage and Rubbish Vehlcles_ Noise Levels.
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No refuse collector shall use, in his _sineas, for the purpose of collect-

ing, transporting or disposing of any refuse within the City of San Jose

any ._tor vehicle or any motor vehicle and trailer which exceeds, during

stationary compaction, 75 dB at a distance of 25 feet from said vehicle

at an elevation of 5 feet from the horizontal base plane of said vehicle.

Notwithstanding the above provisions specifying refuse vehicle

noise levels, the Council may arrange for other or different noise level

requirements, or dispense with noise level requirements for certain

refuse vehicles, as the Council znaydeem necessary.

Arvada, Colorado (2/75)

Section 2.2.14 Refuse Compacting Vehicles. the operating, causing

or permitting to be operated or used, any refuse coznpaetingvehicle which

creates a sound pressure level in excess of 74 dB(A), at 50 feet (15

Ineters)directly to the rear of the vehicle (is prohibited).

En_lewood, Colorado (7/18/74)

SEC 6-8-5. SPFCIFIC PI_OHIBITIO_S

_he following acts are declared to cause unnecessary noise in violation

of this Ordinance provided however that the following enumerations shall

not De deemed to be exclusive.

(d) ioadin9 Operations - The loading, unloading, opening or otherwise

handling (of) boxes, crates, containers, garbage containers or other objects

in such a manner as to cause a disturbance; the loading of any garbage,

trash or compactor truck, or any other truck, whereby the leading, unloading

or handling of boxes, crates, equipment or other objects is conducted within

a residential district nor within 300 feet of any hotel or motel between the

hours of 10:00 p.m. and 7:00 a.m.
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Greeley, Colorado (10/5/76)

Sec. 15-133. Unlawful Noise - Special Cases.

(a) The following noises shall be unlawful:

(7) The operating, causing or permitting to be operated or used, any

refuse compacting vehicle which creates a SOLU,dpressure level in excess

of 80 dB(A), at 25 feet (7.5 meters) directly to the rear of the vehicle.

Lakewood, Colorado (7/23/73)

9.52.130. Truckloadin_. No person shall load any garbage, trash

Or compactor truck, or any other truck, whereby the loading, unloading

or handling of boxes, crates, equi_ent or other objects is conducted

within a residential district nor within three hundred (300) feet of

any hotel or motel between the hours of 10 p.m. and 7 a.m.

Littleton, Colorado (5/74)

Truckloadin_. No p_rson shall load any garbage, trash or compactor

h_ truck, or any other truck, whereby the loading, unloading or handling of

boxes, crates, equiLmnentor other objects is conducted within a residential

district nor wi_/_inthree hundred (300 feet) of any hotel or motel bet_'eee

the hours of i0 p.m. and 7 a.m.

_ieago, Illinois (12/16/69)

167.8. Scavengers. Zone of Non-Operation: No private scavenger,

its agents or employees shall grind garbage, refuse or other matter

(as defined in Section 267-3 of this Chapter), between the hours of

9_30 p.m. and 7:00 a.m., within the boundaries of the city of Chicago,

except t/fatthis Section shall not apply to that area within the boundaries

of O°Hare International Airport and within that area bounded by Michigan

Avenue on the East, and sout/1branch of the Chicago River on the West,
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the North branch of the Chicago River on the North and Roosevelt Z_oad

on the South.

Any person violating this Section shall be subject to a fine of

not less than $25.00 nor r_re t/Jan$200.00 for the first offense, not

less t/_an$50.00 nor more than $500.U0 for t/_esecond and each subsequent

offense in any one hundred and eighty (180) day period.

Dubu_ue_ Iowa (4/8/74)

Section 2. Noises Prohibited.

(h) Garbage collection. _e collection of garbage, waste or refuse

by any person in any area zoned residential except between the hours

of 7:0U a.m. and 9:U0 p.m. of any day and then only in a manser so as not

to create a 10ud or excessive noise.

Saginaw, Michl.gan(6/20/77)

Section 603. Definitions. "Garbage Compactor." Garbage compactor is

a motor vehicle used for t/_ecollection and transport of garbage and refuse

which has as a part of its integral operation an auxiliary mechani_ for

_e compaction or conpression of collected garbage and refuse.

Section 604. Unlawful Motor Vehicle Noise 604.1. It shall be unlaw-

ful for any person to Operate a motor vehicle or combination of vehicles

within the city li,nitswhich produces a noise or level of sound which

exceeds the sound level limits set out in Table I.
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TABLE I (in part)

LIMITI[_GSOUND LSAIELS(dB(A))

.... The dB(A) limits set forth herein are based on a 50 ft. distal1_

between the microphone location point and the microphone target point unless

otherwise specified ....

(D) Garbage Cc_oactor while compacting - 85

Princeton, New Jerse_ (10/10/72)

(k) Refuse collection. The collection, transportation or disposal

of gam_age, trash, cans, bottles, and other r_fuse by persons engaged

in the business of scavenging or garbage collection, whether private

or municipal, at any time on Sundayss or other _m% between the hours

of 7:00 a.m. and 7:00 p.m. on all other days, except in case of urgent

necessity in the interest of public bealth and safety, and, if _e nature

of the _mergency will a_nlt of _]e prior procurement of a pe_nit, then

only in accordance wi_ a permit first obtained from the Borough Engineer

pursuant to section 4 hereof.

Sprln_fieldr New Jersey (3/75)

6.2.11. Refuse Cc_pactin9 Vehicles.

The ope_-_tlngor permitting to be operated, any motor vehicle _ich

can ca_pacu refuse and which creates, during the compacting cycle, a sound

pressure level in excess of 94 dB(A) when measured at 50 feet from any

point of the vehicle, or between the hours of 10 p.m. and 7 a.m. the

following day (in residential use districts).
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New |{ochelle, i_ew York (4/13/76)

SECfION 1.03. DEFINITIONS

23. REFUSE OOLLECTING VEHICLE shall mean any motor vehicle designed

to compact and transport refuse.

SECTICN 3.03. REFUSE OOLLECI'ING VEHICLES

No person shall operate, or permit to be operated, a refuse collect-

ing vehicle which when collecting or compacting exceeds a sound level of

80 dB(A) at a distance of i0 feet frun any surface of the collecting or

cc_npacting unit. (N.Y.S. Recc_;m_endatlon)

New York, New York (4/23/75)

1403.3-5.15. Refuse Compactin_ Vehicles. No person shall sell,

offer for sale, operate or permit to be operated a refuse cc_npacting

vehicle _anufaetured after rileeffective dates set out in '/able ILIA,

_ich when compacting produces a maximum sound level, _en measured by

a sound level meter set for slow response at a distance of ten feet

from the center line of the face of the canpaeting unit, exceeding the

applicable sound level set out t/_erein.

Table IlIA

Effective date Allowable sound level

December 31, 1974 75 dB(A)

Decsaber31, 1978 70 dS(A)

This local law shall take effect i_diately.

Toledo, Ohio (1/4/75)

SECTION 17-15-115. Waste Disposal Services.

It shall be unlawful for any person authorized to engage in waste

disposal services or garbage collection to provide such services so
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as to create an unnecessary amount of noise. For the purpose of this

section, noise emitted by equipment shall not he deemed unnecessary

or without justification if the person engaged in such services has

to the extent reasonably feasible in the judgment of the Director of

Pollution Control, incorporatedavailable sound-deadening devices into

equipment used in rendering those services.

Notwithstanding the foregoing, it shall be unlawful for any person

authorized ro engage in waste disposal services, or garbage loading

and/or cc_mpactlng(to operate such) equipment Or similar mechanical

device in any manner so as to create any noise exeeedlng the following

levels when measured at a distance of 50 feet from the equipment when

within 500 feet of a residentialzone:

(a) On or after a date

one (I) year after

the effective date 9 p.m. - 7 a.m. 7 a.m. - 9 p.m.

of this ordinance 80 dB(A) 87 dB(A)

(b) On or after a date

48 months after

the effective date 9 p.m. - 7 a.m. 7 a.m. - 9 p.m.

of this ordinance 80 dB(A) 82 dB(A)

(c) Impulsive sounds must not exceed the levels specified in (a) or

(b) of this section by more than 5 dB(A)

unless said person has filed an Application for Variance in accordance

with the provisions of this ordinance.
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Norman, (_lahoma (8/23/77)

Sec. 10-307. Noise Prohibited

(b) Specific Prohibitions: The following acts are declared to be

in violation Of this ordinance:

(6) Loadin9 Operation. Loading, unloading, opening or otherwise

handling boxes, crates, containers, garbage containers or other objects

between the hours of 9 p.m. and 7 a.m. the following day in such a manner

as to violate Section 10-304or cause a noise disturbance.

(16) Refuse CQm_acbin_ Vehicles. The operating or causing or permit-

ting to be operated or used any refuse compacting vehicle which creates

a sound pressure level in excess of 74 riB(A)at 50 feet (15 meters) from

the vehicle.

(77) Garbage Collection. The collection of garbage, waste or refuse

between the hours of 9 p.m. and 7 a.m. the following day:

(a) in any area zoned residential, or within 300 feet of an

area zoned residential;

(b) in any land use district so as to cause a noise disturbance.

Ogden, utah (5/25/72)

19.9.2. Prohibited acts specificall_. The following acts, among

others, are declared to be loud, disturbing or unnecessary noises in

violatian of this ordinance, . . . namely:

L. Garbage trucks. The operation of any garbage pick up in any

area zoned residential on at least one side of the street by the zoning

ordinance between the hours of 7 p.m. and 6 a.m.

Salt Lake Cit_, Utah (8/16/72)

Section 39-9-3. Noises Prohibited - Standards. The following acts,

among others, are declared to be in violation of this ordinance . . .:
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(i) Garbagecollection. The collection of garbage, waste or refuse

by any person in any area zoned residential except between the hours

of 7:00 a.m. and 9:00 p.m. of any day and then only in a manner so as

not to create a loud or excessive noise.

COUNTY SOLID WASTE O0_ACTOR TRUCK NOISE IAHS

Sacramento Count_, California

6.68. 140. Waste Disposal Vehicles.

It shall be unlawful for any person authorized to engage in waste

disposal serviceor garbage collection to operate any truck-mounted waste

or garbage loading and/or oc_posting equi_nent or similar mechanical devise

in any manner so as to create any noise exceeding the following level, when

_ measured at a distance of fifty feet from the equipment in an open area.
,]

(a) New equipment purchased or leased on or after a date six

_:_ months from the effective date of this chapter shall not exceed a noise
<
c_ level of 80 dg(A).

_ (b) New equipment purchased or leased on or after forty-two

_{ months from the effective date of this shapter shall not exceed a noise

_._ levelof 75 dB(A).

_/! (c) Present equipment shall not exceed a noise level of 80

_ dB(A) on or after five years from the effective date of the chapter.

_he provisions of this section shall not abridge or conflict with the

powers of the State over rectorvehicle control.

Cook Count_, Illinois

9.5 Scavenger Operations

All scavenger operations in the County of Cook, cx_mercial and

municipal, shall limit the actual contact hours involved in the pickup
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of refuse and all ot/lersolid waste in any residential or business-

c_0ercial zone (RI through R6 and BI through B5) whenever regular h:nan

occupancy is involved by virtue of residence only and such place of

regular residence or the institutional equivalents (hospitals, nursing

hones, etc.) to t/]eperiod of 7:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m. These limits apply only

to _lose contaet periods wherein _le collection function is in progress in

R1 through R6, BI through B5 and contiguous portions of M1 through M4

zones and are not intended to include or c_nfine such functions as start

0p and shut do%nloperations at the central operating point (transfer

station, sanitary landfill, incinerator,etc.) or t/_etransit time of

t/_efirst trip to and the last trip from the defined collection areas.

l_oiselevels in such central operating points shall be govem_ed by the

property line values applicable for t/]eirlocation (Section 9.14 through

9.17). %3_eexemptions on engine operation when perked, of Section 9.7

shall apply as will the restrictions on new vehicles Of Section 9.8(b)

and vehicle use of Section 9.9(a). %_lenunder severe conditions it

can be shown to the satisfaction of t/isDirector that operation outside

t/%esehours is in the overall public interest or operationally essential,

a special variance can be requested for such period as can likewise

be shown necessary.

Salt Lake County, utah (4/18/77)

_c. 16-15D-4. Noises Prohibited.

b. S_ecific Prohibitions. _e foll_wirg acts are declared to be

in violation of t/_isordinance:

6. Loadin90_eration. Loading, unloading, opening or otherwise handl-

ing boxes, crates, containers, garbage containers or ot/_erobjects between
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the hours of 9 p.m. and 7 a.m. the following day in such a manner as to

violate Section 5 or cause a noise disturbance,

16. i{efuseCc_pactin_ Vehicles. _e operating or causing or permit-

ring to be operated or used any refusecoi_pactingvehicle whith creates a

sound pressure level in excess of 74 dB(A) at 50 feet (15 meters) frc_ the

vehicle.

17. Garbage Collection. The collection of garbage, waste or refuse

_etween the hours of 9 p.m. and 7 a.m. the following day:

a. in any area zoned residential, or wi_%in 300 feet of an area

zoned residential;

b. in any land use district so as to cause a noise disthrbance.

REFEI_ENCES
Section 9

9-1. "Legal Review Re_ort on Specialty Truck Noise Abatement," Booz Allen
Applied Research, Draft r_port subJnittedto the EPA Office of Noise
Abatement and Control, July 1976.

9-2. U.S, Envlro*_nentalProtection Agency, State and Local Noise Control
Activities, 1977-1978, Office of Noise Abatement and Control,
Washington, D. C., April 1979.
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S_IBIT 9-I

STATE AND LOCAL iAWS AND REGULATIONS

ON

MO'IDRVEHICLE NOISE

CONTEN_S

I. List of states, counties and cities having noise
laws and regulations and date of enactnent of
adoption.

2. A table showing the decibel limits of each law
and ordinance and the test procedure utilized.

Prepared by

State Relations Department

............ Motor Vehicle Manufacturers Association

of the United States, Ine,

June 24, 1975
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MOIDR VEHICLE NOISE

Laws and _ulations

Callfornla law enacte4 1967 (_mQnded1971, 1975)
Colorado law enacted 1971
Connectlc_t by regulatlonenact_ 1971(amended 1973)
Florlda law enacted1974 (amnded 1975)
Hawall by regulatlonenacted 1972
Idaho law enacted1971
Indlana law enacted1971
Minnesota law enacted1971 (repealed1974)
Nebraska law enacted1972
Nevada by regulatlone.acted 1971
New York law enacted1965
Oregon by regulatlonenacted 1974
Pennsylvania law enacted1972
WaShlngto. by regulatlonenacted 1975

Ci_ O_In.nees

Albuque=que(NeW_exlco) law enacted1975
_rrlngtcn (Illl.ols) law enacted1973
Billlngs (Montana) law enaoted1972
81_mlngham(Mid_i_an) law enac_e41973
Boston law enacted1972
_oul_er (colorado) law _nacted1971
_Icago law enaoted1971
Denver (Colorado) law enaoted1974
Des Plalres (Illl.ois) law enacte41972
Grand _pi_s (M_d_iga.) law enacted1973
lJelena(Montana) law enacted1972
Lak_w_ (Colorado) law enacted1973
Madison (wisc_m_In) law en_ot_41972
Min_a_o1_s law enacted1971 (a_en_ed1972)
Missoula (Montana) law enac_e_1972
New York law enacted1972
O_en (Utah) law enacted1972
San _'ranclsco law _nacted1972
S_rt. (NewJ_rs_?) law _naote_1972

Cou._ O_In.nc_

Ar1_ng_on (V_r_i._) law en_u_ed1974
CC_ (I111no_s) law enacted1972
Mon_cmer_ (Ma_y1_) law enacte_1975
Salt Lake (U_ah) law enao_e_1972

_%4m_n_s_atlve Authorltles

Bal_i.Dz_ (Mar_1_._) law enaote_1972
ioulslana law _nacted1972
Ma_ylan_ law enacted1973 (_o_ed 1974)
Milwaukee(Wisc_m_In) law enaote41973
Minnesota law enacted1974
New Jers_ law enaote_1971
North Dakota law enac_e_1971
Washln_on law enacte_1974

Other

_ew JerseyTurnpLk_Authority law enacted1974
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TABLE OF MOTOR VEHICLE NOISE LEVEL LIMITS

-(STA%_TES, REGUKATIONS AND ORDINANCES)

State Law Regulates Automobiles Trucks Test Procedure

california Manufacturer Before I/I/73, 86 dBA Before I/I/73, 88 BHA Based on SAE
(Dealer After I/I/73, 84 dBA After I/I/73, 86 dBA
authorized After I/I/75, 80 dBA After I/I/75, 83 dHA
to certify After I/I/78, 80 dBA
compliance) After I/I/88, 70 dHA

Operator Under 35 mph, 76 dBA After I/I/73,
Over 35 mph, 82 dBA 86 dBA under 35 mph

9Q dBA over 35 _ph

Colorado Manufacturer Before I/I/73, 85 dBA Before I/I/73, 88 dBA Based on SA_
After I/I/73, 84 dBA After I/I/73, 86 dBA

Operator Under 35 mph, 82 dBA After I/I/73,
Over35mph,86dBA 86dSAunder35mph

90 dBA over 35 mph

Connecticut Operators 76 dHA under 35 _h After I/I/75, Measured
Only 82 dBA o_r 35 mph 84 dHA under 35 mph 50 feet from

88 dBA over 35 mph center lane
of travel

Florida Manufacturer Before I/I/75, 84 dBA *Before I/I/77, 86 dBA Based on SAE
(Cer_ifl- After ,I/I/75,80 dBA After I/I/77, 83 dBA
cation After I/I/79, 75 dBA After I/I/81, 80 dSA
required) After I/I/83, 75 dBA

Operator Before I/I/79, *After I/I/75,
76 dBA 35 mph or leas 86 dBA 35 mph or less
82 dHA o%_r 35 mph 90 dBA over 35 rnph

After I/I/79,
70 dBA 35 mph or less
79 dBA over 35 m_h

* Gross vehicle weight over 10,000 pounds



State Law Regulates Automobiles Trucks Test Procedure

Hawaii Operators Before 1/1/77, After 1/1/74, Based on SAE
Only 73 dHA 35 *mphor less 84 dBA 35 mph or less Measured

After 1/1/77, 84 dBA more t/tan35 mph 50 feet fran
65 dBA 35 mph or less After 1/1/77, the center

75 dBA 35 mph or less lane of travel
75 dBA more than 35 mph

Also specified noise level limits for automobile and
truck posted speed limits at 25 _ph or less to 60 inph
or i_re; measured at 20 feet, 25 feet and 50 feet; and
time periods when applicable for trucks.

Idaho Operators After 6/1/71, 92 dBA No provision Measured at
Only "not less

than" 20 feet
from vehicle

under any

condition ofoperationw

Indiana Operators 76 dBA under 35 mph 88 dBA under 35 mph Measured at
Only 82 dBA over 35 mph 90 dBA over 35 mph "at least"

50 feet from
vehicle under

any condition
of operation

Minnesota Decibel law repealed 10/1/74.

Pollution Control Agency shall pronulgate
motor vehicle noise regulations.

Nebraska Manufacturer After 1/1/72, 88 dBA Based on SAE
After 1/1/73, 86 dBA
After 1/1/75, 84 dBA
After 1/i/80, 80 dBA



State Law Re<julates Autolf_biles Trucks 'lest Procedure

NeDreska Operator After 1/1/75,

(Cont'd) 86 dBA under 35 mph
90 dBA over 35 mph

Gross vehicle weight of 10,000 pounds or more.

Nevada Manufacturer 1/1/72 to 1/1/73, 86 dBA 1/1/72 to 1/1/73, 88 dBA Based on SAE
After 1/i/73, 84 dBA After 1/1/73, 86 dBA

Operator 76 dBA under 35 _h After 1/1/73,
82 dBA over 35 mph 86 dBA under 35 nph

90 dBA over 35 n_h

NewYork Operators 88dBA 88dBA Basedon SAE

Only withvehicle
speeds under

35 mph,

Nodel Year _,_del Year

Oregon Manufacturer 1975, 83 dBA "1975, 86 dBA Measured at
(Certifi- 1976-1978, 80 dBA 1976-1978, 83 dBA 50 feet frcln

cation after 1978, 75 dBA after 1978, 80 dBA the center lane
required) of travel

Operator Before 1976, *Before 1976, Measured at
81 dBA 35 ;_h or less 86 dBA 35 mph or less 50 feet or

85 dBA over 35 ;_h 90 dBA over 35 mph greater frum
the center lane
of travel

1976-1978, 1976-1978,

78 dBA 35 mph or less 85 dBA 35 _h or less
82 dBA over 35 mph 86 dBA over 35 mph

After 1978, After 1978,

73 dBA 35 mph or less 82 dBA 35 mph or less
77 dBA over 35 mph 84 dBA over 35 mph



State Law l_ulates Automobiles Trucks Test Procedure

Oregon *Truck and Bus
(Cont'd) 'tcuek- Gross vehicle weight of 6,000 pounds or more.

Bus - Vehicle designed and used for carrying passengers
and their personal baggage and express for compensation.

Also specifies noise level limits for used motor vehicles
as measured by a stationary test at 25 feet or greater;
and tJJeeperiods when ambient noise limits are applicable.

Pennsylvania 4anufacturer After 1/1/73, 84 dBA *After 1/1/73, 90 dBA Based on SAE

Operator After 9/1/71, After 9/1/71,
82 dBA under 35 _ph 90 dBA under 35 mph
86 dBA over 35 mph 92 dBA over 35 mph

*Manufacturer's gross vehicle weight rating of 7,000
pounds or more.

_, Washington Manufacturer After 1/1/76, 80 dBA *After 1/i/76 and Maasured at
Before 1/1/77, 86 dBA 50 feet from

the center lane
of travel

Operator After 7/1/75, *After 7/1/75,
76 dHA under 35 mph 86 dBA under 35 mph
80 dBA over 35 mph 90 dBA over 35 mph

*Gross vehicle weight of 10,000 pounds or more

City ordinance

Albuquerque Operators After 6/1/75, *After 6/1/75, Measured st
(New Mexico) Only 76 dBA under 40 mph 86 dBA under 40 mph 50 feet from

82 dBA over 40 mph 90 dBA over 40 mph t_lecenter lane
of travel

*Gross vehicle weight of 8,000 pounds or more



City ordinance l_gulates Automobiles Trucks Test Procedure

Barrington Manufacturers Before 1/1/73, 86 dBA *After 1/1/70, 88 dHA _asured

(Illinois) Only After 1/1/73, 84 dBA After 1/1/73, 86 dHA 25 feet from
(Certifi- After 1/1/75, 80 dBA After i/1/75, 84 dBA the noise

cation After 1/1/80, 75 dBA After 1/1/80, 75 dBA source
required)

*Gross vehicle weight of 8,000 pounds Or inore

Billings Operators After 11/27/72, *After 11/27/72 Measured at:

(Montana) Only 74 dBA 82 dBA 50 feet
80 dBA 88 dBA 25 feet

fr_n the center

lane of travel

*Gross vehicle weight of 10,000 pOUnds or ;,ore

Birmingham Operators Before 7/1/78, *Sefore 7/1/78 _asured not

(Michigan) Only 76 dBA under 35 n_h 86 dBA under 35 mph less then
82 dBA ever 35 mph 90 dBA over 35 mph 50 feet from

m After 7/1/78, After 7/1/78 vehicle
70 dBA under 35 mph 82 dBA under 35 mph
79 dBA over 35 mph 86 dBA over 35 mph

*Gross vehicle weight of 18,000 pounds or more

Boston Manufacturers Before 1/1/73, 86 d_A *After 1/1/70, 88 dBA Measured
Only After 1/1/73, 84 dBA After 1/1/73, 86 dBA 50 feet frsn

After 1/1/75, 80 dBA After 1/1/75, 84 dBA t/_ecenter
After 1/1/80, 75 dBA After 1/1/80, 75 dBA lane of travel

*Gross vehicle weight of 10,000 pounds of more

Boulder Operators 80 dBA *88 dBA _asured

only "at least '_
25 feet frc_La
noise source

*%;i_*in the City during the hours of 7:80 a.m. to 6:00 p.m. on Monday _rough located within

Saturday wi_] a _nufaetu_er's gross weight rating Of 10,000 pounds and above. _le right-of-way



Cit_ ordinance Regulates Automobiles Trucks Test Procedure

Chicago t._nufacturer After 1/1/73, 84 dBA *After 1/1/73, 86 dBA Measured at
(Certifi- After 1/1/75, 80 dBA After 1/1/75, 84 dBA "not less"
cation After 1/1/80, 75 dBA After 1/1/80, 75 dBA than 50 feet

required) fran the center
lane of travel

Operator Before 1/1/78,
76 dBA under 35 mph
82 dBA over 35 _oh

After 1/1/78, After 1/1/73,
70 dBA under 35 mph 86 dBA under 35 mph
79 dBA over 35 mph 90 dBA over 35 _ph

*Gross vehicle _eight of 8,000 pounds or more

Denver Operators 80 dBA *88dBA Measured
(Colorado Only 25feetfrom

the vehicle

T *Grossvehicleweightover10,000pounds

-4 Limit applicable between hours of 7:00 a.m. and 10:00 p.m.
Detwean hours of 10:00 p.m. and 7:00 a.m., limit is
80 dBA in residential areas _d 88 dBA on heavily
traveled highways and freeways.

Des Plaines Manufacturer After 1/1/73, 84 dBA *After 1/1/73, 86 dBA Measured at
(Illinois) (Certifi- After 1/1/75, 80 dBA After 1/1/75, 84 dBA "not less"

cation After I/I/SU, 75 dBA After 1/1/80, 75 dBA than 50 feet
required) frc_ the center

lane of travel

Operator Before 1/1/78,
76 dBA under 35 mph
82 dBA over 35 mph

After 1/1/78, After 1/i/73,
70 dBA under 35 mph 86 dBA under 35 mph
79 dBA over 35 r_h 90 dBA over 35 mph

*Gross vehicle w_ight of 8,000 pounds or more



Cit_ Ordinance _egula%es Kutcmohiles Trucks Test Procedure

Grand Papids Manufacturer After I/I/73, 84 dBA *_efore 7/I/73, 88 dBA Measured
(Midalgan) After I/I/75, 80 dBA After 7/I/73, 86 dBA 50 feet £re_

After I/I/80, 75 dBA After I/I/75, 84 dBA center line
After I/I/80, 75 dBA of travel

Operator Before 7/I/78, Measured "not
78 dBA under 35 mph less" than
82 dBA over 35 mph 50 _eet from

center line
of travel

After 7/I/78, After 7/I/73,
73 dBA under 35 mph 86 dBA under 35 _ph
79 dBA over 35 mph 90 dBA over 35 mph

*Gross vehicle weight of 10,000 pounds or m_re
m Helena Operators After 10/5/72, 80 dBA *After 10/5/72, 88 dBA Measured from

p_bllc right-
(Montana) Only of-way a dis-

tahoe of at
least 25 feet
from center
of nearest
traffic lane

*Gross vehicle weight of 10,000 pounds or more

Lakewood Operators 80 dBA 88 dBA Measured25 feet from
(Colorado) Only the %_hlcle,

four feet above
the ground

Madison Manufacturers After I/I/75, 86 dBA *After I/I/75, 88 dBA Based on SAE

{Wisconsin) Only

*Gross vehicle weight of 6,000 pounds or more



City Ordinance Regulates AutQmobiles Trucks Test Procedure

Minneapolis Operators Before 1/1/77, After 1/1/74, Based on SAE
(Minnesota Only 73 dBA 35 mph or less 84 dBA 35 mph or less Measured

After 1/1/77, 84 dBA more than 35 mph 50 feet fran
65 dBA 35 mph or less After 1/1/77, the center

75 dBA 35 mph or less lane of travel
75 dBA more than 35 mph

Also specifies noise level limits for automobile and truck posted speed limits
at 25 mph or less to 60 mph or more; measured at 20 feet, 25 feet and 50 feet;
and time periods when applicable for trucks.

Miss_/la Manufacturers Before 1/1/73, 91 dBA Before 1/1/73, 93 dBA Measured at
(Montana) Only After 1/1/73, 89 dBA After 1/1/73, 91 dBA 25 feet from

the center lane
of travel

New York Operators Before 1/1/78, *After 9/1/72, Measured 50
_: Only 76 dHAunder35mph 86 dBAat 35mph or less feetplusor
¢. 82 dBA over 35 mph 90 dBA over 35 _ph minus 2 feet

fromcenterof

After 1/1/78, the lane of the
70 dBA under 35 mph public highway
79dBAover35mph inwhich_le

motor vehicle

is idling or
is traveling

Before 1/1/78, *After 9/1/72, Measured 25
82 dBA under 35 mph 92 dBA at 35 mph or less feet plus or

_ 88 dBAover35mph 96dBAover35mph minus2 feet
from center of

After 1/1/78, lane of public
76dBAunder35_h highwayin
85 dBA over 35 mph which the motor

vehicle is
idling or

*Gross vehicle w_ight of 8,000 pounds Or more traveling



Cit_ Ordinance }_ulates Auto_nobiles Trucks Test Procedure

Olden OperatOrs After I/I/73, After I/I/73, Fmasured "not
(Utah) Only 86 dBA in residential area 86 dBA in residential area less" than 50

90 dBA in other areas 90 dBA in other areas feet from the
line o£ travel

San Francisco (ONLY APPLICABLE _D OFF-I_I%DVEHICSES)

(California)

Sparta Operators After 3/28/72, After 3/28/72, Measured at
(New Jersey) Only 88 dBA within township 88 dBA within township least 25 feat

limits limits frc_noise
source located
within the

public right-
of-way

 dlsan
(D

Arlingtce Operators After I/I/75, *After I/I/75, Based on SAE
(Virginia) Only 76 dBA under 35 mph 86 dBA under 35 ;_h

84 dBA over 35 mph 90 dBA over35 mph

*Gross vehicle weight of 10,000 pounds or more

Cook Manufacturer After I/I/73, 84 dBA *After I/I/73,86 dBA Measured 50 feet

(Illinois (Certifi- After I/I/75, 80 dBA After I/I/75, 84 dBA from the center
cation After I/I/80, 75 dBA After I/I/80,75 dBA line of travel

required)

Operator Before I/I/78, Before I/I/73, Measured "not
76 dBA under 35 mph 88 dBA under 35 mph less" than 50
82 dBA over 35 mph 90 dBA over 35 _oh feet from the

center line of

After I/I/78, After I/I/73, travel
70 dBA under 35 mph 86 dBA under 35 mph
79 dBA over 35 mph 90 dHA over 35 mph

*Gross vehicle weight of 8,000 pounds or more
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County ordinance Regulates Automobiles Trucks Test Procedure

Montgomery Operators After 10/1/76, *After 10/1/76, Measured 50
(Maryland) Only 76 dBA under 35 _2h 86 dBA ueder 35 _ph feet from the

82 dBA over 35 mph 90 dBA over 35 mph center line of
travel

*Gross vehicle weight of 10,000 pounds or more

Salt Lake Operators After 1/1/73, *After 1/1/73, Measured 50
(utah) only 76 dBA under 35 _ph 86 dBA under 35 mph feet from the

83 dBA over 35 mph 98 dBA over 35 mph centerlane of
travel

*Gross vehicle weight of 6,000 pounds or more

Other
[_ewJersey Operators After 6/1/74, *After 1/1/75, Measured 50
Turnpike Only 76 dBA under 35 mph 86 dBA under 35 mph feet frc_lthe
Authority 82 dBA over 35 mph 90 dBA over 35 mph center lane of

L. travel

After 1/1/78, After 1/1/78,
70 dSA under 35 mph 80 dBA under 45 mph
79 dBA over 35 mph 84 dBA over 45 l_ph

After 1/1/90,
75 dBA under 45 mph
78 dBA over 45 mph

*Gross vehicle weight over 10,000 pounds
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A-I. INTRODUCTION

This docket analysis is the formal review of comments made by the public

regarding the proposed Truck-Mounted Solid Waste Compactor Noise Emission

Regulation. The proposed regulation was published in the Federal Re_ister on

August 26, 1977. The formal public comment period extended from this date

until Nowmber 25, 1977. During this period, two public hearings were held

by the Office of Noise Abatement and Control, Environmental Protection Agency.

One was held on October 18, 1977, in New York City and the other was held on

October 20, 1977, in Salt Lake City, Utah.

;%11con_ents received by the EPA concerning the proposed regulation

during the formal public comment period are reviewed and responded to in this

analysis. Those persons or organizations contributing comments have been

grouped into the following categories: (I) co_0aetor manufacturers, (2)

manufacturers related to the compactor industry, (3) compactor distributor/

dealers, (4) trade associations, (5) goverrg_ntal agencies, (6) citizens

groups, and (7) private citizens. A list of the specific contributors in each

of these categories is provided in _A-2 of this Appendix. Eath contributor

has been given an identification number.

SA-3 provides a surm_ary of the issues raised in comments received and

the EPA response to these issues. The issues have beeen groupsd into general

categories. C_,:,entsreceived in each category in _A-3 are cross-referenced

with the contributors listed in SA-2.

Only submissions made to EPA during the formal docket period are identi-

fied in this analyis. Submissions to EPA concerning the proposed regulation

that were received after the close of the docket period have received

consideration by EPA in the responses to the issues, but are not formally

identified as subg/ssions to the docket.

A-5
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A-2. LIST OF CONTRIB[JTORS

Tnis section lists all persons or organizations contributing counts

pertaining to "theregulation during the formal comment period of August 26,

1977 through November 26, 1977. Following each contributor's name in paren-

thes_ are identification numbers of the submission to the docket: n_m_bers

preceded by a 'D' identify the docket number of written submissions to the 1

docket; numbers preceded by 'N_U'denote testimony presented at the New York
2

City public hearing; and numbers preceded by 'SIC' denote testimony presented

at the Salt Lake City public hearings.

Under the heading 'Counts' following each contributor's name, nL_nbers

are found identifying those areas in which each contributor made oc*[crents.

These nL_nberscorrespond directly to the categories of ccfnmentsin SA-3.

A-2.1 COMPACIDR MANUFACrURERS

A-2.I.I Eempster D_inpsterSystems Division
Carrier Corporation
KnoxvilleF Tennessee
(D-067, D-091, N_-8)

Comments: A-3.3.2, A-3.4.2, A-3.4.4, A-3.4.6, A-3.4.7,
A-3.4.8, A-3.5.2, A-3.5.5, A-3.5.9, A-3.7.1, A-3.7.2,
A-3.7.5, A-3.8. I

A-2. 1.2 Peabody International Corporation
Gallon, Ohio
(D-080)

CCi_Tents: A-3.4.4, A-3.4.12, A-3.5.5, A-3.5.9, A-3.7.1,
A-3.7.3

A-2.1.3 Leach Co.
Oshkosh, Wisconsin
(D-104)

Co[intents:A-3.2.1, A-3.3.1, A-3.4.2, A-3.4.4, A-3.4.9,
A-3.4.12, A-3.5.2, A-3.5.4, A-3.5.9, A-3.6.3, A-3.7.2,
A-3.7.3, A-3.8. I
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A-2.1.4 _he Hell Co.
Knoxville, Tennesse
(NYC-2)

Comments: A-3.2.3, A-3.3.2, A-3.4.2, A-3.4.5, A-3.5.4w
A-3.5.5, A-3.5.9, A-3.7.1, A-3.7.2, A-3.7.3, A-3.8.1

A-2.2 MANUFACIIrSERSRELATED _/OCOMPACIDR INDUSTRY

A-2.2.1 Ford Motor C(_npany
Dearborn, Michigan
(D-If3)

C_L_L=nts: A-3.1.2, A-3.2.1, A-3.2.3, A-3.4.1, A-3.4.4,
A-3.4.10, A-3.4.11, A-3.5.1, A-3.5.2, A-3.5.5, A-3.5.8,
A-3.5.9, A-3.7.2, A-3.7.3, A-3.7.5

A-2.3 C(3MPACIDRDISfRIBU_3RS/DEALE}_

A-2.3.1 Capital Equipment Company, Inc.
Richmond, Virginia
(D-087)

Comments: A-3.7.5

A-2.3.2 sanitation Equipment Corp.
Paramuss New Jersey
(D-074)

Con_rents: A-3.7.5

A-2.3.3 General Equipment, Inc.
_- Baton Rouge, Louisiana

(D-083)

Cc_ments: A-3.1.1, A-3.2.1, A-3.3.1, A-3.4.12, A-3.7.1

A-2.3.4 MacQueen Equipment, Inc.
St. Paul, Minnesota
(D-084)

Co,_rents: A-3.7.1, A-3.7.5

A-2.3.5 GranTurk Sanitation Equipment Co., Inc.
Warrington, Pennsylvania
(D-085)

Comments_ A-3.7.5
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A-2.3.6 Ball Equipment Company
Troy, Michigan
(D-I05)

Comments: A-3.3,1, A-3.7.1

A-2.3.7 'l_uck Equi_nent
Baltimore, Maryland
(D-107)

Con]ments: A-3.7 •5

A-2.3.8 C.N. Wood, CO., Ino.
Watertown, Massachusetts
(D-708)

C_mvents: A-3.4.12, A-3.7.1, A-3.7.5

A-2.3.9 Elgin Leach Corporation
Chicago, Illinois
(D-109)

Comments: A-3.2.T, A-3.7.1, A-3.7.5

A-2.3.10 COnnecticut Truck & Trailer Service Co.
New Haven, Connecticut
(D-110)

Comments: A-3.2.1, A-3.7._, A-3.7.5

A-2.3.11 T_ecdose J. Burke & Son, Inc.
Flushing, NeW York
(D-Ill)

C_m=nts: A-3.7.1, A-3.7.5

A-2.4 TRADE O_I_NIZATIONS

A-2.4.1 National Solid Wastes Management Association (NSWMA)
Washington, D.C.
(D-078, NYC-6)

Comments: A-3.1.1, A-3.1.2, A-3.2.1, A-3.2.3, A-303.2
A-3.3.4, A-3.4.4r A-3.4.12, A-3.5.2s A-3.5.5, A-3.5.6,
A-3.5.7, A-3.5.9, A-3.6.1, A-3.6.2, A-3.7._, A-3.7.2,
A-3.7.3, A-3.7.4, A-3.7.5r A-3.8.I
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A-2.4.2 Institute for Solid Wastes
American public Works Association

Washington, D.C.

(D-09O) !

Conl0ents: A-3.1.1, A-3.3.1, A-3.3.2, A-3.5.9, ;%-3.8.1

A-2.5 C4_4EF_94ENTAL,_ENCIES (STATE, LOCAL, FEDERAL)

A-2.5.1 Air Pollution and Noise Control Section
Montgomery County, Maryland
(sLc-14)

Conwents: A-3.8.5

A-2.5.2 Village of Hanburg
New York

(D-012)

CC_LuL_nts:A-3.8.5

A-2.5.3 Publlo Works Department
City of Fort Worth, Texas
(_-025)

Co_nents: A-3•8.2

A-2.5.4 City of West Palm Beach
Florida

(D-028)

Comments: A-3.301, A-3.5.3

A-2.5.5 Public Service Department
City of Sioux City, Iowa
(D-036)

Cor0ments: A-3.2.4, A-3.3.2, A-3.5.6, A-3.6.4

A-2.5.6 City of Syracuse
New York

(D-040, D-059)

Coor0ents: A-3.3.I

A-2.5.7 Noise Control Administration

City of Colorado Springs, Colorado
(D-041)

C_mlents: A-3.5.5, A-3.5.9
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A-2.5.8 DeKalb sanitation Department
DeKalb County, Georgia
(D-061)

Comments: A-3. I. I

A-2.5.9 Upper San Juan Regional Planning Commission
Pagosa Springs, Colorado
(D-086)

Comments: A-3.1.1, A-3.3.1, A-3.6.4

A-2.5.|0 Department of Streets & Public _nprovements
Salt Lake City Corporation
Salt Lake City, utah
(D-076)

Colmnents: A-3.6.4

A-2.5.11 City of San Diego
California

(D-089)

Comments: A-3.4.4, A-3.5.3

A-2.5.12 Department of Environmental Quality
State of Oregon
(D-112)

Co[_rents: A-3.1.1, A-3.4.1, A-3.5.3, A-3.6.5

A-2.5.13 City of Beverly Hills
California
(D-117)

Coiiul_nts: A-3.4.4

A-2.5.14 Chicago City Council
Cc_nittee on Environmental Control

Chicago, Illinois
(NYC-4)

Comments: A-3.3.1, A-3.6.6

A-2.5.15 Bureau of Noise Abatement

Department of Air Resources
City of New York, New York
(NYC-3)

C(x_nents: A-3.2.2, ]%-3.4.1,A-3.4.3, /%-3.5.3,A-3.5.9,
A-3.6.4
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A-2.5.16 House of Representatives (R, N.Y.)
Washington, D.C.
(NYC-I )

Comments: A-3.3.3

A-2.5.17 Metropolitan Council of Governmenta
Washington, D.C.
(NYC-10)

Co_nents:A-3.8.5

A-2.5.18 Health Systems Agency
NewYork,NewYork
(NYC-11)

Comments: A-3.4.1, A-3.5.3

A-2.5.19 Salt Lake City Health Department
Salt Lake City, Utah

• (s[c-1)

Ca_nenta: A-3.8.5

A-2.5.20 Salt Lake City Public Works Department
Salt Lake City, Utah
(SLC-12)

Comments: A-3.3.3, A-3.6.4
[

A-2.5.21 City of Boulder

Colorado
(SLC-2)

Comments:A-3.5.5,A-3.8.4

A-2.5.22 Provo City Corporation Sanitation Department
Provo City, Utah
(SLC-6)

A-2.5.23 California Department of Health
Office of Noise Control
StateofCalifornia

(SIC-9 )

Cor_Tents:A-3.1.2,A-3.2.4,A-3.5.6

! A-2.5.24 S.F. Department of Environmental Services
San Francisco, California
(SLC-10)

Ccmmenta: A-3.5.3
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A-2.6 CI'fIZENSGROUPS

A-2.6.1 Washington Square Village Tenants' Assoc. i
New York City, New York
(D-072)

Comments: A-3.8.5

A-2o6.2 Federation of West Side Block Associations

New York City, New York
(Z_C-5)

Cerements: A-3.4.1, A-3.5.5, A-3.8.3

A-2.6.3 Citizens for a Quieter City
New York, New York
(NYC-7)

Conln._nts:A-3.1.1, A-3.1.2

A-2.6.4 Citizens Against Noise
Honolulu, Hawaii
(SiC-I3)

Comments: A-3.3.2t A-3.4.1, A-3.4.3, A-3.5.3, A-3.5.9,
A-3.6.4, A-3.6.5, A-3.8.3, A-3.8.4

A-2.6.5 Senior Citizens

Salt Lake City, Utah
(SIC-4)

C_L=(_nts: A-3.2.4

A-2.7 PRIVATE CITIZE_IS

/%-2.7.1 K. Martin
Reseda, California
(D'-001)

Comments: A-3.8.1

I%-2.7.2 William K. Evar_s, Jr.
New York, New York
(D--008)

Conmlents: A-3.8.5

A-2.7.3 Richard F. Hahn
Woodstock, Illinois
(D-011)

Comments: A-3.1.1, A-3.3.1
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A-2.7.4 Terry N. Struve
Richmond, Indiana
(Ii_013)

Comments: A-3.1.1, A-3.3.1

A-2.7.5 Geraldine Graf
Wauwatosa, Wisconsin
(D-015)

Co[_ents: A-3.8.5

A-2.7.6 Samuel T. Bodine
Buffalo, New York
(D-016)

J

I

Cor_nents: A-3.3.I

A-2.7.7 VernD.Kornelsen

Denver, Colorado
(D-017) I

Comments: A-3.8.5

A-2.7.8 Henry Jordan
(D-024)

Conments: A-3.8.5

A-2.7.9 Barry Benepe
New York City, New York
(£)-027)

Ccalments: A-3.4.1, A-3.5.9, A-3.6.3

A-2.7.10 William F. Fuchs

Falrfax, Virginia
(D-029)

Comments: A-3.3.1

A-2.7.11 Norman L. Arenander

DeWitt, New York
(D-031)

Conments: A-3.8.5

A-2.7.12 Jonathan L. Eisenberg
New Haven, Connecticut
{D-034)

Corsrents: A-3.4.3, A-3.5.3
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A-2.7.13 Roy E. de la Houssaye, Jr.
New Orleans, Louisiana
(D-037)

Counts: A-3.5.5, A-3.8.3

A-2.7.14 Joan B. Williamson, Ph.D.
New York City, New York
(D-038)

Comments: A-3.8.3

A-2.7.15 Barbara Sadagopan
Sindelfingen, Germany
(D-060)

Co_ents: A-3.3.2

A-2.7.16 William Wale

Indianapolis, Indiana
(D-062)

Comments: A-3.3.I

A-2.7.17 Alan L. Weiser

Silver Spring, Maryland
(D-063)

Con_l_nts: A-3.3.1, A-3.3.4, A-3.3.5, A-3.4.1, A-3.4.3
A-3.5.9

A-2.7.18 W.H. Mat]lieu

(D-065)

Co|_[ents: A-3.8.3

A-2.7.19 Robert Weisberg
New York City, New York
(D-068)

Comments: A-3.5.3

A-2.7.20 Ranier Esslen
New York, New York
(D-069)

Colm_ents: A-3.8.3

A-2.7.21 R.T. Cook

(D-070)

Co_nents: A-3.3.I
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A-2.7.22 Jack Brat(her
Salt Lake City, Utah
(D-S71)

Comments: A-3.8.5

A-2.7.23 Harry,Perlstadt
S. Lansing, Michigan
(>073)

Counts: A-3.6.4

A-2.7.24 Patti Brelb_an
New York City, New York
(D-075)

Co_nts: A-3•8 •5

A-2.7.25 Braham and Diane Horwitz
(D-Q77)

Counts: A-3.8.5

A-2.7.26 Mo,es E. Hawley
Washington, D.C.
(D-079)

Cc_nts: A-3.8.5

A-2.7.27 Yvonne Vandenengel
Montreal, Canada
(P'.-081)

Co_In_nts: A-3.8.5

A-2.7.28 Francis A. Lackner, Jr.
New York City, New York
(b-082)

Cc,lnents: A-3.2.4, ;%-3.6.4

A-2.7.29 (_harlesK. McWhorter
New York City, New York
(D-106)

Camrents; A-3.3.I

A-2.7.30 J.W. Mellinger
Cocoa, Florida
(D-_14)

C_nts: A-3,8.5
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A-2.7.31 Ecick Pfeffer
Albany, New Yrok
(D°116)

Co_nts: A-3.3._

A-2.7,32 Thomas H. Fay, Ph.D.
NewYork,NewYo_k

Co_ents: A-3.2.4, A-3,4,1

A-2.7.33 L, K. Irvir_

Salt Lake City, Htah
(SLC-7)

Comments: A-3.8.3

A-2,7.34 Steve Harrasen

Salt Lake City, Htah
(SLC-3)

Comments: A-3.5.9, A-3.6.4

A-2°7.35 _bert B. Chaney, Jr., Ph.D.
Missoula, Montana
(snc-8)

Cc_4|,ents:A-3.1.2, A-3.4.2

A-2.7.36 Martin S. Robinette, Ph.D.
Salt Lake City, Utah
(s-1I}
Co_wents: A-3.8.5

A-2.7.37 David Moore

Salt Lake City, Utah
(SD:-5)
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A-3. SUMMARY OF C_NTS AND RESPONSES

This section summarizes the comments received frc_ the contributors

identified in SA-2 and EPA's response to these comments.

A-3.1 HEALTH AND WELFARE BENEFITS.

A-3.1.1 Magnitude of Benefits

Seven o_nmenters (A-2.3.3, A-2.4.1, A-2.4.2, A-2.5.8, A-2.5.9, A-2.7.3,

A-2.7.4) indicated that the health and %_ifars benefits derived fran the

proposed regulation were too Emall. C_e co,reenterremarked that noise

! from truck-reunted cc_pactors did not dan_ge hearing and two other conm!enters

i indicated that compactor z_iee was not a serious problem. HGwever, two

: commenters stated that the regulation should be more stringent to increase

the benefits.

43 Response: EPA's definition of health and welfare is based upon the
3;

definition developed by the World Health Organization which includes factors

_ other than the absence of clinical disease. The phrase "health and welfare"

!_ denotes personal comfort and well-being including the absence of mental anguish,

_ disturbance, and annoyance as well as the lack of transient or permanent hear-

ing loss and demonstrable physiological injury. These factors have been

considered in the EPA analysis of health and welfare benefits. For example,

the reduction of nighttime noise that is of sufficient intensity and duration

to disturb a sleeping person has been analyzed.

All of these inpaets need to be considered in judging the health and

welfare benefits of the proposed regulation. Ca_oactor iDise t/_atresults in

sleep disturbances or interference of speech is a significant aspect of the
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impact of compactor noise. Ignoring these i_portant factors when analyzing

the potential benefits of a regulation would only present a portion of the

total benefits that could be anticipated. Truck-mounted solid waste compactor

noise results in significant impacts in both of these areas, as shown in the

health and welfare analysis and as corroborated by several commsnters.

EPA has selected a regulatory level that represents the best means of

obtaining optimal health and welfare benefits within the constraints of the

best available technology. A more stringent regulation at this time would

not significantly improve the health and welfare benefits and could place an

unreasonable economic burden on the compactor industry.

A-3.1.2 Computation of Benefits

Three commenters indicated that the health and welfare benefits were

underestimated. One commenter (A-2.6.3) thought the criterion of Ldn = 55 dB

for adequate protection of health and welfare was too high and suggested an

optimum goal of Ldn = 35 dB. Another commenter (A-2.5.23) indicated that EPA

may have underestimated the impactof noise on people who live in mobile

homes. A third comaenter (A-2.7.35)remarked that criteria for limiting

sleep disturbance, speech interference and annoyance due to noise characteris-

tics other than the level of noise need to be incorporated into EPA's require-

ments for protecting the public's health and welfare.

Two commenters (A-2.2.1 and A-2.4.1) commented that the health and welfare

benefits may have been overestimated since the compactor truck does not compact

trash at every stop.

Response: The EPA health and welfare model represents the EPA's best

estimate of the frequency of occurrence, duration, and intensity of truck-

mounted solid waste compactor noise and the location of compactor noise in
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the environment. The model necessarily depends On statistical representations

of reality because it must address the nation as a whole, not just a specific

geographical location. Therefore, the model may mot accurately represent indi-

vidual situations that vary significantly from the norm, i.e., mobile homes.

The criterion of Ldn = 55 dB was determined by the Agency to be the noise

level requisite to protectthe public health and welfare outdoors, with an

adequate margin of safety for beth activity interference and hearing loss

(p.28 - Levels Document). Therefore, a level of Ldn = 35 dB would not appreci-

ably add to the public's protection, and would be unrealistic and impractical

uo achieve. An Ldn of 55 dB, the attainment of which will involve a concerted

effort by Federal, state and local governments over many years, is a target

goal which protects the public from the impacts of noise with a margin of

safety.

Inclusion of characteristicsof noise other than the frequency of occur-

rence, duration, and levelof noise in the model is not feasible at this

time. There is no accepted method for relating these other characteristics

quantitatively to human impact.

As for the parameters describing the frequency of the compactor operation

in relationship to the number of collection stops, the compactor truck was

assumed to compact refuse after every fourth stop when operating in low

density residential neighborhoods.

IN certain respects, the health and welfare model may overestimate impacts;

however, in other situations, impacts may be underestimated. ?;hen it was neces-

sary to choose between an assumption that mould potentially overestimate the

impacr and another assumption that most likely would underestimate the impact,

the latter assumption was chosen. In general, these situations tended to
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balance each other and if any of the premises used are in error, they should

tend to underestimate the total impact of refuse collection noise on the

nation's population.

A-3.2 NOISE CONTROL TECHNOLOGY

A-3.2.1 power Take-Off (Fro)

Several commenters (A-2.4.1, A-2.1.3, and A-2.2.1) including three

distributors (A-2.3.3, A-2.3.9, A-2.3.10) indicated that the flywheel FID

and front FrO that were suggested noise cDntrol features for compactor

vehicles were not readily available nor applicable to many chassis.

Response: As the demand for quiet FIOs increases, EPA anticipates that

manufacturers will offer improved designs to meet the regulatory standards.

Some existing quieted refuse tr_sks use transmission PTOs. Use of a

gear ratio that allows lower engine speeds is helpful. The noise Erom the

P'/Ogears may be reduced considerably by grinding gears to a finer finish, or

by wrapping the transmission and FID case with sound deadening material. One

nmnufacturer of transmission PTOs is considering a finer tooth design or

helical gear as an alternative to an acoustic enclosure.

Front power take-offs have been adapted successfully to frost, rear, and

side loaders. One major truck manufacturer offers front power takeoffs on

its quieted trucks and another company offers the front FID as a "Limited

Production Option". Two other manufacturers plan to offer the front FrO as

an option this year.

0nly one company presently offers the flywheel power take-off option

on their engines. However, another manufacturer has supplied a number of

flywheel power take-offs on their chassis and reports success with both gaso-

line and diesel engines.
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A-3.2.2 Best Available Technolo_y

_%.Dconm_nteme (A-2.7.15 and A-2.5.15) indicated that some-European

countries have wry quiet trash collection services. They suggested that EPA

study these systems further and incorporate seineof the mgthode used there

into the EPA's definition of best available technology so that lower standards

could be pranulgated.

Response: The EPA sthdies focused on the best technology currently

available within the United States. To propose standards based on technology

that is only being used in Europe (such as electric trucks) would place undue

economic hardships on U.S. manufacturers. However, in order to meet current

noise standards or in response to the LNEP program which encourages production

of quiet ccxnpactortrucks, U.S. manufacturers may adopt, for their own use, some

of the European methods.

A-3.2.3 Fuel Consumption

Three _a_,enters (A-2.1.4, A-2.4.1, and A-2.2.1) noted that factors

other than reduced engine speed could affect fuel consumption. They expressed

concern over increased engine temperatures and reduced engine life resulting

from lower speeds.

Response: EPA recognizes that factors other than reduced engine speed

can affect fuel consumption. However, reduced speed is the only noise control

feature for compactors that should affect fuel consL_%otion. EPA studies

indicate that low speed operation reduces fuel consumption without a decrease

in engine llfe or an increase in engine temperature. One manufacturer lists

reduced fuel consumption as one of the benefits of quieted units in his

promotional literature. EPA estimates an annual savings of 2 million gallons
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of gasoline and 1.2 million gallons of diesel fuel when the present day fleet

of refuse collection vehicles is replaced by quieted units.

A-3.2.4 Noise Sources Not Included in the Regulation

Three commenters (A-2.5.23,A-2.6.5, and A-2.7.32) favored placing some

controls on the brake noise of c_mpactor vehicles. One commenter (A-2.5.5)

indicated that vehicles equipped with "72_ brakes" (_btorVehicle Safety

Standard 721, DU2) should be explicitly e_ccludedfrom the regulation. A pri-

vate citizen (A-2.7.28) indicated that air horns should be banned.

Response: This regulation aims to control chassis and compactor noise

only during the compaction cycle of a stationary truck, and is not intended

to control noise sources cola,onto all truck chassis during transit operations.

Brake noise is not a problem characteristicof only refuse vehicles, but is

inherent in all medium and heavy trucks.

Air horns are not subject to Federal regulations because the noise

emitted is intended as a safety measure.

A-3.3 SCONCMIC IMPACT

A-3.3.1 Magnitude of Costs

_hirteen co_nenters* indicated that they opposed regulation of truck-

mounted solid waste compactors because the costs of regulation were too high

or because the regulation was not cost-effective. Two of the above commenters

indicated that the cost of a refuse whicle could increase by as much as $5,000,

and one commenter questioned EPA'S view that capital equipment is a minor cost

element in the cost of collecting trash.

*(A-2.5.4t A-2.7.10, A-2.5.14, A-2.7.21, A-2.7.6t A-2.7.4, A-2.5.6, A-2.7.3t
A-2.3.3, A-2.4.2, A-2.1.3, A-2.7.3b A-2.7.16)
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Another commenter (A-2.7.17) suggested that relief from some of the costs

should be provided so that the price of the equipment would not have to be

raised. This would diminish incentives for repairing rather than replacing.

Response: EPA expects that the costs of compliance with the regulation

will be passed through to the user of refuse collection services. From the

economic analysis studies that the Agency has conducted, EPA estimates that

the annual increase in cost for refuse collection will average nationwide

about 50 cents per household served. The Agency believes that this is a rather

modest cost to achieve the health and welfare benefits expected from the

regulation, which we estimate will significantly reduce the noise exposure

(caused by refuse collection vehicles) of about 19 million Americans.

EPA estimates that the increase in cost of a compactor body will be

$2000 to $3000 (in 1976 dollars, which would translate to perhaps as much as

$4000 in 1979 dollars). However, our analysis is based conservatively on a

possible increase in vehicle cost of about 10 percent. EPA has bees given

estimates of as high as $75,000 for a modern, fully equipped refuse collection

vehicle which could entail a $7500 allowance for noise control while remaining

within the bounds of the EPA economic impact analysis. Estimates from large

refuse collection organisations that have done thei_ own engineering of

quieting features have been somewhat higher than EPA estimates, However, a

review of the higher estimates suggests that certain of the features included

in the cost were not needed for noise control. New York City has purchased a

large number of quietedrefuse collection vehicles that meet the Federal

standard at an incremental cost of $2000 for the quieting features.

EPA estimates of the cost of compliance are based on industry-wide com-

pliance to the regulation. When products are custom designed for a limited
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market then costs may be higher. The costs estimated by EPA may, in fact,

decrease over time, after initial production line changes are made and as

manufacturers become more familiar with various types of noise control

features.

As regards the importance of vehicle capital cost in total costs of

refuse collection, independent studies have confirmed EPA'S estimate that

the capital costs of vehicles represent no more than 5 percent of the hotal

cost of refuse collection service.

The Noise Control Act, under which this regulation is being promulgated,

makes no provision for financial relieE for the industry impacted by the

regulation. Consequently, no funds are available to EFA for providing finan-

cial relief nor does EPA have the authority to develop other _lechanismsthat

would provide some for_ of financial relief for hhe affected industry.

A-3.3.2 Computation of Costs

_Wo compactor manufacturers (A-2.1.1 and A-2.1.4), two trade associations
J

(A-2.4.1 and A-2.4.2), and one municipality (A-2.5.5) commented that some of

the costs of compliance were not included in the economic impact analysis.

Costs that were underestimated, according to some of ths commenters, are:

Recordkeeplng

Engineering

Testing

Warranty

Production Verification
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Costs that were omitted, according to sca_ of the conmenters, are:

C_gts of quieting containcr_

COSts to manufacturers Of providing mounting
facilities

Transportation costs related to mounting by the
compactor manufacturer

COSts related to the decreased number of service

_hops

COsts due to decreased productivity of equipment

Costs of not regulating cc_npactors,such as medical
bills, energy costs

i _s_pnse: The costs that _re considered by commenters to be underesti-

_ mated were studied carefully in the EPA economic analyses of the industry and

presented in the background document. Estimates were based on k_owledge of

the current operating procedures of the eampactor manufacturing industry

provided to EPA by c_actor _.ansfactsrers. In the original ecenomic analysis

_i the production verification costs were estimated based on testing 15% of the
I

_i units produced. Many manufacturers indicated that the percentage requiring
a

ili testing _uld far exceed 15%. The production verification sch_ne has been
revised to reduce the ntm_0erof units requiring testing so t/]ecosts related

¢,

to PV testing are likely to be lower than originally estimated. EPA estb?ates

that fewer than 5% of the units manufactured will have to be tested, and that

i very few, if any, PV tests will be performed by distributors in view o_ the

revisions in the regulation.
B

The requirement for testing so.pastors with the container attached has

been deleted from the regulation; therefore, no costs for quieting containers
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will result from this regulation. Nevertheless, EPA believes that many com-

munities may be interested in abating the noise caused by container handling

during trash collection. Actions to this end taken locally undoubtedly

will entail costs. Such costs will be the result of local decisions and

action, and are not attributable directly to this regulation. (See Section

A-3.5.5).

Many of the manufacturers identified in the EPA studies corrently mount

some of the compactor bodies at the iranufaeturingplant. Therefore, there

should be no additional cost to manufacturers for mounting facilities. Also,

with the regulati_% revised to permit distributors who mount chassis to depend

on the body manufacturers' PV testing, there should be little or no shift in

mounting practices from the current arrangements.

Transportation cOsts related to mounting by compactor manufacturers were

not included in the original economic analysis. Since no change in mounting

practices is expected, based on the regulations as revised, there should be no

appreciable change in transportation costs between body manufacturers and

distributors.

Commenter-suggested costs related to the decreased numbers of service

shops are based on the asstmption that distributors will eliminate their

service shops due to the regulation. Since mounting practices are not expected

to change, related industry practices, ineludieg the provision of service, are

not expected to change. In any case, it seems unlikely that distributors, as

the primary sales agents, would give up providing service for compactor whi-

oles. The provision of service is a major selling point to mast purchasers.
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The quieting features that are expected to be used by inanufacturers

should not affect the productivity of the equi_m_antwith respect to the

amount of refuse the truck can hold. Reduction of the engine speed could

increase the compactor cycle time, if no compensating acticn were t_fl_ns.

However, the cycle times for quieted trucks observed by EPA were not signlfl-

cantly longer than those for unquieted trucks. In many cases, the cycle time

for quieted trucks was shorter then the cycle time for similar non-quleted

trucks. Shorter or equal cycle times were achieved by using a larger hydrau-

lic pump. AS the engine speed is reduced, the pumping capacity of the pump

must be increased accordingly°

The costs of not regulating co,pactors, such as medical bills, were not

assessed in the EPA economic analysis. The impact was measured in terms of

the number of persons adversely impacted by compactor noise. There is no

gensrally accepted method of analysis for assigning a monetary value to sleep

disturbance, activity interference, annoyance or an overall reduction in the

quality of life due to the adverse effect of noise. Nevertheless, the Adverse

effects of noise represent a real social disbenefit, and to the extent that

the regulation results in reduction of these adverse effects, there will be

cost savings that reduce the out-of-pocket costs of the regulation.

with respect to energy costs, these have been taken into account in EPA'S

economic analysis, in that the expected reduction of fuel costs results in a

lower net cost of compliance.

A-3.3.3 Cost/Benefit Analysis

One _nter (A-2.5.20) remarked that the costs of the regulation

should be justified in terms of the benefits received. A second commenter
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(A-2.5.16) pointed out that it was impossible to quantify the costs of not

regulating, but t/lethe believed the bsnefits of the regulation are worth the

cos_.

Responses To perform a cost/benefit analysis of the regulation would

entail assigning a monetary value to the benefits so that they can be weighed

against the costs. EPA has reviewed various suggested approaches to the

problem of assigning dollar values to the disbeneflts (negative i,pacts) of

noise and to the benefits of noise abatement. No method of analysis has been

found that has broad acceptance by the scientific community. Consequently,

_A believes that it is not feasible in the present state of knowledge to

assess the benefits of noise abatement in terns of dollar values.

In view of the mederate costs of the regulationand the number of persons

whose noise exposure will be reduced (as discussed under A.3.3.2), the Agency

believes that the regulation is cost-effectlve, and that the benefits outweigh

the cos _s.

A-3.3.4 Ex_.rts

A trade association (A-2.4.1) conmented that costs of equipment produced

for export will be increased, resulting in a reduced demand for exported

equlpmen_. Another conmenter (A-2.7.17) indicated that those co,panies that

cannot maintain dual production lines will lose export business.

Res_onse_ Manufacturers may continue to produce unregulated equipment

for exporu. To the extent that some foreign marketsmay require quieted

compactor tr_cks, manufacturers will be in an i_2rovedcompetitive position.

Many of the noise control features identifiedfor compactor vehicles

consist of using components with more advanced noise control technology.

Most of these components are not an integral part of the production process.
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They are used only in the assembly of the total vehicle which tends to be a

c/stun assembly for each unit according to _anafaetsrers and not a production

line process. Utilizing components that may be less expensive (albeit noisier)

appears to be a viable alternative for exported egui[_nent.

A-3.3.5 Unemplo_.anent

Another economic impact assessment questioned by commenter A-2.7.17 was

the conclusion that no unemployment would occur as a result of the regulation.

This commenter thought the conclusion unreasonable since many workers would be

displaced.

Response: The determination of unemployment is based upon the total

number of persons employed by the affected industry. This and other economic

impacts of various regulatory alternatives are carefully assessed by EPA

prior to promulgating regulations. In selecting a regulatory standard, EPA

attempts to minimize these effects as much as possible. _he decrease in

production as a result of the compactor regulation should result in unemploy-

I ment for less than two percent of the total affected industry (i.e., fewer

than 40 persons). EPA anticipates that the job positions created by the

required application of noise control technology and by the testing and

compliance program will sufficiently offset this unemployment and may even

result in increased employment.
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A-3.4 _T pROCeDURE

A-3.4.1 Noise Level Determination

Several conmenters had questions concerning the use of energy averaging

for computing the rogulato_ noise level. One cenm_nter (A-2.5.15) indicated

that the energy average could permit a noise level as much as 6 dB higher than

the regulated level on one side of the truck. Another commenter (A-2.2.1)

suggested that an arithmetic average would be preferable to the energy average.

One c_m_nenter(A-2.2.1) renarked that there appeared to be no justifica-

tion for using microphones at seven meters because at that distance the

compactor is less like a point source (than at the 50-feet distance used in

the passby test procedures for truck chassis). Also, using four microphones

will make correlation with existing stationary test procedures for trucks

difficult. Anot/_erconmenter (A-2.7.17) questioned whether the distance (7

meters) of the microphones could be considered relatively close.

Several commenters expressed concern that the test procedure did not

adequately represent actual conditions under which compactor noise is heard.

A nun_er of commanters, representing local governments (A-2.5.18), citizens

groups (A-2.6.2 and A-2.6.4) and a private citizen (A-2.7.9) were concerned

that the levels did not take into account additional noise generated by reflec-

tion of noise off buildings and other barriers usually present when trash is

being collected. Possible solutions suggested by commenters (A-2.5.15,

A-2.5.12 and A-2.5.18) included making the regulatory level applicable to

the maximum noise emission on any side of the compactor rather than the

average and reducing the distance at which the noise is measured (A-2.5.18).
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Response: The Agency believes that _le logarithmic (energy) average of

the levels at t/lefour microphone positions provides a more r_presentative

measure of the noise emissions of the vehicle than the arithmetic average.

The logarithmic average of t21esound levels is closely related to the sound

power si,lltted,which is t/]ephysicel quantity generally regarded as best

expressing the "amount" of noise radiated by a noise source. Many standards

for defining the noise of machinery are based on determinations of sound

power. It should be noted, however, that the actual measurements are made in

sound pressure level. The sound power (level) is determined by euggutation,

using the sound pressure level data.

_e ccmmen_ that the energy average could permit a level as I_luchas 6 dB i

i
above the standard on one side of tiletruck is purely t/]eoretical. TO achieve i

this, the measurements on the other three sides would have to be at least 14

decibels l_er than the level on _le noisiest side. Since the cQ_paetor

is not a highly directional noise source, such an OCCUrrence is most unlikely.

In all the noise measurements made of refuse collection vehicles by EPA, the

largest spread in noise level observed among the four measurement positions

was 7 decibels, for one vehicle. In most cases, t/isspread (between the

highest and lowest noise levels measured at the four positions) was about 3

or 4 decibels.

If _*s regulation were to be based on a single _a×imum reading, a large

number of measurem_nta would be required to determine at which point the

maximum readingoccurs. EPA believes that the use of four microphones placed

at the s_ne position for each test provides the best approach to ensuring

consistent and representative measures of the noise emission of a refuse

collection vehicle without introducing unnecessary complexity into the test

prOCedure.
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The distance (7 meters) of the ndcrophones from the vehicle surfaces is

considered to be close when the size of the productbeing tested is taken

into consideration. If the microphones were placed closer, the measurements

might be affected excessively by individual noise sources and would sot

necessarily be characteristic of the vehicle as a whole.

With respect to the reverberation effects of nearby buildings on c_ac-

_or noise: the purpose of the measurement procedure is to provide a stm_dard

method, as s/mple as possible, by which noise measurements can be made on

refuse collection vehicles to determine if they meet the Federal standard.

Therefore, it is necessary to eliminate, to the extent feasible, those factors

which represent nan-standard and complicating conditions. The reverberant

effects of reflecting surfaces of buildings have been taken into account in

EPA's analysis of health and welfare ir_pactsof garbage truck noise, and

therefore are reflected in the regulatory limits.

A-3.4.2 Definition of Max/mum Steady Sound Level

Three compactor manufacturers (A-2._.I, A-2.1.3, and A-2.1.4) indicated

that the proposed test procedure results could be interpreted differently.

One of the manufacturers (A-2.I.I) suggested using the Leq metric since it

is a more consistent measure of sound emissions. It was further suggested

that the Leq De calculated over a 10 second period and the use of the graphic

level recorder not be permitted. Another commenter (A-2.7.35) indicated that

the Leq was unworkable for individual occurrences.

Rss_onae: EPA recognizes that there was some ambiguity in defining the

"maximum steady sound level". Several revisions have been made to the proposed

test procedure, and the term "maximum steady sound level" has been replaced by

"_axlmum noise level" (defined in 205.201(a)(17)), to clarify EPA's intent.
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If the noise fluctuates irregularly by several decibels during the mea-

surement, it may be difficult to determine what the "average maxim_n" level

is either by observing the swings of a mater needle (or the changing numbers

of a digital meter display) or by "eyeballing" the trace on a graphic level

recorder.

During the course of additional noise testing and analysis conducted by

EPA following the hearings and comment period, it became apparent that the

difficulties mentioned above introduced subjective variations in the readings

made by different observers. Further analysis of the tape recorded data,

including review of the earlier data, showed that this variation could be

minimized by reading the maximum value using the "slow" res_nse of _he

meter, with respect to impulse noises, ell units that had impulse peaks in

"fast" response of less than 83 dBA showed maximum values under 79 dHA in

"slow" response. This is to be expected, since the impulse response of

_ the sound level meter in "slow" setting is generally about 4 decibels lower

_i than it is in "fast" setting.

_![ Consequently, EPA reached the conclusion that the test procedure could

be simplified and the meter reading process made mere reliable by setting a

_" single noise level limit of 79 dBA based on a reading of the maximum noise

level observe6 with the meter in the "slow" response setting. This replaces

the proposed procedure, which required two separate readings, one of "maximum

steady" and one of "maximum impact", using the "fast" mater setting. The

increase of one decibel in the not-to-exceed limit accounts for the damped

_ response of the meter to a mild impulse (such as was allowed in the proposed

impulse overshoot of 5 decibels in "fast" regale,in the proposed regulation)

while not degrading significantly the control of continuous noise implied in

the earlier "maximum steady" limit of 78 dBA.
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Consideration also was given to other methods of reducing the uncertainty

of the meter reading, such as use of an integrating/averaging sound level

meter, also known as an "Leq meter." Although this approach has potential merit,

it has not been specified in the test standard because of the lack of a

national or international standard for such meters. The Agency believes that,

to ensure consistency and accuracy of the primary measurement which estab-

lishes confo_inityto a regulatory limit, the instrument used should conform to !

a widely recognized and acoepted consensus standard, i

A-3.4.3 _ty Truck i
i

Four commenters (A-2.5.15,A-2.6.4, A-2.7.17 and A-2.7.12) indicated i

that the compactor should be tested while compacting refuse or that the stan- E

dard should be applicable to the compactor whether or not it is loaded.

Response: One of the primary considerations in developing the noise

emission test procedure was to design a procedure that produced consistent

and repeatable results. To require testing while refuse was actually being

compacted would necessitate defining a "standard" load of refuse in order to

ensure some consistency between tests. The concept of a "standard" load of

refuse was considered to be too complex and unwieldy to be practical for test

purposes.

Several noise tests have been conducted while the vehicle was compacting

an actual load of refuse. These tests have shown that some loads do increase

the noise level slightly while others may decrease the noise level, but gener-

ally the differences are smell. Refuse loads containing a large number of

glass bottles or other ha_d debris typically result in greater noise levels

than those measured with an empty truck. However, loads that contain soft
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debris such as garbage and paper can reduce the noise level to below that of

an empty truck since the soft material acts as a sound damping material when

it is pressed against the insides of the compactor. In general, considering

that the two types of refuse loads are either noisieror quieter than the empty

truck, the empty truck noise levels are considered to be a good representation

of the "average" noise emitted from a c_mpactor and greatly simplify compli-

ance testing.

A-3.4.4 Operating Cycle

A trade assooiation (A-2.4.1), three cal%oactormanufacturers (A-2,1.1,

A-2.1.2 and A-2.1.3), and a truck manufacturer (A-2.2.1)commented about the

need for guidelines regarding normal operating procedure for manually operated

compactors.

_Wo local governments (A-2.5.11 amd A-2.5.13) indicated that many refuse

trucks compact while in motion, so the test procedure should reflect this or

more explicitly define normal operating procedure.

Response: S205.204(f)(4) has been revised to clarify the normal operat-

_ ing procedure for manually operated compactors. The c_npactor engine shall be

•i operated at a speed in rpm corresponding to the maximum allowable speed of the

hydraulic pu_p which powers the c_mpactor mechanism.

_he regulation was not intended to cover compactingwhile the truck

is in motion. This omission should not reduce benefits for those areas where

compacting in motion is the normal operating procedure. If the compactor

manufacturers limit che maximum allowable engine speed during compaction,

as anticipated, this will prevent the campactor truck from moving very fast

i while compacting and also from cx_paching at the maximum allowable engine

speed for the moving truck. Therefore, the total noise emission resulting
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from compacting while in motion shouldnot exceed emissions of compacting

while stationary.

A-3.4.5 Meter Error

A manufacturer (A-2.1.4) cow,nestedthat no allowance was made for meter

error in the test procedure.

Response: The regulation assumes tht manufacturers will design equipment

to a level at least 2 decibels below the level specified in the standard. EPA

considers this margin to be adequate for dealing with meter error or any slight

variations in noise emissions between compactors of the same configuration.

A-3.4.6 Tachometer

A manufacturer (A-2.1.1) co,nested that the truck mounted tachometers

could be used to record engine speed if tl_eaccuracy requirement for tachcme-

I ters was cmltted from the regulation.

Response: EPA has revised the regulation to allow use of the instrument

panel tachometer installed in the truck,and to increase the allowable error

for the tachometer reading frem 2% to 5%.

.... A-3.4.7 Barometric Pressure

A manufacturer (A-2.1.I) requested that the requirement for recording

barometric pressure be omitted frum the regulation.

Response: Large differences in barometric pressure may have an effect

on the noise measurements and the fleld-check calibration, particularly by

affecting pistonphone (field calibrator)output. This requirement is neces-

sary to allow EPA to evaluate potential differences in test results.
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A-3.4.8 Staadin_ Water

A manufacturer (A-2.I.I) requested that the requirement for no standing

water on the test pad be omitted from the regulation.

Response: The basic intent of this provision is to ensure that there

is no sn_ on the test pad. The regulation has been modified to denote

this. Liquid standing water should not have any appreciable effect on the

measurements.

A-3.4.9 Radiator Fan

One manufacturer (A-2.1.3) commented that the truck regulation does not

require the radiator fan to be operating during the test procedure. The com-

pactor regulati_ should he the same.

Response_ me radiator fan is not required in the medium and heavy truck

regulation because the fan (in a vehicle equipped with a fan clutch) is not

usually in operation when the vehicle is moving at road speeds. Since the

noise emission tests for oonpactors will be conducted with the engine at low

speeds, the fan is needed to cool the engine. However, the noise contribution

of the fan operating at low engine speeds is expected to be negligible, based

on data obtained by EPA.

A-3.4.70 Ac_reement of l_adin_s Within 2 dBA

A truck manufacturer (A-2.2.I) co[_sentadthat it is unclear why readings

must agree within 2 dBA. Further, if the readings have to agree within 2 dBA

at each microphone this would be a very difficult requirement.

l_sponse: The energy average of the readings from each of the four

microphones should agree within 2 dBA for the two complete oompaotion cycles

to be tested for noise emissions. It is not expected that, under normal test
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procedures, readings will disagree by more than 2 dBA. However, certain

situations such as extraneous noises, improper operation of the product being

tested, measurement equipment problems, or incorrect interpretations could

result in readings not agreeing within 2 dBA. This type of situation would

need to be corrected before the test results could be considered valid.

The appropriate section of the regulation has been clarified to indicate

that agreement within 2 dBA applies only to the four-microphone energy average,

non to the readings fr(_,each microphone.

A-3.4.11 Cost of Testin_

A truck manufacturer (A-2.2.1) COmTented that the test procedures were

too costly for small manufacturers and distributors.

Response: _le costs related to the test procedure were considered in the

EPA economic analysis•of the regulation. Care was taken to simplify the test

procedure thereby reducing costs wherever feasible.

There are several possibilities that small menufactcrers oould explore

to further reduce the costs associated with testing. For example, the test

pad does not necessarily have to be specially constructed or even owned by

the manufacturer or distributor. The Agency has found paved parking lots

to be very suitable test pads. The manufacturer can also consider contract-

ing testing service on an "as required" basis, thus eliminating the overhead

burden of full time test personnel. Furthermore, the necessity for testing

by distributors has been minimized as discussed in the _A-3.7.5 response.

A-3.4.12 Weather Conditions

Two manufacturers of compactors (A-2.1.3 and A-2._.2), two compactor

vehicle distributors (A-2.3.3 and A-2.3.8), and a trade organisation (A-2.4.1)
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commented on potential difficulties due to adverse _eather conditions in

meeting the 45 day deadline for performing tests. Particular concern was

expressed over the early months of the calendar year when the probability of

snow,,rain, or winds in excess of 12 mph precluding testing On a given day could

be higher than 50 percent.

Response: Section 205.205-2(a)(2) has been rewritten to allow for delay

of up to ninety (90) days due to weather and conditions beyond the manufac-

turer's control. Records of the conditions preventing testing must be maim-

tained and, if testing cannot begin by the 45th day, the manufacturer must

so notify the Administrator within 5 days (by the 50th d_ly). If the Adminis-

trator so requests after such notification, the manufacturer must ship products

to an EPA designated facility for testing.

A-3.5 REGULATORY CRITERIA

A-3.5.1 Identification as a Major Source of Noise

A truck manufacturer (A-2.2.1) commented that, in their understanding,

the criterion for identifying truck-mounted solid waste c_npactors as a major

source of noise was based upon this product's EnvitDnmental Noise Impact

(ENI) (Note: ENI is actually Equivalent Noise Impact). Since the ENI

for this product is 0.2% of the population (Note: using the figures concerned,

the ENI is actually 0.8%), and much of the health and welfare analysis utilized

other noise metrics, the commenter questioned the identification of truck-mounted

solid waste _,pactors as a major source of noise.

Response: The environmental noise impact was one of many factors con-

sidered by EPA in identifying truck-mounted solid waste om_pactors as a major

source of noise. The environmental noise impact analysis involved calculat-

ing beth the intensity (loudness and duration) and extent (population affected)
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of the noise source inpact. The overall noise impact is determined by Frac-

tional Impact methodology (the preferred term now is "Level-Weighted Popula-

tion" (LWP)). Therefore, it is not correct to say that only 0.8% of the

population is affected. Many persons experience an individual impact that is

not a "100 percent" impact. Each individual i,ioactis fractionally weighted

according to the intensity and severity of noise exposure. Simply put, 10

persons adversely i_aeted i0 percent are equivalent to one person impacted

100 percent. _he actual population that is affected by truck-mounted solid

waste oompactor noise is estimated at 19.7 million persons in the baseline year

for analysis (1976), or approximately 9% of the U.S. population. Many of

these persons are impacted to a partial extent, i.e. fractionally. When the

population impact is determined using the Fractional Impact methodology, the

computed Equivalent Noise Impact (ENI) or Level-Weighted Population (SWP) is

approximately 2.11 million equivalent persons who are impacted 100%.

As mentioned above, the noise impact analysis is only one of the primary i

factors considered by the Administrator in determining which sources of noise i

are to be identified as major sources. Other key factors are:

i. Whether the product, alone or in combination with other products,

causes noise exposure in defined areas under various conditions,

which exceed the levels requisite to protect the public health and

welfare with an adequate margin of safety;

2. Whether the spectral content or temporal characteristics, or both,

of the noise make it irritating or intrusive, even though the noise

level may not otherwise be excessive;

3. Whether the noise emitted by the product causes intermittent exposure

leading to annoyance or activity interference.
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In the case of truck-counted solid waste oonpaetors, this regulation

provides for noise control standards consistent with standards already pro-

posed for new medium and heavy trucksas noted in the Federal _ister notice

on May 28, 1975, in which the Administrator of EPA identified truck-m0unted

solid waste compactors as a major source of noise. The notice further stated

that EPA recognized that the "...noiseimpact from such special purpose

equipment (compactors) alone is of a lower order of magnitude. However, in

view of the actions already taken to control noise emissions from medium and

heavy duty trucks, control of these sources is required to avoid reducing the

effectiveness of those regulations".

A-3.5.2 Data Base

A trade association (A-2.4.1), two compactor manufacturers (A-2.1,1 and

A-2.7.3), and a truck manufacturer (A-2.2.1) conmented about the data base

used in the technology assessment of truck-mounted solid waste compactor noise

emissions. The cc_menters were concernedabout the size of the data base and

apparent inconsistencies in the measurementprocedures utilized. Specifically,

these commenters believed that the data base was not large enough to be repre-

sentative, that too nmny quieted ce_pactorswere included, and that all the

compactors were not tested under identicalconditions (i.e., some were tested

with containers, some without; some tested on different surfaces; and sQTe

tested with variable engine speeds and cycle tlmes).

Response: EPA made measurements of a number of vehicles which are

believed to be representative of those in service. The data base contains

examples of front, rear, and side loaders, as well as both gasoline and

diesel fueled trucks.
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Regarding the consistency of the test procedure, EPA recognizes that

data were collected under varying conditions. However, the measurements were i

made by trained acoustical personnel with high precision instruments. Through

excrapolation and conversion factors, measurements taken under variable condi-

tions were adjusted to allow for different test conditions and measurement

distances. In settingforth the regulation, test conditions are prescribed

in detail to minimize testing variability and to eliminate uncertainties in

data acquisition.

Subsequent to publication of the August, 1977 Bad'.groundDocument, addi-

tional noise tests of truck-mounted solid waste cor_oactorswere performed by

EPA. The results of these tests are now included is the revised Background

Document. These tests,which were conducted by EPA in accordance with the

noise emission test procedure given in the regulation, confirm EPA's original

findings.

A-3.5.3 Noise Level of Standard

Imcal governments,citizens groups, and private citizens (A-2.5.15,

A-2.6.4, A-2.7.12, A-2.7.19, A-2.5.18, and A-2.5.4) were all concerned that

the noise level selected for the standard was too high (not sufficiently

stringent). Most of the above commenters came to this conclusion through

familiarity with localordinances that appeared to be more stringent than the

proposed Federal standard. Others cited cases of individual truck-mounted

solid waste compactorsthat were considerably quieter than the proposed

standard. One local government (A-2.5.11), objected to the proposed stan-

dards as being too stringent. They indicated that many of their garbage

trHcks _Duld have difficulty masting the proposed standard, particularly these

which do not have any limits on the maximum engine speed.
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RespOnse: The sound level selected for the standard is based on the

opt_nal benefits achievable within the constraintsof the best technology

available for quieting the noise source. _he costs of the noise control

features required to meet the standard are also carefully weighed in the

determination of the final regulatory standard, l_A's selection of the final

standard indicated that the 79 dBA level (whichis further reduced to 76 dBA

two years later) will optimize the health and welfare benefits while minimiz-

ing the economic impact of the regulation.

During the EPA studies of the noise emissions of truck-mounted solid

waste compactors, several advanced technologiesfor quieting colnLoantortrucks

'were investigated. These technologies ranged from the exclusive use of elec-

tric vehicles to requiring special auxiliary motors for p_werlng the compac-

tors. Since none of these more advanced quieting methodologies had achieved

any w_Idespreaduse in the United States, the EPA determined that, at this

time, the economic impact of a noise regulation requiring tedlnologiesl

changes this extensive would be too severe.

EPA also noted that at least one locality (NeW York city) had issued

standards that appeared to be mere stringent than the EPA standard. Further

investigation by EPA found that the full benefit of such standards were not

fully realized for a variety of reasons. It is costly to purchase compactor

trucks meeting such stringent standards, and sometimes difficult to obtain

bids from qualified suppliers. If the delivered units do not quite meet the

noise spaeificatioas, they may be accepted anyhow, in order to meet urgent

needs for refuse collection. After the effective date of the Federal regula-

tion, all newly menufactored truck-mounted solid waste compactors are expected
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to meet the Federal standard. In addition, any purchasers desiring compactor

vehicles quieter than the Federal standard may include lower noise emission

levels in the purchase specifications for such vehicles.

Suppliers of compactor vehicles will now have to incorporate noise

control features on their trucks as a routine matter to comply with the

Federal standard.

With respect to the inability of existing refuse collection vehicles to

meet the Federal standard, the regulation provides that the standard applies

only to vehicles manufactured after the effective date of the standard. The

regulation does not require retrofit of existing in-use vehicles.

A-3.5.4 Categorization of 5cadets

%_vocompactor ,_anufacturers(A-2.1.3 and A-2. 1.4) conmented that it did

not seem appropriate to group all types of compactors under one standard when

each type is distinctly different and has different end use applications.

Ees_onse: Although the different types of compactors may have different

end uses, (i.e., the front loader is used primarily for commercial collection),

EPA studies indicate that all three types of campactors are found in environ-

ments where noise impacts occur. For example, the frcat loader _s _requently

found in high density residential neighborhoods collecting refuse either from

neighboring commercial establishments or from high rise apartment dwellings.

Therefore, it can have significant environmental noise impact in such areas.

The EPA analysis did show that there were variations in the baseline

noise levels for the three types of LuL,pactors. However, in its testing of

compactors with quieting features incorporated, EPA found that all types could

be quieted to meet the proposed standard.
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Therefore, the Agency believes that technology is available to permit

all three types of compactor vehicles to comply with the regulation. From

EPA's health and welfare analysis, the standard is set at close to an optimal

level. Setting a lower standard, especially for only part of the vehicle

population, would not significantly increase the health and welfare benefits

of the regulation and thus would not justify the additional o=_plexity and

attendant cost.

A-3.5.5 Containers

The noise emitted by the containers utilized for refuse collection con-

corned ,any co,reenters.Two elty officials (A-2.5.7 and A-2.5.21), one private

citizen (A-2.7.13), and a representative of a citizens group (A-2.6.2) com-

mented that some regulation of containers was important to the overall effec-

tiveness of the regulation. However, three compactor l_anufacturers(A-2.1.1,

A-2.1.2 and A-2.1.4), a trade association (A-2.4.1), and a truck manufacturer

(A-2.2.1) all objected to the inclusion in the regulation of containers which

are mechanically hoisted by the truck. One reason given for excluding con-

tainers was that testing was impraetimal due to many different types and

materials of containers. Another was that potential higher noise levels

emitted with containers attached were not given full consideration in EPA

noise tests and were therefore absent from the data base supporting the

proposed standards.

_s_onse: _his regulation does not apply to containers as such. Mile

container noise may contribute to trash cDllection noise, the presence or

absence of a container does not lessen the beneficial effects of quieting
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the noise of the vehicle during the entire loadingand compaction process.

In addition, the regulation of container noise is not considered to be feasi-

ble sinc_ it would be difficult (if not impossible)to set performance stan-

dards for containers. The difficulty is that most of the noise generated by

container arises primarily from the handling of the containers by collection

personnel. The Agency's view is that the noise emitted by containers in use

can be controlled more effectively by local regulatory and enforcement action

than by Federal regulation. The success of many local governments in reducing

trash collection noise by encouraging such practices as the use of plastic

trash containers testifies to the validity of this view. The c_rmants that

follow are intended to provide background information for the guidance of

local officials in planning possible action to abate container noise.

Two general classes of containers are used. One is a relatively small

capacity container such as a garbage can, used by individual households. The

other is substantially larger in capacity, frequently used by multiple-family

residential buildings and commercial and industrial firms.

The first type usually is dumped by hand into the hopper of the trash

vehicle (rear loader or side loader). Traditionally, this container has been

i of galvanized steal construction. In recent years containers made of plasticreither cans or bags, have increasingly come intouse, largely as a result of

local efforts to reduce the noise associated with trash collection.

_e large commercial trash container, with capacity up to eight cubic

yards, must be manipulated by container-handling machinery built into the

compactor vehicle. This equipment engages the container, lifts, rotates and

dumps it, then returns it to the ground.
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Impact noises occur due to contact between the container and the handling

mechanism, truck hopper surfaces, and the ground. For the large containers

with lids, banging of the lid against the hopper surfaces and the container

body 12 one of the most prevalent causes of impact noise.

Although individual household containers made of plastic are practical,

large commercial containers must be made of durable structural material; glass

fiber-reinforced plastic units are available. The application of suitable

damping materials or the use of damped sandwich panels, especially for lids,

can substantially reduce the sounds of container lids hitting container bodies

or _hicle hopper surfaces. Reductions of 15 dB or greater in impact noise

are achievable by suitable application of sound damping materials to steel

panels.

_A strongly recommends that compactor manufacturers supply elastomaric

materials, such as rubber or pelyurethsne pads, to those portions of the

hopper where impacts with containersand container lids are apt to occur.

EPA also reca_ends that municipalities require the use of such materials

in their communities where noise from this source continues to be a problem.

A-3.5.6 Definition of "Newly Manufactured"

Two comenters (A-2.5.5 and A-2.4.1) noted that the regulation needed

clarification as to the applicability of the standard to newly manufactured

compactor bodies which are mountedon used chassis or new chassis that are one

or two years old and do not meet the medit_,and heavy truck noise standards

for 1978. Another commenter (A-2.5.23) recommended that the regulation

include refurbished truck-mountedsolid waste compactors.
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Response: The EPA has clarified its definition of "newly manufactured"
!

in S205.200 of the regulation. Only truck-mounted solid waste compactors that

consist of chassis and compactor bodies manufactured after the effective date

of the regulation are subject to regulation. Previously used compactor bodies

or chassis that are refurbished for further use are not subject to regulation.

Likewise, for the second stage of the regulation, only chassis and compactor

bodies manufactured after the second effective date of this regulation are

subject to the second-stage standard.

A-3.5.7 DieselTruckUsa@e

A trade association (A-2.4.1) indicated that the proposed regulation

_uld discourage the use of the more energy efficient diesel engises because

the diesel trucks are noisier than the gasoline trucks.

Pesponse: Information received by EPA fron large users of truck-mounted

solid waste compactors indicate that the diesel trucks operate very well under

the proposed noise control technology, mainly because such engines can operate

reliably and steadily at low speeds while developing enough torque and horse"

Power to operate t/lecompaction methanism. Some manufacturers of compactor

bodies have indicated that they will continue to use diesel trucks because they

are believed to be easier to quiet, even though the noise control technology

is more costly. Nevertheless, New York's experience has shown that it is also

feasible to manufacture quieted refuse collection vehicles with gasoline

engines.

AS evidenced by the current market structure, a large number of purchasers

believe the trade-off for a higher priced diesel truck is justified because of

the energy efficiency characteristics of diesel trucks. Since beth gasoline
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and diesel-powered vehicles can be manufactured to meet the standard, it does

not appear that the noise emission regulation will significantly alter the

current situation. ]

A-3.5.8_uteTrailers

A truck manufacturer (A-2.2.I) noted that route trailers are excluded
i

from consideration for regulation in the Background Document but are included

in S205.201 of the proposed regulation. The commenter reco_needed that routs

trailers be excluded from the regulation.

Response: The statement in the Background Doc%m_entdid not exclude

route trailers from regulation. It merely pointed out thatroute trailers

were excluded from consideration in the ecDnomlc _mpact analysis because of

the small number of such vehicles manufactured.

Compactors which are mounted on truck trailers (routetrailers) are

subject to the noise emission standards for truck-mounted solid waste compac-

tors. Route trailers do not differ significantly in design or operational

aspects from c_mpactors mounted on trucks. Although there are only a few

route trailers in use and current production is sra_ll,an exemption for route

_i trailers, aside from being inconsistent with the purpose of the regulation,

could result in increased demand for this type of ccmpacthr vehicle, increasing

_; the potential noise impact. This would represent unfair cc_petition for the

_i manufacturers of compactors subject to the regulation.
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A-3.5.9 Acoustical Assurance Period

A-3.5.9.1 Length of Acoustical Assurance Period (AAP)

Four commenters (A-2.5.7, A-2.5.15, A-2.7.17 and A-2.6.4) indicated

that the length of the Acoustical Assurance Period should be as long as the

useful life of the truck-mounted solid waste compactor.

Response: The length of the Acoustical Assurance Period is based upon

the time the product is expected to operate without major maintenance action I
J
r

other than routine periodic maintenance. It is related to the maximum war-

ranty period that reasonably could be achieved. If a high quality product is

well maintained, significant degradation should not occur over the useful

economic life of the product. However, EPA does not consider it reasonable to

hold the manufacturer responsible after the expected time of the first major

overhaul. At this point, it should be the responsibility of the owner to

ensure that the noise does not incz'easedue to inadequate maintenance or

non-performance of unrepaired parts.

States and localities may also help in ensuring that significant noise

degradation does not OCCUr over the useful life of the product by promulgating

c_xnplemantary in-use standards for truck-mounted solid waste compactors in

their jurisdiction.

A-3.5.9.2 Computation of Sound Level Degradation Factor (SLDF)

Two ccrnpactormanufacturers (A-2.1.1 and A-2.1.4), two trade associations

(A-2.4._ and A-2.4.2), and a truck manufacturer (A-2.2.1) commented that there

is not data available for cx_puting the SLDF [nowknown as Noise Level Degrada-

tion Factor (NLDF)].
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Another three corm_enters(A-2.6.4, A-2.7.9 and A-2.7.34) indicated that

the most appropriate method for determining noise level degradation would be

long term durability tests or periodic m_nitoring by EPA after sale.

Response: The NLDF should represent the best estimate of the manufac-

turer. It is expected that during the first few years of effectiveness

of the regulation, manufacturers will rely heavily on engineering judg0ents

in determining the NLDF of their products. As more experience is gained and

tess data is gathered, the estimation of the NLDF will become less dependent

on judgment alone. Manufacturers may be more conservative in their estimates

during the first few years and experience will show the way to s more know-

ledgeable estimate.

Developing and implementing long term durability testing could move beck

the effective date of the regulation by severalyears. The cost of such a

program as %_ii as the substantial delay in achieving benefits frcm the regu- I

latlon does not, in the EPA's opinion, constitutea cost effective approach

to minimizing noise level degradation of regulated products. I

Periodic monitoring of regulated equipment is one area where State and

local governments can assist the Federal government in ensuring that the full

benefits of the regulation are being realized. It would be impractical for

the EPA to undertake monitoring of products except on a limited basis. How-

ever, State and local governments with monitoring programs can notify EPA

of specific situations where there appears to be non-compliance.

A-3.5.9.3 Cost of the Acoustical Assurance Period (AAP)

Dee compactor manufacturer (A-2.1.4) remarked that the costs of the AAP

were not included in the economic analysis. Another ezra]reenter(A-2.7.34) was

concerned that the AAP will create exceptionally high costs for the constraer.

1
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Response: It is assumed that one of the primary goals of most manufac-

turers is to design and build a high quality product. The manufacturers in

this industry maintain that they indeed build a high quality product. The

AAP merely ensures that these same goals are applied to the quieting features

of the product.

Consequently, the AAP is not exPected to create additional costs for the

consider. The AAP should benefit the consumer by providing an additional

incentive for manufacturers to provide high quality, durable quieted products.

A-3.5.9.4 Compliance with the Acoustical Assurance Period (AAP)

Three compactor manufacturers (A-2.1.2, A-2.1.3, and A-2.1.4) and a trade

association (A-2.4.1) co._ented that it was impossible to comply with the AAP

for the total vehicle, since the medium and heavy truck regulation does not

have an AAP. One of the above co,reentersindicated that even if the truck

regulation had an AAP it would still be impossible to co_oly since the

noise rest for trucks is a pass-by test while the test for conloactortrucks

is a stationary noise test. Another of the above commenters indicated that

compactor vehicles are sometimes used for snowplowing or other functions

unrelated to the collection of solid waste and that the impact of these secondary

uses On compliance with the AAP was not considered in the proposed regulation.

Response: Experience with trucks included in the DOT Quiet Truck program

showed no significant noise level degradation after being in operation over

100,000 miles. Consequently, the Agency expects that the truck chassis used

for compactor vehicles will show no significant degradation in the twD-year

period of the AAP, which generally entails less than 50,000 miles of operation

for a refuse collection vehicle.
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The difference between the regulatory test procedures for the medium and

heavy truck regulation and the compactor regulation should not be an important

factor relative to the AAP. The noise control components for the truck chassis

perform the same function in either type of test, and the quality and durability

of the components is not relevant to the type of noise measurement involved.

The secondary uses of products should not affect manufacturers' ccfnpliance

I with the AAP. If the manufacturer has recommended operating instructions

indicating that the potential secondary uses involve improper operating

procedures, then any lack of compliance with the AAP due to misuse of the

preduct would be the responsibility of the owner who has misused the product.

A-3.5.9.5 Legal Authority for Establishing the Acoustical Assurance Period

A truck manufacturer (A-2.2.1) and a trade association (A-2.4.1) commented

that the Noise Control Act provides no authority for EPA to promulgate an

Acoustical Assurance Period (AAP) and NLDF. The trade association asserted

that the AAP was in direct conflict with the Act by reading "the time-of-sale" i

language out of the Act. i
!

I }_s_onse: EPA maintains that the AAP provision is required to adequately I

protec_ the public health and welfare, without this provision the benefits Of i

the regulation could be severely reduced. If the noise control features of a

preduct are not designed to be durable over time and the noise characteristics

of regulated products degrade significantly after the sale of the product, no

substantial health and welfare benefits can result from the regulation.

EPA ccnslders the authority for promulgating the AAP to be implicit in

the Noise Control Act. In order to meet the requirements of the Act it is

necessary to ensure that real and lasting benefits result from each regulation.
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The AAP is an important and necessary provision of any noise emission regula-

tion for achieving such lasting benefits.

A-3°6 ENFORCE14ENT

A-3.6.1 Legal Authority

A truck manufacturer (A-2.2.I) and a trade association (A-2.4.1) objected

to the authority claimed by the EPA to conductseard]es, to recall products,

and to issue cease-to-distribute orders. The trade association commented that

these provisions appear to exceed the authorities granted in the Noise

Control Act.

Response: Since the EPA production verification system leaves the

manufacturer in control of many aspects of the compliance program, it is

essential that EPA Enforcement Officers have access to manufacturers' plants

and records in order to detemnine whether the requirexents of the regulation

are being followed and whether conforming vehicles are being distributed in

commerce. Thus, EPA has prescribed inspectionand monitoring regulations (40

CFR S205.4) to permit duly designated EPA Enforcement Officers to have access

to a manufacturer's facility. This was done so that the Administrator may

satisfy himself that required records are being kept, that products which will

be tested are selected and prepared for testingin accordance with the regula-

tory requirements, that tests are properly conducted, and that the manufactured

product is one which conforms to the applicablenoise emission standard. This

is all part of the testing procedures promulgated under S6(c) and _13(a), and

the records obtained are information which the manufacturer is required to

maintain under S73(a).
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The EPA inspection aed monitoring regulation is narrowly structured.

The EPA Enforcement Officer is limited to inspecting only facilities where:

(I) products to be distributed in commerce are manufactured, assembled or

stored_ (2) noise tests are performed, (3) test products are present, or

(4) records, reports, or documentary information required to be maintained

or provided to the Administrator are located.

Examination of the limited inspection authority in the EPA regulation,

' its reasonableness, and the reasons for the requirements, make clear that

) the regulationis fully authorizedby S6(c)(1) and _13(a) of the Noise Control

Act. 513(a) specifically authorizes EPA to require sud_ tests as are necessary

I to assure compliance with the promulgated standard and to have access to the

results of such tests and other records that the manufacturers are required

to maintain under $205.203 of the regulation.

The recent U.S. Supreme Court decision in the case of Marshall vs. Barlow's

Inc., 46 USLW 4483, has prc_pted EPA to promulgate changes to 5205.4 of Subpart

A, General Provisions, of 40 CFR Part 205, Noise Emission Standards for Surface

Tran_pertatlon Equipment. _hose changes were published in the Federal Register.

The changes incorporate the spirit of Barlow's decision and clarify that EPA

Enforcement Officers may not inspect a manufacturer's property unless (I) the

manufacturer consents or (2) the officers have obtained a warrant. For the

text of the revised 5205.4, interested parties are referred to 43 FR 27988.

With respect to recall and cease-to-distribute orders, the Administrator
I

: is given the authority to issue remedial orders under _I1(d) of the Noise

Control Act. Remedial orders supplement the criminal penalties of 511(a) and

will be issued only after notice and opportunity for a hearing. Recall and
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cease-to-distribute are examples of orders the Administrator could find

appropriate in certain circumstances. Different circumstances may necessi-

tate remedial orders different than those described in the regulation. The

Administrator is given the power to fashion remedial orders in such situations

to protect the public health and welfare.

A-3.6.2 Selective Enforcement Aeditin@ (SEA)

A trade association (A-2.4.1) commented that the SEA procedure is totally

inappropriate for the compactor manufacturing industry. A later submission to

the docket indicated that the association was concerned about the lack of

"batchms" that could be samples as set forth in the regulation under the SEA

procedures.

Response: After reviewing the conurents,the Agency recognizes that the

SEA procedures outlined in the proposed regulation might not be suitable for

use in certain cases where very small batches are manufactured. Consequently,

the Agency is developing improved procedures, and the relevant sections of

the regulation have been reserved for later incorporation of these improved

procedures.

A-3.6.3 Tamperin@

One ccem_nthr (A-2.7.9) indicated that penalties were needed for tamper-

ing with the equipment. A manufacturer (A-2.1.3)noted that it wpuld be

necessary to alter the chassis to achieve noise control for the total compactor

vehicle. This would be considered tampering under the truck regulation and

would require the compactor manufacturer to retest the chassis under the noise

emission standards for medium and heavy trucks.
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Response: _lere are no predetermined penalties for the tampering viola-

tlons specified in the Noise Control Act. Appropriate penalties will be deter-

mined for each individual case. i

Only thc_e modifications which would result in an imcrease in noise emis- Ji
i

sions to a level above the standard are considered tampering. The manufacturer

specifies the list of components which constitute the noise control system. !
i

Modification of any of these co_0onents is presumed to be tampering. While i

some acts are presumed to be tampering, they may be shown not to be tampering,

if, after the modification, the product is tested and shown to be in conpllanes

according to the Federal test procedure. On the other hand, modification of

a component not on the tampering list is not prestm_d to be tampering. However,

if modification of such a component resulted in an increase in noise emissions

_ abo%_ the compliance level, that modification would be judged to be tampering.

_I Altering the truck chassis, for example, by moving the exhaust system
91

_; might be an act of tampering, but it is not a presumed act of tampering on
!%

present models t syst_n_i because the exhaust is not on the list of noise-control

5'i ccmpenents. However, if testingshowed that the noise level was increased

6} above the complianes level by this act, then it would be considered tampering.

li
A-3.6.4 Local Enforcement

Several oonTnenters were concerned about the impact of the Federal regula-

• tion on local governments. Three commenters (A-2.5.9, A-2.7.28, and A-2.7.23)

remarked that local laws that were more stringent should not be preempted.

Two other cor_menters(A-2.5.15 and A-2.5.5) were concerned that local communl-

ties would be unable to enforce the regulation due to the proposed test

procedure.
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One cGml_nter (A-2.5.70) suggested that EPA allow the manufacture Of

both quieted and non-quieted trucks. Communities without curfews should then

order the quieted trucks.

Response: When the Federal standards for compactors are effective, state

and local governments will be pre-empted from enacting and enforcing time-of-

sale standards whid_ are not identical to the Federal standards, and all com-

pactor manufacturers will be required to meet t/leFederal standards. Congress,

through the Noise Control Act, mandated this result; the EPA does not have the

power to change the Noise Control Act. _WO of the reasons for the Congres-

sional mandate of uniformity of treatment were: (1) to relieve manufacturers

Of products identified as major noise sources from the necessity of h_lilding

different products solely to comply with differing state and local time of

sale standards and (2) to assure that all new products identified as major

noise sources %Duld be required to meet the noise standard.

State and local governments can still exercise control over sompactor

noise. For instance, a state or local government can elect to purchase quieter

vehicles for state or municipal use. Also, a state or local government can

adopt and enforce a standard identical to the Federal standard. In the latter

case, the enforcement procedures may call for preliminary screening of noise

while the vehicle is actually being used in the custo,Tarymanner, place and

time. Measurements could be made with one microphone on one side of the vehi-

cle at 7 maters. If a vehicle measured in this way produces noise over the

state and local standard, the owner may be requested to take the vehicle to

another site more suitable for conducting the Federal test procedure. There,

a strict noise measurement using the Federal test procedure could take plame.
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Finally, a state or locality has the option of adopting an in-use (as opposed

to time-of-sale) control on compactor operations such as a curfew on time of

operation.

A-3.6.5 Batch Acceptance

One State (2%-2.5.12)indicated that a better quality assurance method

1 was needed. The proposed batch acceptance would allow 10% of the product to

be in non-compliance which was considered high. Development Of a method that

would prevent the sale of any product in son-compliancewas suggested.

Response: The Act and the regulations requirethat all products distri-

buted in commerce be in compliance with the noise emission standard. The 10%

AQL is utilized only during SEA testing requested by the Administrator. The

AQL was established to account for testing and production variations. The 10%

AQL does not permit 10% of the products produced to be in non-cu_olianse, but

is merely the level of non-compliance found in an SEA above which the Agency

will likely take remedial administrative action. Any product tested and found

to be in non-compliance must be brought into complianceand retested prior to

distribution into commerce. For example, if a manufacturer tests a product as

part of an internal quality control program and that product is found to be

non-ce_plying, the manufacturer must correct the non-compliance and retest to

assure compliance prior to distribution. Any distribution in co_merca of a

product which is not in compliance is a violation of the Noise Control Act and

is subject to re/redialorders under Section 11(d). Shipment of a product

known to be non-complying is a willful and knowing violation of the Act and is

potentially subject to the criminal penalties of section 11(a) of the Act.
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A-3.7 SEPARATION OF SOURCES FOR REGULATION

A-3.7.1 Separate Standards for Each Component

Seven distributors of truck-mounted solid waste compactors (A-2.3.3,

A-2.3.4, A-2.3.6, A-2.3.8, A-2.3.9, A-2.3.10, and A-2.3.11), three maNu-

facturers (A-2.1.1, A-2.1.2, and A-2.1.4), and a trade association (A-2.4.1)

favored separate noise standards for major components of the garbage truck.

Most of the above indicated that separate standards should be developed for

the compactor body and the chassis, which is one of the major sources of

noise of a refuse vehicle. One manufacturer (A-2.1.4) suggested separate

tests for the chassis, compactor bodies, and hydraulic drives.

Response: EPA believes that the noise problem must be viewed in the

context of the total compactor vehicle system, comprising the compactor

body, hydraulic power systems, engine power take-off uait accessories, and

the chassls-cab unit. EPA's study of the noise control technology for garbage

trucks showed that the most effective way of reducing overall compaction cycle

noise is to design the compactor vehicle system to operate at low engine speed

during the waste-handling and compacting cycle. Since the compactor body

manufacturer has control of the overall system design, and it is only through

proper design that the compactor can operate effectively at low engine speed,

the Agency believes that responsibility for meeting the noise requirement

reasonably rests on the compactor body manufacturer.

All new truck chassis which typically are used for refuse truck applica-

tions are already required to meet a Federal noise emission standard. Based

on field tests, the Agency believes that most diesel engines operating at

speeds below 1200 rpm and gasoline engines operating at speeds below 1500 rpm
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will not exceed a noise level of 72 dBA. Allowing an equal contribution from

compactor related noise sources, a body manufacturer could work toward a design

target of 75 dBA. This would provide a substantial margin for variability in

conforming with the proposed 79 dBA standard.

It is wlthin the capability of the body manufacturer to design the com-

pactor vehiclesystem to operate effectively with engine speeds not exceeding

those stated above. This design function is under the control of the body

manufacturer and no one else. Consequently, if the responsibility for the

noise of the total _ehiele is to be assigned, it must be assigned to the body

manufacturer.

EPA believes that promulgation of the regulation will set into marion a

market mechanism that will result in the acquisition of chassis noise data by

compactor body manufacturers. At present, a number of the customers for

compactor bodiesspecify or provide a chassis of their own selection on which

the oompactur body is to be mounted by the body n_anufactureror the distributor.

After the effective date of the regulation, the custQner may be limited in his

selection of truck chassis suitable for a given cc_apac_corbody. The chassis

selected must be one which the body manufacturer is assured has satisfactory

noise emission characteristics (at appropriate engine speeds) to permit can-

pliance with the standard. This means that, in order to be sonpetitive for

refuse vehicle applications, the chassis manufacturer will not only have to

supply the necessary noise emissions data, he will also have to provide a

warranty or similar document to assure the body manufacturer of the acoustic

performance of the d_assis.
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Although the market for refuse truck chassis is relatively small c_npared

to the total market for trucks, the EPA believes that it _s of sufficient

magnitude to attract an adequate supply of chassis with suitable accompany-

ing noise mission data and warranted characteristics; this has been confirmed

by several chassis manufacturers. The EPA intends to encourage the chassis

manufacturers to develop and provide the necessary data. Inquiries addressed

to chassismanufacturers by the EPA have elicited noise data on a number of

chassis which show that the chassis are suitable for quieted refuse vehicle

applications.

If the market forces do not operate as effectively as EPA expects in

making available chassis with satisfactory and warranted noise characteristics,

the Agseey will seriously consider promulgation of supplemental regulations

to require chassis manufacturers to provide the needed noise data with appro-

priate warranties or certifications. The authority for such action is Section

8 (noise labeling) of the Noise Control Act.

A-3.7.2 Noise Emission Tests for Com_ponents

TWO manufacturers (A-2.1.I and A-2. I.4), a trade association (A-2.4.I),

and a truck manufacturer (A-2.2.]) indicated concern over testing the chassis

under the compactor regulation. Reasons for concern were related to the

differences in the noise emission tests for medit_ and heavy trucks and

the compaction vehicle. Co,nesters believed that no correlation had been

developed between the two tests, particularly when the truck has a load

comparable to a compactor. C_pactor manufacturers were concerned that the

chassis generates more noise than the compactor body and that they have no

control over the chassis noise.
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One compactor menufacturer (A-2.1.3) indicated that track noise will

not necessarily be reduced at lower engine speeds.

Response: EPA analysis has shown that any truck engine used in a truck

chassis meeting the EPA noise standard for 83 dBA during a passby test at

5C feet for medium and heavy trucks will be able to meet the EPA noise regu-

lation for compactors if the meximL_ engine speed during the compaction cycle

is controlled to a reasonable level. Several truck manufacturers have sub-

mitted data to EPA indicating that trucks meeting the 1979 medium and heavy

truck regulation of 83 dBA at maximum engine speed have sufficiently low noise

levels at reduced engine speeds to be suitable for use in assembling compactor

vehicles that conform to the standard. For gasoline engines, significant

reductions in sound levels were obtained with engine speed reduced to below

2000 rpm. Diesel engines appear to require lower engine speeds; at engine

speeds below 1300 r_ sound level reductions ranged from approximately i0 dB

to 15 dB below the regulated level of 83 dBA, according to data suhnitted by

truck manufacturers. The compactor manufacturer has final control over the

speed at which the engine operates during the compaction cycle, and therefore

does have ultimate control over the noise emitted by the chassis during the

compaction cycle.

A-3.7.3 Production Verification Testing

A trade association (A-2.4.1), three compactor manufacturers (A-2.1.2,

A-2.1.3, and A-2.1.4), and a truck manufacturer (A-2.2.1) commented that when

the total vehicle is tested, under the proposed production verification con-

figurations,most of their production line would consist of one-of-a-kind

units or very small batches. This would result in PV testing from 75% to 90%
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of all units produced. All of the above, except the truck manufacturer,

indicated that separate standards for chassis and body would alleviate this

large testing burden.

_esponse: The final regulation incorporates several changes from the

proposed rule, with the objective of clarifying the Agency's intent and

reducing the amount of testing required. The number of parameters defining

a configuration has bees reduced, in order to reduce the potential number

of configurations to be tested. Further, the regulation offers the manufac-

turer the _ptlon of grouping configurations into categories, which are

characterized by only three major factors - engine type, compactor type,

and compactor power system. The manufacturer may identify the noisiest

configuration within each category and production verify only that noisiest

configuration.

By virtue of these changes, the Agency believes that a relatively small
i

percentage - probably less than 70 percent - of units would have to be tested.

A-3.7.4 Liability

A trade assocatlon commented that the liability for warranty costs shseld

be placed on the party responsible for the noise emission characteristics of

the product. The cc_pactur body manufacturer should not have to be responsible

for compliance and liability of the chassis and other components manufactured

elsewhere which produce noise.

Response: As discussed previously in Section A-3.7.1, it is the compac-

tor body manufacturer's responsibility to design an overall system for the

compactor vehicle which will be able to meet the standard. _he design process

must take into account _e noise characteristics of the chassis. If the
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compactor manufacturer fails to select appropriate components and a feasible

design for this system, that should be the compactor manufacturer's responsi-

bility, not the components manufacturer's responsiblity.

_he compactor manufacturer may wish to elicit soma type of assurance

from his suppliers that the components he purchases maet certain specifica-

tions that he deems to be necessary for meeting the noise emission standard.

The assurance can be in the form of contractual conmltments or purchase

specifications that include specific requirements regarding the noise emis-

sions of the components under conditions appropriate to the compaction cycle

operation of the vehicle.

A-3.7.5 Fesponslbillty for Compliance

Nine distributors* of truck-mounted solid waste compactors objected to

the responslblity for compliance being placed on the assembler of the total

vehicle. The distributors mount many of the garbage trucks that they sell
_u

and indicate that they would be unable to assume the costs of testing and

therefore would have to give up mounting of compactor bodies on chassis. A

truck manufacturer (A-2.2.1) indicated that the responsibility for cc_pllance

should be placedupon the manufacturer of the _,@lete vehicle as was done

in the proposed regulation.

RespOnse: EPA has carefully reviewed this issue with potentially affected

parties. Under _3(6) of the Act, a "manufacturer means any l:ersonengaged in

the manufacturing or assembling of new products, or the importing of new prod-

ucts for resale,or who acts for, and is controlled by, any such person in

(A-2.3._, A-2.3.2, A-2.3.4, A-2.3.5, A-2.3.7, A-2.3.8, A-2.3.9, A-2.3JI0,
and A-2.3.11)
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cc_necties with the distribution of such products". EPA believes that the

broad definition encompasses a distributor that counts a body and attendant

power take off equiDTent on a chassis and is the last person to have control

of the completed unit before it enters the stream of commerce. Although the

distributor does not have control over the system design, he could produce a

non-complylng unit by selecting an unusually noisy combination of components

(chassis-cab,_,lu and body) or by improperly mounting or assembling the com-

ponants or by altering any of the components.

Nevertheless, EPA recognizes the potential burden inposed by placing

i total responslbility for compliance upon the distributor. S205.205-1(d) was

added to the regulation to reflect this concern. This section of the regula-

tion is intended to relieve distributors (and any other manufacturer who only

assa_bles compactor vehicles) of the requirements to perform Production verifi-

cation tests of the vehicles they asssnble. _he rationale for this provision

is outlined below.

The distributor, in assembling a vehicle, follows the detailed installa-

i tion instructionsprovided by the compactor body manufacturer. When an unusual

i configuration is encountered, the distributor generally consults with the body

manufacturer who assumes and maintains continual engineering overview of the

i distributor's work. It is recognized that this type of manufacturer-distributor

relationship helps to maintain a competitive situation in the industry.

EPA's intent is to opt_,nize the distributor's ability to function effec-

tively by shifting certain duties and responsibilities to others in the chain of

the manufacturlng of the complete vehicle. The revised regulation $205.205-I(d)

now allows a distributor to rely in good faith for compliance upon installation
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instructions of the compactor body manufacturer, provided that such instruc-

tions are accompanied by statements that assure that the vehicle will conform

ro the standard if assembled in accordance with those instructions. If a

distributor fails to follow the instructions given to him, by acts of either

omission or commission, then the responsibility for compliance with the

s_andard is shifted back to him.

A-3.8 GE_PAL ISSUES

A-3.8.I _egalatory Process

Five commen_ers (A-2.1.4, A-2.1.1, A-2.4.1, A-2.7.1, and A-2.7.12)

requested an extension of the regulatory timetable to allow for further eval-

uation of the proposed rule. Three of the four commenters would like to

have a joint EPA-industry group formed to conduct this evaluation. One com-

mender (A-2.7.1) indicated that t/leregulation should go into effect sooner.

Another manufacturer (A-2.1.3) suggested that the effective date of

the regulation should be the date of manufacture, not the date of delivery.

Resposssl In the Noise Control Act of 1972, Congress provided guidelines

for obtaining and reviewing all conments pertaining to the regulation. EPA

has followed these guidelines through provision of a well publicised public

cerementperiod after publication of the proposed regulation, and through

public hearings held at diverse geographical locations. _le Agency and its

representatives held many meetings and discussions with the industry trade

associations as well as with officials of a number of firms in various segmants

of the industry. The information obtained in these contacts was reviewed

thoroughly, together with information and data obtained independently by EPA
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from other sources, including other Federal agencies, state and local govern-

ments, environmental organizations and the general public. _le conclusions

reflected in the regulation and accc_panying documents represent, in the

Agency's view, a fair and objective synthesis of the info_li_tion obtained. _A

c_siders t_letime fr_ne and process established for t_lis _egulation to be

adequate fur receivi_ 3 oc_l_:entsfrom the public, and for reviewing and evaluat-

ing these ca_ents before issui_ a final regulation. In view of _le exten-

sive public particil_tion as outlined, formation of a joint EPA industry group

to evaluate the rule as suggested, would be an unnecessary and redundant

process.

The effective date of the regulation relates to the date of manufacture.

Any truck-nDunted solid waste cc_pactor (i.e., both the compactor body and the

truck chassis) inanufactured after the effective date is subject to regulation.

A-3.8.2 Occupational Safety and Health A0_inistration

(_le cc_nter (A-2.5.3) opposed EPA's involvement in the regulation of

noise, indicating that noise regulations should be for the protection of

workers rat/let _/_an residents and therefore should be handled by the Occupational

Safety and Health Administration (OSHA).

Response: In the Noise Control Act of 1972, the Congress declared: "It

is the policy of the United States to promote an envirolm_ent for all Americans

free frown noise that jeopardizes their health and welfare." _a]ile OSHA

regulates for t/_eprotection of workers, EPA is concerned with the effect

of noise on t/,egeneral populaticn. ALthough the regulation for compactors

does benefit dle vehicle operators, its pr_/Llary intent is to protect the

public affected by the noise of _le ccmpactor.
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A-3.8.3 Regulation of Other Aspects of Solid Waste Collection

Five C_Lu,enters(A-2.7.13, A-2.6.2, A-2.7.14, A-2.7.18, and A-2.7.20)

requested that EPA regulate hours of collection as well as equipment noise.

Another commenter (A-2.7.33) reconmlendedthat EPA consider the use of sound

absorbing materials and barriers to control noise for certain situations.

Response: In the Noise Control Act, the Congress declared that, while

primary responsibility for control of noise rests with state and local govern-

menus, Federal action is essential to deal with major noise sources in commerce,

control of which requires national unifomnity of treatment. Section 6 of the

Act aut/%orizesEPA to regulate noise emissions of newly manufactured products

distributed in commerce. The Act restricts EPA to setting performance standards

(under Section 6) or labeling regulations (under Section 8) for these products.

Therefore, the EPA is not authorized to regulate other aspects of environmental

noise, which are amenable to local controlF such as use of sound barriers,

zoning controls, licensing or use restrictions. States and localities may

regulate hours of collection or any other aspect of solid waste collection

services, not regulated by the Federal government, that is deemed necessary in

their jurisdictions.

A-3.8.4 Public Education

Two cc_mentere (A-2.5.21 and A-2.6.4) indicated that the proposed regula-

tion should be accc_panied by a public education program designed to info_n

purthasers and end users about quieted products. The education program should

be conducted in conjunction with a labeling program and focus on the need for

quieter products, the noise inpact of the products purchased, and hcw to

effectively maintain the products' noise control characteristics. The fact

that mare noise does not necessarily mean more power should also he emphasized.
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Response: EPA concurs with these con_nenters. EPA's entire public hear-

ing process and accompanying publicity was designed to promote public awareness

of noise pollution problems related to products distributed in commerce. In

addition, the EPA Office of Noise Abatement and Control has been developing, and

expects to impl_nent, in the near future, both a public awareness program on

noise, and a regulatory program (under Section 8 of the Noise Control Act) for

labeling of both noisy products and products sold for the purpose of reducing

noise.

A-3.8.5 Favorable Comments

Seventeen submissions* to the docket consisted of ccxnmentsthat _re

favorable to the proposed regulation of truck-mounted solid waste compactors.

These submissions did not take issue with any provisions of the proposed

regulation nor suggest additional items that should be addressed by the EPA

in regard to the proposed regulation. Some of the submissions elaborated

on situatians that illustrated the need for the proposed regulation of truck-

mounted solid waste compactor noise.

No specific response is required.

*(A-2.5.1, A-2.5.2, A-2.5.17, A-2.5.19, A-2.6.1, A-2.7.2, A-2.7.5, A-2.7.7,
A-2.7.8, A-2.7.11, A-2.7.22, A-2.7.24, A-2.7.25, A-2.7.26, A-2.7.27, A-2.7.30,
and A-2.7.36).
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Ap_ndix B

FL'_CTIONALIMPACT PROCEDURE

Adapted, in part, from Goldstein, J., "Assessing the Impact of Transporta-
• tl

tlon Noise. Human Response Measures, Proceedings of the 1977 National
Conference on Noise Control En_ineerie@, G. C. Maling (ed.), NASA Langley
Research Center, Hampton, Virginia 17-19 October 1977, pp. 79-98.
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FRACTIONAL IMPACT PROCEDURE

An integral element of an environmental noise assessment is to deter-

mine or estimate the distribution of the exposed population to given levels

of noise for given lengths of time. Thus, before implementing a project

or action, one should first characterize the existing noise exposure dis-

tribution of the population in the area affected by estimating the number

of people exposed to different magnitudes of noise as described by metrics

, such as the Day-Night Average Sound Level (Lds). Next, the distribution

of people who may be exposed to noise anticipated as a result of adopting

various projected alternatives should be predicted or estimated. We can

judge the environmental impact by simply cc_paring these successive popula-
%

tlon distributions. This concept is illustrated in Figure S-1 which

pares the estimated distribution of the population prior to inception of
,j

a hypothetical project (Curve A) with the population distribution after

_! _nplsmentatim_ of the project (CurveB). For each statistical distribu-
%1

_j tion, numbers of people are simply plotted against noise exposure where

i_ Li represents a specific exposure in decibels to an arbitrary unit of

noise. A measureof noise impact is ascertained by examining the lessened

I project related noise. Such comparisons of population distributions allow

us to determine the extent of noise impact in terms of changes in the

number of people exposed to different levels of noise.

The intensityor severity of a noise exposure may be evaluated by the

use of suitable noise effects criteria, which exist in the form of dose:

response or cause-effect relationships. Using these criteria, the proba-

bility or magnitude of an anticipated effect can be statistically predicted
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from knowledge of the noise exposure incurred. Illustrative examples of

the different forms of noise effects criteria are graphically displayed

in Figure B-2. In general, dose-response functions are statistically

derived from noise effects information and exhibited as linear or cur-

villnear i'elationships,or combinations thereof. Although these relation-

ships generally represent a statistical "average" response, they may

also be defined for any given population percentile. The statistical

probability or anticipated magnitude of an effect at a given noise

exposure can be estimated using the appropriate function. For example, as

shown in Figure B-2 using the linear function, if it is established that a

number of people are exposed to a value of Lj, the incidence of a specific

response occurring within that population would be statistically predicted

at 50 percent.

A more comprehensive assessment of environmental noise may be performed

by cross-tabulating both indices of extent (number of people exposed) and

intensity (severity) of impact. To perform such a_ assessment we must first

statistically estimate the anticipated magnitude o_ impact upon each indivi-

dual e_posed at each given level, Li, by applying suitable noise effects

_:i'- criteria. At each level, Li, the impact upon all people so exposed is

i then obtained by simply comparing the number of people exposed with the

_- magnitude or probability of the anticipated response. As illustrated in

Figure B-I, the extent of a noise impact is functionally described as a

distribution of exposures. Thus, the total impact of all exposures is a

distribution of people who are affected to varying degrees. This may be

expressed by using an array or matrix in which the severity of impact at

each Li is plotted against the number of people exposed at that level.

• Table B-I presents a hypothetical example of such an array.
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TABLE I_-i

EX_[PLE OP IMPACI+I_{'fRIXFOR A I'_POqHh'I'ICALSITUATION

Magnitude or Probability

Exposure NuJ,berof People of _es_onse in Percent

Li 1,200,000 4

Li+1 900,0U0 i0

Li+2 200,000 25

Li+3 50t000 50

lot

Li+n 2,000 85

An envirenmental noise assessment usually involves analysis, evalua-

tlo_ and c_parison of rmanydifferent L)lanningalternatives. Obviously,

cGmparing multiple arrays of populatios inTpactinfo_,ation is quite cumber-

sc_e, and subsequently evaluating the relative effectiveness o£ each of the

alternatives generally tends to become rather complex and confusing. Tnese

c_-mparisonscon be s_,plified by resorting to a single number interpretation

or descriptor of t/]enoise environment which incorporates beth attributes

of extent and intensity of impact. Accordingly, the National Academy of

sciences, Committee on Bioacoustics and BiaL_chanics (CHABA) has recommended

a procedure for assessing environmental noise impact which mathematically

takes into account both extent and intensity of impact (Ref. B-l). qhis

procedure, t/isfractional _,Apactmethod, oo,rputestotal noise impact by

s_ply counting the number Of people exposed to noise at different levels

and statistically weighting each person by the intensity of response to t/is

noise exposure, The result is a single number value whid_ represents the

overall magnitude of the impact.
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The purpose of the fractional impact analysis method is to quantita-

tively define the impact of noise upon the population exposed. This, in

turn, facilitates trade-off studies and comparisons of the impact between

different projects or alternative solutions. To accomplish an objective,

comparative environmental analysis, the fractional impact method defines a

series of "partial noise impacts" within a number of neighborhoods or

groups, each of which is exposed to a different level of noise. The partial

noise impact of each neighborhood is determined by multiplying the number of

people residing within the helghborhoed by the "fractional impact" of that

neighborhood, i.e., the statistical probability or magnitude of an antici-

pated respsnse as functionally derived from relevant noise effects criteria.

The total _u..iiunltyimpact is then determined by simply sinning the partial

impacts of all neighborhoods (Ref. B-I).

It is quite possible, and in some cases very probable, that much of

i the noise impact may be found in submeighborhocds exposed to noise levels of

only moderate value. Although people living in proximity to a noise source

are generally more severely impacted than those people living further away,

this does not imply that the latter should be totally excluded from an

asses_ent where the purpose is to evaluate the magnitude of a noise impact.

People exposed to lower levels of noise may still experience an adverse

impact, even though that impact may be small in magnitude. The fractional

impact method considers the total impact upon all people exposed to noise

recognizing that some individuals incur a significantly greater noise

exposure than others. The procedure duly ascribes more importance to the

more severely affected population.

f
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AS discussed previously, any procedure which evaluates the impact of

noise upon people or the environment, as well as the health and behavioral

consequences of noise exposure and resultant community reactions, must

enc_pass two basic elements of that impact assessment. The impact of noise

may be intensive (i.e., it may severely affect a few people) or extensive

(i.e., it may affect a larger population less severely). Implicit in the

fractionalization concept is that the magnitude of human response varies

commensurately with the degree of noise exposure, i.e., the greater the

exposure, the more significant the response. Another major assumption is

that a m_derate noise exposure for a large population has approximately

the sane noise impact upon the entire community as would a greater noise

exposure upon a smaller number of people. Although this may be conceptually

envisioned as a trade-off between the intensity and extent of noise impact,

it would be a misapplication of the procedure to disregard those persons

severely impacted by noise in order to enhance the environment of a signi-

ficantly larger nunlberof people who are affected to a lesser extent. The

fact remains, however, that exposing many people to noise of a lower level

would have roughly the same impact as exposing a fewer n_nber of people

to a greater level of noise when considering the impact upon the community

or population as a whole. Thus, information regarding the distribution

of the population as a function of noise exposure should always be developed

and presented in conjunction with use of the fractional impact ,_ethod.

[

i
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Because noise is an extremely pervasive pollutant, it may adversely

affect people in a number of different ways. Certain effects are well docu-

mented. Noise can:

o cause damage to the ear resulting in permanent hearing loss.

o interferewith spoken c_rmunication.

o disrupt or prevent sleep.

o be a source of annoyance.

Other effects of noise are less well documented but may become increasingly
!

important as more information is gathered. They include the nonauditory
i

health aspects as well as performance and learning effects.

It is important to note, however, that quantitatively documented cause-

effect relationships which functionally characterize any of these noise

effects may be applied within a fractionalization procedure. The function

for weighting the intensity of noise impact with respect to general adverse
I

I reaction (annoyance) is displayed in Figut-eB-3 (Ref. B-l). The nonlinear

weighting function is arbitrarily normalized to unity at Ldn = 75 dB. For

convenience of calculation, the weighting function may be expressed as

representing percentages of impact in accordance with the following equation:

[3.364 X 10-6] [100"103 Ldn] (1)

W(Ldn) = [0.2] {100.03 Ldn] + [1.43 x 10-4 ] [100-_8 Ldn]

A s_nple linear approximation that can be used with reasonable accuracy

in cases where day-night s3und levels range between 55 and 80 dB is shown

as the dashed line in Figure B-3, and is defined as:

= _ 0.05(it]n -55)forLdn> 55 (2)W(Ldn)
for Ldn < 55! U
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FIG_{E B-3

WEIGHTING FUNCTION FOR ASSESSING THE
GENERAL ADVEI_SERESPONSE _O NOISE

Using the fractional impact concept, an index referred to as the

Level-Weighted Population ([_P)* may be derived by multiplying the ntm_er

of people exposed to a given level of traffic noise by the fractional or

weighted impact associatedwith that level as follcws:

LWPi = W(Ldni) X Pi (3)

where LWP i is the _agnitude of the impact on the population exposed at

Ldni, W(Ldni) is the frautionalweighting associated with a noise exposure

of idnl, and Pi is the number of people exposed to Ldni.

*Terms such as Equivalent Population (Pe_), and Equivalent Noise
Impact (ENI), have often been used interc-hangeably with LWP. %_ie
other indices are conceptually identical to the LWP notation.

!
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Because the extent of noise impact is characterized by a distribution

of people all exposed to different levels of noise, the magnitude of the

cotal impactmay be computed by determining the partial impact at each

lev_l anu sunningover each of t/_elevels. This may be expressed as:

I LWP = ._I_Pi = _ W(Ldni) X Pi (4)

i The averageseverity of _,npactover the entire population may be

_, derived frcm the Noise Impact Index (NII) as follows;

NII= (5)
LWP

Ptotal

I In this case,NII represents the norn_lized percentage of the total popula-
i!

_ tion who describe themselves as highly annoyed. Another concept, the Rela-

tive Change in Impact (RCI) is useful for comparing the relative difference

between two alternatives. This concept takes the form expressed as a per-I

.i _ cent _lange in impact:

• _, Rcz = u_i - L_.j (6)

_ _qPi
1!

where LWPi and LWPj are the calculated ialpactsunder two different condi-

! An exampleof the fractional impact calculation procedure is presented
5
_i in Table B-2,

i similarly,using relevant criteria, the fractional impact procedure

_{ may be utilized to calculate relative changes in hearing dan_agerisk, sleep

• _i disruption, and speech interference.
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_BLE B-2

EXAMPLE OP FRACTIONAL IMPACT CALCU[ATI(IIFOR GENERAL ADVERSE RESPONSE

(1) 16) (3) (4) (5) (0) (7)

Exposure Exposure LWPI LWPl
Range Ranpe W(Ldn) W(Ldn) (Curvilinea_) (Linoar)

(L_n] (Ldn} P_ (Cu_vilinear) ILinoar approx.) (Colu_ (3) x (4)) (column (3) X (5)}

55-60 57.5 1,200tO00 0.173 0.125 207,600 150,800
60-65 62.5 900,000 0,314 O,375 282,600 337_500

65-70 67.5 200,000 0,528 0,625 105,600 125,000
70-75 72.5 50,000 0.822 0.875 41,105 43,750
75-80 77.5 10,000 1,202 1.125 12,020 ii,250

2,360_000 648,920 6571500

LWP {Curvllinear) • E4_ 920
LWP (Linoar) _ 667f550
NIl (Curvilinear) = 648,920 _ 2,360,000 = 0.27
NII (Linoar) - 667,550_- 2,250,000 = 0.28

REFEP4_CES

Appendix B

B-I. Guidelines for Preparin9 Environmental Impact Statements on Noise.
National Academy of Sciences, Committee on Bioacoustlcs and Bio-
mechanics Working Group NLm_ber69, February 1977.
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LISTING OF ORCg_NIZATIONSAND INDIVIDU_g
(XlNTACTEDIN _'HEDEVELOPMF_Z9OF THE RE_JiATION

The llst below details those organizations and individuals with which

EFA ha_ contact concerning the development of the noise emission standards

for truck-mounted solid waste compactors. These contacts have provided the

opportunity for the public to participate fully in the rulemaking process,

and to have their interests and concerns known, and, where appropriate,

included in the regulation. The entries on the list are grouped together to

show the various sectors of the public with which EFA had contact. The group-

ir_ headed MEDIA includes media organizations with which the Agency was in

contact and those which independently carried stories concerning noise from

truck-mounted solid waste compactors.

The contacts wlth the public have been of several different types: by

mail, by telephone, at meetlogs, through briefings, and through the media.

In addition, an important aspect of the Agency's public participation progra_

has been the Public Docket which was a formal 90 day period during which public

I ccmmen_ On the regulation (as proposed) was solicited. Comments were gatheredduring that period through accepting written submissions to the Docket and by

holding two public hearings. Organizations and individuals who co,mented

during the period are listed in Appendix A to this document. The lists from

i Appendices A and C, when combined, detail the public that was contacted and

that participated in the development of the noise emission standards for

truck-mounted solid waste compactors.
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E

Trade and Manufacturing Associations

National Solid Wastes Management Association;
Waste Equipment Manufacturers Institute

American Public Works Association; Institute
for Solid Wastes

Truck Equipment Body Distributors Association
(now National Track Equipment Association

Truck Body and Equipment Association

Truck Manufacturers

Master Truck

White Motor Corporation

Oshkosh Truck Corporation

Chrysler Corporation

Mack Truck, Inc.

Volvo of America Corporation

General Motors Corporation

Ford Motor Company
Crane Carrier Company

Faccar, Inc.

Freightliner Corporation

International Harvester

_D Corporation

Mercedes-Benz of North America, Inc.

Hsndrickson Manufacturing Company

Diamond Reo Trucks, Ins.

Dodge Division, Chrysler Corporation

Chevrolet Motors Division, General Motors
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Compactor Manufacturers

Pak-MorManufacturing Company

Perfection Cobey Company

i Wayne Engineering Corporation

Maxon Industries, Inc.

Truxmore Industries, Inc.

City Tank Corporation

ElginLeach Corporation

Hell Company

ii I Dempster Dumpster SystemsPeabodySolid Wastes Management

i:I i CarrierCorporationcombustion Engineering, Inc.

i !
Fruehauf Corporation

i NewsyDivision

Sargent Industries

TrailerBody Builders

Whittaker Corporation

EbellngManufacturing Corporation

McCleinIndustries

OrbitalCollection Syste2s, Inc.

HesetcnCorporation

Union Corporation

HelixCorporation

LoDal, Inc.

Sanitary Controls, Inc.
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Compactor Distributors

Connecticut Truck and Trailer Service Company

stephenson Equipment, Inc.

MacQueen Equipment, Inc.

Capital Equipment Company, Inc.

GranTurk Sanitation Equipment Company, Ins.

Truck Equipment

Bell Equipment Company

C.N. Woods Company, Inc.

Theodore J. Burke and Son, Inc.

Sanitation Equlpment Corporation

General Equipment, Inc.

Elgin Leach Corporation

Compactor Users (Private Industry)

Browning Ferris Industries, Inc.

Golden Gate Disposal Company

Sunset Scavenger Company

Chicago and Suburban Refuse Disposal Association

State and Local Governments

San Francisco, CA City Administrator

San Francisco, CA Department of Public Health

Chicago, IL Department of Environmental Control

Cook County, IL Department of Environmental Control

Salt Lake City-County, UT Health Department

Salt Lake City, UT Corporation
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California Department of Health

Health Systems Agency of New York City, NY

City of Chicago, IL

San Diego, CA City Manager's Office

Arlington, VA Noise Control Office

Charlotte, NC Department of Public Works

Upper San Juan, CO Regional Planning Commission

San Leandro, CA Office of Public Works

Boulder, CO Office of Environmental Protection !

Kissimmee, FL Office of the city Engineer

DsKalb County, GA Board of conmissioners

City of Portland, OR Department of Public Works

_- Oklahoma City, OK Office of the City Manager

New Rochelle, NY Department of Public Works

Alexandria, VA Department of Health

Oregon Department of Environmental Quality

Denver, CO

-_-_ _ Illinios Environmental Protection Agency

_ Memphis, TN Sanitation Department

_! Memphis, TN Division of Public Works

New York City, NY Department of Air Resources

New York Department of Sanitation

-_ New York City, NY Bureau of Noise Abatement
£

il New York State Department of Environmental Conservation

National Association of Counties Research Foundation

Metropolitan Washington, D.C. Council of Governments
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Tallahassee, FL Department of Environmental Regulation

Town/Village of Harrison, NY

Montgomery County, MD County Government

Syracuse, NY Department of Public Works

Colorado Springs, CO Noise Control Administrator

City of Beverly [lille,CA

City of West Palm Beach, PL

Fort Worth, TX Public Works Department

Office of Noise Control, Colorado State Department of Health

City of Sioux City, IA Public Service Department

Provo City, HT Corporation

Provo City, UT Sanitation Department

Utah State Division of Health

Ogden City, UT Sanitation Department

County of Sarasota, FL Department of Environmental Sea-vices

City of Chicago, IL City Council Committee on Environmental Services

City of Beverly Hills, CA Superintendent of Sanitation

Santa Clara County, CA Environmental Health Services

Tuscon, AR

LOS Angeles, CA Bureau of Street Maintenance

San Diego, CA Equipment Division

Industry and Organlzations

Hackney Brothers Body Company

Conservation Industries, Inc.

Motor Coach Industries, Inc.

Sperry vickers
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Waterous Conpany

Kcehring Company

VIC Equipment Sales Company

Aetna Freight Lines, Inc.

IRC and D Motor Freight, Inc.

Rameon Environmental CorPoration

Stone and Webster Engineering Corporation

FeeCo International, Inc.

Dana Corporation

Oonohue and Associates, Inc.

Society of Automotive Engineers

Washington Researchers

Automation Industries, Inc.

AIA AIP

Onan Corporation

INA Associates

Mull Sell and Associates

Acoustical Engineers, Inc.

Cladouhos and Brashares

Information Planning Associatest Inc.

Theta Systemsr Inc.

Stephen A. Estrln, Inc.

VIPAC Partners P/L

Acoustical SoCiety of America

Institute of Noise Control Engineering
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Prefecture de Paris

American Institute of Certified Public Accountants

Embasssy of Spain

New South Wales, Australia State Pollution Control Commission

Canada Ministry of Transport

Association Francaise

University of London

Institute Fuer Operations Research

CWPost College

Westinghouse Electric Corporation

University of New South Wales

Thermo King Corporation

Bishop and Harmsen

American Rental Association

University of Utah

University of Montana

Georgia Institute of Technology

Hawaii University

California University

North Carolina State University

Center for Study of Noise in Society

American National Standards Institute

Charles M. Salter Associates, Inc.

University of New Hampshire
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Congress

Koch, E.I., U.S. House of Representatives

Nateher, W.R., U.S. House of Representatives

Scott, W.L., U.S. Senate

Promnlre, W., H.S. Senate

Nelson, G., R.S. Senate

Heinz, H.J., U.S. Senate

Humphrey, S.H., H.S. Senate

Stevenson, A.E., U.S. Senate

Percy, C.R., U.S. Senate

Cederberg, E.A., H.S. House of Representatives

Wydler, J., U.S. House of Representatives

Ireland, A., U.S. House of Representatives

I Welcker, L.P., U.S. Senate

i_ Stone, R., U.S. Senate

&

Byrd, H.F., U.S. Senate

:::......._ Vento, S.Po, U.S. Rouse of Representatives

• I sod lss=, .o.,H.s,sonate•a1_e,H.,u.s.Senate
[ Schwelker,R.S.,U.S.Senate

Florlo, J., U.S. House of Representatives

Winn, L., S.S. Rouse of Representatives

Yatron, G., U.S. House of Representatives

r

1
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Other Federal A@encies

Occupational Safety and Health Administration

National Bureau of Standards

Department of Agriculture, U.S. Forest Service

Army Environmental Hygiene Agency

Department of Comnerce

Army Construction Engineering Research Laboratory

Individuals and Citizens Groups

Kamhi, V.

Pistocco, C.

De La Houssaye, Jr. R.E.

Kornelsen, V.D.

Bartlett, V.

Fay, T.H.

Reinisen, H.R.

Mas_riana, F.R.

Polrot, D.B.

Pfeffer, E.

Melllnger, J.W.

Homas, B.

Vandenengel, Y.

Me,hotter, C.K.

Bixler, D.W.

Fuchst W.F.

Lackner, Jr. F.A.
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Hawley, M.E.

Bratcher, J.

Cook, R.T.

Esslen r R.

Weisberg, R.

Mathieu, M.

Ledwozon, M.

Mercogliano, E.

Bundy, S.

Hoover, P.K.

White, L.D.

Gewiltz,M.

Graf,G.
i

Willlamson, J.B. i_

lFields,W. !

Ansberry,D.

!
Randolph, M.M.

Sadagopan, B.

Donofrio, F.

Oatley, F.

Bradley, L.

Blewer, R.R.

Hahn, R.F.

Bodine, S.T.

Gordon, H.

Arenander, N.L.
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Eisenberg, J.

Rhein, A.

Renneherg, H.F.

Price,G. j

Goodman,M.
J_
I

Horowitz, B. i

Horuwitz, D.

Klins, H.A.

Breit_an, P.

Perlstadt, H.

Evarts,Jr. W.M.

Martin, K.

Wilson, D.G.

Wale, D.

Moore, D.

Bogan, R.F.

Washington Square Village Tenants Association

Citizens Against Noise

Citizens for a Quieter City

Federation of West Side Block Associations !

MEDIA

WNEW

WNBC TV

WINS

WOR TV
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CBS _'_ews

_BC _V
r_

KNX FMRadio ,,

Noise Regulation Reporter
'i

Noise Control Reporter

_ Envlmamentall_actNews

Mont_eBlCanada Oracle

TorontoCanada Globe and Mall

_ London United Kingdom Sunday Times;J

h oaklandCA Monteisrion

OaklandCA Piedmonter :i

_ Newsworld

;" New Yorker Magazine

_q New York NY Post

I_ PoughkeepsieNY Journal
L

_J CommercialCar Journal

,., Waste Age

I Journal of Environmental Health

_ Greenwood SC Index Journal

L"_ Wappirger Falls NY News

_. Bristol United Kingdom Evening Post

NoiseandVibrationBulletin

i washlngtonDC Post
!_ Artesia CA News

BirminghamAL News
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Maplew0od NJ News Record

Scranton PA Tin_s

Montgomery County _D Sentinel

Anaheim CA Bulletin

SomervilleNJ Messenger Gazette

Manville NJ News

Manchester NH Union Leader

Conservation News

Denver CO Post

Springfield MA News

Government Product News

Chicago IL Tribune

Detroit MI Free Press

Indianapolis IN Star

Mt Pleasant MI Morning Sun

Sturgls MI Journal

Kansas City MO Times

Alpena MI News

Philadelphia PA Bulletin

Christian Science Monitor

Fair Lawn NJ Shopper

Waco TX Tribune Herald

Little Falls NY Evening Times

Three Rivers MI Commercial

Elmira MY Star Gazette and Telegram

Birmingham AL Post Herald
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Knoxville TN News Sentinel

wilmington DE Evening Journal

New York NY Times

Wall Street Journal

Survey of Current Business

solid Waste Report

Grand Rapids MI Press

Walnut Creek CA Contra Costa Times

Syracuse NY Herald Journal

Lomita CA NeWS and Progress

So_erville NJ Courier-News

New York NY Westsider

Commerce Business Daily

Changing Times

Sacramento CA Bee

American City and County

Automotive NeWs

Fleet Owner

Pontiac MI Oakland Press

Dunkirk NY Observer

San Diego CA San Diego Union

Heavy Duty Trucking

Transport Topics

Beverly Hills CA Courier

Passaic NJ Herald News

Solid Waste ManagementRefuse Removal Journal

P
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Honolulu HI Star Bulletin

St Petersburg FL Times

Denver CO Rocky Mountain News

Pasadena CA Star News

Las Vegas NV Sun

Birmingham AL Times

Phoenix AZ Arizona Republic

campbell CA Press

Bloomington IN Herald Telephone

Sound and Vibration

Pollution Engineering

Noise NeWs

New York NY NeWs

Washington DC Star

Garden City NY Newsday

Dover NJ Advance

......... Bethesda MD Montqomeml Journal

Savannah GA Press

Salt Lake City UT Sunset NeWs

Forbes Magazine

Salt Lake City UT Desert News

Easton MD Star Democrat

Jersey City NJ Journal

Baltimore MD Sun

Cwasso MI Arg_s Press

Construction Digest
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Day_on OH Daily News

Ironwood MI Daily Globe

Goldsboro NC News Ar_ue

Rocky Mount NC Telegram

Hopkinsville MY New Era

Escanaba MI Daily Press

Atlanta GA Journal

Oklahoma City OK Journal
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i Appendix D

i .LISTING OF ORGANIZATIGNS AND INDIVIDHALS

_ TO BE CONTACI_D IN INFORMING THE PUBLIC OF

THE BENEFITS AND IMPACTS OF THE REGULATION
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LISTING OF ORGANIZATIONS AND INDIVIDUALS
_roBE CONTACTED IN INFORMING THE PUBLIC OF
THE BENEFITS AND IMPACTS OF THE REGULATION

As another step in the Agency's continuing public participation program,

an extensive effort ks underway to inform the public of the benefits and impacts

of the noise emission standards for truck-mounted solid waste _%,_actorn. This

effort will include direct mailings of information packets to the major groups

affected by the regulation and briefings to selected groups. The list below

o_tlines the groups that are to be contacted in this informativepublic parti-

_ elpatlon effort.

?

,_ Congress

Senate

J4

I_ HOuse of Representatives

! Concerned Congressional Committees
i_ and Offices

Interested Federal Agencies

f_
, State and Local Governments

State Governors

}! State Attorneys General

State Noise/Environmental Offices

i_ State and Local Environmental Agency

I_I Public Information Directors

_' Major Cities

_ State and Local Government Associations
r

Truck Chassis Manufacturers

[:

Conpactor Body Manufacturers
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Compactor DistributorsDealers

Refuse Industry Trade and Manufacturing Associations

Refuse Haulers

Private Refuse Haulers

Municipal Refuse Haulers

Media

Major Media

Environmental Media

Trade Media

State and Local Government Media

Noise Media

Labor Organizations

Refuse Hauler Employee Unions

Manufacturing Employee Unions

Commenters to Docket and Public Hearings

NoiseEnvironmentalCitizens Organizations

InterestedCitizens and Organizations
from EPA/ONAC _iling List

EPA Regional Offices

Libraries

Major Public Libraries

State University Libraries
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:, Factory Truck Sales Top
' 3 Million _q_rk Again
_ Though factory sales of trucks slipped in 1979, been rising at a spectacular rate since 1he
j Ihe vdume topped the 3 million plateau for the lecessinn el 1975,

third consecutive year. Light-duty vehicles
( 14,0'30pounds Gross Vehlcte Weight o" less)

l accounted for mo_e 1hen 2,6 miIlien of 1979
sales but also were responsible for n'_ostel the
decline Irom 1978, the best year ever,

Heavy duty trucks (over 2&O00 pcunds
GVW) wele on tl'le upside by more than

20,O00 units. Factory sales ef all trucks hed / _ "_

FACTORY SALES OF TRUCKS AND RUSES BY CROSS VEHICLE WEIGHT, POUNDS
,t,

6,000 6,eel- IO,O01- 14,001- 16,001- 19,501. I 26,001- 33,001
& Less i0,000 14.000 16,000 19,5e0 26,000 33,000 & Over TOTAL

._9_rA__L.................. _...... "__......... 5_..... L, ___-"L-_ --_...........
I

1979 ...1,01,I.016 1,594.060 19,16:J 2,399 .1,6ll J 163,304 46,26,1 - 192,889 3,036,706
I978 .i,231.559 [,990,5,1;* i 74,938 5,989 5,476 178992 41,151 - 177.587 3,70e,239

1977 .,1.326,132 1,723,426 20,268 1,221 7,868 174,256 30,602 : 157,70,_ 3,4,11.521
1976 ...... 1,248,034 1,389,707 22,4,14 70 11,416 _, 16.1,796 24,961 118,048 2,979,476
1975 ..... 982,511 962,987 14,342 1,129 10,516 _ 174,284 27,310 99.e61 2,272,150
1974 ...... 1,536,778 731,520 9.09.1 4,316 13071 224,499 34,432 173,592 2,727,313
1973 .... 1,735,6-45 761,481 • 44,724 7,477 18,941 203,300 42.200 165,920 2,979,688
1972 ...... 1,414,551 584.612 44.221 0.945 9B,OSO 182,058 42,213 r41,127 2,446.807
1971 ...... 1,19a,54.1 486,388 17,928 14,671 58,042 132,I97 36_441 110,735 2,053.146

1970 . • 950.952 401,592 7,353 9,979 59,205 i 124,554 38,451 101.054 1.692,440

1969 .. 1,121,222 405, [OS 7.161 13.491 7a, 105 I 147,405 33,30.I 117,383 l,CJ23,17e1968 , , 1,135,059 385,803 • 4,645 17.495 79,436 141.264 41,814 89,551 1,896,078

DOMESTIC

1979 961,346 1,413,229 17,366 2,3el 3r140 135,189 42,393 [66058 2,7.11.081
1978 ..... 1.160.609 1,828,323 72.756 5.959 3.736 [50,4{7 37,38a 158.,457 3.4 IS,e4S

1977 ..... 1,253.835 1,580,896 sO,Ol 5 1,2_L 4,050 149.027 27,205 141,869 3.179,020

1976 ..... 1,181,9c6 1,287,518 01,942 _ 7,982 lSS,EO2 19,947 99,633 2,734,097
1975 • , S07,292 653,319 13,914 917- 5,eS2 139835 2t,SS6 70.283 2,002,768
1974 ..... 1.409,5[_6 66_,312 S,911 3,220 I0,271 197.450 29,091 150,785 2.469,626
1973 ..... 1,639,663 713,210 44,272 6,443 15.543 160,345 37,83.1 149,503 9,786,813

1972 ..... 1,339,226 ' 549,57t 43_8rl6 8,661 24,826 163266 37.7E/ 127.244 2.294,37 I
1971 ...... 1,133,911 453.98[ 17.796 12.602 52,038 IIO,SS7 32,796 100,598 1.914.308
1970 ..... 895.238 373.595 6,510 8,357 52,466 103,318 34,761 91.454 1.565.669
1969 ...... /,052,057 379.492 6,S25 11.272 68,617 125,910 3o,a5a 10a,446 |,781.177
lSa8 ...... 1.069,422 365.785 4.338 14,690 67,381 123,059 37,882 82,534 1,765,a9 i

_o TF-: Die,el tr&_c_ _N(I hulas ate _n¢l&JfJlld_nd_tql
SOURCE: Motor Vehicle M,_AuI*I¢IU _t)f_ *_$$o_J_lOtl (3_thL=U S , InC.

ANNUAL TRUCK AND BUS FACTORY _ALES BY GROSS VEHICLE WEIGHT

6.000 IbiS. and Less 5,001 to 10,000 Ibs. 10,001 to se,ooo Ib8. Over 28,00(3 Ibs.

I I I I I I I i I I I I I I I ! I I I I [ I I i I i
'68 *70 '68 '79 '69 '78 _68 ,79

Yeats 1966-1679
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:. Heavy-Duty Diesels
J Continue Sales Climb

The dieselenginewasa majo_engineering sincethe early1960'sexceptfo_recession
sleryofthe Seventiesandis slated tobecome andsffike years,it hasjustbeen in lhe last two
aneveng:eale¢lacier in themotorvehicle yea_slhal they havebecomeimpodanl in Ihe
indusltyduringIhe Eighties.The diesel light-dutymarket,

.i passengercarand lighl Iruckare startingto
makeIheirmark bul that huskybul efficient
powe_plan[hasbeen identifiedwith heavy-

:,_ _ duly Irucka(ofmany years.
_, Faclorysales of the bigdiesel-powered
,_:. trucksgenerallyhavebeengrowingannually

U.S. FACTORY SALES OF DIESEL TRUCKS BY GROSS VEHICLE WEIGHT_ POUNOS

6,000 S,DO] o ]O,OO]. 14,e01, 16,001. 19.SOl- 2a,oo]- 55,00]
& Less in,ooa 14,000 16.000 la,500 26,e00 35.000 & over Total

TOTAL "_2 _ t_ {._ --_ _

1979 ......... 33,O19 950 -- -- 17,26S 2a.]52 182,13e e58,sea
1978 ..... 35,0]9 990 - - ]5,56] 24,978 k ]67.300 2,13,848

1977 ......... 2,39a 1.128 -- 14,575 ]7,363 _ 149,e39 185,207
1976 ........... _, - ],596 - 7,708 11,509 t ]08,263 ]29,076
1975 ......... -- ] -- IS9 5,65r I].819 _ 84,878 lO2.sea
1974 ............ -- -- -- 41 4.192 12,597 ] 5a,429 167,259
1973 ......... -- -- 296 20 4,a96 17,]94 145.985 168,369
]972 ............ -- -- 2]5 4l 4,78e 13+563 ]24,4a] ]43,089
1971 ............... -- e5 - 416 I0 5+a77 11,269 96,295 113.la2
1970 . a 4]7 ]68 26 7.a75 lha32 85,aaa ]05.2)4
)969 4 5,19 -- 459 392 8,,I.I7 ] 1.551 93.468 t I4,aTO
1968 ....... 84 903 12 ]55 1,272 7,bat 14,.I01 69,405 93819

1965 ..... 323 566 146 207 3.739 a,864 I6,?0B 5),098 _2,15]

aOMESTIC

1979 .......... 31,e94 653 -- 14,404 23,]2l )57,762 ee7,a34
1998 ......... a4,75] 840 -- -- -- ]2,229 22,597 ]49,498 e]9,9] 5
1977 ...... 2.386 975 -- ] 1,142 15+695 )55136] ] 65,559
1976 ............ ],498 -- -- 5,04a 9,055 9],620 102,2)6
1975 ......... 1 -- - ]59 3,a]7 t_,092 59.936 _2,SOS

1974 ............ -- -- 4] 2,704 )0333 ] 3).624 144,7ae
19;'5 ............ -- 296 6 3,]e7 ]5,]64 133,496 ]a9,]59
1972 ...... -- -- 215 a 3,]a6 ]].922 114,aao 120,628
levi .......... - 8] - 419 - a,oll 9,499 88.485 ] O l,._8S

1970 ....... 268 -- 165 -- 3,]5S r O.245 77,965 91,801
]969 -- 512 -- 459 245 4,39] re,be5 85+59] rOl.70S
]968.......... : . 33 7e8 4 ]55 a41 .1.2_2 ]3,a45 64._1a aa.4_
19as _,9 5aa _23 ]ca 7715 _._u_ 147_a 47.85a 72.a57

ANNU,_LMOTORVEHICLEFACTOm'SAL_SFROMU.S.ANOC^NADJANPLANTS
.... PLANTS!N TL_E UNITED STATF.S _ ............ _LA_N_FS__N_CAN ADA .....

U.S. E_por]_, to oalur U.S. Can_aa exports O]her Canada

5 year Total Can,ida E_purr_ Domestic To]al to U.S. E,purls DoIIIC_HC

PASSENGER CARS

1979 S,4] a,226 552,097 ]5a,99] 7,67a,] as 973,]74 582.aH6 92,72a 29_,6_01978,.. 9,1as, leo 54 ],5be 130,075 a,.10a,'o65 ],327,525 764,a35 107.U37 25a,70]

1977 ..... 5,200,a49 586,073 102,s08 a,al 2,46B ],155,70] 83],094 87,]4a 23a,Sb9
]976 ........ 8,50a,305 562,s3a 97,] 67 7.a4o,ao3 r,] 34,644 8OB, TB5 76,55] 250,525

i ] 1975.. 6,712,852 549,353 90,199 6073,300 ].043.245 713,407 58,)45 27],689
! ]970... 6,546,ai 7 245,746 l ]3,Tba 6,]_;7,31a 9] 9,a32 681872 35,427 206,933

•• i ],]65 a,305,b6] 46,540 I6e,334 9 ]00,687 750,777 _3 862 39,771 677,144

TRACKS AI'JD BUSES

T_ 1979 3036,706 H_8,394 137,73! 2,141,08] 633,07S 3,_d.231 ,13_6] .'%_0,983

+_ 1978 .......... 3,70a,_39 ] 3s,970 15]r021 3,4 Ia,a4a 662,299 ._96,a35 5],]95 21,i.]6a1997 ....... 3,,141,5a! ]35,07a ]27,423 3,]79,020 605,484 347,592 47,278 2]0.6]4

i 197s, . a,979,476 )_a,524 ] ]6,855 5,734,097 407,914 26s,623 ,14,065 ]_a,aTa

lOTS ........... 2,_7a.]60 ] 53,701 } 35,701 a,002.758 300,065, ]8],]65 47,742 ]61,15a
1970 .......... L692,4,10 53,S46 73 125 ] ,565,669 2se,oTa 157,53a 35,420 62,]]8

! !965 ............ lJ'51,aO5 e,550 ]26.3] ] [,615,9,14 15],214 7,0a] ] 5,525 ]28,t,Ra

12 .....
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Forecast Tables

Table 5
Consumer Expenditures for Motor Vehicles and Parts

TRENDLONG2005 Htlllons or Units - SAAR Years
Retail Sales of RewPassengerCars...,. 6.9 9.S 10.6 ll.i 11.6 11.6 11.9 11.4 11.4 11.4 11.2 11.1 ll)

R_estlc ...... .. ...... .............. 9.9 7.0 7.9 0.5 9.0 9.2 9.1 9.0 0.0 f_.9 0.7 2.5 B.,

Imparted...... :...................... 7.3 2.5 2.7 2.7 2.5 2.4 2.4 2.4 2.4 2.5 2.6 2.9
Z

Import Share (S) ................. 25.3 26.0 25.8 23.9 21.7 20.7 20.8 21.0 20.9 ?1.6 22.8 23.4 ?3_!

dealer Deliveries o7 Trucks............ 2.44 2.48 2,98 3,29 3,55 3,09 3.73 3.79 3.08 3.98 3.99 4,02 4.1;
Heavy& RadiumTrucks...... .,._.,_-,, 0,26 0.27 0.29 0,30 0,31 0.32 0,33 0.33 0.33 0.34 0.34 0.34 0.3
Light ............................... 2118 ;_.22 2.70 2_ _r24 3f39 3.40 3.46 3.04 3.64 3.60 3.68 3_8,

Total: Cars and Light Trucks........... 11.05 11.68 13.31 14.13 14.79 14.97 14.27 14.85 14.93 lg.Og 14.87 14.77 tO.l;
Total: Cars and Trucks................. 11,3! 11.95 13.60 14.43 15.10 15.20 tO.20 15.17 15.26 15.39 15.21 15.10 15,4!

ConsumPtionor Hotor Vehicles &Parts
Billions of Current dollars ......... 81,6 96.4 118.7 136.0 I55.7 111.8 197.2 204.0 224.9 247.2 760,9 291,4 324.,
Billions of 197_ Dollars ............ 48.? 61.9 50.6 62.6 66.4 68.4 69.4 70.7 72.4 74.3 74.9 76.3 79.(

Annual Rate of Change............ -[7.0 6.7 12.9 6.0 6.2 3.0 1.4 1.8 2.5 2.6 0.0 1.0 4..

Factors Affecting Automblle Expenditures

Unit Car gales as a Percent of:
Each S100.000 or goal Dlsp. Income.. 8.97 9.54 10.32 10.46 10.42 ]0.17 9.73 9.41 9.16 2.95 0.61 8.33 8.21
Stock of Registered Cars°........... 8.44 8.92 9.05 10.18 10.31 12.12 9.79 9.54 9.37 9.24 8.94 8.71 8.7_
Driving Ago Population.............. 5.26 5.54 6.15 6.39 6.59 6.53 6.39 5.28 6,22 6,20 6.05 5.95 6.02

F
f AverageHlles per Gallon Achieved_y NewHodeIs........................ 17.4 19.1 20.7 21.g g2.R 23.6 24.1 24.6 29.1 25.6 26.1 26,6 27.1

IIousehold Economic Pasltlofl

2e_l Disposable lneonm _Ch ........... .0.7 0.3 3.8 3,6 4.0 3.0 3,3 2.6 2.9 2,4 2.2 2,1 2,5
',i Real Permanentglsp, Income(_Ch)...... 2.4 1.4 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.1 3.1 3.1 3.0 2,8 2.7 ?.g 2.5

Real UR. Financial Assets (ICh) ........ 1,O -0.9 -4.0 2.5 1.9 0.8 0.4 2.3 3.6 2,6 I,O 1,2 0._
fiR. Oehl;Service as _ of Disp. lncme.. 0.2 7._ g.l 8.1 g,1 8.O 7.9 7.9 2.0 7.7 7.7 7.7 7.5
Credit Liquidations As 6 of | 16,_319.816.819.816.616.516,419.215.715,916.515.7ncome..... 16.5
UnemploymentRate (Z .................. 7.5 0_6 7.9 7.2 9,9 6,4 0,1 6.1 6,0 g.9 6.0 6.1 6.3
Empo_ent Iffi Survey=tCh., .......... 2,2 0,6 2.9 2.5 1.9 1.0 1.g 1.4 1.4 1.2 1,0 0,7 0,1

ConsumerSenttmeflt Index (lgg6/I.lO0.O) 55.9 58.0 65.9 70.4 74.7 75.3 76,5 77.3 78,8 79,0 76.2 77,7 70.2

Stock of Registered Cars (HH. Un(ts).. 105.4 10711100.8 111.O113.7 116.3 118.6 120.7 172.2 124.O126.6 120.3 130.1
Sctsppage 2ate for Cars (_) ......... _.. 6.1 714 8.3 8.2 6.0 g.0 7.9 7.0 7.7 7.7 7.5 7.4 7.4

Prices & Znter2_t Rates - Annualgates of Change

Index of Car COSts.................. ... 26.6 5.5 11.5 11.2 9,6 8.9 9,3 9.2 2.6 6.4 2.6 8.6 8.7
Price Deflator - Autos & Parts ...... ?,7 10.2 9.2 2.0 7.1 7.1 7,4 7.4 7.3 7,1 7.1 7.2 6.7
Prlce gel]afar * Gasoline ........... 47.4 1914 17,6 11.5 IO.g 1[.3 12.2 11.6 11.4 11.2 11.0 10.6 10.4

Gaso|Ine Tax Cents par Gallon).. 11,0 13.5 15.7 17.3 10.3 lg.4 20.6 21.8 23.2 24.6 26.2 27.9 29.6
Fedora ........................ 4.0 :_.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.2 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0
State & Local.................. g.9 9.5 11.7 13.3 14.2 15.4 16.6 17./3 [9.2 20.6 22.2 23.9 25.S

Auto _nstJll,mnt LoanRate (_) ...... 14.19 11.61 11.24 11.72 12.11 12.11 17.01 11.97 11.79 11.52 11.38 11.36 11.42

COStof Car OwnershipRelative to ' 1.391 1.413 1.436 1.452 1.497 1.463 1.506 1.034A11ConsumerPrices 11972l.OOO).... 1.330 1_2801.307 1.345 1.373 ......

i I l • __ DataRosourcesLong. TermRovi#w,Fall1990
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Table5 (continued) :-1: • ;

TRENDLONGEO05 Years ;, ./_r.-

]293 1994 lg95 lgg6 ]g97 lgEu 1999 2000 TOOl 200? ?003 2024 2005 ,._/_:'_'

HIlllons of Units - 3AAR • _: .._"

Retail Sales of New Passenger Cars ..... ]].3 11,5 11.7 ]).8 1],8 I1.B 1].8 II.R ]l_g i]_g 12.0 17.} ]2.1
[1odnesL_c.....,,,,,,.,,,,.,.....,,,,, 'S,d B.B U,9 9,U 9,U 9,0 g,O D.1 9,] --.q,i'0,) 9,2 9,2
imported..........................,, D,7 2,7 2,8 2,g 2.0 2,8 2,0 2,D 2.0 2.8 2,9 2,9 2,g

Import Share (%).................23,8 D3,7 23,7 23.7 D3,7 23,5 ;_3,6 23,5 23,6 _3,7 23,8 D3,8 z3,g

Dealer Deliveries of Truc_s............ 4.D6 4.4] 4.57 4.D9 4.77 4.86 4.92 5.Ol O.]q s.ig 5.27 D.3S 5.47
Heavy & Medium Trucks ............... 0.33 0.34 O.3D 0.3U 0.39 0.40 0.4] 0.41 0.42 0.43 0.43 0.44 0.44
Light... ..... ....... ....... . ........ 3.g3 4.07 4.?1 4_?_ 4_3g 4t4_ 4r52 4._g 4.68 4.77 4.A4 4.g4 5.03

Total: Cars and Light Trucks ........... 15.D4 i5.56 15.87 16.09 16.17 ]6.29 ]6.3? 16.43 10.56 ]6.7] ]6.UP i7.01 17.12
Total: Cars and Trucks ................. ]5,D7 iS.DO ]t;.23 i6,46 16,56 ]6,d9 16,73 16,84 ID,g8 ]7.14 17.22 17,45 ]l.SS

T,
Consumption of Motor Vehicles & Parts

Billions of Current Do]lars ......... 35D.4 397.3 431.6 471.fl Di2,] 556.9 S02.7 654.3 710.4 772.0 036.7 gig.5 957.9
OIlIIons of 197Z Dollars ............ 8D.l 85.4 DD,6 9i,g 93,B 96.5 gD,7 lOi,R 104,3 127,3 130.2 1]2.5 136.6

Annual Rate of Ch0noe............ 3.0 4.0 3.6 3.3 2.6 ?.U _.4 g.O 2.D 2.2 2.6 3.E g.7

Factors Affecting Automobile Expenditures

Onlt Car Sales as a Percent of:
Each $100.COO of Real Dlsp. Inc_n,-%. O.IS 8.00 B.Q5 7.93 7.gO 7.64 7.49 7.33 7.D2 7.69 6.97 6.US 6.74
Stock of 2eglstered Cars............ 8.D5 8.66 U,60 8.64 8.54 S.4K 8.3D U,27 0.2] 2.16 G.O90.OR U.01
Driving Age Population .............. 6.60 _.gD 6.]0 6.11 6.27 6.04 5.97 5.94 5.91 5.89 5.86 5.D5 5.03

Average Miles per Anllon AChieved
by MewModels ........................ 27.7 ?0.2 28.8 29.3 Dg.D 30.5 31.1 31.7 32.3 32.9 D3.5 34.2 34.9

I

Household Economic Position I
I

Real Disposable income (_Dh ........... 1,8 2,3 1.9 2,4 ].9 2.4 l.g 2,4 l.g 2.5 D.O R.5 ?.0
_! Real Permanent DIsp, Intone (_CH) ...... 2.3 2.3 2.2 2,2 2,2 2.2 2.D 2.D 2.1 _.g 2.2 ?,g ?.2
_ Real IPl, Financial Assets (SCOt........ 2.9 3.8 2.8 2.2 2.4 3,2 2,2 2.7 2,D E.E 2.5 2,4 2.0

OU. Oebt Service as £ of Dlsp. Intone.. 7.5 7.4 7.3 7.2 7.D 7.0 7.0 H.g 6.9 6.9 E.g 6.9 6.9
Credit Liquidations As _(of lncc_me..... ]6,0 16.S ;D.g 17.0 17.1 17.1 17,] 17,0 17.o 17,0 17.0 i6,9 Is.g
UnfJnploymen_.Rate _l .................. 6.D 6.4 I_.1 5.g 5.8 5.0 5.9 6.9 D.9 5.9 S.g 5.8 S.B

• Employment (HA Survey. %Oh............ 0.6 O.g ].g 1.2 i;O O.g O.R 0.9 I .g I.O 0.9 6.9 o.g :

Consumer Sentiment inde_ (igRD/i-lOO,O) 78,4 80.6 81.0 82,40D,2 UZ.2 81.7 82.0 D2,2 D7.3 03.4 82,S U?.7

Stock of Registered Cars (Nil, Units., 131.9 133.7 ]3s,g 137,3 139,I i4U,O 14D.5 144,1 145.8 147.4 140.0 1R0,7 152.3

Sorappage Rate for Cars % ............ 7.3 7.3 7.4 7.3 7.3 7.2 7.2 7.] 7.] 7.i 7.0 7.0 7.0

Prices & Interest Rates - Annual Rates of Change

i Index of Car Costs ..................... O.i 7.D 7.6 7.8 7.8 7.7 7.0 7.B 7.g 7.S 7.g 7.U 7.0PriceDeflDto,, - Autos& Parts ...... 6.3 6.l 6,0 5,9 5,8 D,B D,7 5.7 5.6 5,6 5.6 5,6 S.6
Price Deflator - Gasoline ........... IO,P 1E.E g.o g.7 9.6 9,5 9,4 9.2 9.2 D.i g,o g,o D.g

Gasoline Tax Cants per Gallon),. 3}.3 33.0 34.7 36.6 30,5 40.6 4g,B 45.1 47.6 50.2 53.0 SS,9 5P,1
Fedora ........................ 4.0 4.O 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.E 4.0 4+0 4.0
State& Local .................. 27.3 29,0 3(I.7 32.6 34.5 36,6 3B.D 41.} 43.6 ai%g 49.0 51.D _2.

Auto iasta}lm_nt LOan 2ate {_) ...... 1i,33 ll,i! ]0.93 ]O,BS 10.79 10.7D 10.70 lO.7J 10,73 ]0,79 i0.06 iO,DD ]0.97 !
Cost of C_r O_nershlp Relative to

All Consumer Prices (]R72,1.O00).... 1.556 1,575 1.597 2.623 1,650 l.S70 i.707 1.739 1.77] 1.806 i.O,il 1.87D 1.913

]

DillR|loutooa Long. TRim Roviow, Foil 1g80 I J. J7 J
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Table 5 (continued)

CYCLELONGRO05 Years.......................................................................**......
1993 1994 199E IRk5 1997 1998 ]999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005

Htl]lons of Units - 5MR

Retail gales of New Passenger Car_ ..... 11.4 11.8 10.9 10,6 11,3 11.6 10,8 10,5 11.2 31.8 10,9 10,7 1[,$
Oomastl¢........................... 5,9 g.2 8.1 7,5 6.7 9.1 6.1 7.0 9,5 9.0 9.0 6.0 0.0
Imported............................ 2.6 2,7 2,7 2,7 2,6 2.7 2,0 0.7 2,7 3.7 2.8 E,6 " 2.7

Impart Share (%)................. 22.3 22.5 25.0 25.1 23°4 22,9 E5,5 25.7 23.9 23,4 26.2 25,8 23.8

_esIer Deliveries of Trucks ............ 3.93 4,17 3.75 3.66 4.08 4.39 3.91 3.76 4,17 4,4g R,04 3,96 4.45
Hear? & Medium Trucks ..... 0.31 0.33 0.34 0.34 0,35 0.37 0.38 0,36 0.37 0.39 0,39 0,38 0,39
LIRa:............................... 3.63 3.84 3.42 3.32 3,73 3,96 3,54 3.39 3,60 4.09 3,5g 3,59 4.07

Total: Cars ano Light Trucks ........... 15,06 35,67 14.28 13,R9 15,04 15,78 ]4,37 13.08 [E,O0 15.64 14.5] 14.31 15,58
Total: Oars and Trucks ................. 35.37 15.00 14.65 14.24 15.40 16.15 14.75 14.dR [5.37 [6.23 ]4.0[ [4.69 19.96

C_nsumDtion of Motor vehicles & Parts
311Hons of Current Dollars ......... R04,g 4E4,g 464,3 5OE.] EBB.6 661.4 673.6 725,1 839,] 940.3 REg.1 1044.g ]206.3
4t111ons of 1972 dollars ............ 60.0 95,0 80,5 01.] 56.4 93.3 88,6 08.8 96.3 102.8 97.4 99,1 107.7

Annual Rate of Change............ 10.4 5.2 -5.2 8.7 g.O E.6 -5.1 0.2 8.3 5.9 -4.5 1,7 9.7

Factors Affecting AutOmObHe Expenditures

un:t Car Sales as a Percent oP:
Each 5100,880 of Real 0i60. Income,. 8.46 8.53 7,85 7.43 7,78 7,91 7.14 6.87 7,18 7.62 5.ES 6.50 6.81

i StOck of Registered Cars ............ 9.30 9,51 8.65 8.30 8,76 9.06 8,27 7.92 8.38 8,75 8.05 7.88 8.38

Ortvin 9 Age Population .............. 6,06 6.23 5,58 5,49 5.83 6,02 5.48 g.26 E,S? 5.79 5.31 5,20 5.94

_ve-aRe Htles per Gallon Achieved
by flew Models ........................ 27,7 28.2 28.8 29.3 29.9 30.5 31.1 31._ 32.3 38.9 33.5 34.2 34,9

Household EconomicPosition

Real DlSROSab]e Inc_e 9¢h) ........... 2.8 2.7 1.8 Q,g 2.1 2,8 1,7 0.6 2,2 2.9 1.5 0.5 2.5

Real Permanent DIED. Income {%Ch ...... R,2 2,R 2.3 1.9 1.6 2.1 6.1 1.7 1.7 0,0 2.1 1.8 1.8
Real HH. Financial Assets (,.Ch ........ 3.2 -3.8 o,g 8.0 3.4 -5.1 2.0 8.5 3.5 -5,1 3.0 8.4 2.9
h_. Oebt Serv ce as % Of O sD, ncome., 7.4 7.4 7.4 7,3 7,2 7.2 7,2 7,2 7.1 7.1 7,2 ?,2 7.0
Credit Liquidations As %of Income..... 16,7 16.8 18,8 16.9 16.9 17.0 [6,9 16.9 16,9 16.9 16.8 16,8 16.9
_ne_olo_aeflt Rate _; .................. 6,8 6,1 6.0 7.0 5.7 5.5 5.8 -7.2 7.0 6._ 5,0 7.1 0.9
[_:lo)4_en_ (HH Survey, %Ch ............ 1.3 1.7 1,1 -0,2 1.1 1.9 1,8 -0.4 4,0 2.0 1,0 -0,3 1.1

_onsumer Sentiment Index 51966/1,100,8) 80,7 78,5 66,3 70,0 78.7 79.1 55.5 69.2 78.2 78.5 66.1 71,4 60,4

Stock Of Reglsterea Cars (MI]. Units),. 123,9 12E.1 126.6 128,6 129,9 130,6 131,8 133.3 134.2 134.5 135.4 136,9 137,8
5crabpageRate for Cars (%)............ 8,! 8.E 7,4 6,8 7.8 0.5 7.4 6.8 7,7 8.5 ?.R 6.8 7,7

Prices & Interest Rates - Annual Rates of Change

Inoexof Ca" COSTS..................... 6,4 9.7 13.0 7,2 6,7 9.4 14.1 6.9 5.3 8.9 13,5 6.3 5.6
Price 6eflator - Autos & Parts ...... 7,0 6.8 7,9 7,9 6.9 6,5 7,8 7.4 6.5 6.0 6.7 7.0 6.3
Price Def ator - Gasoline .......... 7,7 9.7 16.6 8,4 7.2 10.1 ]6.9 8,1 6,7 9.5 ]7,5 7.3 5,8

Gasoltae,T_x {Cents per Gallon),. 31.3 33,0 34,7 35,5 38.5 40.8 42.8 45.1 47.6 50.2 53.0 56.8 59.1
Fe_er _1,-, ...................... 4.0 4,0 4.0 4,0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4,0 4.0 4.0 4.0
5tote & Local .................. 67.3 29,6 30.7 62,6 34.5 36.6 38.8 41.1 43.6 46.2 49,0 51.9 55.1

_u_o Installment Loan Rate (%) ...... 10.63 11,14 11,36 10.95 10,79 11,16 ]].35 10,96 10.79 ]1.16 ]1,38 ]0.95 10,79
Cos, _f Car O_nershlp Relative to

AII ConsumerPrices 51972,1,600) .... 1,E58 ].568 1,6_7 1.655 1,656 1,897 1,793 1,794 1,79R 1,037 1.939 1.936 1.980

Data Re,sau[cos Long. Totm Review, Fall 1800 I [ • I
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Table5 (continued) !i

Years _
CYCLELONG2005 .............................................................................

1980 1981 1982 1983 19D4 1889 1886 1987 1980 1989 1990 189I 1992 , !i

HI[lions of Units - SAAR ' i

Retail Sales of New PassengerCars..... 8,9 9,7 10.3 10,7 11,9 11,6 9,8 10,0 10.8 11.3 I0.9 9,5 18,5
C(xaestl¢.....................,...... 6,8 7,1 7,4 8,0 g,o 8,8 7.3 7,6 8,5 8.8 7,9 7.D 8,0
Imported............................ 2 3 8 D 2.8 2,7 2,7 2,8 2,6 2,4 2.3 2,4 2.5 Z.4 2,5

Import Share (1)................. 39,8' 38.3 27,8 25,4 83,0 Z4,8 26,1 23,9 21,5 21,0 24.5 25.2 24,0

Dealer Deliveries of Trucks ............ 2,47 2.96 2.80 3.09 3,92 3.89 2.Og 3.00 3.44 3.99 3.40 2.98 3.47
Heavy & Medium Trucks.............. 0,28 0,27 O,27 "0,28 0,29 0,80 O,29 0,28 0,29 O,31 0,32 O,31 OJO
Light...............................2,21 2,29 2.93 g,79 3.23 3.28 2,60 2,72 3,14 3.38 3,08 2,97 3,17

Total; Cars and LightTrucks........... 11.15 11,98 12,79 13,41 14,87 14.68 12,41 12,68 13,8214,65 _3,55 12,1D13.98
T_tal: Cars and Trucks.................11,40 18,25 13.09 13,79 15,16 18,19 18.70 18.98 N,21 14,96 13.87 18,4913,98

Consumption of Meter Vehicles & Rafts
Billions of Current Dollars ......... 88,4 99.1 129.3 139.8 162,6 180,8 173.3 19?.8 234.7 285,4 272,2279.7 340.a
81111ons of 197_ Dollars ............ 49.0 _3.1 56.6 80,2 00.9 88,0 89.9 8_,3 98,D 72,8 88,9 84.6 73,7

z Aonual Rate Of Cha_8o.., ......... -16,4 6.3 6,8 9,3 11.1 1,7 -12.4 _.8 10.4 5,5 -5,1 -8,2 13.2

- Factors Affecting Aut(xnohfle 2_pendltures
i --------°--*-*---------------------------

Unit Car Sales as a Percent of:
,_ Bach $100,000 of Real DlSp. Income., 8,01 9.69 9.9D 10.08 10,D9 10,27 8.59 8.56 9,00 9.06 8.21 7.33 8,00

Stock of Registered Cars............ B.9O 9.13 9,30 9,75 10.42 10,21 8,81 8.D3 9,17 %45 8.74 7,88 8.59
8rtvl_g Ago Population .............. 5,30 9.D8 9.94 6,13 6.91 0.82 5,4d 5.49 5.97 5.12 S.DS 9,09 5,81

Average Miles per Gallon Achieved
by N|WMOdelS ........................ 17.4 18.1 20.7 21.8 22.8 23.6 24.1 24.6 29.1 28.6 29.1 26.G 27.[

Household Economic Position

Real Olsposable Income (XCh ........... °0.3 l,O 2,7 3,1 3,7 2.? 1.1 1,9 3.4 3.9 2.4 1.4 1.D
Real Permanent Dlsp. Incme (SCh ...... 2.4 1.7 2.0 2.3 2.7 2.8 2.S 2.0 2.4 2.8 2.8 2.8 2.1
Read HH. Financial Assets (ICh ........ 2.1 °9.7 -4.8 5,0 -1.6 -5,4 7.7 8,9 4.5 -1,0 -7.8 7.2 9.6

,_' HH. DoUr Service as Z of Dsp. ncome.. 8.0 7.9 8.2 8.2 8".3 8.3 8.4 8.1 7.9 7.8 7.9 7.8 7.6

!1!,,, CredlD I.Idutdations As R cf Income..... 16.5 18.8 1S.S I5.3 15.5 ]5.g 16.0 16.0 16.3 39.5 10.8 IS.9 16.5 ,Uneraplo_T_et_tRate (S) .................. 7.5 8.1 7.9 7.7 7.1 G.4 7.0 7.8 7.1 9.2 8.8 0.0 7.3
Employment (HH Survey, SCh)............ 0.0 1.0 2.4 1,8 2,I 2.1 a.7 0,3 2.1 2.2 1.5 0.1 0.1 E

..... . i
Consumer Sentiment Index (1986/I,100.0) 57,9 _8,4 59.9 94.9 71,8 81.1 99.D 69.4 78.9 77,9 83.8 63.4 78.7 I

r

b

Stock Of Registered Cars (Mll. Units),, 105.8 107,4 108.8 110,9 112.8 114,7 1103 117,8 118,9 11.9,7 219,8 110,8 122,4
8crappage Rate for Cars (_) ............ 8.1 7.4 8.2 7.8 8.7 8.6 7.2 7.4 8.1 8.8 8.6 7.2 7.4 ;

Prices & InterestRates ° Annual Oases of Change

Index of Car Costs..................... 28.6 7.2 I3.1 12.7 11.3 13.7 9,6 6.7 7.O 9.2 14.1 8.8 6.1
Price Deflator - Autos & Parts ...... 7.7 10.8 10.1 8.1 8.4 9.1 9.9 8.8 7.7 7.2 6.1 9.4 8.1
Price Deflator - GAsoline........... 42,4 19.8 18.1 12.7 11.6 18.4 14,1 9.3 8,2 9,3 17,5 13.2 , 7,9

Gasoline Tax Cents per Oallon).. 16.9 13.5 15,7 17.3 18.3 19.4 20.G 21.8 23,2 24.6 26,2 27.9 29.6
Fedora ........................ 4,O 4,0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4,0 4.0 4.0 4,0 4.0 4,O
5Rate& Loodl .................. 8.9 8.5 11.7 13.3 14.3 IS.4 15.0 17.8 18.2 20.6 22.2 73.9 25.0

A_to Installment LoanRate (%)...... 14.19 12.03 [1.99 12,60 13.14 13.38 17.62 11.80 i1.31 11.(_5 12.19 11.89 10.98
Cost of Car Ownership Relative to

All Consumer Prices (1972,1.0001 .... 1.338 1.300 |°837 1.384 1.423 1.478 1.481 1.488 1.459 t.485 1.598 1.978 LD57

i .i8 D¢ta Ret_ourcas Long.Term Review, Fail 1900
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To remain competitive w!th alternativee_ea_nsans of transport,
interc_carriers work on a small margin_,_er costs. Costs for

drivers or_._bout 30% of the total. Cos/of equ'_pment account for
another 9,0%T'_ the total and operating costs (fuel/maintenance)

about I[%_ _n _ there were app_ximately 2,800 Class I and II
motor carriers, _4_elly, empl_ment in the trucking industry

amounted to 9,052,000 _ple i/973(ATA_. _.'_._ estimate).
Heavy=duty engine_,_k_ust emission regulations will, of

course, also apply to b_es. _q_ an example of how this segment of

thevehiclepopoleti/eo th.rowereaho t=O,0°O
buses being opera2_d in the U.S._ • 1050 intercity transit bus

companies, empl_ng about 44,000 peo_4_. There were also 48,700

transit hu/s are equipped with diesel en_i_es. School buses,

buses being SMferated by local transit _anies, Host of these

however_acount for the overwhelming numbe_&_of buses on the

roods./_n 1977 over 298,800 publicly- and privaCy-owned school

buses_ere in operation_unted for over 80_e_=ent of all

hu_ on the road and were nearly all gasoline-powered._

E. The Future of Heav_-Duty Vehicles

The next decode is sure to bring changes in the heavy-duty
vehicle industry. Changes in GNP and welght and length restric-

tions may tend to slow the rate of growth of the heavy-duty vehicle

I fleet Increasing real fuel costs will certainly lead to furtherdevelopment and utilization of the efficient diesel engines.

I Although precise predictions are impossible, the discussion which

follows addresses some of the major factors which will affect the

s_zn and composition of the heavy-duty vehicl_ fleet in the next
decade.

The GNP growth rate is expected to slow in the next decode as
compared to the 1970's in which it slowed as _ompared to the

ig60's The main reason is the energy problem. A corollary

of a de,lining rate of growth in GNP is a declining rate of growth
_n commercial freight and therefnre_.a lesser growth rate in soles

of heavy-duty vehicles to move that freight.

Another area of change which will affect the sales of heavy-

duty vehicles in the next decode is deregulation of the trucking

industry. Spurred by the trucking industry, the Federal Govern-
meat, and the fuel crisis, states should continue to move towards

unifor/ weight and length limitations. This will decrease the

number of miles that trucks have to travel since many unnecessary

miles are due to the differences in state regulations.7/ Trucks
today go around states where regulations are more restrictive since

that is cheaper than making two trips through the state to meet
weight restrictions or having to reload into a shorter trailer to

meet length restrictions.
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: Along with uniform regulations, less strict weight and length

limits may be implemented. Double and triple-trailer rigs can
substantially reduce the gallons of fuel used per ton-mile tra-

veled. It is estimated chat doubling of gross combination weight
results in more than a doubling in fuel efficiency as measured by

ton-miles per gallon of fuel. Of course these weight and length
restriction changes will continue to be debated in view of safety

: .... ' and environmantal concerns.

Restrictions on return trip loads should be eased. This will

reduce the number of empty backhaulieg trips and therefore increase
fuel efficiency.

All of the above regulation changes will send to decrease _he

rate of growth of the heavy-duty vehicle fleet. Trucks will curry
more freight per trip from both a welgh_ and a volume vlewpoln_.

Also, the number of miles per trip should decrease due to less

bypassing of overly restrictive states. On the o_her side of the

future heavy-duty vehicle sales equation is the fact that heavy-
duty vehicle lifetimes may tend to diminish somewhat since they

will be dolng more work per hour and per mile. This will place
more stress on engines and drivetrains resulting in increased wear

and tear. Durability will become increasingly important.

The fuel crisis, while being an underlying cause of all of _he

above changes, will be a direct cause of the shift from gasoline-

fueled engines to diesel engines. As mentioned previously in this
chapter, diesel engines are more fuel efficient than gasoline-

fueled engines. Coupled with the greater durability of diesels,
the fuel efficiency advantage should continue to increase the
diesel's market share.

i II The switch to diesuls will not be as fast as the mechanicaladvantages of diesels would predict. Environmental, social, and

economic concerns will prevent the extremely rapid rate of diesel-ization predicted in some studies._/,_/ Concern over future
particulate and NOx regulations will prevent manufacturers from

folly coemlt=ng to diesel production until they are confident that
such regulations can be met without adversely affecting the eco-

nomlc advantage of the diesel. As more diesels are put into

use_ the diesel fuel shortages may increase to a greater degree
=ham gasoline fuel shortages. This was demons=rated with the fuel

shortages in the spring of 1979. The specter of diesel fuel
shortages may dampen demand. Basic economics predicts that as

! diesel fuel demand increases, i_s price will increase, which will

also remove some of the diesel advantage. Finally, lack of confi-
dence in diesel cold-start cupabillty and maintenance availability

I is stil_ a concern with many prospective owners.

i EPA is projecting that the current growth in heavy-duty

: vehicle sales will decrease slightly in the mld-eighcies. The
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major change expected is a shift to diesels in the heavier weight
classes.

TO project total heavy-duty vehicle sales by weight class EPA

used several steps.

Firs=, the total heavy-duty vehicle sales by domestic manu-
facturers for the years 1967-1978 were determined from HVMA data.

A linear regression through this data gave a sales growth of 10,903
per year,

The next step in this process was to account for imports,

primarily Canadian, The data available to EPA indicated that on a
year to year basis, Canadian imports were mathematically about 10

percent of domestic sal_s by U.S. manufacturers. So the growth
race was increased by lO percent to about 12,000 per year.

To apportion the sales across =he weight classes, historical
percentages from the period 1974-1978 were used. These percen-

tages, as shown belows are percentages of total sales in each

weigh= class and have been assumed not =o change in the mid-1980ts.

i Class lIB 8,501 - I0,000# " 28.3%

Class III 10,O01 - 14,000# _">7- _i_

Class _V 14,00l - 16,000# 0.9% J/J"!"""' 1.1
Class V 16,001 - 19,500# 2.2% _ t0.b _.q
Class Vl " 19 501 - 26 000# 32.2% V-.
-c_aSsV_I 26,0o1-:_3,ooo# '_:gz
Class VIII 33,001 and over 25.2% '

Table IIZ-M contains the total projected beery-duty vehicle sales
for the period 1984-1988.

To determine how the total heavy-duty sales in each weight
class will he divided between gasoline-fueled engines and diesel

engines, EPA used several input sources and in a few cases best

judgment. This methodology will be discussed on a per class basis
in the following paragraphs.

Classes lIB t Ill t IV I V - Based on data submitted in the

light-duty diesel particulate rulemaking action it appears that
dieselizatioe in lighter gross vehicle weight will not be as great
as in the heavier weight classes. This slower dieselization rate

will be caused in part by the larger initial purchase price of the

diesel, slightly poorer performance of diesels, and less avail-
ability of maintenance for diesels. Based on the light-duty diesel

sunnnary and analysis of cormnsnts, our projections will allow 20

percent of the sales in each of these classes to be diesel by 1990

_/ and the percentage of diesel sales to grew at a steady 2 percent
per year for the period 1984-1988 (see Table III-N).
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_ TabLe IZI-H;i Es¢ima_ed HDV Sales for
1984 chrou_h 1988 by GVWR (pounds)

8,501- 10,001- 14,001- 16,001- 19,501- 26,001- 33,001 A11 lid
Year i0_000 14t000 16r000 19_500 261000 33t000 and over Vehicles

i 1988 192,760 36,100 6,130 14,985 219,324 40,187 171,645 681,131
1987 189j366 35,464 6,022 14,721 215,462 39 p479 168,623 669,137

1986 185,971 34,829 5,915 14,457 211,600 38,771 165,608 657,142
-' ,l't_ "llO I,'_5_ -I i ,q,',4- _5,_t_'_ 1(_5, _,o't.)

1985 182,.577 34,193 5,806 14,193 207,738 38,064 162,578 645,149 i

. 1984 179,183 33,557 5,698 13,929 203,876 37,356 159,555 ;"633s154 _--

# /

TOT _-'91u_ '/t,

\

i _ _.354- ?=_'o'.,._ Gl,=.+O ZS.&b i._,_<) _a.',='/,,

19':10._,l+l

,

t ')-,'8 ""

_,_._ _,_

, tq"t5,.,.-,,..-- l._,._..
lq'72 ' -=

i

: I
i
i

!
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Table III-N

!. Es£ima=ed Diesel Bales as a Percen=age of Heavy-Duty
Sales for..1984=hrou_h 1988 by GVWR (pounds)

_':_ 8,501- 1O,001_- 14,001- 16,001- 19,501- 26,001- 33,001 All HD

year i0,000 14,000 16_000 19r500 26_000 33t000 and over Vehicles

1988 16% 16% 16% 16%_"/I 41% 100% , 100% 50%

Ii:[1987 14% 14% 14% 14% 38% 96% 100% 48_

! 1986 12% 12% 12% 12% 34% 92% 100% 46%

1985 10% 10% 10% 10% 31% 89% 100% 44%

l

1984 8% 8% 8% 8% 28% ! 85% 100% 42%

I
1%5" 31=qS_, _,_5_ IS,%_9 .'-')_1' 40,_?', 1_q,_'_I

,,I
1390 B'7,%'71 _,_-qG tB,513 %%7,0q9 i 41,,,,oz. _q'U=lO:7b_,_'/-I

. o z_(_3 zo zo 50 '?_ _oo Ioo
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Class Vl - This class is comprised primarily of " 'medium-duty"
trucks and school buses. Historically, school buses are about 18
percent of the sales each year. In an article published in "Fleet

_" magazine, several manufacturers estimated Class VI
diesel/truck sales in the mid-eighties. The manufacturerF esti-
mated that in 1985 between 35 and 50 percent of Class VI truck
sales would be diesel.l 0/ Currently only about I0 percent are
diesel. Our analysis will conversatlvely use the 35 percent
figure. Dieselization in school buses is difficult to estimate.

significant growth in school bus sales is not expected due to
declining school enrollments end the almost complete implementation
of "court ordered busing." Most school buses do not accumulate
enough mileage on a daily basis, and thus enough fuel savingsD to
fully justify the increased initial cost of a diesel engine.
Lacking a more specific estimate, best judgment dictates that by
1990 about l0 percent of all school bus sales will have diesel
engines.

Class VII - In 1978 Class VII sales were more than 61 percent
diesel with dieselisation in this class increasing rapidly over the
pas= fivo years. Sales in this weight class are expected to become
mostly diesel in the mid-eighties. Based on historical ratios,

this class should be almost all diesel by 1988.

Class VIII - Sales in Class VIII were over 96 percent diesel
in 1978. Based on the recent history in this class, these sales

will all be diesel by 1984 or earlier. It is reasonable that by

1 1984 all Class VIII sales will be diesel.

Using the data in Table lII-M, end the criteria in the discus-
sloes above, Tables Ill-O and III-P contain the estimated sales
split by weight class between gasoline and diesel engines for the
period 1984-1988.

Baaed on this analysis, the major changes expected give an

I overall heavy-duty sales growth of about 1.8_ per year over the 5

[ year period (1984-1988). The increased dieselization in all
classes will actually lead to a decrease of about 2 percent per

I year in gasoline-fueled engine sales and an increase of about

6,4 percent per year in diesel engine sales over the 5-year period.

[
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Table llZ-0

Esclmated Diesel U_age in Heavy-Duty Vehicles
for 1984 chrou6h 1988 by GVWR (pounds)

8,501- I0,001- 14,001- 16,O01- 19,501- 26,001- 33,001 All HD

Year I0,000 14_000 16,000 19,500 26,000 33p000 and over Vehicles

1988 30,841 5,776 981 2,398 89,755 40,187 171,645 341,583

G"

1987 26,511 4,965 843 2,061 80,984 37,979 168,623 321,966

5

! 1986 22,316 4,179 710 1,735 72,490 35,824 165,600 302,854
h

1985 18,258 3,419 381 1,419 64,275 33,725 162,578 284,255

. 1984 14,335 2,685 456 1,114 56,338 31,678 159,555 266,161

.a

I

.0
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! Table III-P
!

Ea_imaced Gasoline-FueLed Hsage in Heavy-Du_y Vehicles

for 1984 _hrou_h 1988 by GVWR (pounds),

8,501- I0,001- 14,001- 16,001- 19,501- 26,001- 33,001 A11 }ID

Year I0,000 14,000 16_000 19_500 26r000 331000 and over Vehicles

1988 161,918 30,324 5,149 12,587 129,569 0 0 339,547

1987 162,855 30,499 5,179 12,660 134,478 1,500 0 347,171

1986 163,654 30,650 5,204 12,722 139,110 2,947 0 354,287

1985 164,313 30,774" 5,225 12,774 143,463 4,339 0 360,888

1984 164,84B 30,872 5,242 12,815 147,536 5,678 0 366,991
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Table III-Q

1978 Vehicle and Engine Manufacturer Information

Company To_al Sales ($) Nee Income ($) No. of Employees

American Honors 2,585,430,000 36,690,000 27,517

CaEerpillar 7,219,200,000 566,300,000 84j004

Chrysler 16'j340,700,000 -204,600_000 157,958

Cumins Engine 1,520,750,000 64_400,000 23,298

Ford Me,or 42,784,100,000 1,588,900j000 506,531

General Hocore 63,221,100,000 3,508,000,000 839,000

International 6,664,350,000 186,680,000 95,450
Herveecer

Hack Trucks 1,640,010,000 68,800,000 17,100

Nhi_e Motor 1,095,710,000 330,000 9j232
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new9-liter dieselV-8 h_troduc,edIiL_t
Septt,mber, RecentIll slud[es indi-
ea,u this engine offers economic _ _'_"'f'

• pa)'backfor .dieselpower a[ as little _0 ss-" Io -- 7'_ eo as _o
• _ l0 000 nlles per ),ear.

' .. '. Cummins," leifiporarily',on lh_ . ... : _ . - .. ..
ed in "d it) e igine _ ::" :! ,...: .' $ _ e$ of o _'l oo "'

;:'_'h_f,¢ "' m_lrketis back_ ith itsVT-_25, sue- porting Irneksihrough Phdadclphm, V_at lies ahoad?" _" _" eessorto the "triple nickel V-555. Oakhmd and, ]aler th s year, |lees- The Class 6 and7 dh.sel market isI_I .t.:,i*_..4!

i, ";.L_ Bill tl.m, biggest bnpact oli the loll; Th_ Frt.ightlhwr-\'ob,'o mar- real|), Iv,,o-li,zrclh light-clef), alldinid-rallge markt_t h_'; )'el Io lappell riago is a )'ear old. Volvo f.r the first heav),-(hlty with englnus s]ott,-'d for
f r v _"'J'
_ ._., hec'allse tile nulch-he_dded ile_VDe- lime is now available uailmmny, each. The ch;d]enge for fleets is to
:.i_ "" troit Diesel 8.g-liter (500-cu in.} In slmrl, the )'ear is starling out as spec tile besl coml)lnaliod which will '-
_:_"_'+':)_'...: [ami|); of Fouf-e),cJeV-Ss went into a buyers" market, gi_e Ihe lowest Iota[east over tile lir_ _
,._ ;_. , production just this month. Re- orlhev_.d_icle.

pol'ted])', DDA l=_ invested S200 Heavy-dutyvs lightduty Cutmnins engim,ermg and mar-
::,.,,_? milliuu in tills el_glne and highly-au- What will 't co_ to Ira)' dk.se| kvting uxpor|s ch'ar]y _egmeut lhe
_., <r ionlated plantwhlchhasthccal_aeity power? Ans_cr; $30g0 to $6000 ei_gine busii.:ss fly lype of vngin¢
!_,_,_,_._ to produce 75,000 engines annuallyl more Ill;in for COHl|)iu'ah]e gP_sol[ll(_ service and recon=mend cngin_ ap-
.._.,._?;3_,% . The 8.2 engine will be heavily p(_wer. Inchlded in the higher cost p Lcahm aec_}r ]l gly. _'e;_3 -d y
t-._ -., Ioltied h)' Ford this spring in its all are mandalury imwerlraiu options is high inilcage, high speed, hcav'y
,,' .. _ new l"-mode] _mli]yofconventiomds l'eqltlrt.d fi_rdh.svl power, h_ad$:vquiring 1lie-bore Iop•prhed

l;:/_r_'_= aud in Chevro]et's and OMC's "l'he;*ddillonalg3t)0O_i] gvt_oua I;ug_ disp]acculuzd cugines. CCJ

_L,,._, mid-slzo lllodoIs, nlinlrnl]tn-st',ec Inid-r;*ug_* "_c]licle ill lr.m_lalioll; Culnlulns' ,_'J'C Series'_.'_A.: Ihe lg.500-1b GVW cab.got),. The Detrod's71 andO2st.HesiCat's3.100
t_:_:. Mid-rangediesel prlc_ war? SG000 premhlm gets yon snmLqhhlg series; Mack's END'|'-675-76-77 and
_,%':'L'_'
, ,Eb:',_ The hattie of the 'SOs nlay well ill tile 25.000- to 2G.000iIb GV\V I_,'I'..*,Zengines.
: -,:,,;,. become a doIIar-and-ce=as baltic, r;u_gewiflla Imtllheror(.xba% phlsa "Mvcllnm-duly" means mostly

' too. U.S. manufi_eturt,rs' eapaeit), 10 _f v ,- v fcmure_. CAas_7 al,d 8 by;re) ,.'vh_cles hut i*ol
":' ' prt)vklo told-range die_e| power h;_ For the bu._er, _]_:,1it u]/hn,dcl) ill hcavy-¢ t } sc _'ic" T.vpicall): less

:_t_:._! more than douhJed, •lu addition, l,oils down to is: Ilow is the truck to th;m 5t),O00 I_lJle$pL*ryt'ar ;rod leSS

"_'_-?':"_"_J Mack is mw writing orders fi_r [is be used? IIe;w), dut)' am[/or high I]mn 200- ]era lee Tvpk.al vehicle.**;'-_ .Mid-Lh_er:Mere*ales iSbath|tag an nlih_age? lAg|it duly al_dlor low isa t_vo-a.xlctraclor ur 8 x 4 straight
;,, ., :.dt,q;_ *- .d tL_scmblyI)]ant in Il;iI]lI_[tln.Va. _uith mil,_age? Obvious[ ,, ust rs will |lave tru_ _. GCW fur Iraclor:; is 6O,(K_0ll)
f"_':::;:_=_::' a .1000-xehie]e almn,_l capacil)'; Me- to _pt.c aco¢,nliug[),:rodbuy a,:_:ord- _ith ivcragc. GCW o[ 40,000 Ih;
i_'_¢_C_]l gin,s ts m high gear ,hdlot,ally, ira- it,gI),, straight lrucks css T,'picaI cn-
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50,000 GCW Tractor
aS above except_

• Tubeless 11-22,5 12 PR tires.7.5 x 20.5 • ENG NS S ;
" _. " . - . wheels " . • Mc<lel Continued
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._ • F_ IDad & bc_3y I']c3r 3,_,] AI_r_IC I " "al_rw;ince (Ib) 13.6_2 _Ipa¢ ;y tm
_ DIMENS DtIB R,_ara:Jo t_tio Bal:_,tj

B_C (;n,) 87 Ber.,ice br.lke FrO_Ha, ._I;b) E-SP:_ ]

I FUEL TP.I_IK P_.rhm_braku R_ 1.2x'.o Ill 3301

_i Cap,lclty (gait 53 Tol_l brake area To,_l (Ib _B,7OFTIOt'IS . WHEELS al(owanc. Itbl Pn _an L• Power _akecft • -oteori o ".'
Rims _leelbasn {rnJ

MEFtCEDES-DENZ L1113 SUSPE:_SON B_C(in) /_:'25,000 GVW TRUCK Ffenl FUEl. TANK

Same as above except: Rear eataaClly {gap I_'!_!

- ENGINE(S) ELECTRICAL OPTIONS

"." " blOdol Slarter • 2.speecl tear _.xfe5 E25/7,a98

TRANSMiSSION(St Alternatnr [ ,Metal gallot_ MERCEDES-BENZ Ll,I18
AXLES WEIGHTS['_,,mdrFvor_ 32,225 GVW Truck
Front &_'o Flonlaxle (tb 5351 ENGrNEtSI ,
capacity (IDt B160 Roar a_le [rb) 3279 b!odel M-B Ot,l3_5,5

, Roar axle Total(lb) 8360 TRANSM;S$ 9N(5). ";2 cauac*_ rib) 16.840
Payload & bc}dy ModaJ M-B 5-sPeed. full ;

RoaraxteraIIo allowance (tb) 16.370 _ynchro, lotaltaliof_r_l ,t
BRAKES . "'EIMENSiONS g_ar E.1

So,vice brake Wheelbase (it_j AXLES
• . Parking brake ..BEG (in,) P;onl a._._
" • " Tolal brake a ea " FUEL TANK c_paclty (Ib) t 1.02E

: , '. WHEELS Raa_axle
, - . • . Capacity (gel)" capaoly (Ib) 21.200

,, . . , Tires ' _- ": .9.00-20 IE P,q {6} . OPTIONS Rear _fo rat o 4.1Rims ."'" -"

i BRAKES

SUSFENSI(3N MER CED ES-BENZ L1316 Serdceora,_
F_onl 30,000 GVW Truck Palk!ng ora_a ar releasn ,_ rln_

Rear ENGINE(SJ " P
chamb.c.tsacting on

ELECTRICAL MOde bolh

. "':..z';.:.Stattor " " . TRANSMtSStON{S} tearwnoels

_','.'{';" ,!"Allernalo_" ',_ ,:,, Model _'-: ., Tclal brake are4 83E.74 sq in.

Battery A.XLES "_ ' " WHEELS
• WEIGHTS (_,_l drive - Fronl axle Tires

._''.': _":r't _ Ftoni a_,to Ib " ,&300 1 L025 R_ms
':" .-."_Roa_"axle '{Ib)" : _244 SUSPENSIOt,.

F_ont i

Rear a_ eta o 5.714 or _ 143 single. Rear
• ' -" ' " $gecd ELECTRICAL

BRAKES ".
Slarter '24 V/E hp

" ! - . Wheeba_o (1,) Alternator

".-, ". :'BBC [: ,_'t ",,ti wnce',s, spring Barley' 2-83 .:_n-12 V. .. •" cnamoet ass=sed WEIGHTS (with :it_vor)

.... Total brake area • 832 5q n, (2 speed Front axle {tb} 6843 , ": b
• - ,- roaraxle) " Rear ,_lo lib) 4E58

"'.. Tolal (Ib)" ". 11.101
10,00-20 14PR (6) " " Pay gad E bodv . "

• Power lak6ofl : Rims "" ;/7,50-20 (6} ' " " ' allowance Ib " 2 24 " "" :
:. _C:,_.MERCEDES-BENZ L1116 SUSPENSION-"--. " . "., -, "DJMENSONS

:_" ":- _;_ Font, _ ."'..:,_": _ 'lele_cepic'shcck "" '...,% Wheebase" n "
_'" "'_ ;'=:*" "' ."._: absoberswlhha o "" ..... • "
1 "_.'";.:: .'T ''*_ .-7 ,. ,t eltiplioalleat.spdng_ "-, BBC(In,) . . , , . !. ,
.... .-: ,- : ands/abilize ". -'EUELTANK : • . :. ' :.

Rear " : ' . le/eseeplcshock" "" " " Capadly(gal -','.. ' "
absozbers wilh hall- OPTIONS " . " : . .
elllpl_calteat.springs "

. andprogressveyac. ., ,')'he CerHlan ell_illeerc_l Marco-' :

- " Ingauxdlmryspdngs " des-llenz short IlnSe coilv_n/(o]ial

]ill_ 0]" lrU¢_S (:OVers |ILL' rill] ratl_e DF" •. _pamly {Ib)
" ' " " - Cla_ 6"a_d 7

_ _ . . . ._ , ", . ...".. ,.. ._ :. Continued
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i!n/_-;::_jo'.d:!:t:llt "¢et*-typ,2 injetqi{)n (_111_1111[:i_ F.............................

immp/g,)veri.Jr assembly ilesth,t] 'lilt, CulmnE:_:, \'1'-2_5 dh,n,.I V-8 /"-"_i_.._•,"

The pUinl) Feeds ill¢!i_ichJ.d) rela- appro, tch {o Ih*." Inid-lall'._e elIghlv
ti_ el)' il_l.xI),'Lt';b_' "l_t'll_.i]" hlj,,ultll:, I_l;LU],:t't,l)L,i'*".'_] Fld!_ tl: ' U.lill_ml)+'S
iJl (,,tch ,_,:,][mh:r via c_y,ht ]il tr,]lIre'S- e.u]icr V-,355 nfid-r.i!ge flie',,'], t]l," [ _ ,- ! ....
sure ]hlc_. The i:*jcctl ,*I Imml I phm- V'I'-2:_5 di_pI,:. ,:s 555 cu i:l, (.1% x ',

{ . gets are opt.rated b)' a c,unshM•t .l_,-in. bore am.l stroke). Like mostwi/hha the punlp (scparalc flOM file Ct/l_tltillS cnghtos Ihc_e days it in-
valve train c;11]lshLlF[) Vdlie}l has ii eOt'l)Orates the iulded Ibature ol'tur-

ce:flliFug.d tlnlhlg advance nwch- boch.ughq_ as stnnd:lrd equip|aesir.
ttllt_lll ftlr t*c'_)llomt¢,d el*gil:u, opcut- Tlamgh the Ilahlt,dl)-:tq',halcd
lion oxvr tl.' entire Sll,_t:d tangy, V-55:; ix _hH i. I)rO,hlcli,m, ira alqlli-

The 320,q is ;l;',/[I:ll)[e ill a illllnhef calhl._ ,,t,, t._.llt-illvI_ ]imih,d, _o the

j of versions with horsept_wt, r and V"-225 c_ "ightfi I v bc consideredtorque char:tctdrlst[cs tailored to its sl_o_e_sor and Cu_nmirts' tmdt* et:
speelfle applicatltm_ (see tah],,). In fi3rt ia the medlum-duty flekl. Nee-
general, th.- 175-. 200- a,ld -ql0-hp ertheb.s_. Ih. V-555 i, i,,ch,ded in
vt_rsloo_ art: lol_'otlil)h.Ild¢*¢.l If)l- ]o(';Jl, t}lt' table _r coii,_,t:i'_,:_.

intra-clt T service, whlh: the 2t_00 Num,,r,ms k,..._)-tb_t,, ent;hte Fca-
/'plll, |0._- and 185-hp val'i;ltions tures arc carrk.d over [ll_o tile Vl'-

have been developed for i.ter-clty 2"Z_, lts rcphlceable ,...'et-t_pe cylin-
ser'.'lce. 'l'i_e latest addition to tile der liners are veo efficient from _

• 3208 fiunily is a 160-hp versl0nl in- enollng starldll,)illt anti ;dlov¢ col/I-
leaded eslleehd] )' for Intra-_..ity o11- lllele In-fi',mle o_el'] duls. T]I,.. s:lme
eration hi Class 6 ;'chicle'; (l 9,5t)0- to Cure mills lq' lh,_.l s>stem usetl in the

• 2G.000-Ih CVW). big bore eslghte_, is emplo)ed hi tile Cumtli;n_VT-225 isa lurbu,:hatged V-9 ex-
Caterpillar ]l;i._ worked Oll[ dt_ _ _.r'['-_:)5. Its deMgn en_ures equal lure5 sucll as rem0vat)te wet nets, tour

tailed application recommendatioas fi:el nteteri]lg to all cylinders and val,.,e_petc_llnderandtolledzo_lvalv_ltain:
O

for the 3zOS series engine:_ which precise itqection limb g while per-
take into aecotlnt "¢ehJe]e_ froalaI milling el|stages itl engltm ratings to
area. axle configuration, CVW, OI)l[tn[;_)? etltiilll_lcnt ]_olfol'nl;tllC_..
geared speed and t3'l)C of st,twlce. "11.. Cummins-d,.s/gm.d htrhocharg- I)elrolt I)k'sel
These :ihotdd be followed tvltt_zt er r¢2(hlces etlgittv smoke and noim(.' l)uh'(dt Diesel All|sot| is fi_.)ldillg a
speeffyillg lhe 3208 il_ mD'lleet aml ensures rated enghle perfi_rm- nunlberoFollbringshtthenlid-range

• vehicle• " . " . -. ' anee at high ahitudes. -." " " -" dlescl market. Two units, tile .I-53T

it overhaul time. :several prt)ce- "l'l[e VT-225 |_:_.s Ibur valves per and 6V.53T, have b,-.en in produc-

cat| be htkell advallhtgc of Io (2yIitlder--:ltv_th_'r hig engine lea- lion hi ot_t, form or ;mother sltleb the
breathe new life hdo the 3208. lfthc ture--for hlcre;_.scd Otdl)ut ai_d filel inld-10(_l)s, the dlher cnghm', the 8.9. '
erlgIIIo h;v; be,ql well eared fi)r: iIIi _:_a) _ y. Valves at,_ o,)et,ded hy a liter is br:lrtd new. Together they " ]tit.

_'t_],rt_sel,l opposite ,,pl, roa_hes, )211- • _lt,_: -,

in-Frame" overhaul =/laYThishetllCisIittlem°st IowersValveIrp.inForIongemPJ°yingcamandr°llertappetCamliibf°l" girteering-wlse,,, • to mid-range, dlesc ill

nlore than the valve'-and-ring job - The FI'D fuel injectors a_c of the design . " _ |:["
conlnlo/I toga.soline'6./_'gin¢_s.andtht: "saule design as in the larger Ci)ln- The background of tile ix3 series " [:'_'
cost, according to.Cat, is al)tnlt 20% rams engines and are also e;unshaft cngbles is defillltely heavy-duty.

• ., t
•. to 25% of a ne_: t_nghte... . - operated. Injeclor Fuel supply and Unhiu : among mhl-range diesels for

:",",'_-':" If cylinde,;'wear is more tire- rehtrta is by drilled l)assages withiff their t'wo-cycle mode of Ol)eralJon. "
• - " 'ntJtlnee¢. an out-o{'-]'ratne over laLI the. ellghte block, they nte,'t'_ure 3tA x 4½-in. bore and
.'. _ inay be c'ailed for. The 3208 Is tie- . . , . , . stroke, giving the itdine Four _ dis

"": " "signbd to 5_cept two re-bores, and The _,'i:fi25"s' crankshaft ix a figh' placemeat of 212 cu ill. atld the %'-6
• " two" st_mdard piston oversizSs {.020 tensile steel forgingl fidly counter-- 318 cu ill. Their constn_ct/o*/is simi-:

:..:.hnkl .040 in. I" are avai able."rhe weighted, with |nduction ha[dened lar to De|toil Diesel's klrger 71-
• r _ "crankshaft is regritidable 'atid'dv6rZ jourua]s _apable of/airing se+end re.: ! serie:; eugiJleS with such features
: ,- , a ( der-sze bean gs are ava. gn ds Be r gs are sec-_ eked repacca ewe-_q_ecy der ers '

,,:,. :- able The out-of-frame job runs °.2,5% - co))cr.lead w*th lead-hn ovetlflaic _tst rot u _-n gee ) s o s re -
,.to 35,o of the cost of a ne;','.etlghle ,-, ['or hreak-ln proteetlmh All od );ts- erlzed =_tu_Followers I)I)A stnllt In-

">sa_'_;" Catcri_illar_" h'(addition; Cat' sages are'intenmlly drilled, and a ' jeerer t'lml system,.etc, The "T'/
'as6 akesavllabc're a ufaetlred" I/gh-press regetr u )s _ esa s fix er o desg o s

short bkx:ks and c_m_ _lete enbnnes. ?.bearnlgs wflh cooled oil. " mtli_Hes they re turboeharged .....
"--both w0hwarnmt|es--atlessth_tn - " ' : - But the mosl siglfificaut news" _

65% of new ehgine cost. _ " eoitlit_g out of Detroit l)[esel Allison
? '' • _ • ," -• ,•..-" ':" _ - Continued
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500 etl ':_;._alve _:c_ckifi"_.6v_;_ a're do _ e-_: d ? , he.1 "l ss' 6 e _ g "_'E'36 _it's'_ q- ::_: '

troke)," ,|animated steel eonstruehon to: :lnglt instead toprowde addJhonal_',.,
e_o tile ndw mlgine's ¢'onsh:ue- lnhlimize'l_dls6 radiad_JIi';ts well." '.'_ Ihernlal eiibrg), to dri_.,e'thb "tiJrl_J :"::

i(6n is its Ihierless ¢_ts hot bock , . Fuel itj_.c ors' a valves -c- _,b ' "'eh rger ' " :- , _" " :" ":'.-' : ,

:which h;_'se_eral Worthy featiIres, i per" cylhlt]er_-are actuated by. he" ['; The'.el-anks] d_ h;Is large'm,ainand .r ,
'/'hee)linderw;dlsoft}l[_bl_k _:eof t.nnlshaft which is provkl_.d with _'£.j'_dnli_iii"journals' _'it] 'gen/.,fftis '_ ' !_"

";,vh;;t'DDA e;lls a "ffee's ff ng';-" ".'heavy-duty" b'Pe t'olle_ tappet_ :._ ?'byer p fez:_frength.'Fo r-lbh inidn:.':'..' _"
_lesrgh. That is. they :_rff=&t in ,'i " Atmther heav)'-duty Iouc]{ is repre- "" "U-b,,'u'fflg"_.l_s_rovk|8 the J_lSck widC" '""
maimer that allm_s coolant eircula- sentcd by the fi_ r sys e n .wh e 'bx n s rength at a H_idity '.:c
tion arotllltl aml'f(ir the elltire Ij zMS $_kqlll_llllt iiijeeorsl}_nllt , It_ ilew ullglle e;rl'_S ;t _,.

"". length, top obolcn glee ey n- inlargcrDelroitDic_sele_gi_us In- 50000- e or2-- on warrarly .

.: :j" deri_'B6sidds p?bvicli g e_:e _:nt ' ".jt_:tion fi_'l supplx_cl return _ via whlel s o e i,'in"t|ouble t|_o' '_',"

?'?'t_lifik, this dbsign nls6 tends Io re: intern:dly drilled p;r_s:,g,,s In tim e)'l--' standard 12-re,ruth, :'12,00.0-mile: ?>'_duce noise tnmslnis_ion to Ihe'ouler inder heads. I: -" " -, \_rmrl b' olfen,d dn"most /_:esollhe "';_ "
block walls, which thmn_-h'es are of A belial intake I_rt design ira- Iruck ullglne_ in shnilar ser.'|t_
a "serp_nlin¢.." [}r c_rnng:dcd tle._ign l_a]l_ otltJ;ntnn a_r _virl in tile COrn-

CUMMINS
Engine Power Torque Torque

• I.lod e/ (hp=@_.m) _ (l__fL(__Spm)_RIs_.( %)W _et_ght!lb) i
V-555 202 @ 3cx30 425 @ 1800 20 1710 I
VT-225 225 @ 3000 445@1900 13 17,10 I

i . ,_ Engine tableEngh_e Power Torque Torque

V8-8.2 165 6__ 35_J0 350 _ 1200 01 ?. 1108

VS-8.2T 205 (_ 3c_30 ,130 @ 1"/DO 190 1150

4-53T 170 @ 2500 402 @. 1800 12.6 1230

6V*53T 225@2600 550@1800 21.0 1895
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8hc_.rl _ bt3_.'_ 15_!on*_ 1'¢*0-5_e_2_ fll¢_el 2_221.

imuln sp_.,ecl (;I.'de ratio tmlnetle,lH)" Ihe highest and lowest ratlo tbl e.MI

- ......... ,,. ;I,"
_,:1: 1)uC;ul_t' Ifl'_ll;_ec Illnil,ltlut_s the out 'with axle suppliers Iset"ore

r'_ [ _._._ _-_'_ ;¢£1)111p '; [4 ' I-':i e ,1' O I1;' ,'1_1 _," l;pit tit'S.', fig. Coflllal_ed

,oo<ws,.<,
• . - • Single speed,

'_ , ,,' l'_ldOll; ]{oek_,v¢ll ;lilt] S Iker sup- Sitl_lle rcductlorl
? ".'_ :'._ydrve ,.xessu _e hr Cdu_-' D-140 13,000 5,291hru7.dO -I

{;4. [" L' du y "ucka Iphe_tions. All IIe _.;les F-1O6 15,OOO 5.29 Ihru 7.80
5. . .

_. "?[- " "_" n t s _'_ ge are M" the l'ul__oath)g H-172 17,500 3.73 tl_tu8.20
_;,.'i[ TI: '. t!.,pe &nd thdy f,(ll i_to o,u ¢>fthree L-172 15,500 3.73 lhru 8,20
_i"i | "";,, _alegnr'ies:. shlglt., re(]uclJnl{, two. Two speed
_!" J spe.ed or c](_ub]_ rudueRon L-600 1B,50O 4.56'6.36 thru 7.17/I0,00
i. ] I: o _...es e F,lOy silr I.bevel

Axle _po & model Capacity (Ib) Ratio Range Available

" 45 double red_ctton .... ., ]G175-D 17,50Q 6.70 thou9.97
. Mt55-D 18,600 6.66 lhtu 9.77

Two .speed __ I

G175-T 17,500 4.89/6,79 thtu 7.1716,97 '._ .. r_:. ,_.M185"T 18,500 4.89_6.66 thru 7.1719,77 ,"b'_r,, _'.

..... 8A_O. ,/,,.2._Axl_ type & model Capacity (Ib) Ratio Rarl_a Available
.............................................. q':': t ::: 'SIrl_le speed, - :., i_ ..

_. ,.t i14.,

Single reduction
15101 15,000 4.56 lhru 6.33 "' ' '[ ....
17121 16,500 3.70 thtu 7.17 "i,, ." ,',_I. .
18121 22,000 3.70 thtu 7.17 "": ..... l(:'
22121 22,000 3.761h_uT.17 :_'"'::llt, ".
63121 23,000 3.70 Ihm 6.07 . " ,'.: i.'(_l., -
23421 23,000, 3.70 th/u 8,87 . ,/

18201 15,000 4.56/6.34 thru 6,03¢6.61 _;C _r{_,
16244 17,500 4.56_6.34 thru 7,1719,97 _ _..,
17201 18,550 3.7015.05 Ihru 5.57/7.60
17221 15,580 - S.57/7.S01hru 7.1719.77
18201 22,000 . 3.70/5,05 Ihru 5.67/7.60 "q".i'::;t
18221 22,000 8.5717.66 thru 7.17/9.77 . -_
22221 22.000 3.90/5.32 thru 7.1719.77 '

lie a 26221 23,000 3.70/5.04 Ihru 8.67/9.08
.hlele rival can t reach Its geared niax- .
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S[,:),rocketiHg fuel and [slyer c_i_, tltu'k_. }mr lle sa)'_ ilni_m_ed cnnlpo- .f,a_rtu5eucksw_h 169.hpFiald ¢,:_ h,,,'e

I_tld-range diesel powel nl dlelr Phil,tdt.lphia mid New 'i't_rl_Cilv a_- ec_n_nly,accorJ_n_to Toso,lae;

;]• "_' Tt'picaffy, diesels pro_[de tql It> l;uul allah1 11 mpg. In corltr.lsl. Ford Ilnd today i)llreha_ing a gasolh_e-
t : twice the fuel mileage, reqtdre less C-700 slr,tlght_trllek_; wlfft 361- _r l_mv_;red. IIIt*dJllrll-dtlt 1' truck is nol

_ hi._her resale '.:due. otl]) 3 5 mpg ill city Olx,r.d[o I':nde S]dlak _a)s hll_a's I]t'_-I of
On the nt.gative shl¢ diesel_ co_t Fuel _,l_illgS are stA;_t:mllal, hut .17.500-1h C_,_,I l"t)rd I.N-7(_II dlit:ll_

from $3000 to S60CK) mort. th,ul a the. mast dramatic eJallges brollg trucks with Cat 3_()g dlt.:_els a.d
, gasolhle-powered model-Ant] patl_ about b)" [lie u:/e of diesels i_ re- 9v_-slleed transnl[_ionscut l'lle] con-

:" rephlcelzlent I'o'ra diesel friJoL"b Ii g duced downtime. : '. sumpthm 3S% compared with Fords
preudun pr ces,' es| t,eI;_ I, r r- "Alter traveling 30.fl0tl mlh, s. file towered by 360- or 37:3-cu /_
e[gn i_odels." ' . ' " " . Magitu_'trut..le; hi tlAs Ine,.di.. h:l_e g _ _ 11¢etl_q_es

• ".... St ff..lnld-rauge diest_l_ ha_o snllw vet In _ ;*ra smgh..on.m;ld l:dlun.,'" William Mc('::d]. dlrect_r "of the
strong hdvoeate_;, llele'$ what _l}llle Jones _ays. h_wa DO'I Office ot" Sullplh_s and

-'- ust_t_i have' to say •. The rcacllnn ot_Tost, []rlvers to I]le [_qtl[l)tuont, _%'s ffiesels have proven
• ' ,;,_o'_'.'laltd JDIleS, "ICe preshient of i_ew eeuipmt, nr ]_as bee]] uldfi_r.lly "stffl_t,ul{i.tll_ IIt'Ol'e reliable" thau
• _maintei'lance _'0rTo;;e h e. of _r g - e._:ce lel_t JnlleS reports. "The lnvt- g,ls_llhle engines, espee[aff F who-t1
'. ' port. Pa.. beiievos expensive truck tht.. hnproved vi_[bi/it:. ¢_m'd_r{ a_d us,,d hi sl_.w rolnoval oper,lumls

ruth tile hl;eMttl_ld, pt'r['orm;lnoe. They're evt!ll pllliJli_g Shillak sah[: "Ou,, of Ollr bigg_.s_
COlll;[iod[ty coin-" t[leir ._,[agittts tl'ucks I)l t]ltqr owl _nffffem,; (_'as thai[

. . lag'fin s[:_ ;mrffl-. .tlme!_Th[s tran_laies to 'n; nee iu'snoLv; _lm_ "g'"
cast,:r_ stacs, lilts 35 ,_ agitus,19O A ; s.lv[ng_;, hi:cat se'_ "mat; wml't in _-" load U _ _' ffl I !6 v
1].Fl_._tr!tghtt'ucka I'_ick-u_aud" treatatruekhe'spfi the" dot T 6s

"'_dehvery'serviee. 'lhese two.axle'. "'. ";., - ..... , aeelmndated slo_, n e't_ g /o "'- .
: • units are et u[ _te I with 160-1__ Fiat iowa choo_es mld-ra 90 d es¢ s' ' co " rtl lout A _] inelt,lSP 1 "

- ,..t lt_£els a_d fi_e:speed nmnua]. " :Jones isu't alone _ o'e a r ' " r'se'p' "e" _1 " or u ear: _
•-,.!ransl_tl_£pn_..Rated at 27 009-1b ,with aid range thesels, 1977 c ae er scs of' • C 9o08 ake" :

• ,OVW. ' !le _l.,gru_ _eJ cI_2_are:it Iox,a D,._.,rtmen't of Ir _s rtah, s,qyrelov;lllshra t ease • .',
:.,:!eumu]a!mg a,rellal?lty and ,er--i. bmke:,with traditint a,, ete . Of or 2000 m_'ksd r e " "
,:l..h)rfiladce'recor_l sdi_L.rlni- ' o'; o)era g-_:ost rojee o s cr " b)'h_ OOT al_ t:),_ ' e,.8)0 're
,.::;ga_oline-po_ered eqt!q_ment, nsed Io':v-h_c pureh_se _rocedure. '/'lds medium duty sit'aught trucks O" .
'.'pt:evioust)"Joues said.' "': : . . "o_ia_e e _" o -rartgc t e ' es6 8Xi 3X ;_retk,se_
• Jones adlnits that •i)arls Ibl" lilt.' sels'in {11edhJm-du )'_ll: eke; for ,_' ' o ; )O'•p rcha_l g g ) ve ,

Magirt;s' 'cost more tllati equ[valeHt Irst time." Shder _,avs it wm='t he lnug Imtff the
• 'COllll)OIl_llt_ ']'or A/iler[e;lll ¢ Io'.vll DO'l'ha_ doctllllt_lttt2d Sigll[['- entire IIIL'dlulll-tltl[)" lleet is diesel

..... •,1 ..... , .... ¢k "'.* •. "] : " : ' v • Conl'rtuod•. . '' _'r.il i,
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_ _ _ UNITED'STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY

t=;J wASH,N ,O,,o.o.
i OFFICE OF

A[R_ NOISE_ AND RADIATION

: JA_ 3 0 ISJ1 iI

! On January 19, 1981,the Administratorof the U.S. EnvironmentalProtection

_; Agency signeda one year deferralof the effectivedates for more stringent• I noise emission regulations for medium and heavy trucks and truck-mounted
solidwaste compactorswhichwere scheduledto go into effectin 1982..

) Based on the currenteconomicstateof the trqcklngindustry,the
I;_ Agency believesthat it isappropriateto deferthe Januaryl, 19BBeffective

date of the 80 dB regulationfor mediumand heavytrucksfor one year until
_; January I, 1983.

,i Since the 76 dB noiseregulationsfor truck-mountedsolid waste compactors
is relatedto the 80 dB levelfor truckchassis,the effectivedateof the
compactorregulationis deferredone year fromJuly I, 1982 to July I, 1983,

The deferral in effective dates is expected to provide imediate relief
to the industry_scash flowproblemswhich appearto be particularlyacute at i
this time.

Enclosedfor your informationis a copy of the FederalRegisterNotice
announcingthe one year deferral(46 FR 8497, Tuesday,January27, 1981).

For furtherinformation,contactTlmo_y M. Barry,SeniorProjectOfficer, rStandardsand RegulationsDivision,(ANR490), U.S.EnvironmentalProtection

AgencY, Washi.ngton,;O.C., 204BO,or phone (703) 557-2710. =

_!-' _--_)_. HenryE. Thomas -
_I _" Director

..... # Standardsand RegulationsDivision
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